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The Girl Has An Angel
Mark Allen Schmidt

It's bad when people want you dead:
It's real bad when a demon wants you dead
It's good to have a hero:
It's real good to have an Angel
"We don't fear fate, we serve destiny." Echstnn the Warrior
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This is a work of fiction. I made the whole thing up. Any resemblance to
real people is either entirely coincidental, or
absolutely intentional; and those people know who they are.
The Angels and the Demons in this book are fictional,
they are as I imagine they might be. But, they are based on
biblical descriptions, personal experiences and
first hand accounts from people I know and trust.

The cities, counties, towns, rivers, mountains, and most
of the diners, buildings and locations, are real.
I grew up in Modesto, in California's Central Valley.
I made up the Oak Tree Diner, in Gustine, California.

The names are changed but...
Skip Randen, the wonderfully flawed hero, is a real friend of mine.
Francis Simms, is a real farmer and friend of mine. His stories inspired this story.
Ryan Dow is a friend. I didn't have to make up anything.
Jay Arbuckle is also a real friend and former radio station manager.
Oz...well "Skip" figured out who Oz is when he read the manuscript.
David Jones; real name, real friend, my favorite guitarist.
C.J. Teg, real best friend and pastor. (You'll see him again in book 3; KISS THE SON )
Ella is based on a girl I knew who served me breakfast for years.
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He cast on them the fierceness of His anger, wrath, indignation, and trouble,
by sending angels of destruction among them.
He made a path for His anger; he did not spare their soul from death,
but gave their life over to the plague.
Psalms 78:49-50 (NKJ)
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CHAPTER 1
This might be the time to seek another line of work. As if time matters in my line of work. The
Saint tossed the quarterly report on the coffee shop table.
The writer looked up from his iPad.
Oh I'm here alright. I'm as real as the signal you call the internet.
The writer took a sip of his coffee, set the cup down and finished the sentence.
The Saint passed through the plate glass window and sunk down through the concrete. Mayan
Calendar Scam, great idea..the people of the Central Valley don't have the sophistication, the idol time
or the disposable income to pursue the latest apocalyptic adventure.
The inhabitants of the Southern half of the state were descending into an orgy of fear, despair
and dread; they were on-board for the predicted December cataclysm.
Next door, in the San Francisco Bay area, the population was giddy with anticipation of a new
era of physical elevation and spiritual transformation.
But in his realm, the simpletons, farmers and commuters of the Central Valley were just trying
to eke-by in the worst economic conditions since the dust bowl migration.
These stupid people aren't even over-reacting or panicking...of all things, they're praying. Such
creatures of habit and superstition...Religion...the sigh of the oppressed...the heart of a heartless
world...the soul of soulless conditions...the opium of the people. How can I deceive them when they
won't believe the signs of the times.
To make matters worse, Lord Desolation, the leader of one of his core-operations, Section-IM
(Infant Mortality) was having difficulty finding and closing new deals.
His last successful appointment-with-death was a distant memory. In response to his lack of
performance, the Saint of Stanisl77aus, the evil ruler of the Central Valley, called him down for a chat.
"Your numbers stink. Why is this so difficult all of a sudden?” The Saint asked.
"My Sovereign, I understand your concern but I assure you things are turning around."
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"I don't care about your, 'assurances,' I want occurrences. I want action. Do you have anyone
who is ready and willing?"
"There is one girl, the deal is signed and all but closed." Desolation said.
"Just a girl you say. Is there anything I should know about her?"
"No, nothing out of the ordinary. Another scared, confused child of overprotective parents,"
The Saint moved within a nose length of the demon, "let me be perfectly clear. Ancient history
has not been kind to you, and your present performance is beginning to resemble your past."
"I resent the insinuation..."
"I insinuate nothing. This is a warning. It will not happen again. I'm watching you, and I will
do whatever it takes to keep my dominion intact. Whatever. Is that clear enough for you?"
"Yes," Lord Desolation said.

In Atwater California, Ella Parker is in her room scrolling Tumblr, texting a friend, and
listening to a radio show.
“So, have you ever tried, like, leaving home?” She texted her friend.
“I thought about it a few times, but I didn't know where I would go.”
“I don't know where I'd go and I don't care...I can't stay here.”
“Why?” Her friend texted back.
“Just because.”
"Because why...your parentals?”
“I can't say, not yet; let's talk about something else." Ella replied.
“Why, did you do something? Is your mom mad? Did something happen? You'd tell me,
wouldn't you?”
“I don't want to talk about it right now...CYA-EP”
She tossed the phone on the bed and leaned back on her desk chair. Then the guy on the radio
said something that got her attention.

“There's no way for me to know who’s listening. Think about it, who can count an unknown
audience. Besides, you, my friends are more than numbers, more than statistical abstracts; you are the
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life of this world,”
“without you what does it matter if we have trees from sea to sea and nothing but freshly bottled
water in-between?”
“You are the life of the world people. So, what is life? Why are we here? Where do we come
from? Where are we going? Why do I sound like my high school philosophy teacher?”
“Anyway, I believe there are answers to these hard questions. First answer me this, “What is
the soul of a man?” Go on answer I’ll wait.”
The guy on the radio was silent for five seconds.

“Your soul, yes, it’s the part of you that lives forever. You have one life on this earth then you
will exist forever in the place of your choosing. What a thought.”
“The soul is what makes an unborn baby more that a fetus that we, 'need to get over our love
affair with,' it's the part of you, the heart of you that hovers between this reality and what comes
next..."
That's enough, Ella kicked the radio and it fell behind her desk. I don't care what he say’s, I
don’t care what anybody says, I’m going to do it anyway.

Francis Simms was driving Southbound on highway 152 next to the San Louis Reservoir when
his phone rang. He tapped his blue-tooth earpiece, “Francis here.”
"Fran, where are you?"
"Just below the reservoir. Who are you and why do you ask?"
"It's Sam."
"Good evening Sam."
"If you're in range of FM 100, switch it on. You need to hear this show, talk to you later."
“Thanks Sam, I''ll check it out.” Francis cut the call and hit the radio preset for 100 FM.
A single acoustic guitar filled the cab of his truck. The guitar faded and a voice came up,
"evening, it's 10.06. So, were your soul is?" The voice paused.
Good question. Francis boosted the volume a bit.
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The voice continued, "Like the Bruce Cockburn song says, tell me if you can, what is the soul of
a man? This is Melchizedek, and that is why I'm here, to find your soul. We're broadcasting from the
50,000 watt blowtorch of the Central Valley and, we're live on the internet at Melchi.com. I’m Joshua
Nun, welcome to the fifth week of our program.”
“I plan on staying around for a while, but like that mysterious bible priest, no one knows where
we come from, or where we might end up. Stick around for a few hours, we'll look for your soul,
together."
The voice faded beneath a bed of acoustic guitar and blues harp.
Frances rolled down the window, the warm air whistled through the cap of his pickup. He
turned the radio up a bit more, okay, I'll stick around, at least until I get home.

Mason Dow was listening to the program on Melchi.com. He learned about the show from a
tweet, does anybody know the real ID of the Melchizedek radio show guy on melchi.com? The question
Don't have a clue, he answered.
The question was retweeted about 2300 times.

"Hey Son, do you like that show?"
Ryan muted the computer, "It's cool."
"Cool then, I'll pass the word along to the my friend who runs that radio station."
"Dad, since you know the station man, can you find out who Joshua Nun is?"
"Should be easy enough, what big secret could come out of Modesto California?"
"Thanks dad." Mason brought the volume up.

"Juan from Gustine, you're on Melchizedek."
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"Thanks for taking my call. Joshua, I live in this town, it’s small and kinda cut off from the rest
of the world, but we have our own problems man, you know what I mean!"
"What problems?"
"Weird problems man. Like I don't know if you know what I mean when I say weird, spiritual,
way-out. Things most people say can't happen, or they won't ever talk about."
"I believe you. I believe in all sorts of weird stuff. Weird things happen even when people don't
want weird things to happen. Things that you can't stop or fight against...you know what I mean?"
"Right man. It's like I don't scare easy, and I never run from a fight, but these things are
wicked."
Joshua interrupted, "We need to take a break. Juan, stay on the line; we’ll talk more later.
Central California, stick around. Don't miss the rest of this.” The show went to break under a mix of
vibes, sax and harp.

The bar owner was wiping the counter when he carelessly brushed against a customers iPad.
The customer looked up with blood in his eyes. Ray apologized and stepped back from the counter.
"How about some country music?" He reached for the power switch on his old radio, he
bumped the dial and changed the station.
"...during the break I talked with Juan, I can’t give out the details but I can say this much, Juan
is in a tough spot. He has a family history of some, very bad stuff."
Joshua leaned into the mic, "talk about your unsolved mysteries, this stuff is a big mystery. So
what haunts you? What goes bump in your night? What makes you turn on the light?"
“Hey, bar man turn off that trash,” a voice from the corner said.
Ray was listening and the voice shook him up a bit. He fumbled with the dial and found The
Country Connection. The man from the corner walked over, he pulled 10$ from his leather vest pocket
and tossed it on the counter. Ray noticed a small cross tattooed in the fold of his left thumb and index
finger.
"Thanks,"
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"Welcome," the big man said on his way out the door. A moment later the sound from the tuned
pipes of a Harley Road King filled the air. As the roar of the bike faded into the night, Ray turned to
the iPad user, "how about a fresh one, on the house."
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CHAPTER 2
The night air felt good against his farmer-tanned arm. The night was moonless and the road
was empty, but Francis was not alone. Just ahead of his left front door a familiar spirit named Fet was
drifting along side the pick-up. Fet was a particularly ambitious and brash spirit, and to prove it he
decided to pursue one of the most wanted men in the Central Valley.
Francis Simms had a price on his head that would buy Fet power, privilege and prestige; at the
moment he was lacking all three. The bounty on Francis Simms was exceptionally high because of his
dangerous habit of exposing and expelling demons as part of his daily routine.
His contract profile describes him as, a farmer, a husband, a grandfather and a formidable
spiritual threat to any intrusive fallen spirit he encounters.
Fet was up to speed on his dossier, he’d read all the warnings, and he knew all the legends, but
he still wasn't threatened by this human. If this farmer is such bad medicine, why's he driving a pickup
truck and working in the drit?
Fet had never met another spirit who had personally encountered Francis Simms. Aha, the
stories about this farmer are probably just underworld legends. The man is wanted dead, or alive or
well on the way to dead...and the price is right.
Then another thought came to mind. I wonder what is so special about this Farmer? The bean
counters bellow are not quick to dole out favors or treasure, so the guy must have something going
on...he's well worth the risk. I can deal with whatever comes along.
For 28 miles Fet had ghosted Francis without any sign of trouble. Maybe this guy is seriously
overrated and overpriced. What's all the fuss and fear about. All this guy does is drive to fast, and
sing church songs. Where's the threat in that?
Fet was leaning against the left rear view mirror when Francis’ phone rang. I gotta hear this.
He reached for the partially opened window and pulled himself closer, I hate this wind, I can't feel it
but I can hear it. The wind obscured most of the words but he did hear the caller mention something
about a radio station. Radio would be okay, I could stand some music, I'm way beyond tired of his
singing.
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“Thanks Sam, I'll check it out.” Francis reached for the radio. The sound of a single guitar rang
out and then it filled the truck with smoky light.
What is that light?
Fet pushed off from the side of the pickup as quick as he could, the light was faster. The glow
from the truck cab went through him like a an X-ray. He was exposed between the holy-light and
earthly night, with no place to hide.
Francis looked out his window, is something out there? He didn't see anything.
Fet heard the wings of warriors. He moved as fast as he could toward the front of the pickup.
To slow. The Angel brought the blunt end of his broad-staff down on Fet's back. The blow pressed Fet
to the pavement, the red pick-up ran him over.
When he cleared the vehicle Fet turned to face the expected attack. All he saw was the
Chevrolet roaring off into the distance with a dozen Angels standing in the truck bed, laughing at him.
The Angel tapped his staff above the words on the tailgate. Fet adjusted his eyes to the darkness
and started reading. The words froze in his throat. He dug his heels into the pavement, he couldn't even
look.
JESUS CHRIST LOVES YOU was stenciled in bold, white letters across the back of the
pickup.
One of the warrior Angels called out, "Let's see you Memo this little encounter."

Angelic Encounter Memo
TO THE SOVEREIGN SAINT OF STANISLAUS
From your charge: Fetish; in due respect to your power
and with acknowledgment of your many conquests;
SURVEILLANCE REPORT with special circumstances
As per the terms of contract agreement {force 98-09} Terms embellished affecting enforcing
party. In compliance with all standardized inter-jurisdictional treaties and according to operating
procedures approved by said prevailing powers.
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In a timely manner, I tender this first contact report. Simms, Francis A; human, farmer, Elect. I
encountered the subject in his motor vehicle. I then proceeded to position myself in order to perform a
standard data profile on the subject.
Adhering to all codes and practices, including the recent amendments(prov-9345sub-sec a152,
newest standard of concealment) I was able to ascertain that the subject (Francis) often travels alone
and at night.
He also appears to refrain from typical human stimulants and mind diversion (i.e.,rock music,
alcohol, standard sensual indulgences, etc.). His spirit-persona was well-developed.
However, my actions were interrupted by the unforeseen and unavoidable intervention by an
opposition force of sufficient strength so as to deter my completion of data profile on target:
The force I encountered was apparently in some manner connected with Francis. They (the
aforementioned force) attacked me in overwhelming numbers, but I was able to counter-attack and
therein inflict substantial damage.
The force attending Francis fled as I gave chase. They are no longer a threat to my contract
against Francis Simms. I expect to assemble the information necessary to his (Francis’) destruction.
I will have great success in this endeavor and, as a result, we will establish a mutually beneficial
working arrangement.
In the service of, THE SOVERIGN SAINT OF STANISLAUS
Fetish: free spirit, familiar-class B

The next morning Ryan Dow called to FM 100 station manager, Jasper “Jay” Arbuckle.
“FM 100, how may I direct your call?”
“This is Ryan Dow, is Jay in by any chance?"
“Yes he is, I’ll connect you and good morning Ryan.”
Half way through a guitar version of a classic hymn, Jay picked up. "Hey Ryan, how are ya?
“I’m OK, I didn’t expect to catch you on a Saturday.”
“Let me guess, you want to know about the Melchizedek show.”
“Right. How’d you know?” Ryan said.
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“If you were down here you’d know. Chances are one of my staff would strangle you, or make
you answer phones on your day off."
Ryan started to ask a question but Jay interrupted. “You see Saturdays are completely
automated for us. Well, normal Saturdays are.”
“So this isn't a normal Saturday,”
"Not for me it isn't."
“Anyway, who are these guys, or who is this guy? Where did he come from?”
“First; I can't say. Second; I’m not sure. Any other questions?”
“You’re a lot of help Arbuckle.” Ryan said.
"Just doing my J.O.B pastor."
“What’s the story on this show? Is it a secret or something like that?"
"It's kind of like that, Ryan I can't talk now, can we meet later...does two this afternoon work
for you?
“Cool. Where?”
“That new Starbucks on McHenry.”
“Catch you there. Oh, and have a nice day man.” Ryan quipped.
“Only if you buy!”
“Fine, see you then, and bring a few answers?”
“Right, gotta go.”

Phil Parker gently knocked on his daughters bedroom door. “Ella, honey, are you awake?”
His wife’s voice echoed up the stairs, "Darling it's getting late, did you wake Ella?”
Phil knocked again, then he slowly turned the knob.
His wife continued. “Philip, tell her Benjamin will be by in less than an hour. They're going to
Yosemite this morning. Ask her if she wants me to pack a lunch for them, or a snack or some fruit that
would..."
"Dora, come up here please!"
“Why dear? Can it wait?"
"No.”
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Dora finished tidying the towels in the guest bathroom and started upstairs. Phil stood in his
daughters bedroom doorway and wept.
"Phil,” she called out from the top stair, “What’s so urgent? What has Ella done? Something
wrong again?” Dora brushed past her husband into her daughters empty room. She looked back at her
husband.
“Why are you crying? And where’s Ella?
Phil stopped crying.
She continued, "Did you check outside? Why are all her drawers open? She knows I don't
allow that."
"Dora, she's gone."
"Gone? What do you mean, gone! She knows Ben's coming over. She didn't ask for my
permission.”
“Honey, our girl is gone.” Phil stepped past his rigid wife into his daughter's room. He pushed
the drawers closed and sat down on her unmade bed.
Phil called the police. When they arrived, Dora sat calmly in the parlor as her husband talked
with the detective. As they were leaving Dora met them in the entry way.
"So, detective Harvis, when will you be able to find our daughter?”
Detective Harvis closed his notebook and looked at Mrs. Parker. She continued, “It’s been three
hours since we called you. Why aren't you people doing something?"
Detective Harvis slid his notebook into his back pocket and folded his arms across his chest.
"As I was explaining to your husband, Mrs. Parker, we're already working on your case. Since the
Polly Class Tragedy, every missing child report is placed in the computer as soon as we obtain the
necessary information.”
“That's why we ask for any medical records, a current description, a recent photograph and
fingerprints. Please understand that having this information is very good for a true runaway or
abduction incident, but many times that is not the case.”
“What do you mean by true incident?”
“As I was saying Mrs. Parker,” Phil gently placed his hand against his wife’s back, she relaxed
slightly.
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Officer Harvis continued. “For instance; some parents will report their children as missing if
they stay out late a few times too often. That is not the case with your daughter, because you did say
that she packed clothes and other personal belongings.”
“Also, she apparently took some money and, her car. Mr. and Mrs. Parker, I would suggest you
talk with her friends and anyone else that she has been in recent contact with. She left the computer, do
you know anything about her online relationships?"
"She has a smart phone, I've called her and sent texts but she hasn't replied" Phil added.
Officer Harvis reached into his shirt pocket and took out his card and handed it to Dora Parker.
“We’ll do everything we can. Feel free to give me a call if I can help in any way, or if you hear
anything concerning your daughter."
"Yes. Thank you, officer. We will." They fell into each others arms as the policeman walked
out the front door.
_______________________________________________________________

The Dominion of Prince Desolation
End life before it begins so before life begins it ends
INCIDENT REPORT; SECTION I.M.
Subject: Parker, Ella S. 6 months, 2 days pregnant
We have accomplished the separation of the girl from her parents and from her Spiritual support
structure. She has consented (in principle) to a standard termination procedure. Arrangements were
made available through her school counseling program.
An operative has attached itself to the girl and is currently in a strong position to influence her
thoughts and actions
Note: A number of "concerned parents" have infiltrated the reproductive services program with
intent to publicly disclose the actual nature of the services offered. They do not appear to have gained
any powerful civic or administrative allies.
Therefore, we do not consider them a high level threat.
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The girl has decided to follow the advice of a friend; a three-time client of ours; case # 73924-3399
Filed; Sect-I.M. Agent Raften class-B, 1st of four

Ryan braked hard at the yellow light and came to a stop at the edge of the intersection. He
glanced to his right at the digital time and temperature readout attached to the bank wall, it read 101 at
2:07 P.M.
Great, now I know how late and how hot I am. Why won't the air work! And I bought another
Hyundai instead of a Honda.
The light changed and he pulled away toward the center lane so he could make a left turn into
the shopping center. Two minutes later he pulled into a parking space three stores up from the coffee
shop. He found Jay sitting alone at a window table engaged in a rather animated conversation.
Jay saw Ryan and motioned him into the chair across from him.
“He wants to do what with the show?” Jay covered the phone with his hand, “Trouble with the
head office.” he went on, “Okay, save the FAX for me, and don't let anyone else see it. In fact, stash
it.”
“I don't know where... Put it in the money-box by the donuts. No one ever touches that box!"
Jay glanced at Ryan and raised his thick eyebrows, "that's a better idea, good, lock it in my
desk. Gotta go.” Jay slid the phone to the middle of the coffee table and dropped his head into his
hands.
“Greetings, Jay. Yes I'm late. Guess I buy again”
"No problem, at least compared to what I was just handed."
"You mean your little chat?"
“That little chat may cost me my job."
"Man it doesn't get much better than this! How about I get us some coffee."
"Fine, fine but first tell me, is this about a certain radio show?"
"Right you are, Mr. Arbuckle."
"Go figure, it seems most of the Central Valley is interested in that show. We've had a few
complaints and hundreds of compliments. But is seems the complaints scream the loudest. Our
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corporate office doesn’t do complaints well, or they don't like my explanation of those complaints.”
“Hey slow down big guy, isn’t this is a bit intense for a local show?” Ryan said.
“Intense...try stupid. You wouldn't believe what people call us about. One lady called to say
that she knew J. Vernon McGee was talking about her, and she wanted to ask him if it was so. She
thought he was broadcasting from our studio.”
“Hasn’t he been, I mean isn't he dead?” Said Ryan.
“He still is. Sometimes I think my business is genre-confused...can't decided if it's Christians
using radio, or radio using Christians. When we try to please everyone, we end up boring everyone.
But Melchizedek isn't boring or confusing, it's just interesting."
"So what’s really eating you today? You said I wouldn't believe what the people at the head
office want"
"The station owner heard about the Melchizedek show. He says 'I will review the show to
decide whether this program should be on my station.'"
"What’s that have to do with you?"
“No one knows this but, when I put this guy on the air he didn't have the money. Though it's
only about three hundred a week, it might as well have been 5K a week. So, I put him on for free. I
hid the cost in my discretionary budget.”
“Not a big deal if the owners like the show. If they don't, I might take the fall for it. I don't see
any way of holding off Corporate. Now you know what kind of day I am having."
Jay reached across the table for his phone, "oh, and they don't know Melchizedek is broadcast
on the web. They wouldn't like the idea that people can get it for free."
"Jay, do you think the boss will like the show? Well, maybe not exactly love it, but at least he’ll
understand how important it is to this area. Is there anything I can do?"
"You can pray like you mean it. That will make the difference between life and death for
Melchizedek. Ryan, I believe in the show. When I first talked to the guy and he pitched the idea, I
couldn't sleep for two days. Now I'm determined to ride this out, job or no job.”
Ryan stood and said, “It's our time for coffee, the rest is God’s time.”
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CHAPTER 3
The current was swift for mid-summer. Upriver in the Sierra Nevada foothills the monsoon
rains had filled Lake Don Pedro beyond its safe capacity, the Army Corp of Engineers decided to
release a whole lot of water. This time of year the Tuolumne river was normally three feet deep, today
it was running at nearly fifteen feet.
Salvador "Skip" Randen sat on a tree stump above the river bank watching the water and
listening to the birds sing. The river evoked a multitude of vivid memories, many of them painful and
full of death.
All those years gone, all that life spent. So much life wasted, so many lives taken. It's Funny
how that little speech from the first Rambo movie makes sense; 'I can fly a Helicopter gunship, I can
drive a tank, but I can't hold a job'.
His solitude was interrupted a deep thumping sound. That sounds like a Huey coming in at the
tree line. Skip swung around in time to see four severely modified Chevy’s pull into the parking lot.
The driver of one car spoke a passenger in another car then all cars pulled in around Skip's Harley on
three sides.
The Chevy's went through a series of ritualistic hydraulic maneuvers. They look like big lizards
marking their turf. They probably claim this public park their territory. Maybe I can out of here
before anything happens.
Skip heard the man call out as he stepped from the first car, "One biker, no problem."
To late, it's happening again.
Seven more men, and one woman emerged from the cars. One man took out a knife and walked
toward Skip’s bike. "This saddle bag, and whatever it hold will help pay the penalty for trespassing,"
he said loudly. The others shouted back their approval.
He reached down toward the leather bag with his back turned to the others, his knife fell to the
ground and he stumbled back clutching his hand against his chest. "My hand, something hit my hand."
"I think I saw a rock come from that direction," one gangster said. They all looked in the
direction he was pointing.
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Skip moved away from where they though he was.
"Find him and waste him for me," the man with the injured hand said. The other seven started
for the river bank to find the unseen attacker.
The man from the lead car called out, “Biker, you hurt my friend. Now we gonna hurt you
Homey!” He turned in the direction of the cars and in a lower voice said, "Is anyone packing?"
"I have a piece in my ride,” one of the men said.
“Get it and let's waste this dude."
The other six pulled blades and fanned out in the direction of the river. The first one to reach
the edge of the grass peered down at the swiftly moving water. “You don’t think he went in there?" aid.
“No fool, he’s a man, not a Seal.”
“You guy’s look up-stream,” the leader said. He motioned with his knife to the others, “we’ll
go this way. Just find him” his voice tailed off as he turned.
Fifty yards upstream there was a rise of well-trimmed grass with mature Ash and Maple trees
spaced every twenty yards. With so little cover on the grassy area, Skip moved fast from tree to tree
using what little foliage there was to his advantage.
This city does take pride in their parks and trees. Skip pressed himself against a tree that was
smaller in diameter than his chest. A good thing they're looking in the other direction.
There's the guy going for the gun. The man was hustling toward his car. Skip ran behind him
on the grass as quiet as a man his size could. He stopped at a large tree next to the sidewalk near where
his motorcycle was parked.
He won't be expecting me here. Skip looked toward the river, good, the other six are about far
enough away. He reached in his pocket for his Harley key, and stepped onto the sidewalk. Right next
to him, someone gasped. He turned and came face to face with the girl. She started to scream, Skip
clamped his big hand over her mouth.
She tried to bite him, he spun her around and choked her unconscious. He laid her limp body in
on roots of the tree across from is bike.
If I wanted to, how easy to take her life! Why do people always push me?
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He fingered his key and stepped down the curb to his motorcycle. As he threw his leg over the
saddle, in the corner of his eye he saw the man reaching into his car. To late to leave, the bad boy has
the drop on me.
Skip crouched down beside his bike, the man and the guy turned in his direction. Skip saw the
gun, a 38 special, not very accurate against a moving target.
His motorcycle was in the line of fire, his escape was blown so the man with the gun would
have to go down.
Can't go under the car, no time to go around. It's over the top or nothing.
Fortunately one of the low rides had the music idling. That will cover my assault nicely. Skip
had never danced to rap music, but today this was his song. He was up and over in a flash. All the
other seven heard was the distant drone of low bass drone and sparse sizzle of the tweeters from the
first car.
“…when I make my move, it's to the grove. No one can stand, against this boogie man.”
Skip slid over the roof of the car and kicked the gunman in the gut. The man doubled over,
Skip grabbed the gun. When the guy looked up, Skip planted a hard left on the mans jaw, all in perfect
time to the music. He stuffed the gun in his back pocket and pulled the unconscious man behind the
car.
On the way to his bike, the man with the shattered hand saw him and called out, "There's the
dude! Take him!"
The other six bad guys started running. I can't shoot six guy with this puny gun. And, I don't
want to kill anyone today...I sure they don't feel the same way about me. I need another weapon, fast.
He scanned the area, that's what I need. He grabbed the radio antenna and snapped it off.
The first two were almost on him; one had a knife, the other was just, plain big. The big boy
was fast, and came on first. He lunged at Skip. Skip moved to one side, and used the large man's
momentum against him. The man fell into Skip's raised knee. There was a loud snap, the big man
went down on his face.
Skip took a step toward the man with the knife. When his fell, The knife guy hesitated. Skip
didn't. He slashed the antenna across the blade mans left cheek between his eye and ear. The gangster
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dropped his knife and reached for his face.
Skip grabbed the hand and bent it backward until it broke. The man went to his knees, Skip
popped him in the right temple with the palm of his hand.
Before the guy was down Skip took a boot to his left kidney, he hit the pavement and rolled
toward his attacker. He took the man directly in front of him down at the knees. He continued to roll
on top of the man then he planted his elbow in the attacker’s groin. After another elbow to the solar
plexus, the guy passed out.
Skip was winded and his kidney hurt but there were still two guys with knives. His training
took over, he remembered the screeching voice of his BUDS instructor, 'the knife first, get the knife.'
He was on his knees when a knife pierced his leather vest and struck the Budweiser medallion
under his shirt. Now he was angry. Skip grabbed the blade and the hand that held it. Ignoring his own
blood he peered into the black eyes of the man who stabbed him.
"I could kill you with your own knife, is this park worth your life, hombre?"
He stood the man up and turned him around in front of his friends. He broke the guys arm at
the elbow. The others heard it break, the man went faint with pain. When their leader fell, the men lost
their fighting spirit.
Skip pulled the 38 Special from his pocket, “get down, face in the dirt. It ends here! You tried
to kill me but I’ll let you live. This is over between us."
With one hand, he flipped open the cylinder and emptied the hollow-point rounds on the grass.
He tossed the small killer into the swollen river. None of gangsters looked up as he rode away
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CHAPTER4
Phil Parker pulled into the parking lot of the Winton Evergreen Church, and shut off his car.
His wife was at her sister house, she was in a good place, she had someone to help her. Now Phil
needed some help, this was the place he could find the help he needed.
When he stepped from his car the pastor greeted him with a hung and a look of deep concern.
“How are you Phil?”
Phil shrugged his shoulder then said, “thanks for coming so soon.”
“You bet, so how’s Dora taking all this?”
“I’m not sure. I think you know Ella and Dora haven’t been close lately.” Phil said as he closed
the car door.
The pastor put his hand on Phil shoulder and pointed toward the building. “I called the others,
most of them are already here, let’s go inside.”
Inside the small building they we were greeted by half a dozen somber looking men. Phil knew
everyone in the room, he also knew each man in the room had experienced some substantial loss and
grief of their own.
One man walked toward him with outstretched hands. Phil grabbed the man’s hands and pulled
him into a tight embrace. Phil knew his story of tragedy, personally.
Five years ago, on a Tuesday, his seven-year old son didn’t come home from school. Once the
family realized he was missing, they went through all of the proper channels. The police sent out
bulletins, volunteers combed the area, and the authorities even questioned his mother who lived in
Texas concerning any involvement.
After an exhaustive search, they couldn't find a trace of their son. The father belonged to a local
church, the members prayed, cooked meals, and offered compassionate support. A month later, a
family member said he was visited by an Angel.
He said the Angel told him, 'to pray against the evil powers that caused their boy to be taken.'
The man, an uncle, was very close to the missing boy.
The uncle pleaded with the church to believe him and to pray the way the heavenly messenger
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prescribed. His pleas for prayer fell on deaf ears. No one from the church or the family believed his
story. They accused him of being, insensitive and superstitious. The consensus what that it was best to
keep word of his Angelic visit in-house, and under wraps. Five weeks later, the remains of the boy
were discovered in a cotton field.
Three men were arrested and charged with murdering the seven-year old. All three men were
convicted of murder and kidnapping. During the sentencing phase of the trial, they confessed to a
number of other kidnap-murders.
In open court, they insisted that their crimes were mandated by their religious practice; the
worship of Satan. One chilling excerpt from the trial transcript read;
"We weren’t afraid of being caught by men or by any earthbound authorities, because we were
told, they couldn’t touch us. We knew that people don't even believe we practice this stuff...and even if
believed it, they wouldn’t do anything to stop us."
Since then a number of people in the church decided to do act on what they believe. The men
gathered this evening were believers. Phil Parker is a believer.
After a few songs one of the men asked if he could say something. He looked at Phil and said,
"I believe Ella ran away because she’s pregnant.”
Phil dropped his head and shook it slowly from side to side. When Phil looked up again the
man continued. “And, I think she's being tempted to kill the baby. God wants to help her, and we're a
big part of what he wants to do. We need to pray to God against that lie, and against the spirit that’s
tempting her."
They all looked at Phil. He stood and said, "thanks Ed. What you said took courage and it took
faith. I don’t know exactly what to do or what to believe...since Ella left, since I found her empty
room...I decided I’ll do anything that might work.”
“Phil I think this is from God,” the pastor said. He looked at the men in the room, “what do you
think brothers?"
The Amen’s rang out like a roll call of agreement.
The pastor said a simple prayer. “Lord we ask you to deal with this lying spirit, please send an
Angel to watch over Ella, to keep her safe. We pray in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ.”
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Twenty miles to the North on highway 99, just outside of Turlock, Ella Parker pulled off the
freeway into at a rest stop. She slammed the shift lever into park, rolled down the window and drank in
the hot night air.
Why do I always feel like throwing up? Is this what I have to look forward to; sick all the
time? As she fought back her gag-reflex, her head started to hurt. She pressed both palms against her
temples but the throbbing continued. “Ouch,” she said. The throbbing got worse, what's holding my
head, it hurts, it itches, it burns...ouch.
The inside of her car started to pull away, the lights around her got fuzzy then everything went
silent. The radio was on, but she couldn't hear it. Cars were racing by, but she couldn't hear them. She
heard scratching inside her skull and she felt long fingernails outside on her scalp.
I'm just pregnant, I'm not delusional. Why is this happening to me?
The dark spirit pulled at Ella from behind her seat. She felt almost weightless, when the demon
pushed a knee into her back, she couldn't breath.
Ella started praying.
Phil Parker and the men from the church prayed, then they sang. The singing became laughter,
the laughter turned into applause.
Ella kept praying.
The agitated intruder dug in its talons in deeper, Ella's head felt on fire.
Ella's dad and the men in Winton started to cheer, clap and whistle.
The demons head started to itch and burn. The prayer and the laughter was more than the
demon on Ella's back could endure. The gargoyle-like spirit released it’s hold on Ella's head. The
hideous creature slithered out the car window and fell to the ground clutching and clawing at its own
head.
The pressure, the burning and the pain stopped. Ella drew in a deep breath and exhaled a cloud
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of dark, stringy air. “Gross,” she said. She reached for a mint, when she popped the candy in her
mouth, she felt a presence.
Somethings out there. I can't see it but I can feel it looking at me. Its outside my door. She
locked the door and hit the window button. The door didn't lock and the window didn't move. Fear
flooded her heart, bitter nausea filled the back of her throat, she was nearing hysteria when a song rang
out from her car radio; I know that song, she joined in at the chorus, “and I'm calling all Angels, I'm
calling all you Angels.”
Her Angel was ready. He severed the gargoyle-like demons hands and a piece of its scalp with a
quick chop of his sword. The hideous creature shrieked pathetically, another Guardian Angel pressed
his armored foot over the demons mouth. “Keep it down, we're enjoying the singing.”
The demon was terminally wounded. Its life essence was gushing from both writs and the pain
in its head was unbearable. The demon stopped screaming and looked up at the Angel, he moved his
boot from its mouth to its neck.
"Let me bleed out, I'm tired to death of these breathing beings; and I'm done fighting you lightservants. You've maimed me...and I can hear a bunch of men singing in my head," the demon said.*
The holy Angels weren't going to let this member of the Section-IM off that easy.
“That's not your choice,” Ella's Angel said as he stepped in front of the captive demon. “Get
him to his feet." A big Angel hoisted the wounded creature to its feet. Ella's Angel pressed his battle
sword against the demons scalp.
His sword glowed white-hot with the burning energy coming from the worship and prayers of
Phil Parker and the men at the Winton church. Another Angel slapped light-shackles around the
demons wrist-nubs. Ella's Angel pressed his scorching sword against both, bleeding wrists.
He pulled his glowing sword from the cauterized wrists and said, "even the Vorsheen are to
good for you my fallen, former friend. According to Psalm 149, we execute the written judgment."
He grabbed the cowering spirit by the neck and looked into the misshapen face of his captive.
"So long, Zankhw, burn in Hell!" With his sword hand, Ella's Angel slashed a furrow in the
skin of the earth. Two Angels wedged their swords in the furrow and forced an opening large enough
to accommodate the condemned demon.
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“Allow me some dignity,” Zankhw said.
“As you wish,” said Ella's Angel.
The demon stepped into the void and fell into the liquid darkness of hell's holding cell. The
Angels withdrew their swords from the opening and Ella's Angel sealed the spot with his glowing
sword.
The pains gone. I'm not going to die, or throw up again. The song ended and Ella wasn't afraid
anymore. A line of white fire appear on the ground next to her car. The fire quickly vanished and a
train rumbled by on the tracks above her.
Maybe that was my Angel helping me. She turned the key, started her car, and pulled away
*When a dark-spirit is injured by an angelic weapon, the wound will not heal but it will continue to
flow until the essential essence of the demon is completely drained. Once the essence is depleted, the
entity will lose all ability to function above ground, and in the earths atmosphere.
If the demon isn't sent to a specific destination, (IE; outer darkness-the pit-limbo-barren placesinto a living creature) By default it will be absorbed into the planet where it will spend the remainder
of human time, until the final judgment, as a cursed member of the Vorsheen-cast of demons.

Section-IM, the main fiefdom of Prince Desolation, operates from a nondescript office, on an
obscure floor of a bureaucratic building, situated on the outer-ring of the third level of the underworld.
Everything was business as usual. Section-IM (Infant mortality) oversaw the placement of operatives
(tempters) with suitable candidates (pregnant humans) for preemptive eradication. Their mission
statement was perversely simple:
“End life before it begins-So-before life begins it Ends”
For the most part IM operatives were able to meet their quotas with almost no interference from
humans. They have pop-culture and the law of the land on their side, and most of the time the people
involved didn't consider an infant in-the-womb a person.
Up until 6:29PM, things were fine, the section was monitoring 698 cases in the Central Valley
and they anticipated a 76% cancellation rate.
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Then at 6:30PM pacific standard time, Section-IM lost contact with one of their earth-side
operatives. This did not happen often especially when the subject, in this case Ella, the candidate, had
already signed up for a standard termination procedure. For all intents and purposes this was an open
and shut case, but it was nothing of the sort.
The Section-IM shift supervisor was engaged in his private office when the news sunk down.
“We lost contact,” exclaimed the clerk, as he ripped the com-link from his ear. “That's the most
horrible thing I've ever heard.”
“What?” Said the groggy supervisor who had been napping in a hole in the wall next to the
main door. "What did you say? You lost contact with whom?"
"Let me see," the clerk said reaching for the thick duty-log on the dusty desk behind him. "The
operative's name was, ah" he turn the page with a well-manicured index-talon, "his name was Zankhw."
"Did you say, Zankhw?" the supervisor asked. as
"That's what the log shows."
The supervisor extracted himself from his hole. "Oh ...(unable to translate) what if the Prince
finds out?”
“I think he already knows, it looks like everyone knows.” The clerk pointed toward the center
of the third ring where all Hell was breaking loose.
The superior walked over to the door way to take a better look when a fellow supervisor rushed
past him. "What happened?" He called to his colleague.
“You outta know, it's one of your girls. She has Angels and they're on the warpath. If I was you
I'd find someplace else to be, anyplace but here. The Price is coming and he's pissed.”
As word of the Angelic intervention spread, bureaucratic spirits began drafting memos to cover
their spineless backsides from the fallout that threatened their domain. Rank and vile tempters, liars,
accusers, and numerous sub-class spirits fled to the lower and darker passage-ways to cling to the
walls, hoping to avoid the wrath of Prince Desolation.
Operations in the IM fiefdom ground to a halt, then the Prince appeared. He entered the outer
passageway fast and furious, sweeping aside lesser spirits and peons. Those who saw him coming
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scurried clear of his path, no spirit dared meet his eyes.
Two of the Prince's entourage demons strained to open the massive doors to the chamber, the
doors slammed against the walls as the Prince entered his throne room. The ruler crossed the cave and
took the highest seat. His supplicants poured in, Prince Desolation glowered down at each of his
servants as they took up formation beneath him.
When all of his servants were present, and the room was quiet, the Prince looked over the
cowering crowd and screeched, "Bring me Raften.”
Two of his guardian ghouls hustled out of the chamber.
“The rest of you stay where you are, I’ll deal with each of you when I need to." The Prince
stared at his guard-thugs, "where is my clerk?"
I hate the underworld. So full of worthless functionaries and weak spirits that don't possess the
moxie to survive in the sunlight above. Almost as pathetic as those wretched willful humans.
"Clerk," where is my clerk?"
"At your service," the voice came from behind the Prince.
“Rex,” the Prince said turning toward the voice. “Where have you been?”
“Preparing your highness.”
“Now Rex.” The prince stopped mid sentence. I despise that infernal human dog-name he took.
"We cannot allow this little, ah, disruption to hamper our ongoing operations.”
“May it never be my Prince. This disruption could be contained in this room, no one above the
third level needs to know.”
“An excellent solution. See to it that those not connected with this incident continue their
assigned duties. Until I say, all memo-traffic every extra-sectional communication will pass through
my office, first. We need to keep a lid...” the prince stopped himself, “Ah, I mean we must ensure the
integrity and proper order of all matters relating to our endeavors.”
“Yes that is most prudent my potentate.” Rex said, “once again I will take proper care of this
matter,”
“Yes, ah, see to it,” clerk Rex slithered off.
Chief-operative-agent Raften was dragged before the Prince.
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"Why has this happened? The Prince asked,
“My Prince, I...” Raften said.
“How could you allow this to happen to one of my most experienced liars?”
“It appears that she...”
“I am not interested in excuses. He was subdued and removed from the surface by some
delinquent, runaway girl.”
“The girl had Angels, she must be somebody.” Raften said.
“They all have Angels, and they're all somebody, that's why we do what we do, so they won't
figure out who they are.” The Prince bent down and got in Raften's face. “The tempter who fell, was
somebody. Do you know who he was?”
“ Zankhw,” answered Raften.
The Prince leaned back in his throne. “Tell me, tell us all who he was.”
“Everyone in Section-IM knows his name. He was the tempter who convinced Cain to murder
his brother Abel. He was a legend, even though he hasn't done anything spectacular since then but, he
was still a big deal.”
“A big deal you say...he was a personal favorite of, Himself. Zankhw is chained in darkness. I
don't know how this happened, but when He finds out, I'm holding you personally responsible!"
Raften shook himself loose from the claws of the thick-scaled guard demons on each arm and
said, “As your Violence must have noted, I flagged my latest report with a warning. A warning about
things above my pay-grade.”
“In my report I noted that, 'the girl was well within the defined norms' for this type of operation.
She deserted her family through standard and approved means, as I also noted; Yet, as I am sure that
you, my Prince of Pain, read in my report that there were, 'unknown factors' I cannot account for.”
"Unknown factors, what factors?" the Prince asked. Rex reappearance with a copy of Raften's
properly filed report. Rex whispered something to the Prince. "Oh, those factors."
“My Prince, if I may speak plainly, to the entire assembly.”
“Yes, go on.” The Prince said with a wave of his hand.
“I'm not a warrior, and I don't care to engage in primitive violence but, I can recognize a secured
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perimeter territory when I see one. It wasn't my job to protect him from the blades of the...”
“Enough, I've head all I need.” The Prince rose from his throne.
Raften spoke before the he could pass judgment on the matter. “This is the result of our
enemy’s meddling; the girl has an Angel.”
“Until further notice, everyone involved with this girl is confined to this chamber,” the Prince
proclaimed.
A collective moan rose from the involved spirits. Confinement in the darkness was a horror
second only to the Lake of fire to them. They would be forced to spend the rest of human history
locked in a dark vault with a bunch of petty, vengeful demons.
Raften had no intention of rotting in that chamber. He had a get out of jail card; a properly
authenticated copy of his report had been filed with the department of Re-retribution, by a clerk who
owed him a favor.
Prince Desolation started toward the door surrounded by his entourage. His guard-thugs
brutally bashed aside any spirit that tried to petition the Prince. Raften moved quickly behind the mob
to the edge of the exit. When the thick scaled guard raised his club-hand, Raften called out, "Lord
Desolation, if I'm locked away, I'll be missed. I have an appointment with the report auditor.”
The Prince waved him through. Raften fought his way through the exit before the gates
slammed shut.
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CHAPTER5
Early Sunday morning, Paul Stenkouski was waiting at the Stanislaus County jail to bail out his
wife, Gina. As she stood in line with the bail money, he wondered how dinner with his wife turned into
a night in jail and a date with a judge.
Saturday they decided to spend the evening out; no kids, no friends, just the two of them and
some Prime rib. On the way to the restaurant, they drove past a Reproductive Health Services clinic.
There were about a dozen people marching on the side-walk carrying signs.
Gina asked him to stop. She'd never done that before though she had talked about it. She didn't
want to get personally involved, but she felt compelled to stop.
Paul stopped the car, and Gina bounded out into the oncoming traffic without looking either
way. A car skid to a halt as she crossed the road but she didn't notice because her eyes were on a young
girl walking toward the clinic.
The girl looked at Gina and the two women locked eyes for a long moment. Gina looked at
Paul and mouthed the words, “I need to help her.” when she looked back the girl was gone.
Gina passed through the protestors and headed straight for the clinic door. Paul saw her and
called out, “Gina, sweetheart, do not go in there!” Gina burst through the clinic entrance, went to
receptionist, “did you see a girl come in here?”
The receptionist didn't reply, she had been trained to handle this type of situation. She hit the
speed-dial as Gina stood at her desk asking about the girl.
When Paul got to the clinic entrance, one of the protestors grabbed him by the arm and said,
"She'll be fine, there's no reason for the both of you to be arrested."
"what do you mean, arrested? My wife's never done anything illegal."
"Step away from the clinic entrance," came the voice over the police loudspeaker.
They cuffed Gina, put her in a black and white squad car, and booked her into County jail for
the night.
After forking over seven hundred and fifty dollars Paul signed the required papers. The deputy
Sheriff gave him a look, "this ain't the kind of place I'd want my lady to spend the night."
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Paul looked him with blood in his eyes, the other deputies watched to see what he would do.
Paul stepped back to catch his temper. Pal, I can think of ten bad things I could do you...I'll let it go
this time. “Where can I find her?” He said flatly.
“Down this hall, take a left at the mirror, stand at the gate, a deputy will buzz you through,” the
deputy answered without looking up at Paul’s stony face.
Paul ran down the cold, drab hall. Gina was waiting on the other side of the gate, her pink
gown was ruined, but she looked great. The buzzer sounded and the gate snapped open. She launched
into Paul’s arms.
“What a night, I'm glad that's over.” Gina pulled Paul's coat around her shoulders and they
walked to their car.

It was Sunday morning and Gina was up early. Since the rest of the family was asleep she
decided to head into town to pick up a few things at the market. On the way, she noticed her fuel was
below half, better fill up.
Once, when she was little, her dad had run out gas on a long family trip. Her mom never let him
live that one down. So now she had this thing about keeping the tank full.
At the intersection she made a left hand turn and then took a quick right into the gas station.
Her gas cap was located on the left-hand side so she had to take a lap around the station to position
herself at the pump.
On the south side of the mini-mart she had to negotiate a tight space between the wall and a red
car parked that was idling near the restrooms. As she squeezed past the car, someone inside pulled the
driver's door shut. Gina looked down at the car but she couldn't see who was inside.
When she reached the gas pump she turned off the ignition, popped the gas hatch, released her
seat belt and opened the door all in a single, well-practiced motion. She slid her credit-card into the
slot then quickly removed it, after punching in her zip code, she grabbed the gas nozzle and pressed the
start button.
The numbers came alive and she jabbed the nozzle into the gas spout of her Suburban and
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mindlessly wedged the gas-cap into the handle so it would fill faster. As the fuel began to flow she
took out her cell phone, dialed a number and leaned against the door next to the gas nozzle.
A red car stop in front of her vehicle. She glanced at the driver, she looks familiar...where do I
know her from? It's the girl from the clinic.
When Ella saw the lady from the clinic at the gas station, something happened in her heart, she
need to talk to her. Ella drove around to the front of the station and stopped in front of the lady's car.
When their eyes met, Gina tossed her phone in her purse and began walking toward the red car.
Something metallic hit the ground behind her, Gina glanced back over her shoulder she saw the
nozzle writhing like a snake and spewing petrol all over the concrete. Oh no, I need to stop the gas.
The nozzle spun toward her, she put her foot on it, reached down and pulled the gas-cap from the
nozzle. When she looked back for the girl, she saw the red car disappear into the Sunday morning
traffic.
Why'd she leave? We had a moment, I think I need to help her. How will I find her again.
Gina smelled gas fumes, she looked at her feet, she was standing in a puddle of petrol. The people
watching her looked concerned.
One guy pointed toward her feet, and she heard the words, "fire and explosion." This could be
dangerous. To her left, people were moving away; to her right, the station attendant was peering at her
through the glass door; in her mind, she imagined her family living without her.
So she dropped the gas-cap and shouted, "Jesus help me!"

After Zankhw was destroyed, Prince Desolation assigned a pack of dark-spirits to the girl. They
were under written orders; destroy the girl with extreme prejudice. Their orders also said, be discreet.
The dark-ones were unclear on the concept of discretion, but they understood the kill order.
A job’s a job, their leader said. And, this was the sort of job they did best; destroy stuff and kill
people.
They followed Ella to the gas station and watched her park her car near the restrooms. They
were ready to move on her when the big Chevrolet squeezed by her, one of the pack recognized the
driver.
"Isn't that the lady from the clinic, the one that spent the night in jail?"
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"Yeah, it is," said the first comrade.
"What's she doing here?"
"I don't know, but if she's here, I figure she's fair game along with the girl."
"You need to ask the boss, I ain't going after a believer without a big bonus."
"Hey boss, this punk's afraid of a woman in a big car," said the first comrade.
"I'm not afraid, why do you feel lucky today punk, do ya?”
“Nice one dude; 'was it five shots or was it six?'”
“Shut up and focus on the girl. If that means taking the lady out, fine,” said the boss.
“Look, this is our lucky day, the girl just stopped in front of the lady; two birds now all we need
is a stone,” said the second comrade.
“There's our stone,” the first comrade-demon said as he drifted over next to Gina. “I'll knock
the gas hose lose, you find a source of ignition, and we'll burn 'em both,” the first comrade said to the
second.
The rest of the pack was clinging to the painted metal awning above the gas pumps. When the
gas nozzle hit the concrete, the pack started to hoot and holler as they pounded their weapons against
the steel awning.
As the gas started flowing freely on the ground, the second demon looked out over the crowd,
“bingo,” he said when he spotted a man standing on the fringe of the crowd, taking the last pull on his
last Marlboro.
"I think smoking is gonna be hazardous to her health," the demon said to the gallery above.
"It's good to see a human vice when we need one,” the first comrade added.
The Marlboro-man wasn't aware of Gina or the spilled gas when he flicked the cigarette-butt on
the concrete. When he lifted his foot to stomp on the smoldering filter-tip, the second demon launched
toward the burning embers but before he could reach the ash-tipped detonator, he collided with the flat
side of a main-battle sword.
The demon crumbled against the blade like a crash-test dummy hitting a dash-board. The
Marlboro-man's foot came down on the smoldering cigarette, crushing the spark into the concrete.
The people were watching Gina but the demons was watching something else. Ten massive
Angels rose from the crowd of onlookers, a dozen more materialized on top of the painted canopy, a
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third group of seven pushed their sword-tips through the glass windows of the convenience store.
The first comrade pulled his sword, the rest of the pack followed. “This is bad, this is real bad,”
he said while looking up to the pack-boss.
“The lady and the girl aren't alone,” said the boss.
"No-one said the girl had coverage like this." Hissed the first comrade.
"No-one has coverage like this, they must be here for the woman." the boss added.
One of the pack said, “Boss, the girl's leaving.”
Ella drove away, and they were in no position to follow.
“The Angels have us flanked,” the first said.
“Find a way to escape, in one piece,” the boss said.
The Angels escorting Ella and Gina were operating under clear rules of engagement.
A) Allow enemy operations within acceptable parameters.
B) Maintain stealth and concealment.
C) If the ladies are threatened, all rules are voided, enact prime directive; protect the elect.
If this were a simple Protect and Preserve situation, the Angels would have extended the dark
spirits the option of, backing down to beat a hasty retreat. But the gas and cigarette plan stretched the
situation to the limit of what the Angels considered, acceptable parameters.
When Gina said, Jesus help me, the Angel commander called an audible, “Plan C; protect the
elect.”
“On me brothers.” The commander struck first. He pulled his main battle sword, stood to his
full height and brought his weapon down through the painted canopy into the breastplate of the demonpack boss. When the commander pulled his sword from the demon, the pack boss fell from the canopy
and hit the concrete like a bunker buster bomb.
"They see us through the metal, but we can't see them." One pack member said. An Angel
sword severed his head. The rest of the pack went to ground, hugging the pavement as they scattered
in every direction.
Some headed for the cars driving past the service station/mini mart. Even dark-spirits have the
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ability to move through solid objects, and at times they can distract and manipulate people enough to
cause a plane, train or automobile collision. It's a clever tactic but it doesn't provides them with much
cover.
“They're in that blue van turning at the light,” one Angel said.
“I see them, take the front, I'll go back door and push them your way,” his partner said.
The demons bunched up in the van behind the passenger's seat. “Why are you stopping, go
through the engine, they won't find us there,” the last demon said.
“You go through the motor, I'm hiding behind this child seat,” the first in line said.
“Just move, we can't stay here they'll find us for sure,” the demon in the middle said.
The baby in the front seat started crying.
“No, Angels always come when babies cry,” the last in line said.
The sword took the last demon through his neck, he went limp and fell through the floor of the
car and hit the pavement.
The baby kept on crying.
“He's gone, I getting out of here,” the second to last demon said. They shot up through the roof,
both Angles were waiting.
“Let's go through the store, we can get out the back way and hide in the neighborhood,” one of
the comrades said.
Most of the remaining pack members headed for the store. As they neared the windows the
Angels used their sword-tips to stir the glass into a vortex of fire, the demons were drawn into the fiery
vortexes like moths to a flame. The were vaporized.
The remaining pack members tried to escape into the ground, but when the back-boss hit the
deck he disrupted the atomic structure of the concrete and the molecules hadn't had time to realign into
a penetrable pattern.
The evil escapees were rejected and disoriented by the undulating surface, a single Angel cut
them to pieces. That left two comrades standing.
"We're no match for them."
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"Shut-up, don't give them the satisfaction. Stand your ground, if we go down we go down
together." The second comrade said.
"I'm not going down and I'm not going back to black.”
“Me neither, I've got a score to settle.” The second comrade pointed his sword toward the
Angel who stopped him from retrieving the cigarette. "What you got now, what can you do face to
face?"
The Angel stepped away from the people and touched his sword, the commander stepped
between them with his back to the demon challenger.
"What are you doing?"
The Angel kept his eyes on the demon, "I'm ending him, that's what I'm doing."
"It's not our way. It's their way."
The second comrade lunged, sword-first at the commanders back. Before the commander could
turn a dark sword ripped the back-stabbing demon in half. The commander dropped his sword-hand
and turned toward the fallen demon.
The first comrade wiped his sword on the remains of his former comrade.
"You do this now, for me, when you choose the serpent, then Klenaph," the commander said.
"It didn't choose either side Lvter. I just did what I had to. I never was a very good Angel, now
I'm not even a good demon. Do with me as you will. I don't care anymore. When I face the Prince,
I'm through. I'm facing you and I don't have a chance in Heaven or Hell.”
The commander turned his back on his ancient acquaintance. The rest of his brothers turned
their backs on the fallen one. The first comrade dropped his sword, his daggers and fire-darts. He
removed his battle harness and stripped away the armor imbedded in his flesh.
His war-gear hit the concrete with a dull thud. With one talons he scrapped away the SectionIM insignia tattooed on his forehead.
When the commander looked back, the demon was gone.
The commander dispatched several troops to resolve the remaining threat that the gasoline spill
held for Gina and everyone else at the Mini-mart.
Just south of their location, a fire crew and engine company were testing hydrants. The Captain
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decided the Rookie needed some exercise, and the crew needed a cold drink. A few moments later, the
novice walked on the scene of the gas spill, he took charge of the situation and became an instant hero.
"Commander, a word please." The Angel said.
"Yes."
"First, thank you for stopping me."
"I didn't stop you, I stopped him." The commander said.
"Why do you say that? Because one of his own kind finished him?"
"No."
"Was it because the other one was once your friend?"
"No."
"Why did you stop me?"
"I stopped him from doing what could be undone and that stopped you from doing what couldn't
be undone."
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CHAPTER6
Jay Arbuckle held the business card at arm's length so he could read the hand-written room
number on the back. Earlier that day he found the card under his windshield wiper, it read; meet me
9pm, the Blue Light Motel, in Ripon.
Jay put the card back in his shirt pocket, and got out of his car. Where's room 48? He looked
down the row of rooms facing the street. There it is, he was lifting his hand to knock when a voice
came from behind him.
"Glad you could come Jay."
Jay turned toward the voice. “Hello?”
The voice steeped up onto the porch, "I was at the restaurant grabbing a coffee. I don't usually
drink restaurant coffee; know-what-I-mean?"
"Well, this is Ripon on a Thursday night, I'm surprised anything's even open." Jay thrust out his
hand, “good to see you, 'Joshua.'”
“The pleasure is mine, and for the record the name's Oscar. Now you know one of the reasons I
go by Joshua."
"I understand that, having a name like Arbuckle.”
"I bet you'd like to know why I asked you to meet me here? Why all the secrecy?" Oz said as
he removed the lid from his coffee.
"Yes I would like to know why."
"Let's go inside, I'll try to explain."
Jay took a chair at the round hotel-table next to the window-mounted air-conditioner that was
spewing more dust than air. "What's the deal with the false name, and this clandestine meeting?"
“Can I tell you a story, it's a true story that's forced me to rethink many things about my life.
You're the fifth person to hear this,” Oz said as he took another sip of his bland coffee.
"Wow, I'm honored, I think. So, what's the story?"
"That's why we're meeting in Ripon of all places, it's because of what I know. Without going
into a long explanation; I asked you to meet me here are because the ruling spirit on the other side of
the river is looking for me. This place is safer,”
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"Ruling spirit, what exactly is that?" Jay asked.
“Shall I go on?” Oz asked.
“Yes, please do.”
“About four months ago I was on a job, I'm a contractor. It was early, so I stopped for breakfast
at my favorite coffee shop. I was sitting alone, reading my Bible and the waitress brought my food.
Now mind you, I was sitting alone. When I closed my Bible and reached for the salt there was a man
sitting across from me.”
“I was terrified. I'd never been near anyone who exuded such tremendous power and at the
same time exhibited so much peace. I was speechless.”
“Bet that doesn't happen everyday,” Jay said.
“Not to me at least. Then he spoke to me, he said, 'Don't be afraid, you are a chosen man.'
About that time I figured he was an angel, you know they always say that in the Bible. I relaxed a little
more after he chided me by saying, 'best eat your breakfast, it's gitten' cold,' then he smiled, and I
couldn't help but grin.”
“It's funny because when I was eating I thought about asking him if he wanted breakfast, but I
didn't know if he already ate, or if he even needs to eat. I think they eat, wasn't Manna the bread of
Angels?”
"What did he do next? Jay asked.
"He grabbed my Bible and sat there reading while I finished my meal. The waitress came and
cleared my plate but I didn't think she could see him, I mean you could not ignore this creature. When
she left he leaned back in the booth and his face lit up with the most beautiful glow I've ever seen. He
said, and I can still hear every word, 'God has heard the prayers of the people of this Valley. Now the
Almighty is ready to act.'”
“Ready to act at what?” Jay asked.
“I said the same thing and he gave me a very Angel-like answer. 'Two weeks from today you'll
begin to see your role in this battle. The Lord of Angel armies has declared an end to those who
brutally decide the fate of others.'”
“Then he stood up, smiled and said, 'I'll be in touch,' and he walked away. I got up to follow
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him, I was just a few steps behind, and when I went out the door, he was gone."
"He vanished, just like that?” Jay asked.
"No it wasn't like he vanished or was beamed up to the Enterprise, it was more like he went
somewhere that was beyond my ability to see. The next morning my Bible fell open to Hebrews
thirteen, where the Scripture mentions, entertaining Angels. In the margin, written next to that verse
was a note I didn't put there. It read, 'I love this part...we all do.'”
"I'd like to see that Bible, it's not that I don't believe you or anything like that, I'd just like to see
it," Jay said.
“Sure Jay, I'll show it to ya, I don't have it with me now. It's in my work truck. But, my
breakfast with the Angel is not what I need to tell you. I asked you to put your job on the line because I
believe God has a message for us to share with the Central Valley."
"Well I hope that's the reason. Truth be told, I'm not sure why I put you on the air. I'll go with
God on this one." Jay said.
"Well two weeks later, I was convinced,” Oz paused to take another sip of his coffee. Jay
reached over and turned all the vents on the air conditioner toward his face. Oz went on, "Let me ask
you a question Jay. Do you believe that there is a real Devil who has real power over this earth, or do
you thing he's a puppet or a lion with his teeth pulled?"
“I believe he's real enough, he's real enough to ruin lives and blind people to the truth. You
know, the Bible says so much about evil, I guess I'm like most Christians, I try not to think about the
devil too much. I don't want to give him too much credit. Is that what you mean?”
“That's exactly what I mean Jay. I've believed that way for most of my Christian life. I sort of
figured that if they didn't bother me, I wouldn't bother with them.”
"Wouldn't that be nice if that's how it all worked." Jay said.
"I'm not saying I know how it all works but the reality is, there's a real battle going on. God
made us to do something only we can do, that includes a battle to fight and a hill to die on. I didn't
think I had a battle; I was wrong. Two weeks later, I was working alone on a Thursday afternoon. I
sat down for a break and that Angel appeared. He looked at me, smiled and said, 'Watch.'"
“Watch what? I asked.
“This,” the Angel said.
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“This scene started playing out of thin air, it was better than the best 3D movie without the
glasses or theater. I saw a girl standing alone, she had a hideous evil spirit clinging to her back. The
spirit was whispering in her ear, and she was listening to it.”
“Then the girl turned her head away and looked. I think she was praying. Then the demon was
painted with light beams, like a hundred SWAT rifles with targeting lasers. A really muscular Angel
approached and drew a sword from the scabbard between his wings.”
“The Angel held the sword over his head, when the demon turned looked him in the eye, in one
elegant movement the Angel severed the evil spirit from the girl with his sword."
"How'd he do that? What did the girl do when the demon was gone?" Jay asked.
"Let me finish man,”
“Sorry.”
“Then my Angel said, 'she will lead you to your battle. You are a voice of liberty to captives.'
The movie stopped and he was gone.”
Jay stood up, pulled the curtain back and looked out the window. He pulled his chair closer to
Oz. "So, let me get this straight. First, the ruling spirit from the next county, wants you but you're safer
on this side of the river.
“Right.”
“Next, an Angel visits you at breakfast and writes in your bible.”
“Correct.”
“Then you watched a huge Angel cut a demon from a girl with a sword, and this girl is part of
your battle, or maybe she is what the battle is about. And, the Melchizedek radio show is a crucial part
of the whole business."
"You got it right friend." Oz said.
"I don't know what I've got, but something's happening that neither one of us can deny."
"Jay you're right. Now we need to hang on, pray and believe what God show us."
"We can do that my friend, we can do that" Jay walked over and shut off the air conditioner.
“Do you think that place is still open? I could use a cup of coffee.”
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“Don't know, this is Ripon on a Thursday night.”
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CHAPTER7
The moon was full and the night was cool, but these entities were not here for the atmosphere.
For the preceding one hundred and thirteen years, the dark rulers of the three principalities had met on
Mt. Boardman secretly, to settle their differences and mediate their disputes.
The demon-lords used Mt. Boardman because the mountain peak is strategically located at the
intersect point of three California counties: Stanislaus, San Joaquin and Santa Clara.
They also used Mt. Boardman because Mt. Diablo is thirty-five miles to the north. Diablo is the
sacred high place for the entire region, for that reason every dark spirit who passes through the region
has to make some kind of pilgrimage to the mountain named after their master. Diablo is public and
their privacy is crucial.
The meeting was called in a hurry to address a serious problem that represented a significant
threat to three rulers of the Central Valley. Admittance to this tribunal was by invitation only, and
security for the event was air-tight.
A four mile no-fly zone had been established, the penalty for violating the air-space was
immediate imprisonment and possible isolation in the dark caverns bellow. Once the meeting starts,
even the security forces will be banned from the area.
“Have you personally checked the area? Is it secure?” The Saint's guard-leader asked.
“Yes I have, for the third time. What are you so afraid of, Angels?”
“You should be more concerned about what the Saint thinks than what an Angel might do.”
“I'm glad I don't work for him,” Lord Profits Captain said.
“We all work for him. Enough of this, it's 11:55 hours, we need to vacate this mountain,” the
Saints guard-leader said.
Eylar mountain stood less than five miles to the Northwest. At 4078 feet above sea level, the
peak loomed more than a thousand feet above Mt. Boardman. Is was also situated on the
Alameda/Santa Clara County line.
Eylar is the secret-stronghold of one of the most famous mercenary spirits in the fallen
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kingdom; a demon respected throughout the dark kingdom, a demon who carries papers that were
hand-written by the evil-one himself; an untouchable entity named Inciter.
Inciter came to his position of prominence due to a string of unprecedented events. Two
Thousand years ago in the land of Judea,(modern-day Israel) Inciter was a just another menial class B
violent-spirit. He career was so undistinguished that even the low-achieving class C clean-up spirits,
had never heard of him.
But ancient in Judea, there were opportunities to excel that had never happened before,
opportunities that would never happen again. That was the time of, The One. The descendents of the
nomad Abraham, were living in thick spiritual darkness that was enhanced by their cruel and
oppressive Roman rulers.
It was a season of prosperity and power that the fallen-ones had not enjoyed since the times of
Sodom and Gomorrah.
Then the light showed up. It started with a stationary star that led some wealthy wise-guys to the
fatherless child.

It ended when the Fathers Son publicly humiliated the ruler of the world, in his own

house in front of his own servants.
Two days before that dreaded event, due to a clerical error, Inciter was given a coveted posting
within one of the occupying Roman legions.
It happened like this; Inciter managed to gain the confidence an exceptionally violent and
sadistic Roman officer. That Roman was officer of the day in charge of the crucifixion detail. When
the fatherless one was crucified, Inciter found himself in a once in an eternity opportunity.
After the officer broke the legs of the two criminals, Inciter tried to force the Roman to break
the legs of The One; he wanted to defy the written word. "not one of his bones will be broken" but The
One expired quickly and the officer refused to break the Galileans legs.
In desperation, Inciter forced the Roman to thrust his spear into the adopted son of the
Carpenter, hopping to break a rib. The spear missed the last rib, but it spilled blood and water out of
his corpse. Inciter was credited with causing his death. Inciter cited the written word of the prophet,
'they will look on him whom they have pierced."
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For about three days, Inciter was the big deal in Hell. Immediately after the piercing-deathblood-letting, the god of this world, aka; Himself, recognized Inciter’s contribution to the Play of
Passion with a unique document.* His legend, like most great lies, had grown throughout the
millenniums. Now he led a rogue band of violent spirits who operated from his protected hilltop
fortress.
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(*) Inciter's Unique Scroll

English Approximation
To all who have fallen under my rule. It is established; he who holds this
shall be the first among all free-spirits. None shall impede his passage through any
dominion, or his transit across any region of the Underworld, or exact tribute in exchange
for the use of the air-space above the planet. It will not be revoked.
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Unknown to the potentates meeting below his mountain, Inciter was in the perfect position to
spy on the hush-hush meeting.
If I can discover the reason for this clandestine meeting, I will have blackmail power over the
arrogant rulers of the Central valley. To own a controlling interest in those two territorial princes
would be an almost unimaginable windfall.
Inciter gathered his band of marauders and laid out his plans. “This is the moment I've been
waiting for. For to long I have been maligned by that fat Saint and puny Prince Desolation. Tonight
we make history. Tonight they will reveal secrets and I will steal those secrets.”
Inciter sent his troupes down the mountain where they would not be seen. He took position
with his clerk, where they could watch the events and listen to the conversation on Mt. Boardman. Oh
this just might work. If my luck holds, It just might work.
At the stroke of midnight the atmosphere on the mountain changed. The wild animals
abandoned their dens, the reptiles belly-crawled out from under their rocks to lower ground and the
birds fled with the winds until nothing living was left on the mountaintop.
The first to arrive was Lord Profit, the ruling spirit over the region north of the Stanislaus river
south of the capital city of Sacramento, west as to the half delta and east to the foothills of the Sierra
Nevada. His territory was large, and his power firmly established over all evil in the area.
Lord Profit is a spirit of avarice, skilled in promoting the love of money and in releasing the
greed that so easily enslaves men. He is a shrewd politician who has skillfully maintained the a strong
spirit of indifference over millions of politically inept Central California’s. The center of his power
base is, Stockton; a city with a long history of both violence, and racial hatred.
From all outward appearances his domain is self-sustaining, profitable and highly ruthless. But
there are persistent rumors that say, he merely provides an appearance of power in order to keep his
servants in line.
Even more troubling are the reports of a loss of a signification portion of his domain to
Christian Kingdom imperialism; eyewitness accounts confirm that the proliferation of non-profit
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“ministry” activities have violently displaced vast chunks of Lord Profits kingdom. have defied all of
his attempts to explain them.
Part of Lord Profit's agenda for this meeting was to hear how his arrogant and overfed colleague
to the South would explain this recent string of disastrous events. The high caste religious spirits, like
The Saint of Stanislaus are said to posses greater knowledge of the horrific practice among men,
referred to as, The Way.
Lord Profit and his small staff entered the high place and took their positions. Profit seated his
company around the northern throne. As he settled into his earthy Throne, The Saint entered the
mountain pavilion. “Fashionably late, as usual!” he said to his chief clerk.
When the Saint of Stanislaus entered the courtyard, every demon, including Lord Profit, rose to
their feet. This was a long-held tradition among equals that members of the religious caste would
receive deference due to their influence on the practiced religions of the world. Religious spirits had
the most sensitive and risky assignments; they regularly attended Church, Synagogue, Temple,
Meditations and every other form of enlightened human spiritual-practice.
The Saint drifted into the pavilion head and shoulders above his acolytes. He wore his typical
flowing robes and a gaudy, gilded head-piece. In his left hand he held a scepter that was rumored to be
a remnant of the staff Moses.
Beneath the fold of his robe he carried one of his vast collection of serpentine daggers. When
his acolytes took their places, The Saint floated over to greet his Northern ally, "Greetings Lord
Prophet, oh... I mean Profit.”
Once again the standard condescension so typical of the Saint, and of all religious spirits; he
needs to upgrade his insults. Profit gave his prepared reply. “So good of you to come on such short
notice. May your dominion increase"
“Yes, of course, we all strive toward that end.” With the pleasantries out the way, the Saint
turned to business, “Sit down everyone, tonight we have much to discuss.”
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“Let's see, there’s Profit, that nuisance from the North with his puny entourage, nothing unusual
there.” Inciter said to his clerk. “I don't see any Warriors, this must be a business meeting, or some
official high-level nonsense.
“There is no representative from the Bay region my Lord,” the clerk said. He added the fact to
his notes.
“Yeah, this must be a Valley affair,” Inciter said, “Oh perfect, here comes The Saint; Look at
that wimp...”
The clerk started to write down his words.
“Wait you fool, don't write that down!”
“Redacted my Lord.”
“There’s his secretary, Fascination. I call him frustration, he wants to be something he isn't.
You know that, you've dealt with him enough,” Inciter said to his secretary.
“He is conflicted by his configuration my Lord,” the clerk said.
“The Saint's traveling light tonight. Highly irregular. He's not in any physical danger, he is
more than capable of defending himself, but where are his Warriors? Those religious posers always
bring an entourage. They remind me of human rap-stars; all that groveling affirmation.”
Inciter reached for his black hat and coat, “I need to hear this first hand. Stay here and glean all
the information you can,” he ordered his clerk. “I'll be back with the goods on these guys.”
Inciter left the security of his stronghold and took a secret trail to the Mt. Boardman high place.
He made it just in time to hear the exchange between the local potentates.
Saint Stanislaus spoke first. “Lord Profit, your cooperation in this matter,” The Saint paused
and a pained look came over his face, "Leave," he hissed to all the attendants. When they were gone he
continued. “Your cooperation is appreciated.”
Lord Profit shifted in his throne, the Saint has never spoken to me as an equal, before.
“I will be brief and to the point.” The Saint walked to his Throne across the courtyard from
Lord Profit. “We have a problem. This problem has only recently come to my attention. To put it
bluntly; we are in danger of loosing our dominion-franchises.”
“This danger does not come from within, we could control that. This danger is as old as the
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original intent; the threat became real and imminent at the advent of, The One. He gave the Elect the
keys, if they use them we are finished. They can release their plans and restrain our plans, at will.
There are no limitations, no qualifications or catches; all they need to do is agree.”
“Yes the Elect has the potential to nullify our operations, that's always been true. Why is that a
dire threat to us now? They've found a cause that would unite them against us,” Lord Profit said.
“That was then, this is now. They have found, as you said, a cause that is a dire threat to us.
Forces I can't fully understand are gathering against us. Several of my strongest and most firmly
established agents have been dislodged, and in several instances, bound over into darkness. Angels
have intervened.”
“But the Angels don't interfere, you know the rules better than most. They just watch and pray
for the chance to do something,” Lord Profit said.
“My foolish friend, it appears prayer is working. These are extraordinary times that require
extraordinary measures.” The Saint paused and looked across at Lord Profit.
From his place of concealment at the edge of the courtyard Inciter had to sniffle a gasp, “Is that
fear I see in his eyes! The great Saint is afraid of the humans.”
Lord Profit looked directly at where Inciter was hiding, “did you hear something?”
“Did you hear me?” The Saint said, ignoring whatever was troubling Lord Profit. “I propose a
new level of cooperation between our kingdoms. It will include opening of our borders, we will
exchange both historical and current information. If we do not do this, I believe the forces coming
against us might end our right-to-rule the Central Valley.”
Lord Profit was stunned. The Saint is scared. He never thought he would see the day, or ever
be in a position to use the Saint to his advantage. How can I exploit this weakness? After a blistering
silence, Profit decided on a course of action.
“My supreme Saint, I find your agitation...confusing. I was under the impression that your
kingdom was sound and you influence is increasing. In fact, in your last seasonal report, you
elaborated the, how did you write it...spectacular advancements and achievements of your servants.
Am I to surmise that these statements were not entirely factual?”
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“You are aware of the penalty that comes at the disclosure and discovery of sedition.
Furthermore, should this information fall into the wrong hands, the damage could be irreversible.”
Profit paused for a moment, pleased with his performance. Profit started to speak, he was silenced by a
wave of the Saint’s hand.
“Lord Profit, you're thinking, the old Saint has overplayed his hand. I assure you I have not.
Allow me to remind you of a recent event in your city of Escalon.”
At the mention of that town, Profit sank in his throne. This is for real, he had to admit to
himself.
“Your city of Escalon and my city of Modesto have been groggy and easily controlled. As I
said earlier, that was then, this is now. Candidly, Hell has noticed what is happening here! How much
they know, I'm not certain..after all they do have their own share of troubles.” The Saint stopped
himself for going any further.
“Truer words were never spoken,” Profit added.
“We still have time to fix our problems if we act decisively, and if we act together. I also
propose that we keep out inevitable future failures hidden until we are able to close the gaps.”
Lord Profit nodded.
The Saint called in their personal secretaries to work through the details of their new
cooperation. New systems that would hopefully avert the downfall of both evil kingdoms.
Inciter heard everything and his criminal mind was racing. This could be good, or this could be
bad...I possess information that can make or break a kingdom. Now I need to high-tail it off this hill.
He was leaving the high place when he carelessly passed through a willow tree. When his evil
essence came in contact with the living organism, the branches of the tree started crying out loud.
The Saint heard the sound and sprung to his feet. He recalled the warning Lord Profit had
made earlier. Someone was out there, someone was listening. He went to the edge of the courtyard and
scanned the area. “The sentries will learn the penalty for failing me,” he cursed.
Frozen with the fear of being discovered, Inciter waited motionlessly in the decaying bark of a
fallen tree. He would remain there until the potentates left the mountain. I'll wait all night! I'll wait
until they bow before in fear and horror.
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The Saint continued to scan the area for any signs of an intruder until he left the mountaintop.
Lord Profit thought nothing of the incident at first, but as he neared his home territory he began to feel
the same fear that the Saint was exhibiting.
He had no solid reason for his apprehension, but the sight of the mighty Saint of Stanislaus,
spooked by the wind, was reason enough for concern, all by itself!

Jahan the Holy attended the meeting, hiding in plain sight. Hiding in the light is a powerful
weapon employed by the soldiers of God. The scripture explains it like this, the light and the darkness
are the same God. Jahan was standing next to Inciter, across the courtyard from The Saint and Lord
Profit but they didn't see him.
They were looking in the darkness for a dark form, Jahan was standing in the light, in a
frequency the demons never considered searching. The servants of sin have no desire to see the light,
any kind of light.
They don't want to remember what they were; they lie about what they are; and they deny what
they will become.
After the meeting broke up, and everyone including Inciter was gone, the mighty Angel left the
mountain and met with the Angels who had charge over the Central Valley.
“How bad is it for them?” The command Angel asked.
“Even The Saint is scared. They mentioned the incident with Ella, and they alluded to some
other problems that were real threats to their power, and get this, The Saint said, 'I propose a new level
of cooperation between our kingdoms.'” Jahan reported.
“That should help our cause,” Another Angel leader said.
“Help us, they'll do our work for us. Their idea of a new level of cooperation is like giving one
addict money to buy drugs and giving another addict drugs to sell. They both end up with the same
thing; nothing.” Jahan said.
“Be that as it may, that alone will not help us, did they mention anything else?” The
commander asked.
“They did, The Saint said, 'we can no longer afford to ignore the threat of the elect.'”
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“That's what we needed to hear. Brothers, as it is said on earth; game on.” Inform your forces
the rules of engagement for the Central Valley have changed; enact prime directive, protect the elect.”
“With pleasure.” The other Angel leader said. He shot into the sky and turned toward Mt.
Boardman, he achieved terminal velocity and dove on the high place. When he passed over the
courtyard he pulled his sword and shattered the Saint's gaudy, gilded throne.
On his second pass he split Lord Profits earthy throne in two pieces. Any kingdom divided
against itself will not stand. He turned East to pass the updated rules of engagement the Angelic host
throughout the Central Valley.
From Eylar Mountain, Inciter and his minions looked down at the desecrated high place.
“What was that? Or should I ask, who was that?” Inciter said.
“That had to be an Angel. I didn't know they could do that, did you?” The clerk said.
Inciter scanned the faces of his troupes, they were afraid, I need to rally their courage, I need to
put a positive spin on this Angelic show of force.
“Better them than us,” he said with false bravado. “You know, the enemy of my enemy is my
friend, even if that enemy isn't my friend at all. Whatever anyone, Angel or otherwise does to the Saint
or Profit means nothing to us, we have work to do.”
“If some rouge Angel wants to take down the Saint/Profit alliance, more power to him...that just
means more for us guys.”
The minions responded with a few weak cheers and, one demon even said, “Amen,” by
accident. Inciter turned and grabbed the stone wall in front of him to control his shaking hands. He
gazed out over the Central Valley to the East, he could already see streaks of blazing light crossing the
sky like sunset contrails.
The Angels are psyched up for battle, we need to keep clear of all this.
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CHAPTER8
The morning was hot, and it would get much hotter before the day was done. In this part of the
Central Valley, one hundred five degree days were normal. Francis was prepared, he was in the airconditioned cab of his freshly rebuilt John Deere eight wheeled tractor, disking under the stubble from
four hundred acres of cut silage.
"God is good," he said out loud. Francis was in the habit of praising God out loud, when people
would look at his a bit crossways he'd simply say, “David wrote, 'Your praise will always be in my
mouth.'”
This year’s crop had come in at over forty-five tons an acre. That was more than any of his
neighbors, in fact it was the highest yield in recent memory. The farmers at the coffee shop had been
talking about it for weeks. When one of them asked Francis how he did it, he said, "I didn't do it, God
did it."
Then he went on to tell the guys this story. “I noticed the trucks were filling up faster than
usual. A couple of the drivers thought their trucks were clogging-up with the wet silage, they were
concerned about getting short credit for their loads. After one of the trucks dumped, I climbed up to
look; the bed shinny clean, the corn was dry.”
“That don't explain the heavier loads,” one farmer said.
“No it doesn't Art, so I asked God, whats going on?”
“What did God tell you this time Francis,” another farmer asked from his regular stool at the
end of the counter.
“Well God said that he He was adding ten tons per acre."
“I don't believe it,” the first farmer said.
The thing is the men who work for Francis believed him. They had all seen and experienced
far to many miraculous things to doubt him anymore. Years ago, one of his men called him, 'The Town
Prophet,' and the title stuck.
Francis made the turn around the eucalyptus trees on the Northwest corner of his property. He
was lined up for the next pass, when the Angel appeared. Francis stopped the engine and climbed
down from the huge tractor, and walked through the stubble toward the massive entity.
He wasn't startled or afraid, this Angel had visited him on several occasions. But this was the
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first time he had seen his Angel or any other messenger in full battle armor. The Angel stood with his
legs apart, his and his sword gripped tightly in his right hand.
"Mr. Town Prophet..” the Angel paused for effect, “I've come from the Throne with a
message.” for you."
"Bless the Lord forever. What is the message?”
The Angel returned his sword to its sheath with a snap, a full company of warriors appeared
facing outward in a defensive perimeter. “Francis, its time.”
“I figured that much when I saw them,” he said pointing at the warriors surrounding him.
“What's happening?”
"The prayers of the Elect have touched the heart of the Most High. A decree was issued, 'I will
end the great evil in this land.' This is the same evil that took your daughter. There are two great
princes who torment this fertile land. God has raised a voice in this Valley, this voice will rally
everyone who loves the light toward victory.”
“You will help that voice. Never fear, this battle is the Lord's, Amen." The Angels then bowed
their heads as Francis, overwhelmed by the moment, fell to his knees and wept.

“Please follow me,” the hostess said. Ryan Dow and Paul and Gina Stenkouski walked to their
favorite booth near the corner window. They were look over the menus when the hostess led a young
lady to the table next them. The waitress took their orders, when as she left, Ryan said to Gina, "so kid,
how's it feel to be out again?"
"How could you ask me that? Some pastor you are! Not one visit, not a call, or even a lousy
post card," Gina said.
"Pastor, I'm concerned my wife has become hardened...doing time and all."
“No worries about that,” Gina said. “I hadn't been in there more than an hour when I had my
first confrontation. Here I am, dressed in pink for an evening of wining and dining when a large lady
stood, spit and walked over to me.”
“Lot's of things went through my mind. Self defense was clearly out of the question, and I
didn't have any cigarettes. I thought, where are the guards! I remember hearing, never show fear, so I
stood up to her. I looked her straight in the neck and waited for her to make her move.”
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“Gina, you are tough. I think I'd back down if you talked to me like that,” Ryan said.
“Hey, I live in fear everyday,” Paul said.
“Can it guys, this is important,” Gina said, “she asked me, 'what are you doing here? You ain't
no hooker, and you ain't no junkie, you'd better have a good reason for being in my jail, girlfriend.
Then she scowled down at me. At that moment I God come on me! I got into her face, I'm not a
hooker or a junkie, or even a multiple traffic offender. I'm here because I wanted to save someone's
life. I stormed an abortion clinic, and those cowards had me arrested. The boys in blue brought me
here to spend some time with you, girlfriend!”
“Then, I glared up at her! The jail cell was silent, everyone was watching. She broke out
laughing, the other ladies laughed too. Then I started to laugh, we all had a good laugh.
She said to the other women, 'this pretty lady's here because she want's to save babies. Does
anybody have a problem with that?' No one had a problem. After that chat, I actually had a pleasant
nights sleep.”
"Honey, tell Ryan what happened at the gas station."
Gina continued, “After my hubby sprang me from the joint, I went home, hugged the kids and
all that. I discovered we needed milk and some gas for the car. I headed into town, pulled into the
corner station.”
“I had a some trouble with a gas spill and could have burned down the station, when I was the
girl. She was the girl I saw at the clinic. I almost got to her, but then she was gone.”
“Gina, something is going on with you and that girl. Let' pray.” Ryan said.
They prayed.
The waitress brought their food.
Ella was listening from the next booth. Why would that rich lady want to find me? I've never
met her and I didn't think he parents know anyone in Escalon. A light went on in her heart: God
knows!
“Oh no!” she said out loud. She reached for her purse to leave, the waitress arrived.
"Hi, I'm your server, Gail. Would you care for a beverage?"
“Sure, how about a Root Beer.” Gail left.
I'm trapped. I don't have a place to stay; the money wouldn't last for long, and I can't go home.
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Why is this happening to me, God? I haven't even prayed, and you’re following me everywhere.
The waitress brought her beverage. Ella gathered her courage and her belongings, with the soda
in one hand and her purse in the other she took the longest five steps of her life.
“Hi, my name is Ella. May I sit down?"
On the roof of the restaurant, Angels exchanged high five's all around. The captain of fifty
spoke up. "It's time for work and war. The enemies of the Elect will retaliate.” He looked over the
company of Angels. “You ten, remain with the family. You five, patrol the barrier that surrounds the
city, if you detect and intrusion of the enemy, notify the city Guardian. The rest of you, come with
me.”
The captain reached for his sword, the other Angels followed suit and together they lifted their
weapons skyward. In a thundering voice the captain cried out, “for God's Elect, in the power of God's
might, we will prevail!"
The Angels answered, “Amen!”

From a safe distance, five hostile spirits watched the Angels.
“The girl is behind the hedge of our enemies, there's no way for us to finish this assignment.”
The leader said.
“What do we do now?” his hostile comrade asked.
'We lose, again.”
“Where do we go?” The hostile comrade asked.
“We're going nowhere, fast.”
The leader composed this message, more from spite than out of any sense of duty. The girl is
behind the hedge of our enemies. Doom on you all! We will scatter and take our chances among the
free. This is on your head, Desolation.” After placing the message in a secret drop box, the five
hostiles scattered to the four winds.

Prince Desolation followed the escort demons into the Saint's palace. Walking through the
overly-ornate hallways, a number of thoughts filled his mind.
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What am I doing here? I'm not under his rule, I work for Lord Profit. Just because they joined
forces doesn't mean I have to answer him. I don't think this is about that incident with the girl and her
demon...I can't be blamed for failures of my operatives.
At the outer court Desolation was processed again through a security portal. Though he held
the full rank of Prince, his identification was closely checked. All known scars and marks of battle
were checked against the conflict records. He was even prompted to respond to a few penetrating
questions about the, Deep things of Satan.
Then it became painfully clear to him what this was all about. Angel agents have infiltrated the
inner workings of the domain. No Angel would utter the deep things, any more that one of my kind
would speak of the 'event of change.'
When he entered the dark hall, there was another surprise waiting. The Saint and Lord Profit
were seated side by side, both dressed in full battle armor. The Saint wore a finely spun and woven full
body suit that appeared to writhe and pulsate.
Lord Profit was arrayed in a minimal battle suit of some unfamiliar origin, it looked like it was a
copy of some terrestrial design. The suit does seem to have a slimming effect on the old Saint.
Desolation had to stifle a snicker.
But there was no humor in the room. Both potentates exuded hatred, their eyes glowed red and
black, their true nature was no longer suppressed. The walls, ceiling and floors were covered with
undulating dark spirits.
At a signal from The Saint, the entry was sealed so nothing from the outside could enter the
hall. Desolation took a seat at the foot of the raised thrones.
The Saint pointed and said, "Desolation, you have brought us to this time of trouble. Your curse
no longer prevails; it returns on us all. Your treachery has been discovered. Your weakness and
bumbling has infected the entire region.”
“If it was within my power, I would shred you and bury you in darkness. Unfortunately, it is
not.” The Saint stood, “I accuse you of collusion with the enemy!”
Prince Desolation sprung to his feet in protest. The entire swarm of demons erupted in hideous
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shrieks and threats. Before Desolation could utter a word in his defense, one of the thug-demon escorts
sliced him with his sword. The hall fell silent, this was almost impossible to conceive; the intentional
wounding of a nobility-caste demon.
The Saint continued, "I will now expose of this great treachery, and this will not leave this
room. Should it ever, we will all suffer the same fate as this miserable, fallen, fool.”
Desolation went to his knees after being wounded, he didn't know what the Saint intended to
expose until Fascination, the chief secretary to the Saint, stepped forward with two scrolls that bore the
emblem of the I.M Section. The seal over the emblem was the mark of Prince Desolation.
“Break the seal, and read the first scroll,” The Saint ordered.
Prince Desolation was shocked, the record of his hidden past was somehow in the hands of
those who fiercely hated what he had allowed. No one has access to that information, no one but...Rex.
Betrayed by my own clerk! The destroyer of lives and dreams was now facing destruction.
Fascination stepped forward, Rex followed and stood at his side. Rex took the document and
expertly opened the seal in a manner that would leave no evidence of tampering. The traitorous clerk
began reading from the first memo:
Principality of Egypt Section I.M Prince Desolation
The Pharaoh has decided to institute my program to eradicate the "Seed" of Abraham. This
final measure is to be enacted with the full authority and consent of the King. We have a free hand.
The King will command the Hebrew midwives to destroy all male children. This will effectively end
the threat of the seed of Abraham.
(Urgent amendment to prior communication:) We have been betrayed by the Hebrew midwives.
They have conspired to cover-up the true number of births. These troublesome women have come
under the direct protection of our enemies. They are unreachable. Conceal your efforts. Do not fail
me.
Prince Desolation ruler, Section-IM
"It appears that Desolation was unable to complete his task. That is regrettable in and of itself.
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Now you will hear the evidence of collusion with the enemy. An act that undermined the very
foundation of our power and control over man. Continue,” The Saint ordered.
Land of origin, Canaan.
We have received a mandate from the civil authority, Herod. He is greatly concerned about the
reported birth of a King. He fears for his own kingdom. He has searched the writings, and there indeed
appears to be support for his concern.
We will once again implement an irradiation program. We are late getting started, therefore we
will target all Hebrew males two years and younger.
“End life before it begins-so-before life begins it Ends” If this is The One we have all feared, he must
be destroyed.
Prince Desolation; Ruler I.M. Section
Desolation began to fear for his safety. The rank and vile members of this inquisition, though
less than brilliant, were more that able to understand the enormity of Desolation’s failure and the
damage it had brought to all of their efforts. The dark horde began to close in on Prince Desolation
with swords drawn and fangs flashing.
Desolation faced a room full of enraged murderers, unarmed and alone. He was only inches
away from the swords of the hoard when The Saint and Lord Profit flew into action. They scattered the
mob with swords flashing. One small spirit dared lift his sword to The Saint, he was instantly hacked
in two. Lord Profit and his elite guards fell in beside the Saint and it was over as fast as it started.
Prince Desolation stood alone in the dark hall. When The Saint and Lord Profit entered the fray
of battle, Desolation understood the purpose of this charade.
I'm being set up as a fall guy. The holy Angels are on the warpath, if the Section-IM falls, to
save their own miserable kingdoms, they put the whole failure on me, and there's nothing I can do
about it...or is there?
With a raised sword The Saint addressed the horde in the hall. “Lord Desolation has betrayed
us all, as we now know. He allowed our greatest enemy to live.”
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At the mention of their greatest enemy, the demons recoiled and retreated to the walls and
crevices of the great hall.
“His habit of failure has continued. Yesterday, an infant in his charge survived. This has only
served to embolden our enemies, the Elect. They will pray, and Hell only knows what will happen to
us if they continue to pray.”
“None of this will be allowed! We must regain the initiative. Find the weak points that will
break the spirit of these humans. Now go! If you fail, you will all share the same fate as this traitor.”
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CHAPTER9
As the top of the hour approached, the largest audience in the history of FM 100 anticipated the
start of the show. Ella and the entire Stenkouski family were listening. The Dow family all huddled
around the big stereo console in the living room; mom made popcorn.
A crowd gathered outside the station, hoping to meet the voice of Melchizedek. A number of
youth groups around the Valley even started Mel-Chi Friday Nights.
One enterprising youth pastor printed T-shirts with the word Melchizedek stenciled over a
silhouetted rendering of an ancient priest. On the back he printed, "Life Member - Order Of
Melchizedek."
The internet simulcast was playing across the country, and a high-powered promoter/agent was
listening because the radio in his rental car would only play FM 100.

A week earlier a spy called Monitor filed a report concerning the Melchizedek show. In part the
report said, this radio program, Melchizedek is building a strong following in the Valley. The unknown
and therefore untouchable host is a loose cannon shooting holes in many of the myths and superstitions
we have worked so diligently to create and maintain.
None of his superiors expressed concern or showed any special interest in his observations, so
he hadn't thought anymore about it. But after the war council with The Saint and Lord Profit, the
powers that be called him in for a meeting.
“We read your memo. This Melchizedek program has become a source of great trouble for our
cause,” the powers said.
“Nice of you to notice, the show is getting out of hand,” Monitor said.
“Yes it is, in response, we're placing a full contingent of familiar spirits under your command.
You will deploy these forces where they can observe all human reactions, and you will personally lead
a hand-picked group to discover the identity of the voice of this troubling program.”
“As you wish,” Monitor said. Then with the flourish of a Matador he swung his cape around
and left the meeting followed by his new contingent of spy's and killers.
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Francis opened the canal gate and the cool water flow into the twenty acre check of young
alfalfa. He took off his hat to wipe his brow with his blue bandanna. His smart-phone chimed, he put
his hat on, sunk the shovel into the rich earth and grabbed his phone to read the text. Fran, the show's
about to start. Sam.” Fran replied, THX. He touched the FM radio Icon, when the app launched he
scrolled down to FM100 and pressed the screen. It's good to have grand kids, an old man can still
learn new tricks. He put the phone in its holster and grabbed the shovel.

Seven miles to the West, a war-like creature was watching Francis walk the levies. I can't
believe my luck, the guy's alone and in the open. Inciter was mind-mapping the potential scenarios
when his malice of forethought was interrupted by the arrival of two of his Warriors with a captive
spirit in tow. They stood back until he motioned them closer.
“What is it?”
"We found that troublesome spirit, and we persuaded him to stop in for a little chat," the largest
of the demons quipped.
"Make our guest comfortable," Inciter said without turning his attention from Francis in the
distance.
One of the henchmen dragged Fet into the clearing and shoved him to the ground behind their
leader.
Inciter didn’t look at the demon as he spoke, “So, you're the ambitious little spirit who wants to
make a name for himself.”
Fet didn't respond.
Inciter went on. “Fet, you even surprised me with this little stunt. Didn't you see my mark on
the assignment? Or perhaps, you've forgotten who I am?”
Fet remained silent.
“This human is far above your pay-grade, he's a prize even for one with my illustrious history.”
Inciter turned toward Fet and looked him over. His goons had pinned Fet's wings behind his back with
his own sword, it had to hurt.
“Tell me, what do you know about this man?”
“Why should I tell you anything? How will it profit me?” Fet said.
“You surprise me again, my defiant captive, and that doesn't happen very often. How about
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this, tell me what you know and I'll give your sword back.”
Fet started to sing, he embellished the already exaggerated details of his encounter with Francis,
and his Angel guards. He left out the part about the strange burst’ of light that caught him off guard,
and he failed to mention being run over by the pickup truck.
“That's the official story, but that's not what happened. The Angels reached out and touched
you, didn't they?” Inciter said.
“You want to know? Fine. He has at least a platoon of Warriors with him at all times. And
they're on continuous alert, anticipating danger, and I bet that includes you. Since you are so famous
and all.”
"Thank you. That explains the company he keeps. But those troublesome human-lovers can't
be everywhere all the time.”
“I've been touched by those Angels, they had no love for me. How do you plan on getting past
them?” Fet said.
“I don't. I have three humans who are more than willing to do some wet-work for us. We can't
get through his Angels right now, but they can.”
“Relax, Fet, sit back and watch the master at work. This shouldn't take long.”
“You gonna give me back my sword?”
Inciter looked down at the little demon with blazing eyes. “Maybe I'll give you a sword in the
back. Don't bother me any further, I have work to do.”

When the news break at the top of the hour was over, the music began. It was an old song, a
simple acoustic guitar playing Mississippi delta blues. Then Oz started to sing. “This train is bound
for glory this train, this train is bound for glory this train...”
The music stopped and Joshua said, “Glory to God, baby Angel is safe today, and we are
happy!”
Across the Central Valley the Melchizedek audience erupted into applause.
“This child is a wanted child. The earth is the Lords and everything in it. Today this earth is
fuller, thanks to a rancher and his trusty pooch! And to the Angels of light who were watching over this
precious little girl. Hear what the timeless word of God has to say about this little life.”
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The song began with a simple guitar chord and voice. The message and meaning were crystal
clear from the first phrase:
I will praise you, I will praise you, for I'm wonderfully,
I am wonderfully and fearfully made.
Before I was born, I wasn't hidden from you,
You formed my inner parts, in my mamma's womb.
Though I was made in secret, each movement speaks the truth.
I'm created in your image, All life's sacred to you.
Wonderfully. Wonderfully. Wonderfully and fearfully made.
“Is it any wonder we serve him folks?” A wall of music erupted and the program went to a
break.

In Escalon, Ella was sitting at the kitchen table watching Gina finish the dinner dishes. The
radio was playing the Melchizedek program in the background. Ella was staying with the Stenkouskis.
She had a room over the garage, and the family was treating her like a long-lost relative. But Ella knew
she wasn't. But no one had made an issue about her pregnancy or her refusals to call her parents.
Why are these people so good to me? Sure they're Christians; so what?
These people were different; like her parents had been before the fighting started.
What do they want from me? They won't want me if they find out what I plan to do.

“Ella, listen to this song, it's pretty,” Gina said, she turned up the radio. Ella listened to Joshua
sing Wonderfully and Fearfully Made for about a minute. She excused herself and went up to her
room. She closed the door, turned out the lights and curled up on the bed.
How can you know anyone before they're born? Isn't that against your free will policy!
She didn't even pretend to understand God. Could anyone ever understand all he had to offer,
even when they really needed to understand it? Still, the song touched her.
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Outside the house, from a discreet distance, the Stenkouskis were under surveillance. I can't
believe my luck..the girl with the huge price on her head, here in my own back-yard. The infernal
observer cautiously moved closer until he could see in the kitchen window.
It's the woman from the gas station. They're in the same house, finally some welcome news.
This discovery will raise my status in the Saint-Profit alliance.
With a new spring to his slither, the observer departed to deliver the evil tidings to his masters.

The servants of light remained completely still until the observer left the area.
“I hate letting that slug get away again,” one of the city Angels said.
“You know the orders; protect and preserve, let them discover Ella and the family.”
“I”ll do it but I don't have to like it,” the city Angel said.
“It gets harder all the time to let those I.M. killers fly away,” one of the guardians whispered.
“What about you Crux? Your blade has spilled the essence of countless rebels.”
The battle-Angel didn't say anything, he rarely spoke. He pulled his double-edged sword half
way out of his chest scabbard. The blade glowed with an unearthly light, then he snapped the weapon
back into its cradle and smiled.
“Another time friends. Time is our friend. Time is their greatest enemy,” the leader said. He
folded his scarred arm across his chest. The brand across his sword arm read:

Skip felt good. The wind played like a song in his mind, and he loved the tune. The Harley Vtwin roared in eager response as he up-shifted through a turn and opened the throttle on the long stretch
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of highway 33. The sun was falling in a sky of deep purple.
It was the same view he had enjoyed throughout his childhood in Merced California. As he
passed a 100 foot tall Eucalyptus tree on his right he caught a brilliant flash of light in his peripheral
vision. He looked West, a fireball arched out of the sunset and landed in a field ahead to Southwest.
What was that? Meteorite? Rocket? He pulled to the side of the road on the crest of a small
rise. The flame lingered briefly, and then it vanished. I've never seen anything like that. That was
fantastic! A UFO maybe? Who'd believe me if told them? I bet fifteen people already called the local
constable to report another sighting.
The fire was gone, and the night was coming on. I hope the next town has a decent place to
eat and a biker-friendly hotel room. Skip mentally triangulated the spot where the object fell, maybe
someone in Gustine saw it. He gunned the Harley and spun gravel against the highway 33 road sign.
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CHAPTER10
The rental Ford sat idling in the school parking lot at the north edge of town. The three
occupants had cased the small community earlier in the day. They knew where to find the town deputy
sheriff and they were also monitoring the CHP (California Highway Patrol).
Their objective was a local farmer. They were here to do a straight forward, professional hit.
The sheet that came with their advance payment stated, He doesn't carry a gun, and he comes into
town alone to eat dinner. It did mention, military service in The Korean War.
"A war relic, this should be an easy job," the first guy said.
"That's the problem with you, Tony. You always want easy work," the second guy said.
"Nothing wrong with easy I always say."
"Both of you, shut up! This job is expensive, and I intend to complete it. I don't have the
slightest idea why someone would pay premium to have this guy whacked. In my time, I never heard
of a top pay that was easy.”
Both guys shut-up, Tony went on.
“This is not the big city, this is the sticks. We don't belong out here, so do your job like
professionals. Make this look like a common mugging for drugs or booze or horse-thieving or
something believable. Take him with your hands. Now let's do this and get out of Dodge, pronto!"
“Yeah, yeah we hear you. So, how we gonna make this dude?" The first guy said.
“Remember he drives a big red Chevy with the words, 'Jesus Christ Loves You,' written on the
doors and tailgate.” The driver had to look away from his poor excuse for cohorts. Why do I work with
these guys?
“This one shouldn't be too hard to find, there can't be too many pickups like that around,” the
second said.
“Good--you finally got it,” Tony said.
Francis stopped at the canal water gate and shut off the flow to his field. I'm hungry, I wonder
what the special is tonight?
He banged his boots against the back tire, tossed the shovel in the truck bed and climbed into
his pick-up. After easing into the seat, Francis remembered, I was listening to Melchizedek; wonder if
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it's still on? He buckled the seat belt, reached over to the dash-board radio and pressed the power
knob. The light behind the dial glowed brightly, then the show came on after an unusual pause.
Skip noticed the rental car parked on the outskirts of town, but thought little of it. The town
was a fairly typical farming community that had grown with the railroad, and stopped when the
population shifted to 99 freeway corridor. Skip had passed through Gustine a few times in the past and
he remembered a diner near a big tree. It took about two minutes for him to ride the length of town and
he was about ready to twist the throttle, when the diner appeared. That's how I remember the place;
the road splits and goes round each side of the coffee shop.
He pulled into the small parking lot, leaned the bike on the Jiffy stand and swung his leg over
the iron horse. No need to lock it here; this place looks pretty tame. There were a few pick-ups and a
car in the parking lot. A massive oak tree right of the front door, dominated the west side of the
restaurant property. I bet this place and the road were built around this majestic wonder of nature.
A weathered sign next to the tree read; Historical Landmark 543 - Oak Tree Restaurant” established 1939.
He noticed the city-limit sign just South of the dinner; how do they decided what's inside the
city limits and what's outside? Must have something to do with taxes, or control and power.
Skip swung his pack over his left shoulder walked toward the front door. The pack contained
most of what he owned; most of what he owned was what he could carry. It wasn't much, but it was all
his. Just like his life, which wasn't much in other peoples eyes, but it was his. The sign on the glass
door read, Rancher dinner special - New York steak with trimmings - fresh pie and beverage: $9.95.
Looks like I'm in the right place at the right time.
The bell on the door chimed, he walked in and sized the restaurant up with a single glance. He
saw a booth by the window where he could keep an eye on his bike. The waitress met him at the
Please wait to be seated sign. “Well hello there big guy, hungry?”
“Ma'am, like you can't believe. How about that booth by the window?” Skip said pointing
toward his preferred seat. Flo acted like she didn't hear him and seated him at the counter.
Now Skip, being the restaurant veteran that he was, knew better than to question this queen in
her own courtyard. A coffee cup materialized in front of him and before it had time to level out, it was
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full.
“Thank you.”
He received the standard, "Uh ha."
Flo looked him over and said, “Be back in a shake, Honey. We're starting to get busy.”
Busy, this place is almost empty! When Skip lifted the coffee to his mouth he noticed
movement reflected in the pie case above him. He swiveled on his stool, five men were taking seats,
and two more were walking in the front door. He looked out the window at his Harley, it's still there
but this is strange. All these guys and no cars in the lot. Must have come from the fertilizer plant
across the highway. And these guys are big.
Skip stood six-foot six, and he weighed a sturdy two hundred and thirty pounds, these guys
dwarfed him.
They carry themselves like warriors.
Skip had trained and fought with elite special forces from the British S.A.S and S.B.S., the Thai
commandos, and he had crossed knives with the Soviet Spetsnaz, I wouldn't want to dance with any of
these boys. I don't sense danger in this place; all I feel is, peace.
Flo interrupted his thoughts, "What will it be tonight?"
"I'll take the special; charred rare, potato and all the trimmings."
"Sounds good. A growing boy like you needs a good dinner." She clipped the order to the
wheel and spun it around, the cook grabbed it.
"Excuse me, who are all these guys in here? Are they locals, you know, regulars?"
"Honey, I figured they're here for the same reason you are. Around here we don't grow them as
big as you or as those guys. They also seem to know you, or at least they act like they know who you
are.”
“Why do you say that,” Skip asked, puzzled.
“Listen son, I’ve been jumping tables since you were in diapers. Some things you just feel.
And, I like having them around. They're polite, just like you, and I bet they'll all want the special. We
may close for the weekend. I even sent my busboy to the meat locker. I need to take some orders, so
excuse me. Your dinner'll be up soon.”
Skip glanced in the pie case again, now the place is full, where'd these men come from?
Must've been the UFO I saw on the way into town.
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He laughed at his absurd thought. He saw a flash of red in the pie case, he turned and looked
out the front plate glass window. A red Chevy pickup parked nea his motorcycle. It's just some farmer.
Flo spoke without looking, "Francis, I thought I told you not to come in here again without your
wife and those beautiful grand-babies."
"Flo, I hate to do anything without either of them. But, my wife is with her mother. Her mom
has taken a turn for the worse. We're praying for God to heal her, or to take her home."
"Our prayers are with you. Francis, one day you're going to convert me! The counter'll have to
do tonight, your regular table is taken."
"I can see that." Francis looked around at the crowded restaurant with a knowing eye. Yes it's
crowded, crowded by those who are with us. He took a stool at the end of the counter next to the soft
drink machine. He looked down the counter and caught the eye of the young man at the other end.
"Evening," Francis said.
"Evening to you sir," Skip said automatically, the way he would reply to a superior officer. He
looked away when Flo set the steak dinner in front of him. She smiled at his obvious delight.
"You need anything else, Love?"
Skip had already taken his first bit of potato so all he could manage was a polite, "This is fine,
thank you." Flo looked over at Francis, he pointed at Skip’s famine-buster. Flo scratched out Francis’
order, tore off the tag and hung it on the wheel. Skip was cutting his Steak when Francis noticed the
cross tattoo on his left hand. Francis scratched the identical cross on his left hand.

From the foothills West of Francis' farm, Inciter watched the fiery display of the aeronautic-ally
adept Angel.
“Impressive, but can those meddling protectors save him from his own kind?”
When Inciter's rebels saw Francis' Angel materialize with a full squad of warriors, he could
smell their fear. “Don't worry, it won't matter how many Angels he has in his pick-up, they won't be
prepared for the surprise I've arranged for that irritating human.”
The flaming Angel and the Warriors left, leaving Francis alone. When he got in his truck,
Inciter considered sending his cosmic cutthroats in for the kill at that moment, but thought it prudent to
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wait. This human is different, and his Angels could still be around. Never trust appearances. That is a
human weakness.
They heard the pick-up start and the click of the seat belt, and the crisp snap of the radio switch.
A brilliant glow envelop the pickup cab. The light flowed out of the cab like oil on water, changing
colors as it wrapped around the truck and crawled over the truck bed. It walked up the Angels extended
arm, when the light touched the tip of his sword it refracted into the clouds. The Angel moved the
sword and the light descended through the clouds.
The demons were mesmerized by the light show. Then the light vanished.
“I hate light tricks,” Inciter said to his troupes. Before Inciter could blink, a light-ribbon struck
him in the chest, his scaly hide started to burn. Inciter hit the ground, rolling in agony behind the safety
of the stone ledge. When he lifted his head, the light beam was gone but the glowing sword was
pointed directly at him.
Inciter was furious, how did he know I was here?
The pick-up pulled away and the brilliant light faded. When Francis turned onto the highway
the Angel lowered his sword and lifted two fingers to his eyes and then pointed with one finger toward
Inciter. He mouthed the words, I see you.
Fet spoke up, "That’s what I told you about! The same flash burned me last week! Come to
think of it, I got lit up at about the same time last week, do you think there's a connection?"
"I know there is," then Inciter caught himself. "I know you have a problem handling this
human,” he said as he raised himself off the ground. “Watch and learn, puny one. This human will not
live to see his precious family again. Today he’s mine. Let's go!” Inciter and a his hand-picked
soldiers departed to follow the red truck, at a discreet distance.
They left Fet behind in the vice-like grip of two mute demons. Since he wasn't going anywhere,
and these demons couldn't communicate, he had time to think.
Now what was it Inciter started to say...ah yes 'I know there is.' That arrogant spirit knows
more that he's revealing. I need to know what he knows. Fet relax ever so slightly in the clutches of his
captors.
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Inciter and his crew approached the town cautiously, they had no solid estimate of how many
Angels were stationed in Gustine. Inciter was spooked, and the feeling was spreading to his followers.
This assignment's getting out of hand. If I could devise a way to drop this contract without losing face,
I'd cut my his losses and seek fortune and fame elsewhere.
But that wasn't an option; this was both personal and professional. I'll make that Angel pay for
the scar on my chest, and the bounty on Francis will pay for everything else.
Two hundred feet from the city limits, Inciter stopped to brief his troupes. “This is how we're
going to do it. Pair up, I'll take the Southern gate, group two takes the North, group three the East,
group four...well you know where to go. We'll approach the gates* at the same time, wait for my
signal.”
“When you're inside rally at the fertilizer factory on the South end of town. Keep your eyes
open, we don't know what they know. When we find the farmer we'll find the assassins. Then we'll
watch and enjoy the blood-fruit of their labors. Any questions?”
“Are we cleared to enter this city?” one of the gate-crashers asked.
“What are you, a lawyer? I have this document, remember,” Inciter said as he reached into his
breast-plate for the scroll. When he presented the parchment the demons stepped back. The scroll had
a visible burn mark on the outside edge.
“What happened?” the same demon asked.
Inciter slowly opened the scroll, then he almost dropped it when he saw the damage. Most of
the last line was burned away, now it read; “.......................revoked.'
Inciter quickly rolled the scroll and shoved it in his breastplate.
“It's nothing, just do as you're told, now move out.” The demon-pairs left for the gates.
The Gates and The Nexus
* The physical boundaries of all human habitations are also recognized in the spiritual world. Every
city, every port of call, every county and even the territorial waters of sovereign nations have defined
points of entry known as gates. The gates exist on all four points of the compass and they regulate all
multidimensional access to human civilization. Nothing comes in from above, below, behind or in
front unless it passes through the gates.
The eye of God sees every part of the earth. God alone determines the limits of all activity on
his world." Both the holy and the evil angels must have the proper authorization to operate within
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these gated communities. Evil spirits gain access through the deliberate sin and rebellion of the people
in a defined area. The holy Angels are also allowed to operate in response to the sin and rebellion of
the people of a defined area, 'where sin flourishes, grace flourishes even more,' and they gain
operational access through the direct prayers of the people of God.
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CHAPTER11
The men in the rental car watched the red Chevy pickup pull into the diner. The driver passed
the restaurant and made a loop around the block and parked out of sight. The three men left the car
and split up. The plan was, Tony would enter the restaurant and ID the farmer. The other two would
scout the area and determine the best time and place for the hit.
When the inside man reached the front door of the coffee shop, a hand reached out and pulled
the door open. When the assassin turned to see who had opened the door he was met with eyes that
burned like flames. He frozen in the doorway, he felt a sensation that he had never know before;
shame. He felt dirty and exposed, like he was standing naked in public covered with his own filth.
"After you sir," the man said.
The assassin shook himself loose from the burning gaze and went in the diner. He looked
around the establishment then he felt compelled to turn around. When he turned, no one was there, no
one he could see. He sensed a presence, the hair stood up on the nape of his neck and his mouth went
dry. Where's the dude at the door? The door stood open but no one was there.
Whatever, he looked outside for his guys, one flashed his lighter. Good, now back to work man,
I need to make this farmer and do this job, fast.
The restaurant was full of men. That's strange but not unthinkable. He scanned the counter, a
biker eating a steak, no problem. At the other end of the counter, there's our man, big as life...at least
for a little while longer. Time to get the boys. He was satisfied that things were under control so he
took another look around the diner; every eye in the place was on him.
They were the same burning eyes that met him at the front door. Eyes like weapons locked and
loaded, waiting for the order to fire.
Tony tasted his own mortality. His mind opened like a dream, in rapid succession all the
murders he'd committed were replayed in vivid detail. He saw every faceless person, he heard the
voices of his nameless victims condemning him. He lunged through the open door into the night air,
and vomited blood onto the pavement.
The other two guys were watching as he exploded through the door.
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“Tony, are they after you?” the first guy said.
“We aren't armed, find something to fight with,” the second said. They ran toward him, Tony
got up from his knees and motioned them back to the shadows. He inside man regained his composure
and met the other two guys at the far side of the diner.
“What happened in there?” The first guy asked.
Tony silenced them with a look. "I tossed my cookies that's all. Now let's get back to work."
I'll never tell what happened inside.
They moved deeper into the shadows so Tony could explain the tactical plan for the hit.

Twenty five miles to the South, in the city of Los Banos, several local churches gathered to eat,
sing and pray. They were through eating and they were singing the third verse of this hymn;
'And though this world, with devils filled, should threaten to undo us,
We will not fear, for God hath willed his truth to triumph through us.
The Prince of Darkness grim, we tremble not for him;
His rage we can endure, for lo, his doom is sure; one little word shall fell him.'
A man who grew up in the city of Gustine had a vision when they were singing. He was a quiet
and highly dignified man who was well-respected for his wisdom and kindness. When he held his hand
up to be recognized the music and singing stopped abruptly. The people looked at him, wide-eyed with
anticipation.
“You'll know me, you know I'm not one to make a big deal out of things but, I need to say this.
When we were singing that verse I saw something, I saw it clear as a hundred degree day. You know
the Oak Tree diner up North in Gustine?”
The people nodded and waited for him to continue, but he just stood there.
One lady said, “Earl, you know we do, we go there all the time for pie.”
Earl smiled, “the pie is good, but what I saw wasn't good. I saw a swarm of grasshoppers
covering the diner, and they were eating the leaves off the old oak tree. I'm not sure what it means but I
know it's not good for my people in Gustine or for the people in the Oak Tree diner.” Then he sat
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down.
No one said anything for about a minute, then one of the teenagers spoke up, “this may sound
strange but do you think it might mean the diner is under attack?”
“Attacked by grasshoppers?” One person said.
“No, you know how the Bible talks about locust and...What’s that word?”
“Pestilence,” one of the farmers said.
“Yes, that's the word. In one video game there is a level where grasshoppers who look allot like
demons attack the good-guys. Do you think Earl saw something happening to the diner, maybe it’s
even happening right now?”
Earl stood back up and said, “Well I did see the diner during that song, and the song was
referring to the devil wanting to undo us. We ought to pray for Gustine and for the diner! Who wants
to lead that prayer?”
The farmer who said Pestilence walked up next to Earl, he put his calloused hand on his friend's
shoulder. “Earl, why don't you pray about it. We'll pray with you, and trust God for all the rest.”
Earl prayed, “Father, whatever is happening in Gustine at the diner, help them I pray, in the
name of your Son, Jesus Christ.”
The music leader started the last line of the second verse; “and he must win the battle, and he
must win the battle,” then the rest of the people joined the singing. And he must win the battle, he must
win the battle, then they finished together saying, “He must win!” The whole group burst into
applause.
Darkness fell. Inciter's forces were waiting for his signal to slither through the city gates.
Inciter was just outside the Southern gate, near the city limit sign, things look clear, but I not taking any
chances. He drifted over to where he could see around the big Oak tree, he saw the assassins waiting in
the dark next to the diner.
“Give the signal to enter the gates,” he said to his assistant. The signal was given, Inciter’s
cadre of evil spirits advanced on the four gates of the city.
The Angels watched the prayers from Los Banos billowing toward heaven like volcanic plumes.
Their prayers were answered in crystal prisms of Quantum-light particles that flooded the city and the
Elect everywhere, at the same time.
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The Angels called this Quantum-response from heaven a War-Flare.
The entry gates of every human habitation are policed by Third Sphere Angels; Second Sphere
Powers; and First Sphere Thrones. They maintain the integrity of God's sovereignty over access to his
people. They have a simple code; you're welcome unless you're not. The Guardians aren't looking for
a fight; they are by nature peaceful and serene beings. But, when another being, either human or
demon intrudes, that person or evil entity will be confronted and contained. Inciter, his comrades and
the three assassins were not welcome inside the gates of Gustine.
“Commander, what are our orders?”
“You saw the Los Banos flare, you know the law; do what you need to do.”
“Do you mean, weapons-free?'”
“I mean, 'None Shall Pass!'” The commander said with a straight face. The gate Guardians
chuckled, the commander was known for his one-liners. “We serve the Elect; what you do to those
who threaten the Elect must be done to protect the elect.”
“I understand, but I still struggle with letting them get away with this.” the Gate Captain said.
“Klvtrein, my brother, my friend, they won't get away with anything, today or ever. Remember
this; don't use your power as a Guardian to indulge your anger at what they've done.”
“I will restrain myself for the Elect and for the truth my Captain,” Klvtrein said.
The commander and the Guardians scattered to the four corners of Gustine.
The Guardians of the North gate were poised for combat. Their Captain repeated the
commanders words and instructions.
“Here's the plan. The marauders don't know we're coming...for the life of me I can't understand
how they can be so blind,” the Captain said.
“It's not our problem Cap, it's their burden,” one of the Guardians said.
“I know that, sometime this all gets too crazy. Now, back to the battle plan. They think the
Free-spirit Document grants Inciter the right to waltz in through our gates. Well their names aren't on
the document and this is not the enemy’s domain. As I like to say; what they don't know will hurt them.
The pair of marauders approaching the North gate were preoccupied with the string of recent
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events. The Guardians listened as the demons neared the point of no return.
“What do you think about those Angels with the Farmer?”
“I recognized a few of them; I would not want to meet those guys in a fair fight.”
“I know what you mean. Remember what that punk spirit said they did with him?”
“You mean Fet and the broad staff to the skull on highway 152?” The first one said.
“Yeah, that. I didn't think they were supposed to tempt us like that, aren't they supposed to
observe, report and support?”
“They always do all that but, something's happening here; like the song, 'what it is ain't exactly
clear,'” the first one sang.
“Stop children what's that sound, everybody look what's coming down.” The second one joined
in.
“Enough of that song, we're almost at the gate; get ready for the Nexus.” The first said.*
*When an Angel or demon enters a Gated area they pass through a localized Nexus. This
Nexus is a cube-shaped virtual part of heaven. It is similar to how an Embassy on foreign soil is
considered a sovereign part of the represented country. The Nexus-field will change at random
intervals and in unexpected directions the way a kid casually twists a Rubik's cube. If a spirit-being is
trapped in the Nexus when it reconfigures, heaven only knows where they will end up.
“This is a delicate take-down, we have to act decisively without alerting the other gate crashing
demons. The Guardian leader said to his partner. “Let's do a split-level attack.”
Agreed,” his partner said.
They used hand signals to position the other Guardians. Move to the upper inside West corner
of the Gate, he signed to the Angels hovering above. Go underground, they'll never expect us there, he
told the other half of his forces.
Before they stepped into the Nexus the first demon said, “I can't get that song out of my head.”
“Keep it to yourself, and follow me in.” the second demon said. When they entered the Gate,
the second demon stopped and said, “What part?”
“You know the part that goes, paranoia strikes deep into your life it will creep...”
“I know, the Gates always give me the creeps, let's get outta here fast,” the second said.
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“We're through the entry point, if it's gonna happen, it's gonna happen here,” the first demon
said.
They tensed in anticipation. Nothing happened. After a quick scan of the area, they moved
forward.
“There's a man with a gun over there, let's go find those human assassins,” The first said.
“It starts when you're always afraid,” crackled a voice from below.
The second demon stopped in his tracks, looked down and went for his sword, “What in the...”
“You just stepped out of line.” The first demon disappeared in a blur of hyper-motion. The
demon was pushed up into the cloud cover where he was held him motionless and silent wrapped in a
restraining field of positive energy.
Two Guardian partners grabbed the second demon, they grabbed him by the mouth, arms and
feet and walked him to the edge of the Gate. When the Nexus-Cube started to reconfigure they flung
him into the gyrating time-warp; he disappeared into the hands of God.
At the Eastern Gate the pair of marauders stopped outside the Nexus.
“I don't like the feel of this,” the first marauder said.
“Why, what's your problem? You scared?”
“I've had enough of you.”
“You've had enough of me. What you gonna do about it? The boss ain’t here to rescue you,”
the second marauder said.
“I don't need his help and you're the last thing on this earth I fear,” the first marauder said as he
poked his comrade in the chest.
“Don't touch me.”
“Why, what you gonna do about it, punk?”
The Guardians on the other side of the gate were growing impatient with the squabbling
demons. If their school-yard behavior escalated into a fight, it could ruin the surprise the Guardians
had prepared for them.
“Let me go through, I'll cut them down before their next word,” one of the Guardians said.
“No, I think there's another way we can take care of this,” the Gate Captain said.
“What you got in mind boss?” another Guardian said.
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“It looks like these guys are so petty they might just destroy each other without our help. Let's
do it like this...” The Captain gave instructions then two of the Guardians entered the Nexus. The
Angels were invisible inside the Gate. “Like the Captain said; they always take a step back before
striking one of their own. Are you ready?" The first Guardian said from inside the Nexus.
“I'm Ready,” his partner replied.
The squabble was escalating.
“Here's what I'm gonna do about it,” the second marauder reached for his short sword.
The first marauder was faster; his blade out before the other demon could draw. “I told you I
don't need the boss to protect me. What do you say about that?!”
“I've wanted to do this since you let that hick from Hardin County, Kentucky live,” the second
said.
“I didn't let Lincoln live, he was your assignment, I was in Shrewsbury and Darwin and I was
supposed to let him live you idiot.”
That was all it took. Both demons took a step back and raised their swords; a pair of long staffs
fitted with Lochaber Axes shot out of the nexus and yanked the demons into the Gateway. The
marauders were disarmed and passed through the Nexus to several other Guardians who bound and
gagged them.
At the Western Gate, the marauders stopped about ten meters shy of the city-limit; this was not
their first visit to a restricted area and they were not feeling welcome.
“I don't like what happened to the scroll; did you see the burn marks?”
“I did. We both know, honest is not one of Inciters virtues. He was worried,” The marauder
who had asked about the burned scroll said.
“You don't have to be a litigious-spirit to recognize a cover-up.”
“Well I'm not a lawyer, but I'm a warrior and I know when I'm being set-up. Why should we
expose ourselves when all we have to gain is a small share of a big reward,” the first marauder said.
“I hear that. Hey, why are the gates unguarded? Where are the Angels? I'm never happy to see
a Gatekeeper, but I figure if we see them we don't have to worry about what they might do to us.”
“You're right, let's blow this place,” the first marauder said.
“Incoming,” the second called.
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The first marauder ducked. The fusion-javelin grazed his shoulder. He kept his eye on the
homing projective as it reacquired him.
"Drop your vest; it's tuned to your body armor,” the second marauder said.
The first marauder cut the vest loose with his sharpened index-talon. He threw the armor back
toward the city-limits.
“We gotta go now,” he called to his comrade. Before he could launch, two Gate Guardians
appeared in front of him. He hesitated but his comrade didn't. The second marauder plunged himself
into the Angels and knocked them off their feet. The first marauder tilted his head downward and went
vertical over the Angels. By the time the Guardians got to their feet, the pair of demons where already
inside Inciter's stronghold on Eylar Mountain.
“You Okay?”
“The only thing hurt is my pride,” the Guardian said while brushing the dirt off of his arms.
“That guy was fast. I didn't expect that.”
“They had a secret weapon.”
“What?”
“They saw the lie.”
The Guardians headed back toward the Gate, on the way one reached down to pick-up the
marauders shattered vest. He held it up to where his friend could see the damage the homing javelin
had made. “Know they know one of our secret weapons.”
To the South, Inciter and his servant-demon passed through the gate unscathed. They entered
the town and headed for the Oak Tree diner.
“Boss, something's wrong, it feels different,” the servant said.
“It's nothing; just the residual effect of the Nexus. It'll pass,” Inciter lied. He's right, this feels
wrong, but I don't want to scare the help.
Inciter had managed to survive so long on Earth due to a combination of skill and slickness;
mostly slickness. Like the coward he is he pushed his servant in front of him. "Take the point." He
lagged back a few paces and drew his sword.
The light-web snared the servant-demon in mid-stride. The net stretched as far and as high as
Inciter could see, and it was closing in on him. They have me, how stupid can I be...a light web and I'm
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the fly. Inciter had one choice; the escape of last resort. He abandoned his servant and went to ground.
The trap closed above him as his head sank beneath the soil and he entered the domain of the despised.
The servant-demon kicked and screamed until he was hopelessly tangled in the net. A Guardian
descended on the cursing demon and drew the web tight. The sharp edges of the net ended his tirade.
The Angel looked into the captives dark, reptilian eyes. The bound spirit started trembling. The
trembling ceased when the demon recognized the holy one.
The Angel was repulsed and saddened at the condition of his former friend. “Now you know
the fruit of your rebellion on earth.”
The demon tried to speak but stopped himself; he had nothing to say.
The Angel continued, “Terzix, fallen attendant to the inner court of heaven; former member of
the forces of eternal preparation; and my fallen brother. As God's word says, 'As you measure out to
others, it will be measured out to you.' Begin the end of your evil work!”
Four First Sphere Throne Angels plunged their swords into the earth, and pulled back the
surface at four corners. Smoke wafted up from the inner prison below. The moans of the damned
mixed with the stench of sulfur and sweat. The light-web opened and the grotesque demon dropped
into the eternal terror below. The Angels withdrew their swords, and the earth healed the wound.
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CHAPTER12
The cook rang the bell and slid the dinner plate through the opening from the kitchen. Flo
grabbed the order and in a single fluid motion slid the plate down the counter toward Francis, topped
off Skip's coffee, grabbed his empty salad bowl, dropped it in the bus-tub and was gone around the
corner before the dinner plate came to rest in front of Francis.
“Thanks Flo,” he said. He rotated the plate so the Steak was front and center. After piling
butter and sour cream on the potato; he reached for the A1 sauce with his left hand. When he shook the
bottle Skip glanced his way. When he poured the condiment, the cross tattoo on Francis hand caught
his eye. Skip almost spilled his coffee.
I know what that tattoo means. I know where it came from, and I know the man who created
that work of art. Of all the strange events that brought me back to the Valley, that cross is the
strangest. I need to know why that Farmer is wearing the cross.
He cleared his throat and took another sip of his coffee, then he reached for his ice water and
drained the cup. "Excuse me, I I know where you got that cross on your hand." Skip held up his left
hand.
Francis looked his way and nodded.
Skip continued, “I'm not a Bible-thumper or anything near one, but I know a miracle when I see
one."
Francis set his knife and fork down; he reached for the paper napkin on his leg and wiped his
mouth. “If you know this cross, then you are a miracle.”
There's a Scottish man in San Francisco who is a master tattoo artist. He is a Christian who
miraculously escaped certain death in battle during the Second World War. As a tribute to the friend
who died so he could live, he designed a knotted cross that symbolizes the inter-connectivity of all life.
He would tattoo the cross on the left hand of any soldier who comes to him with a story of a miraculous
escape from death. The tattoo was always free.
Skip grabbed his coffee cup and moved down the counter to the seat next to Francis, “Mind if
I..?”
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“Please sit. My name is Francis Simms.”
“Skip Randen, pleased to meet you sir.” Francis moved his iced tea over and Skip planted
himself on the small counter stool.
“I'd love to hear your story.”
“I'll gladly tell it if you'll do one thing for me.”
“What's that?” Francis said.
“Eat your dinner. I hate to see a good steak waitin' on a plate.”
“Deal,” Francis said with a grin. "Tell me your story,” he said as he picked up his knife and
fork.
Skip drained his coffee cup and started his story. “It was our third week in the country; we had
spent the first two, 'training' in the hills and valleys of the coastal area. The third week my platoon was,
you understand, working near the DMZ. We made our way to the coast to our extraction point at the
scheduled time but no one came to pull us out, and since no one else knew we were there, we were on
our own. The temperature never topped seven below, the nights were bitter cold and we were low of
supplies.”
“The bitter cold was taking its toll then we ran out of food and fuel, we even burned our C4 to
keep warm. After eight days we heard a chopper overhead. I had to take the chance that it may have
been on our side so I fired a flare. I was in the right. They pulled us out of that cold Hell. The pilot told
us that no one was out looking for us, at least he hadn't heard of a search. We sprinted with spent
minds and bodies to the helicopter carrier off shore and finally got warm and got some hot chow. Their
doc looked after my men.”
“They said we could catch a hop back to our unit the next day. Next morning we were told to
board any one of the three choppers heading for the main land. So I grabbed my gear and led my men
to the first helicopter on the deck, I looked inside there was room and the crewman reached for my
gear, but for some reason I decided to pass on that bird.
We marched down the flight line to the last of the three copters and climbed aboard. I fell
asleep as soon as we became airborne, ten minutes later one of my men shook me awake. He was
screaming, I thought we were under fire, when we both put on com-links he said, 'Chief, the other two
choppers flew into a mountain, everyone died.' When our cruise was over I drove the coastline from
San Diego to San Francisco, I found the Scotsman and got my cross."
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Skip needed a refill; he grabbed his cold cup and looked for Flo. When he turned around, every
eye in the room was fixed on him. He didn't feel threatened, and he didn't think they were intruding.
They looked like warriors respectfully listening to the story of a fallen friend.
“Honey, you need to put that cup down, the way your hand is shaking I might just miss,” Flo
said. Skip set his cup down. His hand was shaking, but he calmed down when the hot coffee touched
his lips.
“Flo, I'd like one of those,” Francis said. A full cup appeared and simultaneously his empty
dinner plate vanished.
“There you go honey,” Flo said then she moved on to refill other coffee cups.
Francis took a moment to treat his coffee with the proper proportions of sugar and cream. After
taking a long first sip he looked over at Skip. “Do you know there's a facebook page for Veterans and
their tattoo stories?” Then he laughed, and the other guys in the room joined him.
Skip looked around; it seemed that the guys all got the joke. Am I missin' something here? He
looked over at Francis, “You gotta be kidding me.”
“Nope, it’s true. Are you on facebook? Even old dudes like me get friended from time to time."
“Not yet.” Skip said, then he noticed the room had fallen silent, “It seems everyone is waiting
to hear how you got that cross.”
“Here's my story.” Francis said loud enough for everyone in the diner to hear him. “My best
friend and partner, Kenny Jones, paid the ultimate price for me. We went through basic together in
1950, and we fought together until he died. The night it happened we were standing night watch on hill
369; and it was bitter cold--you know how cold bitter cold gets.”
Skip looked at Francis, how did you know I was in Korea? Then he remembered mentioning
the DMZ. In Skip's former line of work keeping secrets was considered a powerful weapon. For some
reason I tell this guy things. He realized he wasn't listening so he turned his full attention back to
Francis.
“...and we hadn't seen the enemy for days, and it was cold; I've never been that cold since.
That's probably why I farm the Central Valley.” Francis paused to sip his coffee. “I got off track there,
anyway, we'd tried everything to stay warm but nothing helped.”
“The only way to survive was to stand, watch back to back, with our ponchos draped around us
to hold in what little warmth there was. Since we couldn't talk we just stood through the long night,
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until then I heard a noise down the hill. We hit the dirt and listened, but we heard nothing.”
Skip head a noise down the counter, he turned suddenly. It was Flo; she was sitting at the other
end of the counter with a cup of coffee in her hand. “I want to hear this as much as those guys,” she
said with a shrug of her shoulder. “Go on Francis, I've been waiting a long time to hear this.”
“Sure Flo.” Francis answered. “It was pitch black, and we stared into the blackness for a longtime but nothing moved so we ended up back to back again. Then I heard a thud and something landed
in the trench next to me. It sounded like a rock hitting the side of a building. But it wasn't a rock, it
was a grenade and it hit Kenny in the chest and landed in our trench. Things were progressing beyond
time and I really couldn't grasp what was going on. But Kenny knew what to do, and he did it.”
“He could have jumped out of the trench but he didn't. He pushed me down then he fell on the
grenade. He died so I could live.” Francis put the coffee down and bowed his head. Skip did the same
thing.
After a few moments of silence Francis went on. “I was lying on my back with my rifle on my
chest, when three Koreans came over the top of my trench. I took them out with three shots.
Kenny gave his life for me, and God put me in the position to defend myself, and to kill the men who
killed my friend. When I returned stateside I went to San Francisco, the Scotsman gave me my cross.”
The room was quiet, and no one moved for a long moment until, in the corner of his eye Skip
noticed some motion near his Harley. He sprung to his feet and looked down at Francis, "I need to go
outside for something." He went through the doorway and paused in the shadow just out of the
entrance. Something cracked under his boot; he looked up and saw the shattered dusk light. Whatever
is out there probably heard that, better move. Skip went for the huge Oak Tree using the dark edge of
the shadow for cover.
The guy at Francis' truck heard something like broken glass and he looked toward the diner but
he didn't see anyone, it was nothing, just the jitters. He looked back toward the front of the pick-up and
one of his associates gave him the signal, a quick flash of the light on his watch. He slid over to the
front of the pick-up and plunged his blade into the left front tire. The tire exploded with a sharp pop,
“Oh...” he said, and then he managed to stifle himself.
Eighteen yards away Skip saw movement and a quick flash of a dull green light, is that a
signal?

He could just make out the silhouettes of two men, and then he saw a man puncturing the tire

with a short blade. They're with the guy at the pickup. That truck belongs to my new friend. These
guys' are goin’ after Francis, that's not gonna happen on my watch.
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Then the machine inside him clicked on.

Francis stood and looked through the diner window for his new friend. He didn't see Skip but
he say a guy bending down near his pick-up, so he started for the front door. He was in full stride when
a hand grasped his arm and held him in an unbreakable grip. He turned and brought his fist around in a
right-hook; the guy took the blow on the chin and didn't move. Francis looked up and recognized the
face of his Angel. "Remember, he's here for the greater good and for your safety.”
“I'll keep that in mind after I find out what's going on with my pick-up.”
Francis' Angel released his arm and stepped away toward the center of the diner. The other guys
fell in around him. The cook, the bus-boy and Flo and Francis stood like statues as the men changed
back into Angels of light. Their clothing vaporized like flash paper, and the dull-glow of mortal flesh
took on the pure radiance that only the sinless exude. Their hair was like bleached silk streaked with
gold, silver and copper and their eyes sparkled like flawless gems.
The Warriors were battle-ready. The wore breastplate-flak jackets, second-skin boots, and web
belts that held a collapsible shield and an assortment of daggers, darts and personalized projectile
launchers. Each Guardian and Warrior Angel carried a main battle sword that had been custom forged
and fashioned by the Captain of the host of heaven.
When their transformation was complete, the commander issued orders in the battle language of
heaven. Then the commander said to Skip, Flo, Francis, the cook and the bus-boy, “Nothing evil
escapes today,” he looked at Francis and winked. The warriors launched in all directions; up and down,
front and back, before and across, and some phased into other dimensions to secure the perimeter
around the Oak Tree diner.
Francis was just inside the door when he heard the unusual noise. He stopped to listen, but he
couldn't figure out what it was. The words of his Angel came to mind, he's here for the greater good
and for your safety. He went through the door and scanned the parking lot for the source of the sound.
My pickup doesn't look quite right, he walked toward his truck, a Flat! Those are new tires', I
must have picked up a nail. His next step fell like a magnet on metal; from the knees down, nothing
would budge. Francis was frozen to the warm asphalt on the hottest night of the year.
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Skip saw movement near the diner. Francis walked out into the open, took a few steps and
abruptly stopped in the middle of the parking lot.
The man at the pick-up saw Francis. “There's the farmer. I've got him, now watch a real
professional work,” the first guy said. He started toward Francis, when their eyes met he could see the
farmer was struggling to move but he wasn't getting anywhere.
What's up with this guy is he sick or something? Then he smelled an all-too familiar odor; the
stench of death.
Now the Angels had cause for directly involved in this incident. Once Francis stepped out into
the parking lot and exposed himself to danger, the command Angel called and audible order, “P34:7,
Encampment Maneuver, I repeat P34:7.” Two Angels held his feet to the pavement and the rest
encircled Francis like the secret service reacting to a gun shot near the President of the United States.
Another squad of holy Angels pressed in around the hired killers, but there were limits to how
much they could intervene in this affair. If the men attacked Skip, he was on his own, but Francis was
another matter. Francis' Angel stepped between him and the killer and drew his sword.
From the look in the man’s eyes and the knife in his hand Francis could see the man intended to
kill him. Francis was not a wimp, and he wasn't afraid of the lunatic marching his way, but he was
getting mad. He didn't like the idea of being helpless and exposed in the parking lot of his favorite
diner.
So, he prayed out loud. "Lord, I know you will never leave me or forsake me; and I don't mean
to imply that you don't have this situation under control; but this man walking toward me looks like he
plans to kill me and I can't do anything to stop him. You know I'd gladly give my life for you or for
any other purpose that you see fit but; I do not intend to have my life taken from me by some stinking
coward. Either free my feet to fight and my hands to war or send an Angel to fight for me.”
Francis ended his prayer, took a deep breath, and tried to take a step. Nothing. His feet were
still frozen to the ground and the killer was getting closer.
The other two hired killers stepped from the shadows and walked toward Francis with the proud
swagger of predators. “You didn't think we were gonna sit this one out did you Tony?”
Tony didn't respond.
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When he didn't respond they noticed the farmer wasn't moving.
“Look, he's scared stiff.”
“I'd be scared if Tony was coming at me with a blade.” They laughed then they gasped.
Tony's feet left the ground. He was holding his chest and struggling to free himself from
whatever was killing him. His body convulsed, his legs lost their strength, he let out a horrific scream
and went limp. His blade clanged on the ground. He was dead, suspended two feet over the pavement.
Francis got his feet back but he didn't move because of what he saw. His Angel put a hand on
the chest of the murderer and pulled his sword free. The man crumpled to the ground like a doll
dropped by a child.
The Angel said to Francis, "don't touch not my anointed, don't harm my servants the prophets."
“Amen,” was all Francis could say.
The Angel roared, "Those who live by the sword will die by the sword." He swiftly sheathed
his weapon and leaped into the sky.
When their associate fall, the other two killers started running toward Francis.
Skip saw the first man fall, I don''t know what killed him but I need to help Francis. Skip
started running, I can cut them off when they clear the pickup, they won't see me coming.
Francis saw Skip, “there's two more guys coming my way.” The surprise was spoiled, they saw
Skip, now they would defend themselves.
The assassins split up at the truck, one went to the front, the other moved slowly toward the
rear.
"He can't hide, he has to be on the other side," the first guy said.
Skip flattened himself against the pickup, they're flanking me.
Skip crept along the truck bed to rear corner, and crouched into a fighting stance ready to
deliver his best shot.
The killer moved quietly but Skip could hear him breathing. The killer stopped at the tail gate,
if he stayed there a few seconds longer, Skip would have to face two men.
Francis saw the guys closing in on Skip so he let loose his cattle-calling whistle. The killer at
the tail gate looked his way. "If you want a piece of this old man, let's go."
The guy took out toward Francis, after two steps, Skip clothes-lined him. The killer went down
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hard on his back and neck. Skip pivoted toward the pick-up ready for the other guy. No one was there.
He heard the unmistakable sound of knuckles meeting bone; he looked in time to see the last of
the assassins hit the ground in front of Francis with a sickening thud.
A big Mercury screeched to a stop a few yards from Francis. The county Sheriff climbed out of
his cruiser, spit, hitched up his pants and proceeded to size up the situation.
I count three men down; two aren't moving and one looks like he's done for. Francis and a big
biker are in the middle of the whole thing, they seem fine.
"Evening, Francis."
“Evening, Riley.”
“Flo called me on the cellular and said there was a little trouble over here. Then she called back
and said, 'no hurry; you boys had taken care of it.' But since I was on my way I decided to check in on
you. From the looks of things, I don't needed to this thing."
The officer stooped down to examine the body. He looked up and Francis and said, “I don't see
a mark on him. How'd he die?"
"He died the same way he lived; violently." Francis replied.
The Sheriff stood up and looked directly at Skip, “And just who are you?”
Francis spoke up, "Riley this young man is a friend of mine. He put the one man down and I hit
the other one. They came after us." The Sheriff nodded. Francis looked over at Skip, doubled up his
left fist and kissed the cross tattoo.
A second patrol car pulled up at the diner, the deputy got out and walked over to the Sheriff.
The Sheriff said, "You boys go finish your dinner, we'll take care of this business. And I'll expect a
report from you both, later."'
“Thanks Sheriff,” Skip said.
Flo had ice-water and hot coffee waiting on the counter. Skip sat down and gulped down his
coffee, and then he drained the ice-water. Francis reached for the cream and sugar, “If I'm gonna drink
coffee, I'm gonna drink it the way I like it.”
Flo walked over in front of Francis and set her order pad down. She wiped her eyes on the hem
of her apron. She let go of her apron and set her hand on Francis’ wrist. Through the tears she said,
"Francis, for all these years you've been telling me about Jesus...now I believe! Do you think God still
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wants an old sinner like me?"
Francis tenderly placed his calloused hand on Flo’s trembling arm and led her in the most
beautiful of all prayers. Skip bowed his head, the Angels rejoiced, And Florence Lark became a new
creation.
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CHAPTER13
At ten P.M. the Melchizedek show signed off and Paul Stenkouski turned on the evening news.
The Anchorman was reading the lead story. "...and the mother of baby 'Angel' has been found. The
nineteen year old was arrested and booked on felony child abandonment and endangerment charges.
Police allege that she left the five-hour old, infant girl to die on a canal bank in rural Oakdale in early
July. Bail is set at $50,000. The nineteen year old woman is unmarried and it appears that no one
knew she was pregnant. Apparently she had disguised her condition from her friends, family and COworkers.”
One friend was quoted as saying, (on video) "It can't be the same person.”
Anchorman, “She is described by one classmate as, 'A really sweet person, I've been to her
house many times and I never knew she was pregnant. I'm shocked."
The Anchorman turned to his Co-anchor for a few moments of 'ad lib' about this tragic story.
"It's difficult to conceive how a mother could leave a baby to die…and to think that no one even
knew that she was pregnant. She was apparently able to hide it from her parents for the entire nine
months."
Anchorwoman, “Yes this is tragic. In a day and age when every woman has so many options
available to her. This tragic incident could have been stopped long ago if she had taken the proper and
legal measures. I also understand that the family is highly religious and would not have approved of
her choice. Now on to news from our state capitol..."
Ella heard the news cast. That poor girl, I could be her. Even the evening news is talking about
my intimate thoughts. Parents don't know what they do to kids sometimes. Trying to do what's right
when we just want to be left alone. Don't they remember what it was like to be a kid?
She remembered what her dad said once after yelling at her. "That wasn't me. That was my
father screaming at you kids." Then he was all upset because he never wanted to be like his father.
Parents need to get a grip, who do they expect us to be; everything they aren't?
I know who I am...I'm a runaway, a sinner, an embarrassment to a good family. I'm all of that,
but I'm still a person. Why wouldn't God and everyone just leave me alone?
One mile north of the Stenkouski residence, outside the city limits, a small reconnaissance force
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was watching and listening. The demon in charge was a veteran of numerous second stage sanctions.
For centuries he was the go-to guy for all types of underworld wet-work; political sex scandals, highprofile divorces, life-threatening bureaucratic bungling and his stock in trade; kidnapping. He was
most famous for directing and abduction and elimination of the Lindbergh baby.
But lately he had fallen on harder times and his prestige was at an all time low. Instead of
'shootin' and lootin' he was languishing in middle management overseeing The Saint's pet project,
Psychic-Interactive.
Now he was back in the game. The Saint-Profit Alliance offered him a contract to bring closure
to the Ella Parker situation. The contract wording was brief and brutal: When her life ends; your
career begins again (S/P alliance)
The Alliance let him know in very clear terms, "Do not return to us without her blood on your
hands."
His name was, Skal the Taker.
The buzzer sounded, that meant the cookies were done. Paul and the kids raced to the kitchen
and scuffled around the counter to grab the hot Snicker doodles as Gina set them on the cooling racks.
“Paul, back of the line,” Gina said, “Don't throw your weight around here.” Paul grabbed a
cookie and ran for the kitchen door.
"Ella, do you want some hot cookies?" There was no answer. Gina filled a small plate with the
hot delights and poured a large plastic cup of cold milk and went in search of Ella. Ella wasn't in the
den or anywhere inside the house, so Gina looked outside. She found her sitting under the gazebo,
watching the little waterfall next to the pool. Gina put the cookies and milk on the bench next to Ella
and sat down on the swing across from her. “Thanks,” Ella whispered faintly. Gina reached for a
cookie and popped the whole thing in her mouth, “Ouch! That's hot,” then she spit the cookie out in
the flower bead.
“I thought your cookies were good, I think I'll pass.” Ella faintly smirked as she reached for
one. She took a nibble then looked right at Gina and said, "You think I'm like that woman who left her
baby to die, don't you?"
Gina said nothing.
"I'm not like her you know. I could never do something like that, even if it meant my life, I'd
protect my baby."
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Gina took a cookie from the plate and ate half in one large bite.
Ella continued, "that's why I left that clinic, you know, where you got arrested? The parking lot
was as close as I could get to an abortion. When I ran from my parents I was sure that was the only
way to deal with my problem. It's my problem because the boy doesn't even know about me. He
wouldn't remember me anyway."
Gina looked at Ella but said nothing.
"Why don't you say something? You just sit there next to your beautiful swimming pool, behind
you huge house with your perfect kids and hunky husband. You make me sick! My life is ruined and
yours is so damn great!” Ella was finished.
Gina reached for a cookie, took a bite and chased it down with a swallow of milk. “I think you
need some of this,” she handed her the glass of milk and Ella drank it down without a breath. She set
the glass down on the table beside her and grinned back sarcastically. "Happy now?"
"Yes I am, thank you," Gina continued, "These cookies are always better hot, that's why you
saw the whole family rush the kitchen when they came out of the oven. Right now hot cookies are the
most important thing we have to worry about. Your problems, my problems, the world's problems,
don't have to ruin a good batch of cookies. 'Don't worry about tomorrow, tomorrow will take care of
itself.' Right now it's a beautiful evening, let's enjoy this house and lounge in this yard.”
Ella tucked her knees up under her arms, “I'd have another cookie but we're out of milk.”
They both had a good laugh.
Skal was listening. That woman handled the girl's anger a little too easily. Someone must be
helping her. If the girl had refused to listen to the woman and if she decided to hold all her hurt inside,
I could assign a spirit of anger. But the girl listened to the lady. I've got to find an opening. I need to
get into that house. That girl has some protection; smells like she has an angel. Skal reread the report
about the father and his church. So they pray; lots of people pray. It can make matters difficult, but not
impossible.
It didn't take long for Skal to realize why the conventional approach had failed. Temptation,
separation, humiliation and even the powerful and ever-reliable envy had failed to build a stronghold in
the girl's mind. Her problem was the cursed church teaching that so many children are programmed to
follow from their earliest days: that cute little ritual of dropping off the kids at Sunday school while the
parents go out for breakfast. This girl had obviously listened to her Sunday school teachers.
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I'm gonna need to think outside the box for this second stage sanction. If I can't get to her, I
need to get her to come to me. Skal turned to his posse smiling like the Grinch who stole Christmas,
“Let's move out. I've got a plan and we have work to do.” His posse crawled out from under
the rocks and roots.
“We need to get out of this county without being seen. The next time we're here, they won't see
us coming.” He led them West along River Road, at the 99 freeway they headed South past Ripon and
crossed the river into the realm of The Saint of Stanislaus.
Paul opened the back door and called to his wife, "Gina, Ryan Dow's on the phone."
"OK, be right there." Gina got up from her seat on the swing and reached for the plate and
glasses.
"Don't worry about those; I'll bring them in for you." Ella said.
"Thanks honey, I appreciate it. I need to take this call."
Ella Smiled and said, "don't talk about me behind my back, I have feelings you know." Gina
ran her hand over Ella's hair as she walked by on her way to the house.
Ella sat for a while. She thought about her parents for the first time since she left home.
Wonder what they're doing right now?
Strange but she hadn't thought much about what they liked to do. They always seemed to be
doing stuff for her. If there was a school function or a church meeting, they were always there to take
her. When she needed to come home, they would be there again. If she asked for something new to
wear, somehow the item would always show up in her closet. Where did they find the time and money
to do all those things for me? I should text or call or email...
She felt something move inside her. What's that? She placed her hand where it moved and
waited.
There it goes again, and again, it’s determined, it has a mind of its own,I can't call 'It' a thing...
it isn't a thing; its my baby.
Ella Parker had a reason to live; there was a life inside her that deserved a real chance to live.
Gina grabbed the cordless phone and sank down on the sectional sofa. She overheard the
Ryan's deep voice as he correcting one of his children. She waited for a break in the action, “Hello,
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Ryan.”
“Hi Gina, sorry, let me go in the other room.” Gina heard a door and a chair slide across the
floor. “How's your evening going?”
“Fine I guess, what's up?”
Ryan continued, "How's Ella doing?”
"Tonight she kind of got a few things off of her chest.”
"That's good to hear. So what should are we do about notifying her parents? They're probably
in a huge panic over this whole thing. I know if one of my kids were gone, I'd do anything to find out
where they were."
"I'll do whatever I can, but I don't think its right to force her to do something. She needs to
decide on her own.”
Ryan's tone turned grim. "I not exactly sure how to say this but I'll try. Two nights after we
found Ella at the restaurant, my wife had a disturbing dream. Without going into all of the details, in
her dream she saw a demon on Ella's back. Then there was a light, she described it as applied prayer.
This light surrounded her and Angels appeared in the light. One of the Angels slashed the demon with
his sword and cast into a dark hole."
“Are you trying to scare me or something?” Gina said.
“No, this isn't about us, it's about Ella. My wife said the Angel spoke to her, he calmed her
down and said, 'A great battle is on for this girl. You will fight for her too. Seek the Lord, when the
time comes, he'll show you what to do.' Then she woke up.”
“What am I supposed to do?” Gina asked.
“I told Paul about the dream. I know you guys pray together, please pray about this. The
scripture teaches us that we have to overcome to receive the crown promised to us. That crown includes
Ella and her baby."
"Thanks pastor, we'll pray, good night." Gina hung up the phone.

MEMO FROM: THE SAINT-PROFIT ALLIANCE: DIRECTIVE TO ALL OPERATIVE SPIRITS.
From this point in time forward, all efforts concerning Ella Parker and her seed will be directed
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through the second stage sanction department. The supreme coordinator and director of all operations
and arbiter of all complaints will now be Skal the Taker.
All other operations or sanctions will cease immediately. Any and all spirits apprehended in
unauthorized pursuits will suffer the retribution of the S/Profit alliance. All Section-IM operations
concerning the girl and her seed are heretofore suspended.
*Prince Desolation has offered his cooperation in this matter
Vitan replaced the memo in the secure drop box, and checked for any evidence of divine
tampering. He slipped past the guards and left Mt. Diablo heading East through the Oakland hills.
Escaping the earth's atmosphere he launched toward the sun. Falling into orbit around the planet
Mercury he rendezvoused with his friends.
This sector of the solar system was seldom visited by members of the dark realm. The servants
of Satan avoid venturing to far from the Earth's protective shell. Though they can travel through space
and to a lesser degree through dimensional time, they seldom leave their area of dominion. The dark
spirits have difficulty maintaining a reference point for navigation. If they became lost in space, they
could end up aimlessly wandering the ever-expanding universe until the Day of Judgment.
Consequently, they don't do much snooping around where they don't belong.
“Glory to the One who reigns forever,” Vitan said to his brother Angels.
The Angel commanders returned his greeting, “to him who was, who is and who is to come.”
Vitan began his report. "I read the memo distributed by the Saint-Profit alliance. It appears that
they've acted as our commander predicted they would. They've delegated all operational command to
our old nemesis, Skal. I predict that his days on the Earth are numbered." There was a knowing
snicker among the other angels.
Vitan continued, “This is an act of pure desperation on their part. By turning Skal lose against
Ella, The Saint and Lord Profit have as the Elect say, '"put all their eggs in one basket.'”
“What about that not-so secret meeting they held for Prince Desolation?” One of the
commanders asked.
“Our agent attended the Kangaroo-court, uninvited I might add.”
“That party-crasher,” Another commander said.
“Yes, it reminds me of how humans say, if these walls could talk,” Vitan said.
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“What did the not-so-secret-kangaroo-court tell us?” The first commander asked.
“The tribunal was convened to accuse Prince Desolation of conspiring with mankind.”
“So they're still upset over the whole Moses and the basket indecent. That one had to hurt,” the
second commander said.
“When they mentioned Herod and the murder of the innocents the place went wild,” Vitan said.
“The rank and vile membership rioted, they were going to tear Desolation apart, head to tail. The Saint
even had to resort to some extreme violence to maintain control.”
“Wow, the big guy got his hands dirty,” the first commander said.
“I'd pay to see that, he hasn't lifted a weapon since the Inca-spirits tried to move in during the
gold rush,” the second commander said.
“There's not a shred of trust between The Saint and Lord Profit, and their supplicants are scared.
The terrorists are terrified. The tide has turned." Vitan finished his report and gave his attention to
their group leader.
The group leader paused to survey the magnificent creation around him. At his back, the sun,
the God's beacon of life placed in the Milky Way solar system to energize his ultimate creation, man.
To his right Mercury, a planet that is so shy it is only visible from earth's Northern Hemisphere in the
morning and at twilight. Stretching out around him he could trace the trails of the other planets. He
thought back to the moment when the creator assigned him his place on the third planet. He
remembered the breathtaking sound of the Angels rejoicing together.
Then it ended when the son of the morning rejected his place in the garden. The shining one
was not content to cover man in the garden, so he conspired to curse man and destroy the garden
instead. That abomination is still a fresh memory in his mind, but he was not one to dwell on the
failures of others. He was on a mission from God.
“Captain, what are your orders? Vitan said.
“Sorry brothers, I was caught up in the moment; I was thinking about the betrayal and the pain
it's brought.”
The second commander reached over to his friend and said, “I will never forget how the
Almighty dealt with it, when he said vengeance is mine, he freed me to continue serving his people.”
The host of Heaven knew the heart of their Lord was broken; they prepared to wage a holy civil
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war against their traitorous brethren. Then the Son, the lamb slain from the foundation of the world
stood between them and the earth. He said, “I will redeem my people, I will pay their purchase price, I
will stand their punishment.” The Angels looked on in amazement, they couldn't understand why the
perfect one would soil himself with the sins of his creation. But they did understand when the Father
and the Spirit took places beside the Son and together they decreed an end to all evil, by their own
hand. The host of Heaven looked on as the Godhead showed them the lake of fire. He said, "you will
all stand with me as the usurper and his host are cast into the flames that will burn forever fueled by
their undying regret."
Patience is a virtue, even in the realm of timelessness. Time is on their side, time only has
meaning in the plan and purpose of God. The holy Angles are not responsible for the wickedness of the
fallen and they are not the counter balance to evil, they are the servants of righteous. They are the
agents of the Almighty. They are the warriors of light. They serve God's will for man. And when the
time comes to fight, they run to the battle. As the proverb says, the fear of the Lord is to hate evil. The
leader of the assembled host set his personal musings aside for he had a glorious message to deliver.
“Thank you Vitan for your report. I commend you in the name of the Lord for your courage and
resourcefulness. Remember this; your labor of righteousness is not in vain. Soon our joy will be full.”
“Is that all boss?” The first commander said.
“That's enough for now. It's time to bring it back down to Earth guys--but first--let's give-em
something to talk about.” He pulled his sword and said, “For the Lamb and for the Elect.” The other
Angels drew their main weapons and followed him into the sun. When they breached the corona they
crossed swords and reflected the escaping energy back toward the writhing surface of the sun. The
resulting sunspot activity was later named, The Angel's Cross. The solar-sign was clearly visible to the
naked eye in California's Central Valley.
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CHAPTER14
Beneath the skin of the earth (in the Underlands) the curse of the soil is maintained by a clan of
demons known as the Vorsheen. These creatures are spoken of in mythology as the descendants of Lot.
In reality they are fallen ones whose domain in the earth's crust. When God cursed the soil, and
relegated it to toil, the Vorsheen rushed in to enforce this, right-to-work edict against mankind. They
work to frustrate the efforts of those who eke a living from the earth’s soil. They conspire to diminish
the productivity of farmers, they encourage the mismanagement of natural resources through greed and
ego and they promote famine-friendly policies throughout the third world.
The Vorsheen are the untouchables of the spirit world. They are despised and hated by their
demonic counterparts. The Vorsheen have managed to operate out of the public eye since The Great
Insurrection but lately their presence has been exposed. The Sand worms of Arrakis of the Dune novels
and the Graboids from the Tremors movies were based on Vorsheen legends.
The Vorsheen control the pass-ways (flexible tube-like shafts) through the earth into the
kingdom of Hell. The ancient Greek myths call Hades the god of the underworld and CEBBERUS, the
three-headed dog, the gatekeepers. That is a truly fine legend but in the Underlands of planet earth; the
Vorsheen have the final say about who goes where and how they get there.
In the Overlands, parasites occupy every ecosystem, but even parasites require a host to
accommodate their life-cycles. Parasites vary in size in animals and humans from one-thousandth of a
micron to one-hundred foot long whale-tapeworms. The Vorsheen are predator-parasites that infest the
crust, or womb, of the Earth.
There are passages from the Overlands above to the Underworld below. These portals to
perdition are shaped like the flexible vents used on clothes dryers. The Vorsheen maintain these points
of entry, they can change their location at will, and this maneuver has trapped many an errant demon,
leaving them to the whims of these dark denizens of the dirt.
The Vorsheen are spirit-beings that can't navigate the atmosphere of earth but they can move
freely through the restrictive and dark crust of the Earth. Above ground; they're helpless. Beneath the
soil; they're horrible. They don't require light to navigate or conduct the affairs of their domain; they
use the natural magnetic energy that courses through the earth to find their way around. When that
magnetic force is interrupted by an intruder, like Inciter, they know. Inciter fled from the Angels of
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God into their territory.
"Take the point," he said while he stepped back a few paces and drew his sword.
The light-web snared his servant in mid-stride. The net stretched as far and high as Inciter
could see, and it was closing in on him. The demon trembled and cursed the light web that threatened
to end his life of freedom.
Every servant is expendable. He isn't smart enough to make it in this business anyway. If he
intended to survive to fight another day, Inciter had only one choice. He folded his arms across his
chest, tucked his wings into the folds in his back and dissolved into the soil.
Blackness, all was blackness. He attempted to move, but couldn't budge. No part of his vile
form would respond; Inciter was trapped. He was subject to the mercy of those who had no mercy. All
could do was wait, and patience was not one of his virtues.
When he tried to profane the Angels who had forced him to this perverted place, the rich soil of
the Central Valley filled his mouth. Once he managed to spit out the dirt between his fangs he calmed
his mind and turned his thoughts to the crisis at hand.
This will require all of my cunning, my knowledge and eons of experience if I expected to see
the light of day again.
Inciter felt the sandy-loam moan around him as the hated demons approached. The ground
trembled and shifted and an air pocket cleared around him. Then a light appeared, he knew the light
was for his benefit, even in total darkness they had no trouble locating him. He was released from the
grip of his surroundings, he decided it was prudent not to make any sudden movements. When he saw
his captors, Inciter wished for the darkness.
The demons of the dirt made no attempt to disguise their fallen forms, they looked like they
were cast out of heaven; a recurring nightmare. Their eyes were receptors for magnetic impulses. their
wings were furrowing appendages. They were hideous and frightening, even to those who routinely
frightened others. Demons fear what they don't understand and none of them understood the Vorsheen.
These repugnant spirits are exceptionally exacting in their adherence to the laws of the fallen.
Like most entrenched bureaucrats they retained their power by controlling and dolling out access to
their territories. I need to think carefully about my answers.
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The entity holding the light spoke first, "Why have you violated the Underlands?"
"I am here seeking refuge, safety from the enemies of your domain."
The Vorsheen offered no response.
"I was forced, against my will, under attack by our enemies, to enter your sovereign territory.”
“We have no common enemies; could it be that you are our enemy?” Another Vorsheen spoke
from the darkness.
“Your enemies are those who defy the curse on the soil. I was prepared to eliminate one of your
enemies, a land-loving farmer named Francis Simms."
At the mention of his name the Vorsheen stepped back from Inciter and spoke quietly among
themselves. “He knows of the Groundsman,” the first Vorsheen said.
“How could he know of our struggle with this sod-busting believer?" The light-holder said.
“He doesn't, he's a clever one. I know where he lives, his mountain is above our realm, but his
reach has exceeded his grasp,” another Vorsheen hissed.
“But what if he is fighting the Farmer?” The light-bearer added.
“Then why did he enter Gustine? That is Gated-territory, The Farmer lives near there.” The
same demon turned to Inciter, “We have a common enemy, this is true. How can we be sure that you
hunt the Farmer?”
“Why would I dare violate your domain? If I lie to you, I die with you. If I bring the Farmer
down, I respect your ground,” Inciter said in a final attempt to convince the Vorsheen.
"We have sought to destroy this Sod buster for many years. He has resisted and endured all of
our efforts. How do you intend to succeed when we have failed?"
This is my opening, time for a bold move. "I've assembled a well-diversified, transjurisdictional, multi-region force that possesses the proper legal justification to destroy him. I will
personally sanction this worrisome one when he leaves the safety of his home and covering. I will
attack in overwhelming force, in a sudden and unexpected manner. He will be killed by what will be
explained away as, "Natural causes."
Still the Vorsheen were not convinced.
“You speak well for one who is among those most wanted by Hell,” the light-holder uttered
suspiciously. The other Vorsheen hissed approval at his rhyme.
“Oh, that. It's an old matter that I cleared up long ago,” Inciter said.
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“There is no statute of limitations on deception, and our ruler does not forgive.”
“Then we all know play the hand fate has dealt us,” Inciter said.
“You have only two cards,” the first Vorsheen said. “You seek the death of Francis Simms,
which is the Ace up your sleeve. And you are reputed to carry on your person a certain document.
This document allows you to operate as you please on the earth. We of the Vorsheen have no use for
such authority; we have the same privileges in our world. But the importance of this farmer and his
destruction requires some collateral on your part.”
Inciter had no choice. He would never escape this dirty dungeon without playing his last card.
After handing over the parchment the earth moved and a fissure opened for a nanosecond, that
was enough; the angry fugitive fled the Underlands like a bat out of Hell.

The group gathered to have dinner; the dinner prompted some animated conversation. After the
meal and some great stories, one person suggested a song. The host pulled out his old guitar and
fumbled through a few tunes then he struck a chord that resonated throughout the room. One of the
ladies began to sing a simple song of thanksgiving. The others added their voices and their hearts. The
instrumentalist put the guitar down and joined the Acapella chorus. Even the shy ones who rarely
spoke up and never sang out loud felt free to express their praise to God.
At the same moment, in a number of different locations, this casual occurrence was repeated
across the entire valley: People gathered to enjoy each other and to exalt Christ.
The sweet scent of adoration bonded with the billowing light like a message to a carrier wave
and the sanctified worship permeated the seven Heavens. The glowing fragrance passed through the
gates of heaven, the Angels, the Saints and the living creatures paused to revel in the pulsing praise.
The stream of hallowed essence slowed as it filled the outer court. When the doors of the holy
place opened, the Shekinah glory danced in high praise as it entered the holy place. This pure essence,
the fruit of the lips of redeemed people spilled through the remnants of the torn vale. The Father
reached toward the light wave and the Shekinah, and with a smile on his face, God wrapped himself in
worship.
The radio station throbbed with activity, Jay Arbuckle was swamped. He was doing three jobs;
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he ran the studio, he coordinated programming, and for the last two months he was the acting sales
manager. It was Thursday morning and the weekly sales reports were due at noon. Jay glanced at the
clock, twenty minutes till lunch...might just make it. These reports have to be faxed off to the main
office before I go.
Everybody knew Jay loved to do lunch.
His fingers were flying over the calculator, when he heard the musical voice of his receptionist,
"Jay, call for you, line four."
"I'm not here, Arlene, and you can tell whoever it is I said so,"
Now Arlene was not one to take no for an answer, especially from her boss. She did what she
normally does; whatever she wants. She marched into Jay's office and pressed the speaker phone
button and said, "Please stand by for Mr. Arbuckle."
Jay looked up from his report and gave her a, I'll get you for this look. Since the line was open
Jay had no choice but to take the call. Composing himself, he spoke into the air; "This is Jay, how may
I help you."
"Jay, thank her for taking my call." Jay wasn't sure but he thought he detected a snicker in the
voice. The caller continued: "My name is Francis Simms, I'm a farmer and I'd like to get in touch with
the guy who does that Melchizedek radio program." There was a long pause.
Jay realized, the gentleman's waiting for my reply. Jay cleared his throat, "Ah, Mr. Simms, we
can't give out any information about that program. If you'd like, I could take a message for you, and as
soon as possible I would pass it along to the proper person."
"I understand, this guy wants kept his identity secret. And you need to preserve his animosity, I
mean, an-o-nym-ity. I understand all that, after all this guy is involved in a large and dangerous
spiritual conflict."
Large and dangerous spiritual conflict...Oz used the same phrase, Oz even said his Angel used
that exact phrase.
Here was a complete stranger, calling at the busiest time of his week, repeating something he
had no Earthly way of knowing. Jay took the phone off speaker and put on his headset, "Mr. Simms,
could we possibly meet for lunch today?"
“Sure, I figured you'd want to do that, I'm on my way into town now. What do you say I stop by
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the studio and pick you up?"
“Great, see you soon."
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CHAPTER15
Jay reached for a sourdough roll, “Could you pass the butter please?”
Francis slid the plate toward Jay, "what convinced you to put this guy on the air in the first
place?"
"I had a feeling. I got a witness. It rang true in my soul. When I heard the tape, I liked the
show and the production work was first-rate. The commentary and other little things spice up the show,
but it's the impression, the impact the program has that sold me. I try to go with my deep conviction
and feelings when deciding what to put on, and conversely, what to take off of the air."
Francis sat calmly across the table, smiling, enjoying the monologue.
"Why are you looking at me with that grin?"
“I imagined you to be exactly as you are. The Lord always surprises me. Before I called you he
spoke to my heart, he told me to head into town. On the way I was listening to your station, the
announcer gave the number and I called. I wasn't sure what to say until your girl, Arlene, answered the
phone she asked if I wanted to speak to you. You're the reason I came to town."
Now Jay was grinning. Is this guy a nut, or is he for real? Jay decided to take the direct
approach,

"Francis, when you called me you said something that caught my attention. You used the

term, A large and dangerous spiritual conflict. Where did you hear that phrase?"
"From my Angel," Francis said calmly.
"That's exactly where Oz said he heard it, from his Angel." Jay said loudly. The restaurant fell
silent and Jay slumped in his chair.
Francis didn't even flinch, he took over where Jay left off, "Yeah, the Angel appeared to me; he
said that men and women everywhere need to repent and turn to Jesus Christ."
Jay took a peek around the restaurant, people were leaving their tables, others were motioning
for their checks. In the far corner, two older ladies made eye contact with Jay. One of the ladies said
out loud, "Come on brother."
Jay felt better.
Francis looked across the table, his eyes held amusement and hurt. "This always happens,
people love to hear about the supernatural. They want to see miracles, hear demons scream, and watch
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legs grow longer. But when you speak the name of our Lord in a public place, they turn away..."
"We hid our faces from him," Jay said.
"Those words were never truer than they are today," Francis added.
“What did your Angel tell you about the Melchizedek program?”
"The Angel told me about God's purpose for the radio show. Let me tell you straight what he
said. This show is, 'God's voice in the valley.' He also said, the Lord has decided to rid this area of a,
'Great evil.' The Melchizedek show is part of the eradication process. I have a part for me to play. My
part involves the guy, Joshua. You're my connection. Now you need to decide, if you believe me, I'd
appreciate your putting me in touch with the guy who runs the show."
The ball was in Jay's court, and he knew it. This farmer has a compelling argument. But I gave
my word to Oz that he would not give out his name or number to anyone, without his knowing.
Jay made up his mind. "I believe what you say is true. I'll tell you what, I can't give you any
information about the guy without his permission, but I will give him your number.”
“Thank you,” Francis said
“You're welcome. My friend thinks you and I are a part of the same, wonderful plan God has
for this Valley. I'd even bet my...well, I've already bet my job on it."

The Spirit of the Lord still broods over the face of the deep. Seventy seven miles off the coast
of California, four powerful Angels hovered over the cold waters of the Pacific. They were waiting for
a messenger. Few words were exchanged as they scanned the horizon in every direction.
Thobb, the counselor, is well-known throughout the Kingdom of heaven for his wisdom and
calm in times of crisis. He supports the Angels who care for the Elect in the city of Modesto because,
even Angels become discouraged and despondent. He is a personal confidant of God the Holy Spirit,
and he is often invited to sit at the feet of, "The Counselor."
Echstnn, the warrior, is a war-council member of the inner-circle of Michael the Archangel.
This selfless and devout soldier volunteered to join the fight against The Saint of Stanislaus. He is also
a worship-percussionist who marches into battle beside the Lord of Hosts. He is fiercely hated and
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constantly attacked by mercenary spirits because of his zealous love for the people of God.*
*No demon warrior, who has challenged Thobb, has ever returned.
Hal, or hallelujah, is by design a warrior-scribe; he watches over the musician-worshipers in the
Central Valley region. He is the personal Angel-in-charge of the Melchizedek program. He loves his
work.
Vitan, the mysterious, is the under-commander of all Angelic forces in the Central Valley. He
holds credentials in evasion, disguise and Human interaction. He visited Oz in the restaurant. He has
the high honor of spoiling the best laid plans of the Saint against men.
The surface of the ocean was calm and flat. Seagulls approached the Angels, then turned away.
A lone white shark surfaced, his dorsal fin traced his route as he circled the position held by the
heavenly creatures. Finding no prey, he turned toward the sun to seek his next meal.
The storm materialized without warning. Vitan was the first to see the disturbance on the
horizon.
Beneath the Angels, the waters became transparent; the holy ones were given a rare glimpse into
the world under the waves. Schools of fish swam in wonderfully elaborate formations. Jelly fish
formed a circle of pulsating perfection as seldom-seen deep-sea dwellers made their way to the surface
to witness the event.
The white shark returned with others of his kind. The predators swam with the fishes and they
made no attempt to disrupt this sacred event. As the intensity of the hurricane grew, the circle beneath
them became the eye of the storm.
“He's coming,” Vitan said.
The Angels turned toward the East where they saw the outline of a being, cresting the horizon,
walking on the water. The storm raged at his back, his wings pulsed with the Shekinah Glory of God.
His body burned like metal poured from a foundry oven. At his waist hung the greatest sword in all
creation.
“He comes from the throne of God,” Thobb the counselor said. “He's consumed with the holy
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fire. I smell the incense of worship on the flames.”
The Angels closed their eyes and inhaled the fiery-fragrance.
“His face has the fingerprint of God.” Hal said. “I remember the last time our wonderful
creator touched me and filled me with his presence,”
“I'd recognize that stride anywhere, it's my brother, Michael," Echstnn called out in a voice
that rang through the storm.
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CHAPTER16
At the Golden Gate coast guard weather station, the duty personnel were frantically trying to
classify the storm. The squall appeared without warning, and without any apparent relationship to
other weather systems in the region.
The veteran coast guard chief, stood with his hands behind his neck, cursing. “In twenty-four
years I've never seen anything like this, storms like this can kill.”
Part of his job was to post warnings in time to save lives. He was reaching for the, (EN)
emergency notification line to broadcast a hurricane warning, when the technician at the console called
him over.
"Hey chief, this is getting weirder by the second, look at the system now."
Chief Kline walked over to the scope and peered over the operator's shoulder. The storm
changed while they watched.
“What is it now?” The operator said.
“I don't know, but it's starting to look familiar,” the Chief said. "Are there any reports of coastal
damage, swells, or large waves?"
A voice from behind answered, "None Chief."
"Any Maydays from ocean-going vessels? Any distress calls at all?”
The same voice answered, "No calls Chief. I find that strange, don't you?"
"Son, when you've been at sea as long as I have, nothing is strange anymore." He was lying and
everyone in the room knew it. The Chief turned back to the monitor. The satellite picture showed the
storm receding in a circular pattern from the middle out. "Give me 3D," Chief Kline barked.
The operator switched modes and the scope changed to the real-time picture from space. When
he did that, he inadvertently sent the real-time picture over the internet. The satellite-feed went viral in
25 seconds.
“Chief, this is not of our world,” The radar operator said.
One crew member tweeted the statement to a weather watch news-group, a few seconds later
the tweet dominated the news-crawl on all the cable stations.
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The storm was about seventy miles west of San Francisco. The swirling center of the storm
had taken on a rectangular shape.
“Chief, don't storms move in circular patterns, this thing is moving at right angles?” the radar
operator said.
"It looks like someone's painting the square eye on the surface of the storm," the Chief said.
The crew member tweeted that to their group. It made the cable news crawl and interrupted
several network shows.
One person the control room let out a gasp, "It's a stairway to heaven."
“I hope you're tweeting this.” the Chief said to the crew member.

Michael, is the commander who facilitates the expansion of God's Kingdom on earth. He
connects the Elect with Angels who in turn help them accomplish God's will on earth. Angels know
their place in the kingdom of God and they are well aware of the roles their fellow servants play. And
their roles change.
The Kingdom of God doesn't stand still; it's always growing. In contrast, the realm of darkness
is subject to involuntary downsizing. The people of God are constantly converting, the kingdoms of
this world, into the Kingdoms of the Lord, and of his Christ.
This constant change brings new opportunity and those opportunities often come at the expense
of the dark realm.
Michael assigns Angels to their areas of command, and responsibility. Unlike the dark ones,
the Angels of the Lord rejoice when one of their brothers is promoted. With each new responsibility
they received fresh revelation and understanding of God Almighty. God is all-powerful so they don't
struggle for power.
Michael came with a message. The message is good news for the host of heaven, and very bad
news, for the kingdom of evil in the Central Valley.
Before Michael spoke, he looked into heaven. The four Angels followed his gaze. The sky
opened, the tribunal of The Pure looked down through the window to this world. One of them held a
book and quill in her hand to write down Micheal’s words.
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The archangel raised his hand, the storm paused.
"The time has come to break the necks of those in authority in the valley.”
His voice hit the Western Coast of the United States like a crack of rolling thunder. “It's time to
take the battle to the enemies of the Lord. The prayers of the Elect have reached the throne, and the
crying-blood of the innocents has touched the heart of the Almighty."
From heaven the voices of The Pure called down, “Amen!”
The Archangel continued; "Echstnn, my friend, you will lead the fight against the, 'so called'
Saint of Stanislaus. Thobb, you are his counselor.”
“With wise counsel, wage your own war,” Thobb replied, quoting the Proverb.
“This large and dangerous spiritual conflict is your war; yours and the Elect of God.” Michael
said.
“We will prevail for the Elect,” Thobb and Echstnn said.
Michael turned to Vitan and said, “Multidimensional Man of Mystery.”
Echstnn laughed, he understood the Archangels warped sense of humor.
Vitan didn't flinch.
Michael continued, “You have served well. I know you want to crush this serpent's head but
that is not your task. The God of peace will soon crush Satan under the feet of the Elect. The
Stenkouski family, Ella and her baby, and Ryan, they are your responsibility. Keep them safe. They
will pray, you are the sword of their prayers.”
Michael placed his hand on Hal's shoulder and said, “You will remain the guardian of the
Melchizedek program. This voice of the valley will play a starring role in evil's demise.
Michael reached between his wings and withdrew a new sword. The sword was alive with the
Spirit of God. He handed the weapon to Echstnn.
"Our Captain and King forged this for you, my friend. Use it to execute the written judgment
against these enemies of righteousness."

The radar operator slapped the side of his monitor, “Chief, something's wrong. I think our
equipment's frozen.”
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The Chief sipped his coffee, then said, “Did you hit refresh?”
“Finger's on it right now.”
“Hold on I'm coming.” On the way the Chief glanced at the surface weather analysis screen.
That's working, I see wind speed, swell height, atmospheric pressure, even the ripples emanating from
the storm, but nothing's moving, except the Stairway apparition.
One blogger wrote, "this is not a glitch, this is live. Look at the stairway." He inserted a
caption, 'Do not adjust your set, just watch.'
The Chief Warrant Officer set his coffee cup down next to the Doppler Radar monitor and
stared at the image. As the digital world watched Michael climb the stairway. When he was gone the
Ladder of Jacob was retracted into heaven, the storm dissolved like Pixie dust and the Pacific Ocean
was calm as a Mill Pond.
The Memos from Hell came in faster than phone orders on the Home Shopping Network
"TO: THE SAINT/PROFIT ALLIANCE
FROM: THE GATE KEEPER OF SAN FRANCISCO
Everyone saw it. The storm was a flagrant assault on our territory.
Our operatives on the (Golden Gate Bridge), observed the entire meeting, including the Ladder.
It has also come to our attention that the meeting concerned territory that falls under the
Saint/Profit alliance.
Be warned, we will take any and all actions deemed necessary to protect our vital interests in
the greater bay regions. Whatever you have done to anger 'They of the Light' keep it on your side of the
Altamont pass. Do not bring your problems into our territory!!!
End of Message"
"TO: THE SAINT-PROFIT ALLIANCE
FROM: THE ANCIENTS OF THE ISLANDS
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Our domain was disturbed by an unexplained occurrence. We have long been credited with the
ability to summon wind and wave. During the occurrence, even the flow of the volcano was halted,
there is talk among the islanders that Pele is no longer angry.
The elders have determined that your land-bound domain is the focus of this intrusion into our
sovereign territory. If there are other occurrences of this type, our prestige will suffer.
We suggest you close this open wound or we, the western territories, will seek redress to your
intrusion.
End of Message"
"TO: SAINT/PROFIT ALLIANCE
FROM: MASTER OF SHAMANS
The worldwide exposure to this event struck genuine terror in my servants. They panicked,
attempted to contact my agents, but due to the storm there was a total white-out of all medium contact
with those of our realm.
This has cast serious doubt on my claim of sovereignty. These superstitious humans, can easily
be turned from their belief in our message.
We of the West will not tolerate this weakness on the part of your administration in this crucial
region. You have in the past shown surprising, 'Enterprise' in your leadership. We suggest that you
seek fresh inspiration in this matter. We will not be caught in the fallout of this dire mistake.
Remember Sodom? We do.
End of Message:
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CHAPTER17
The Saint handed the memos to Lord Profit. When he finished reading he crumpled and tossed
them at the feet of the messenger. “Leave us before I do the same to you.” The messenger beat a hasty
retreat from Mt. Boardman.
“Why did we have to come here; this place is a mess,” Lord Profit said.
“Because we have no other place to meet you imbecile,” The Saint answered. “At least clear
the rubble from your Throne so you have somewhere to sit.”
Lord Profit swept away the debris away and then recoiled in disgust at the inscription etched
into his dais. Everyone who exalts himself will be humbled. “
"They must have thought this was your chair,” Profit said to the Saint.
“Don't push me; I'm in no mood. When we came to this disgusting Valley, the past was the past
and we were promised the opportunity to redeem ourselves from the Twin Cities tragedy.”
“Why do you say, 'We?' I didn't lose Sodom, I was a hemisphere away from Gomorrah,” Profit
protested.
“You're here with me now. That was then, but this is now, and what matters to His Infernal
Highness is now. There is no redemption for us, our only chance at survival is to divert attention from
this occurrence onto something else.”
“What do you propose?” Profit asked.
“I'm thinking, don't bother me.” The Saint turned away from Lord Profit and stared out over
his troubled domain.
This valley is cursed. From a century, the Elect have harangue me and assaulted my domain.
Their gains had been small, but steady. I don't think I can hide the advancement of the advancement
of the Light Kingdom in this Valley. The expansion of the enemy's camp is displacing my forces.
For the last eleven years, the Saint had been consumed with the execution of a strategic retreat.
He couldn't reward his top-producers with juicy fiefdoms, he simply didn't have the land to give them.
The Saint's ability to obscure the brutal truth about his shrinking domain was weakening. This
assault was not from the Elect, or from below, it was from above; from the realm of unapproachable
light.
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The thought of judgment from above brought on an uncontrollable spasm that shook The Saint
to his knees in front of his splintered Throne.
Lord Profit looked away to give the Saint a moment to regain control of himself. The Saint was
still on his knees when a diabolical revelation filled his mind. This scenario will change if I can blame
someone else for some heinous act.
He got to his feet, brushed the dust from his robes and faced his colleague, “Humans are quick
to implicate other humans as the cause of evil. They love to blame each other even more than they love
to say, 'The Devil made me do it.' There is one group of humans who could be persuaded to take the
heat for a horrific crime, and not buckle under the pressure: the Satanists.”
“I think you have it,” Profit said with a snicker. “And, we have just the guy to do it, don't we.”
TO: SKAL THE TAKER
FROM: THE SAINT/PROFIT ALLIANCE
Previously, you were tasked with the demise and destruction of the girl and her seed. Since this
is apparently beyond the scope of your abilities, we hereby authorize you to engage human allies
(Satanists) in our cause.
This is somewhat unusual, but not without precedent. Her death is now elevated to the status of,
crucial interest of the realm. I am granting you all the resources, including and any operatives you
deem necessary to complete this assignment.
The demise of this young girl and her seed, will have a demoralizing-effect on the elect.
Do note: Our enemies are in a high state of preparedness.
I trust that you will succeed in this matter, because this is now a matter between you and me.
Destroy this memo.
Best wishes, The Saint of Stanislaus Sovereign of the Central Valley
End Message
The messenger cautiously approached the stronghold. Though he had made this drop many
times before, today he had a bad feeling. Another messenger told him that the Angels of light had gone
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rogue and they were attacking anything that moved in the dark realm, without provocation or warning.
Gone rogue, I doubt that, they aren't like us or they'd be one of us. Why does he have to
fabricate threats? It's already hard enough to watch my back when the enemy can attack from any
direction.
To add to his bad feeling, there was a nasty rumor circulating that the prayers of the Elect were
becoming more effective and frequent. I don't know the specifics about prayer, I'm a working-classspirit. What I don't know won't hurt me, he ran his hand over the weapons inside his vest, and I always
come prepared.
Holding the memo from The Saint like a shield, he entered the dark studio. He stopped when he
heard the sound of talons scrapping on the cement floor of the dank, dark room. The room was full but
no one spoke; everyone waited breathlessly in the covering darkness.
The hiss of a match startled the messenger. He relaxed when he saw a man holding the match in
one hand and a model 1911, 45 in the other. He was shaking so violently that he extinguished the
flame. When the match went out the messenger saw the minions who followed Skal the Taker lining
the walls of the warehouse.
The messenger scanned the room, “I have a message for Skal.”
The back stage door opened, someone stepped into the dark warehouse, the light behind showed
his human-like outline. But it wasn't a person, it was the changeling-spirit.
Most dark spirits had some ability to assume a Human-like form, but the illusion requires a
tremendous amount of concentration and focused force. When their need-to-deceive is over, they
quickly return to their misshapen, scarred and deteriorating appearance.
A Changling or Imposter spirit will interact with humans, even to the point of taking up longterm (6 months - 1 year) residence in a community or work place. They hold true to the motto; keep
your friends close, because those friends are you enemies.
The vile and powerful spirit standing in the doorway was different from his lesser comrades.
He had maintained his Illusion of humanity for more than a year as founder of Psychic Interactive. As
a result, this Impostor Provocateur had already accomplished a tremendous amount of destruction and
deception among his unsuspecting mortal, friends.
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"Do you have something for me." The voice was so life-like, it made the scales on the
messenger's back crawl.
“I have a memo for Skal the taker."
"I'm Skal, bring me the message."
The hideous mimic-voice immobilized the messenger. When the messenger didn't comply, Skal
motioned to one of his minions. The demon-servant slithered down the wall and over to the messenger,
he took the scroll from the messenger and took it to Skal.
Wearing a man-like smile Skal broke the seal with his knife length thumbnail. He read the
memo then tightly rolled it up. Skal walked over to the human and placed the scroll in the mans empty
hand. The unearthly parchment burst into flame.
The human held his hand steady as the flame burned itself out and the embers from the invisible
scroll singed his exposed flesh. The room fell dark and the messenger heard the scraping of talons on
the bare floor.
One of his demon entourage spoke, "Leave us, now!"
The messenger fled the TV studio through the nearest wall. He was in such a hurry he
neglected to retrace his safe-entry route. The messenger passed through the wall to the Skal's
stronghold and emerged in a back alley. The narrow street was deserted and still. There were no cars,
no lights or any signs of people.
Where is this? It's not the entrance. He started toward the wall, but he stopped, There's no way
I'm going back to the house of Skal. He started down the alleyway, examining the wall for any clues to
his whereabouts.
Strange, I don't recall entering the warehouse through cinder block and mortar. The silence
and stillness of the night started to close in on the messenger. It's just my mind playing tricks...but this
alleyway feels kinda creepy. It's that Changling that's creeping me out. I'll never understand why he'd
want to act like a human monkey.
His surroundings didn't feel right, it's just my mind playing tricks. The Messenger had heard all
kinds of stories about demons being abducted by soldiers of light. So far he had been able to avoid any
Earthly contact with the Angels of light, and he wanted to keep it that way.
The 45 automatic hung by the trigger guard from his outstretched hand, it was more of an
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ornament that a weapon. The young man was lost in a drug-trance. He hadn't felt the fire and he didn't
notice the darkness. The combination of Peyote and several other Herbal worship enhancers allowed
him to loiter in the zone of nothingness. He was waiting for his spirit-guide.
The unearthly light came and his guide appeared. "You can put the gun down Jim, no one will
harm you here." Jim dropped his arm to his side. He could hear the voice inside his thoughts, and
outside with his ears.
"Jim, I have a great honor to bestow on you. We have decided to allow you enter the highest
level of communion with us in the vast inner-spaces. You have been chosen to show your commitment
to our ways, and to our cause."
Jim watched his mind and body separate as the buzz from the psychedelics peaked. He was
stoned out of his mind--all of his natural defenses and powers of choice had vanished in the purple haze
of sensual indulgence. He was beyond fear, he was one with the universe.
"Jim, to prove your worthiness, we have a task for you. Are you willing?" Skal asked.
Jim managed to nod his head. He wasn't sure if he had replied properly or just thought of
replying. It didn't matter, all he wanted was to please his exalted master.
Skal had his man. Now he needed to plant the autosuggestion deep in his mind. The demon
spoke to Jim in the same tone his beloved grandfather had used to tell him stories as a young boy.
The deception penetrated deep into Jim's unconscious mind where it would lay dormant until
the opportune moment, then the murderous plan would awaken and seize this young man.
The next morning Jim remembered taking a long journey to a distant planet where he met his
grandfather. The planet was different, it was a lot like the worlds read about in graphic novels. The
women were impossibly beautiful and men were muscular and arrogant. Nobody feared anything
because they were all warriors who won every battle and took the spoils of war.
Ah, it was too good to be true, must have been a dream! But my grandfather was there, I'll
never forget his voice. But where was grandma? They died in the same accident, wouldn't they be
together? Was that heaven?
His grandparents had always told him about Heaven and about Jesus.
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Where's Jesus? He should be there if that's heaven.
Jim wasn't sure what Jesus looked like, his parents always told him no one knows what he looks
like. But, they also told him there was no such thing as Hell. Jim didn't know who to believe, his
parents or his grandpa.
Now he was fully awake, and he felt worse than he ever had before. His head throbbed and
thirst was choking him. Slowly and painfully he got up from the floor and stumbled into the bathroom.
After a long drink of cool water, he mustered the courage to look in the mirror. The eyes that stared
back at him were not his own.
He splashed more water on his face and he shook his head hard to each side. Slowly he opened
his eyes, he recognized himself. Gradually his mind cleared and he forgot about his Grandparents,
about Heaven and about Jesus.
The water turned hot and clouded the mirror, Jim shut off the water and reached for a towel to
wipe his face. He tossed the towel in the corner near the shower and ran his fingers through his hair.
Who's Ella Parker? Jim hit the light switch on the way out. He didn't give another thought to the
name in his mind.
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CHAPTER18
The Messenger was growing angrier by the moment, This is ridiculous, what kind of alley has
two dead ends? He walked the length of the alleyway and started to feel his way along the walls.
What is this, a cheap horror movie? I gotta get out of here, they won't like it if I'm late with my
report.
The walls were smooth and seamless, when the Messenger looked up, the sky was gone. He
was scratching his head when the warriors came. He was surrounded. The Angels stood around him
like a street gang, with folded arms and smirking faces.
The Messenger sized-up the overwhelming force, but instead of covering he drew his sword and
faced his foes. The Angel's weren't expecting that, they hesitated for a split-second. The messenger
pushed his way between two Angles and lunged toward the wall to Skal's stronghold.
He was in full vertical flight when he hit the wall and he bounced off like a rubber ball. The
interlocked shields of the Angels appeared where the wall used to be.
I'm trapped, and they're toying with me. This infuriated the Messenger. He dug in his toetalons, gripped his sword and lunged at the nearest Angel. The Angel pulled his sword and parried the
thrust.
The Messenger rolled and came up on his feet. “Lets go pretty boy, can you handle me without
your gang?”
“Not a problem at all. I've been waiting to deal with you for a long time.”
The other Angels made room.
The messenger was fast, he spun to his left and slashed downward, the Angel caught the strike
above the hilt of his weapon. The Messenger pulled his sword back and started circling.
"It appears you're out of practice, then again, how much skill does it take to carry lying
messages from the Saint," the Angel said.
The Messenger stepped back from the Angel. How does he know what I do? My job as chiefmessenger to The Saint, is one of the most closely guarded secrets in Saint/Profit Alliance.
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“Well I got a message to deliver that will cost you dearly.” The Messenger said.
The Angel tensed, this Messenger refuses to back down, he want to fight it out.
The demon turned sideways and started furiously flashing his blade to draw the attention of the
Angel. The Angels eyes followed the rapid movement of the sword. I can't destroy him, but I can
provoke his pride and humiliate him.
With his sword flashing red-sparks the Messenger palmed a dagger-dart. He faked right with
the sword, the Angels followed, the demon pivoted and flung the dart with his left hand straight at the
exposed chest of the angel.
“Dodge this,” the Messenger said.
The Angel gasped when he saw the fiery dart.
The dart was absorbed in the arc of the huge sword. The repulsing energy knocked the demon
over on his back. Echstnn brought his foot down on the neck of the messenger. The warrior Angel,
looked at his brother Angel; the look said it all.
Echstnn ground his foot down hard on the messenger as he sheathed his mighty sword. The
weapon stopped with a snap that resonated through the other Angels swords. The blade assimilated
into the fierce warriors back up to its knotted-cross hilt.
Echstnn lifted the Messenger to his feet. “Lglkmjt, give me his sword.”
The humbled Angel handed the messenger's sword to Echstnn. With one hand he broke the
demons sword over his armored knee. The sword pieces clattered to the ground.
Echstnn lifted the demon, the Angels came in closer. “Did you deliver the message?"
The messenger looked away.
"Did you deliver the message to Skal?"
The messenger wouldn't answer.
"Perhaps this will loosen your tongue." Echstnn dug the heel of his boot into the pavement and
tore open the skin of the earth. Stench and smoke vented from the open gash. The Messenger deflated
like a Whoopee-cushion.
Echstnn pulled his foot from the opening as he dropped the demon. The skin of the Earth
closed on the Messenger slightly below his waist.
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"I gave Skal the message, I gave him the message," the demon shrieked.
“Now that wasn't so hard,” Echstnn said.
“I told you what you wanted, don't leave me here between the two worlds. Finish me.”
“As you wish.” The Warrior extracted the Messenger from the skin-of-the-earth and flung him
to the pavement like refuse.
The Angels turned to leave the alleyway, the demon yelled at the Warrior, "What will you do
with me?"
"Nothing that you haven’t done to yourself."
The company of Angels vanished, leaving the demon to his chosen fate.
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CHAPTER19
Phil and Dora Parker sat on the sofa, miles apart. Since Ella left, every conversation ended in a
fight. The "What ifs," and the crippling, "You always" and "I never," attacks were flying like rocks.
Regret was pulling their marriage apart.
Dora wasn't good at talking things out. When she was out with the girls, the other wives would
go on about their silent husbands. But she had to deal with a multitude of words from her husband.
Those words could hurt in ways silence could never comprehend.
When Dora was little her parents seldom spoke directly to her. On the rare occasion they talked
it was usually, constructive criticism. Physical affection was rare, but corporal punishment was
regularly shared.
When Ella was born, Dora vowed she would never treat her baby like she was treated. She
forbid Spankings, and any other form of hands-on correction. As far as Dora was concerned, Ella had
grown up just fine.
Though she didn't know it, her husband had corrected Ella as she was growing up. Ella never
told her mom, she didn't want her father to get in trouble. Ella knew her Dad loved her even when she
messed up and deserved to be punished.
"Honey, I'm gonna turn in now. Will you be up long?"
"No, I'll be right up." Dora replied with as much cheer as possible.
Even through the disagreements and the pain, they deeply loved each other. This long-term
love was the bank account they tapped in times of turmoil. Phil climbed the stairs, paused at the top to
look down at his wife.
His heart was heavy, but he knew he had to leave it alone for the night.

Phil whispered a

silent prayer for his troubled beloved, Lord, please watch over her heart, and protect her from the evil
one.
He shut the bedroom door with a gentle push so his wife would know he wasn't angry with her.
Dora heard the door close. She was alone with her thoughts.
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Where can my little girl be? I haven't heard from her in over three weeks. The police say that's
not unusual...well it's unusual for my daughter.
I raised her to be more considerate than that! Now my friends think I'm a bad mother. Ella,
how could you do this to me after all I've done for you!
A pair of Tempters were watching Dora through the kitchen window. For the last week they had
observed Dora Parker around the clock; however, when her husband was around, they kept their
distance.
They were waiting for this moment. Now that Phil was asleep, the demons could proceed with
their plan. It was a simple plan that had worked so many times in the past.
First, isolate the wife so she is alone with her anger and frustration.
Then, offer her a solution that will open a door for all kinds of evil.
Dora reached for the remote and turned on the big flat screen TV.
The first Tempter rubbed his hands together, “This could be good--very good for us.”
“How can a TV remote be good for us?” the second Tempter asked.
“It's not the remote, it what she might watch that can help us. Just watch and shut-up.”
When Dora looked at the remote, she saw the well-worn channel up and down buttons. Phil's
always working this thing, he's even worn out the plastic. I hate it when we can't watch just one
program. And why won't he let me watch what I want?
She pointed the remote at the TV and started to scroll through the onscreen guide. In a box in
the upper right hand corner of the screen, a lady was talking, Dora turned up the volume, “we have a
full line-up of on-demand programming available at the touch of a button.”
Dora turned up the volume some more, the lady continued. “If you need help with a personal
problem, or if you have lost someone close, you can find answers to your questions on, PsychicInteractive.
You can ask questions using your digital remote and a Master psychic will answer your question
live.” What is that? How can they do that on TV?
“You can find Psychic-Interactive in the paid programing section. Or, enter 6336 on your
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remote and press OK. Remember, you will never be charged for programming unless you confirm your
pay-per view selection.”
Dora muted the volume and entered the numbers.
The Tempters watched as the numbers 6336 appeared one at a time. They almost lost control
himself when the P-I (psychic-interactive) logo filled the screen.
“Do it, do it girl, just press the button,” the first Tempter said.
“Oh I see, you want her to watch that Psychic show. Aren't they working with us?” The second
Tempter said.
“Yes and we all work for Skal. Wait, I heard something.” The first tempter stepped back from
the kitchen window and looked up toward the bedroom where Phil was sleeping.
Dora heard the water running upstairs in the master bathroom, so she dropped the remote and
looked up toward her bedroom door, “Phil, are you up?” He didn't answer, she asked again, “Honey,
are you up?”
The second Tempter blurted out, “If he comes down, he'll ruin everything.”
“Finally you got something right. Just wait and listen,” the first Tempter said.
Dora reached for the remote, I guess he went back to sleep. The BUY NOW button was
blinking. Dora pushed the button and Psychic-Interactive went live in her living room. A message
appeared on her screen, "Thank you for trusting us. How can we help?"
It was followed by instructions on how to enter a question using the TV remote. Then it gave a
phone number for a live, on-air reading from one of their Master Psychics. Dora grabbed her cell
phone off the coffee table and dialed the number on the screen.
“You gotta get this message to Skal,” the first Tempter said. “Tell him, 'The mother contacted
Psychic-Interactive.' Can you remember that?”
“Hey, I'm not stupid, I'll give him the message.”
“Go. We don't have much time.” The second Tempter left the in a flash.

“Should I stop him?” The Angel watcher asked.
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“No, we can't interfere with her choices or their direct consequences,” the squad leader said.
“Phil prayed for protection, and the way I see it that gives us grounds to interfere,” the watcher
said.
“Good point, let's interfere this way. He's gone to Skal, you follow him. Let's put a tracer on
her call,” the squad leader said.
A Tracer Angel follows a message from the sender to the recipient. The Angel will defend the
message against demonic corruption, and the Angel can disrupt or add to the message as God instructs
him. The Tracer Angel was in position when Dora's call to Psychic-Interactive was answered.
“Hello, this is Psychic-Interactive, thank you for trusting us. How can we help?”
“Hi, I'm watching your program and I'm not sure if you can help me or not.” Dora said to the
operator.
The Tracer Angel severed the connection and Dora's phone went dead.
The second Tempter arrived at the Psychic-Interactive studio just after Dora's call. “I need to
talk to the boss,” he said.
“He's busy with the Psychics,” one of Skal's thugs said.
“Hey, we're on the same side here, this message is time sensitive. Do you want to keep the boss
waiting?”
“You tell me and I'll tell him,” the thug said.
And they say I'm stupid. “If you let me in you'll get half of the credit for delivering the
message.” The thick-necked thug stepped aside and the Tempter delivered the message to Skal the
Taker.

Psychic-Interactive is officially, a wholly-owned subsidiary of the Saint/Profit Alliance. In
reality it's the brain-child of The Saint of Stanislaus. All high-caste religious-spirits control human
Psychics, the Saint of Stanislaus has taken the entire concept of exploiting human psychics to the next
level.
The Saint made a deal with some highly placed entrepreneurial humans; they supply the
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cutting-edge video technology and pay-for-view cable access, he authorizes the use of his human
psychics.
Together they pioneered the use of Digital-Mediums; spiritual readings, predictions and answers
on demand, all in the comfort of your own home. Skal the Taker, the changeling-demon, runs the show.

“Hello? Hello? Is anyone still there?" Dora raised her reading glasses and looked at the
cellphone display, I have signal--call must have dropped. That's what Phil calls it anyway. She set the
phone down and slumped into the soft couch.
Dora was completely fatigued and her body felt as if the air around her was pressing her into the
sofa. She was having trouble focusing her eyes, the inside of her head began to spin.
I'll wait until this feeling passes then, I'll get up, turn off the TV and head to bed. She looked
back at the TV, that's a different woman.
She slid her glasses down, it looks like that lady is speaking directly to me. Dora wasn't sure
how she knew the lady was talking to her, but she knew it, and it scared her.

"There's a lady watching us for the first time," Skal whispered to the medium.
"There is a lady watching us for the first time,” the medium repeated.
"Tell her you want to help, you will talk to her personally," Skal said.
“I want to help you. If you call me right now, I will personally take your call.”
"Her daughter left, she's scared, trust us, all the standard stuff. Just keep her engaged," Skal
said.
“Someone in your family, maybe your daughter left and you're scared. You can trust me, I want
to help you. Don't touch that dial...”
Now Dora was really scared, I wish Phil was with me, he'd know what to do. Phil was fast
asleep and he couldn't help her. The phone number crawled across the bottom of the TV screen, Dora
couldn't decide what to do.
“If you don't know what to do, don't do anything right now. Let me tell you some comforting
things,” the medium said to Dora.
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The show went to commercial and time stood still for Dora Parker.
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CHAPTER20
The medium took out her earpiece and reached for a water bottle.
You're losing her, Skal said.
"Let me do my job, just tell me what I need to know. She's just another account," the medium
shot back.
"She is not just another account. Cassandra, I'll take it from here." Skal dug his talons in her
shoulders and forcibly entered her body.
A member of the studio audience nudged her friend, “Look, something's happening to
Cassandra.”
The friend looked at the medium, “Maybe something spiritual will actually happen this time.”
“Why are you always so skeptical?”
“Why not, what difference does it make what I believe?” The friend said.
“Look, wow! Something hit her hard,” the audience member said out loud. The rest of the
audience and the production crew looked toward the Master Psychic.
Cassandra shook like a rag doll as Skal inhabited her soul. Fortunately, for the viewing
audience the camera was not on her at the time. The director saw something happen to his star,
"Are you all right Cass, you look like something hit you?" She didn't respond. The psychic was
as still as death.
Slowly she regained control of her body. The director tried to get her attention but she wasn't
wearing her earpiece; besides, she was in no condition to respond.
Skal took over.
"Doug, I'm fine. Get me back on the air fast, there's someone out there I need to talk to. And, be
a dear and put a camera on me," Skal said through Cassandra.
It look like Cassandra, but it doesn't sound like her...good, she put her ear piece in. How was
she talking to me without the ear monitor? "Cassandra, are you sure you're all right?
"Doug put me on camera, or look for a job with PBS!"
"OK, cue camera two. On in three, two, one," the camera operator focused on her.
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"Your daughter left you, and that hurt you, deeply. Other people don't understand the way you
feel, even the authorities suspect you might be part of the problem.”
Dora sat up on the edge of the sofa. It's the same lady, is she talking to me again? But she's
different. This frightened Dora but it intrigued her even more.
“Your husband doesn't believe you anymore. But I do. The bond you have with your loved one
is spiritual. Why don't you call me back, I can help; I want to help."
The phone number flashed on the screen. Dora moved her hand over her cell phone. She wants
me to call back, how does she know I called. I didn't say much, it must be a technology thing.

The studio was audience was listening to Cassandra's impassioned plea. The other psychic's
were fidgeting in their chairs; they knew that something was wrong.
Cassandra was violating the number one rule of their business, don't get personal. They saw
what happened, they heard the conversation in their earpieces, whatever or whoever was talking
through Cassandra was not the Psychic they knew.
"You're getting too specific,” the director screaming in her ear, “We can be held liable. I'm
taking you off camera.”
Cassandra smiled at the director, yanked out her earpiece and tossed it on the floor.

There were three members of a YWAM (youth with a mission) urban spiritual warfare team in
the studio. They'd attended the live broadcast for the three days; they were praying for Cassandra. One
of Cassandra's friends asked them, "do anything they could to help her get out of the Psychic business."
When Skal entered Cassandra, God opened the spiritual eyes of one of the war team members;
she saw it all.
“Guys we need to pray, I saw a demon force itself inside Cassandra,” the woman war-teamer
said.
“How do you know?” The second said.
“I guess God wants me to see. It's awful, she needs help, that thing could destroy her.”
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“Let's pray,” The team leader said. “Father, help Cassandra, she's under assault. You brought us
her to pray for her, please send your Spirit to deliver her.”

Thobb the Counselor arrived at the studio. As he descended through the ceiling Skal's demonthugs stepped back to let him pass. No one wanted a piece of this Angel.
The audience, the crew and the Psychics all looked up, someone powerful was there, but they
couldn't see him. No one moved, no one made a sound.
The Angel hovered in front of Cassandra.
Skal, recognized the Angel.
Cassandra was unaware of the Angels presence, but she felt the demon convulsing inside her.
For the first time she could remember, she had a definite awareness of evil. This awareness frightened
her because the evil was inside her and she didn't know what to do.
She'd worked intimately with many different spirit-guides, none of them had ever forced her to
do anything, and she never had a reason to fear any of them, until now.
This master was forcing himself on her, he was in her, he was ripping a hole in her conscious
and her soul. His aura was terrifying; it was the death aura.

Dead air during a live broadcast equals viewers reaching for the remote. I've got to
do something. This show's costing big money, if I blow this one I'll would never see the inside of a
network studio.
Doug beeped his floor manager "Pep." They called him Pep because he ate Pepcid like candy.
Pep was a nervous guy.
"What do you need Doug?"
"Can you get over to Cassandra, I can't reach her from the booth. She needs to start doing
whatever she does to make this show work. Understand?"
"Yeah boss, I understand,” Pep said. He looked over at Cassandra, what he saw just wasn't
right. “Boss, I hope you understand how weird things are getting down here. There's a strange vibe on
the floor. Anyway, I'll try to talk to her."
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Pep checked the camera lights, none of them were on. He started toward center stage where
Cassandra stood motionless and silent. He was about fifteen feet from her when she looked right at
him. Pep froze. He couldn't move a muscle.
“Pep what are you doing, get this show going,” Doug said from the booth.
“Doug I don't know what to do, It won't let me get any closer.”
“What do you mean, It?”
“I don't know and I don't want to find out.” Something grabbed Pep and pulled him backward.
Once before he was half-carried, and half-dragged by the police from a protest line. They were not the
police and he was powerless to protest.
"Pep! Get back there and get her off the stage. Do you hear me?" Doug was frantic.
Pep ignored his boss. He had more pressing issues to deal with like; just what was his belief in
God?
Cassandra was struggling for control of her body and voice. Thobb the Counselor was aware of
the trouble she was having, he was also aware of the violent and angry demon inside her body.
This evil spirit has no regard for the life of this woman. The only way to save her is to force
Skal to leave her. Thobb closed his eyes and listened to the voice of God's Spirit.
Skal was enraged. He hated this Angel. Thobb, you embarrassed me a hundred years ago, that
won't happen again.
Skal calmed himself and said, "You know the mother made the call, you can't stop her."
"That's not why I'm here. We know she called your little program. But it looks like you're
about to lose control of another big operation,” Thobb said.
Skal hesitated before answering, the Angel had him off-balance. He can't lie to me...can he?
They aren't supposed to lie, they have to tell us the truth. So why is he here?
Cassandra felt her voice loosen. She tried to speak, but before she could get a word out Skal
spoke through her. "I am in complete control here. These Psychics say what I want them to say. They
know nothing of our true intentions. The people who watch them are weak, and stupid, they love evil
as much as we do."
The studio heard the unearthly voice coming from Cassandra's mouth.
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You tricked me Angel. Skal looked out through Cassandra's eyes, he saw the audiences'
reaction. He also saw the impact his words had on the other psychics. How could I be so stupid. He
paused and collected his thoughts then Shazam, he had an idea.
All is not lost! Humans will forget the truth, when they are presented with a better lie. I'll let
Cassandra self-destruct, then no one will remember what I said. She's the one who has a reputation to
defend, she's the one who has a career to save.
His plan was confusing, but confusion was his friend.
People will believe something bizarre and unusual if it will explain away something they don't
want to deal with.
He loosened his grip over Cassandra's vocal chords. I'll let her to speak, but only enough to
incriminate herself in front of her audience and peers
.
Cassandra felt her voice return but, before she said anything Thobb appeared. She was stunned.
Her eyes opened wide and her jaw fell down. The being holding her was translucent and inhumanly
massive.
He had flowing white hair, strange tattoos and the kindest face she had ever seen. His hands
were wrapped around her arms and his fingers were locked behind her back. From the gasps and
whispers, she could tell that the audience also saw him.
He hasn't spoken to me, then again, I haven't spoken to him either. The cruel spirit-guide inside
me stopped his attack when this being appeared. Do you hear me, spirit-Master, I don't trust you
anymore But I trusted the spirit holding me in his gentle grasp.
“Are you God?” She said.
“No, but he sent me to you Mary.”
No one's called me Mary for the longest time.
When she heard her given name, childhood memories of love and joy flooded her mind. She
remembered her Mom and Dad together. She saw herself wearing a pink dress in church. She had a
home and she was happy.
“How do you know my name?”
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“God gave you your name, you'll always be Mary to him.”
"No she's not. She's Cassandra, she gave up her name when she gave us everything. You
remember that don't you Cassandra.” Skal said to her soul.
Other childhood memories flooded her mind. Like a horror movie clip she saw bad things
happening to her. Men and women in hooded robes standing over her. There was a table, or an alter,
they were holding a baby down. Mary cringed at what she was witnessing again, for the first time.
The studio audience watched Cassandra and the shadow apparition like voyeurs. This was not a
digital effect, the monitor showed what they saw, this was real. The cameraman zoomed in for a closeup. Her lips were moving, the close-up captured the glint of her tears.
Doug watched from the directors booth, he had stopped giving commands to his crew. Pep was
standing next to him, both men were desperate trying to pray.
"She belongs to us Angel, you have no right to take her from us. What do you say to that,” Skal
said.
“You'll always be Mary,” Thobb said.
A song played in the distance recesses of her awareness. She listened, it was difficult to
understand the words but the melody was familiar. I know those words.
The song got louder and clearer, I used to sing this song, she listened intently, she could hear
more of the words ...... a sly.... fox...........in a box........"
The tune was simple, it was like the nursery rhymes, and songs her aunt and uncle sang to her.
What are the words to this song, then she remembered.
"The devil is a sly old fox, if I could catch him I would put him in a box. I'd close the box and
throw away the key, for all the tricks he's played on me."
Aunt Ruth used to sing me to sleep at night. "Jesus loves me this I know, for the bible tells me
so, little ones to him belong, we are weak but he is strong. Yes Jesus loves me, yes Jesus loves me, yes
Jesus loves me, the bible tells me so."
Aunt Ruth told me, 'Mary, you love Jesus? He'll always take care of you. He lives in your
heart. If you ever need him, if the devil ever try's to hurt you, call on Jesus."
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“Are you Jesus?” Mary asked Thobb.
“No, but I love him too, little one.”
When Thobb called her, little one," Mary knew she belonged to Jesus.
She would never be Cassandra, The Master Psychic again, she would always be Mary; the girl
Jesus loves.
One member of the studio audience said, “What did she say, what did she call that thing?"
Another person said, "She's cussing at it, I heard her say Jesus!"
In the booth, Doug heard it all and he was recording Cassandra, and whatever was in front of
her. "Pep, I've never heard a voice like that in all my years of production experience."
"I hope we got it on the recording," Pep said.

Mary looked into the camera, “my name is Mary. I'm not Cassandra
anymore, and I'll never be her again!”
She looked at the studio audience, “People, friends, victims, I've been wrong. We've been
wrong,” her right hand swept over to the other psychics.
Mary continued, “I was wrong to say I was helping you. I wanted to help, now I fear that what
I've done has opened the door for hurt. There's a spirit inside me, I used to call him Ascended Master.'
But he's not a master of anything but evil.”
Skal was struggling with all of his strength to kill her, but he was being restrained by Echstnn
and by the three urban spiritual warriors in the audience. The Christians understood what was
happening with Mary.
Instead of gasping at her confession, they were praying against her possession. Their prayers
and faith tipped the balance of power.
“As of tonight, I am through living this lie," Mary said with tears flowing down her cheeks.
"I choose to follow the God of my childhood, the savior of my soul, Jesus Christ. In his name I
sever my psychic connection.”
When she finished her confession, Thobb released her.
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Skal saw his opportunity, If we can't have her, I won't let you have her, alive. He attacked Mary
from the inside. He twisted the nerve cluster at the base of her spine, Mary fell to her knees in pain.
Skal looked at Thobb, "save her now Angel." He lifted her and flung her across the stage. She
landed with a dead-thud at the feet of the other psychics.
The changeling demon resumed his fallen-form. His scalp was a mass of scales, drawn tightly
across his cone-shaped head. Two horns that followed his eyes emerged above his ears. When he held
out his hand, serrated talons like stilettos flashed from his finger tips.
Skal smelled blood. He walked toward the helpless woman clicking his talons like Freddie
Kruger.
The Psychics pushed their chairs back from Mary and turned away from their former colleague.
Skal looked down on the broken woman, Now you will meet your childhood God. He pulled his hand
and arm back like a machete, and lashed down at Mary with all of his might.
Thobb drew his sword, severed Skal's arm and sheathed his weapon before the first person
blinked an eye. Skal's arm fell at the Angels feet. He lunged at Echstnn but he crashed against an
invisible barrier.
Thobb didn't even look at the demon, he only had eyes for Mary. Skal cursed Thobb in the
language of the Angels and pounded on the barrier with his remaining arm. He stopped his tirade when
a woman from the audience knelt down next to Mary.
She looked right at Skal, “I can see you, and you don't scare me...you disgust me. Only the
worst kind of coward would attack a woman like you attacked Mary,” the urban-warrior from YWAM
said to the hideous demon.
“Julie, what's going on?” one of her friends called from the audience.
“Mary's going to be alright, but his" she pointing at Skal, "time on Earth is over,”.
“You have no authority here, this is my house and she's mine,” Skal said.
“Well the scripture says different, he will give his Angels charge over you, to keep you in all
your ways. We have Angels and you're in the way. Oh, that's Psalm 91 verse 11, in case you try to
misquote it like you Descended Master..”
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She stood and closed her eyes, “Lord God, thank you for sending your Angels to watch over
Mary.”

The heavens heaved and the shock wave ripped open the sky above the studio. The sound of
the six winged beasts rang down through the tear in the atmosphere; “Holy, holy, holy, Lord God
Almighty, which was, and is, and is to come.”
The demons of the Central Valley stopped, looked, shut up and trembled. They tried to hide but
the buildings, rocks and trees refused to cover them.
The earth vomited the dreaded Vorsheen onto the green fields they despised.
The Saint, Prince Desolation and Lord Profit ran from their palaces and stood in the dirt,
shoulder to shoulder with the rank and vile demons.
This was a preview of coming destruction, their attendance was mandatory.

A dozen hands possessing limitless strength peeled back the roof of the building. The audience,
crew and psychics felt the building moan and tremble. The television monitors turned to static and the
station went off of the air.
The demon-thugs ran like rats from the scrutiny of the sky. Skal the taker was alone and
exposed to the wrath of heaven.
The air surrounding Skal turned blood-red and hardened around the maimed demon like a
crimson-cast.
"Look up, the Angel of death is coming," the girl from YWAM said. Her words reverberated
throughout the studio. The people looked up.
The wake from the descending Angel displaced the earth's atmosphere.
All Skal could do was raise his eyes as the Sword of the Lord in the hand of Echstnn the warrior,
impaled him through from head to heel.
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Echstnn and Thobb stood side by side in front of the defeated demon. The young woman from
YWAM stepped between the mighty Angels, they lifted her so she could look into the eyes of the
enemy of righteousness. She had no compassion for the vile deceiver.
She spoke loud and clear so everyone could hear. “Lord, let me see my desire on my enemies.
I rebuke this evil desecration in the name of Jesus Christ. Go where the Son of God sends you.”
The blood-red mist around Skal dissipated. The building throbbed with energy, then the voices
of the winged creatures stopped.
A cylinder of absolute light broke the silence. The Angels saw it, the demons saw it, the people
saw it and no one could look away. The shaft of light gripped Skal the Taker then it breached the crust
of the earth and exploded into the dark prison below.
The condemned fled the light like Vampires from sunshine. Skal the taker was pushed down
into the cavern of the cruel.
The light returned to Heaven and left the sword swaying in the studio stage. Echstnn pulled his
weapon from the concrete floor and sheathed it on his back. The glistening blade re-absorbed into his
body. Echstnn and Thobb set the warrior down on her feet. They rose through the open roof and
vanished into the night sky.
The woman from YWAM took Mary's hand, “If you come with us, we'll help you put your life
back together.”
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CHAPTER21
"Dora, it's late, come to bed, there's nothing on worth watching this late anyway," Phil said from
the top of the stairs.
When his wife didn't answer he went down to check on her. She was asleep on the couch with
the TV remote in one hand and her cell phone in the other. What did you do, call someone on TV or
something.
He looked at the TV, the caption read, "Programming Temporally Unavailable." I was right,
there's nothing on. After setting her phone and the remote on the coffee table, Phil took his love in his
arms and carried her up to bed.

When the second Tempter returned from the Psychic-Interactive melee, Phil and Dora were
already upstairs in bed.
"What happened? That light was terrifying," the first Tempter exclaimed.
"Skal's gone."
"What do you mean, gone?"
"The light came from above and took him below," the second Tempter said.
"We'd better get outta here fast. I need to memo The Saint," the first Tempter said.
"I'm sure he already knows what happened; we all saw it happen."
"I mean he needs to know what happened here, with the mother."
"Does it matter now...does anything matter now?" The second tempter asked.
"Hey, Skal got what he had coming, we still have work to do."
"Good point, that means more for us. So what happened with the mother?" The second
Tempter asked.
"Read the memo, let's get outta here."
TO THE RULING SAINT-PROFIT ALLIANCE, AFTER ACTION REPORT
EYE-WITNESS-ACCOUNT Teezo- Tempter; class two
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My sovereign, the woman is compromised. She contacted Psychic-Interactive with the
intention of consulting with one of your Digital-Mediums. We have legalistic cause to move against
her and against her household and against the girl. Who do we report to...now?
End Message

Ella was up early; she had something to do that couldn't wait. She pressed and held #2 on her
cell phone. Her heart pounded as the number started to ring. Her breathing became shallow, and her
feet felt like lead, it took all of the strength she possessed to bring the phone to her ear.
The machine picked up on the second ring; Ella was breathless. When she heard her father's
voice, she began to sob. She was crying at the beep.
She tried to speak but nothing came out. Her throat was so dry her tongue couldn’t form the
words. She looked around the kitchen for a glass but couldn't find one.
Though her parents had always told her, don’t drink from the tap, Ella took a swig of water from
the faucet.
“Daddy, it’s me...I’m all right. Don’t worry about me, I'm staying with some nice people here
who helped me...I don’t know what else to say right now...I love you both. I hope you can forgive
me..."
The answering machine hung up on her.
Every inch of her body was drenched, that was the hardest thing I've ever done in my life. I
may not do everything right, but I can at least do one thing right!
Ella allowed herself a smile, her first in several months. The morning sun broke through the
kitchen window. She closed her eyes and soaked in the life-giving warmth.
“Good morning Ella.” The cheerful greeting startled Ella.
“Oh good morning Paul, how are you?”
"Doing fine, doing just fine, thank you. Could you put the water on for me please?" Ella
topped off the electric tea-pot with filtered water, and pushed the button.
Phil opened the coffee beans and filled the grinder. "What are you doing up so early?”
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“I just woke up earlier than usual...must have been hungry or something.”
The grinder spun, Phil counted three Alligators. “Ella, would you do me a favor today?”
“Of course Paul. What is it?”
“This morning, around ten, some men will be coming to install a satellite system." Phil looked
over at the boiling water, "You might have heard of it; it’s called Prime Star...anyway, I thought we'd
try it out for a month, it’s free, why not."
Ella poured the hot water into the French press. "Can't say I have or I haven't."
Paul stirred the coffee, rinsed the spoon and set the screen and plunger on top of the glass pot.
"When the gentleman come could you please give them this note?" He slid a piece of paper
across the counter toward Ella. "I wrote down all the directions. Gotta run, thanks!”
"Paul."
“Yes."
"Your coffee."
"Oh."
Ella pressed the grounds to the bottom of the pot. She filled the Oakland Raiders travel mug
and pushed the coffee across the smooth granite. "Have a good day Paul.”
Ella hung the note on the refrigerator door, under the dinosaur magnet.

The new boss motioned the mob closer. "Our guy's gonna be at the girls house this morning.
But he can't take her yet, she's protected, she has to let him in the house later."
The mob started to grumble.
"Who made you the boss?" One mobster said.
"Who do you think? I didn't ask for this job and I sure wouldn't choose you guys. Let's get the
girl and get this done," the new boss said.
The mob quieted down.
"Are we still running the plan, Skal's plan?"
"You all know Skal is gone, right?" The mob nodded. "So this is the situation. I was told the
girl's mom called that Psychic thing Skal was doing. When the mom called it put a breach in her
family protection. Now, the girl is protected by this family," the new boss pointed down the block
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toward Paul and Gina's house. "We can't storm their house but we can go after her because the girl's
mom and dad aren't working together. You guys got that?"
Most of the mob shrugged their shoulders, a few looked down at the ground.
One spoke up, "Are we still running Skal's plan? The one where the guy takes the girl and we
back him up?"
"Yes we're running Skal's plan. Do you know what you are supposed to do?"
The mob nodded together.
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CHAPTER22
It was 10:07AM and the morning was already hectic. I don't know what to do to get through to
the city planning commission. Why did the school have to call three times, my daughter isn't that bad..
What are we supposed to do?
Oz fumbled around for his cell phone on the seat next to him.
The teacher's young, it's her first year. And my kid ain’t easy, it'll work out.
He found the phone. What else was I supposed to do this morning? Was I going to visit
someone, or was it...yeah, I need to call that guy who gave his number to Jay...what was his name?
He couldn’t remember the man's name or number, but fortunately he wrote it down. He pulled
over to the shoulder of the road and opened his day-timer. There's the name and number.
He looked at area code, this guy must be from Turlock or Patterson or somewhere around there.
He stored Francis in his contacts, then dialed the number Here goes nothing!
The call went straight to voice-mail. This is Francis Simms, I’m can't take your call right now,
but if you leave a real message I'll call you back. Thank you; Jesus Christ Loves You!
Oz was pleasantly surprised, I like him already, no doubt about where he stands.
“Hello, my name is Oz; I got your name and number from Jasper Arbuckle the radio station
manager. He convinced me that I needed to talk with you about my little radio show."
"Please call me back, at home; 209-599-4572, or ring my mobile; 209-479-6510. I look
forward to speaking to you soon...and...Jesus Christ Loves You."
Oz ended the call, glanced in the rear view mirror, saw an opening and accelerated into traffic.

"Outstanding, I love it when people take the initiative, if they only knew how powerful their
choices are,” Oz' Angel said.
"Initiative has never been his weak suit," another Guardian said.
The Angels were pleased, that phone call was a crucial link in the chain of events they were
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supporting. Angels don't cause things to happen, they support what is supposed to happen.
They do everything in their substantial power to enable the right things. They spend a lot of
their time, talent and energy retrieving pieces of lives the enemy has scattered and fixing things the
enemy has broken.
One of the Angels left Oz to report the phone call to his immediate superior.
“Hal, I have good news. Oz phoned The Town Prophet. They didn't talk, he left a message but
they know about each other.”
"Good," Hal said.
The Guardian continued; “It seems to me that Oz isn't aware of his importance. He appears to
be so casual, almost detached from the enormity of what is happening around him. Can’t he see what's
going on?”
“No he can't,” Hal said with surprising force. “His mind isn't detoured by details; he's
following what God has shown him to do."
"I understand that but, I guess I don't understand mankind."
"Our role is not to inform him of what God has shown us, that is an act of sedition and
divination.
His life, and relationship is based on faith, our existence is based on serving them as they walk
in faith. There is no middle-ground; either we love and serve them or we can't love and serve God."
When Hal was done with his Pep-talk, the Guardian Angel rejoined Oz' Angel and recounted all
that Hal said to him.
They both took the exhortation to heart.
"Oz is becoming a major threat to the realm of darkness. Our jobs will only get more difficult
and dangerous," the Guardian said.
"Good, we were made for this," Oz' Angel said.

Ella was watching television when the doorbell chimed. Who's that? She glanced at the clock,
10:12, it must be the satellite guys.
She pulled herself up slowly from the couch, now I'm really starting to feeling pregnant. As she
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stood she felt something move. Just gas like Gina said would happen.
The bell chimed again, she went to the door and peered through the peep-hole. She saw a man
in a blue uniform, holding a metal clipboard. His name was Gus, from Valley Satellite Service.
She opened the front door, and greeted the man with a smile. “Hi, you must be the satellite
man.”
“Yes I am, we have an appointment with a Mister...” he glanced down at his clipboard. "Mr.
Stenkowski...”
“You mean Paul. Well you found the place. Do you need to come in or anything?” Ella
offered.
“No, not at the moment, most of the work we have to do is outside. Did your father leave us
directions by any chance?”
“No, he's not my dad and yes he did." Ella went to the refrigerator to grab Paul's note.
Someone had put a handwritten note under her dinosaur magnet.
I will never leave you or forsake you. Jesus Christ. Ella smiled nice thought. She grabbed
Paul's note.
“Mr. Stenkowski asked me to give you this. I'll be here if you need anything else.”
“We'll let you know if we do, thanks.”
"Who is ‘we’?" Ella asked.
“Oh, my helper's in the truck finishing up some paper work from our last install.
“Sounds great, thanks.”
Ella curled up on the couch and turned on the TV. She went through the channels, twice. This
is boring. She turned the TV off and pushed back on the lazy boy sofa, the legs support came up. This
is not boring.
The sound of breaking glass and a loud thump came from upstairs. She walked up the stairs and
called out, "Hello is anyone up here? Hello?"
No one answered.
I'd better find out what happened.
She peeked into each room, the first three were normal. When she opened the door to the
bathroom, she saw a man's hand, holding an electric screwdriver. Blood was oozing down the broken
glass.
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"Hello, are you okay?"
"I think so, can you grab my drill?"
Ella took the drill from his hand.
“Oh wow, Thank you.”
That's a different voice; it's not the man who came to the door.“ Can you move your hand at
all?”
“I could, but it wouldn't be a good idea.”
Ella looked a little closer; a shard of the window pane was sticking out of the man’s wrist.
"The glass punctured your...you're bleeding a lot, what should I do?"
"Is the blood spurting?”
“Like from an artery? No." Ella said.
“I really need to get down from this ladder, I’m getting faint. I don't want to fall off."
“Where's the other man, the one I met at the front door?”
“I don’t know he must be around the other side of the house.”
“Do you want me to go find him? Should I stay here? What should I do?”
“Just hold on, don’t panic, worse things than this have happened to me before."
"Well if you don't panic, I won't."
"Deal. I need you to help me get my arm free of this window. Can you reach through the
window and take the pliers out of my tool belt?”
“I think I can, yes, I can reach from here." Ella gingerly reached through the broken glass and
grabbed the pliers.
She looked at the man with the pliers in hand. "And don’t worry about the broken window.
The people who live here are very nice, they're Christians and everything.”
The young man tensed and slipped a rung down the ladder. "Ouch!" he said, followed by what
Sponge Bob would call several sentence enhancers.
“I’m sorry, I'm sorry just don’t fall, I couldn’t deal with that right now!” Ella said.
“No I’m OK now, I got my footing back. We, and by ‘we’ I mean you, need to break off the
glass below my arm. If I try to do it, there's no way to know the damage I'd cause. Can you find
something to wrap my arm? After that, you need to use the pliers to break the glass. Can you do that?"
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“I think so.”
Ella rummaged through the bathroom drawers; she found a roll of gauze to wrap the wound.
Further back in the drawer there was a roll of tape. She placed that with the gauze.
“I found some stuff to wrap up your cut. There's some tape here also.”
“That’s good, wrap it the best you can.”
Ella did her best to wrap the gauze around his arm without making the wound bleed even more.
"That's the best I can do. Now what?"
"Well, grab the glass with the pliers and we'll break my arm free, together."
“I am not very good with tools, I don’t know if I should do this. Let me get the other man. He
can do this better than I can...”
“Listen, I need to free my arm, right now. My other hand is getting real tired.
I don’t want to fall off this ladder. So it is you and me, or no one at all!”
Gus helped him down from the ladder. Ella helped him to the truck. She wrapped another roll
of gauze around the blood-soaked dressing. Gus started the van and Ella closed the door for the
wounded man.
“Thank you for helping me out. I wouldn't have made it without you.
"You're welcome...I don’t even know your name."
"My name's Jim Stack. Pardon me for not shaking your hand.”
“Believe me, I understand. Now get to the hospital as fast as you can. This satellite thing can
wait."
"Thanks again...I don't know your name either." Jim said.
"I'm Ella, Ella Parker."
“Thank you Ella Parker, I owe you big-time.”
Ella stood in the street and watched them drive away. He's polite, and cute. I wonder if...no
way!
Jim was tired and the pain was getting worse but his head was as clear as a cloudless day on the
prairie. That's Ella Parker.
"Yes, good for you, she's the one," the voice in his mind said.
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Jim took a deep breath and tried to force the thought from his mind. But, he couldn't expel the
evil that intended to kill the girl that just saved his life.
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CHAPTER23
The huge combine lumbered to a halt next to the red pickup. The tall man with a close-cropped
beard, jumped down from the machine with the ease of an athlete. He wiped his brow with the sleeve
of his flannel shirt as he walked to the truck.
“What’s up?” Skip asked.
“Lunch time, you've been on that beast since five this morning. You need to eat.”
“I won’t argue with that. Let me shut it down, and tie up a few loose ends; it won’t take but a
minute.”
Francis smiled. He was pleased with Skip's work. After their eventful-introduction at the Oak
Tree Diner, Skip accepted his offer to stay on for a while.
He's a hard worker, that's for sure, and whatever he doesn’t know about farming only increased
his desire to learn. I'd like him to stay around a while, but Francis knew Skip had places to go, and
there were people he needed to help.
Francis put his phone on speaker to check his voice mail. Since his memory wasn't what it used
to me, he reached for a note pad. The first three messages were from other farmers.
One wanted to use his Cat D-8, another wanted to buy some of his excess water, and the third
man wanted Francis to pray for his sick daughter. He wrote that down at the top of his list.
The fourth call was from Oz. Francis was taking down the number when Skip climbed in on the
passenger side.
"I've heard that voice before," Skip said.
Francis held up his hand, "I want to get his number."
Skip had to laugh at the farmer, he can use facebook but he doesn't voice mail saves the phone
number.
Francis finished writing, “Are you ready to eat, or what!” He laughed and started the pickup.
They rolled over the freshly tilled soil, the ride was a bit rough but neither man seemed to care.
After a few moments of silence, Skip had to ask, “So how do you know that guy from the radio
show?”
“I don’t, yet.”
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“What do you mean you don’t know him yet? He just called you."
“Because I called him.”
“What! You called him; you don’t even know him, and now the guy you don’t know is calling
you back. That's kind of weird.”
“I have people," Francis said with a chuckle. He's not gonna let this go, Skip's asking for some
reason.
Francis set his phone on the dashboard. "Why, if I may ask? Are you so interested in a call
from someone I don’t know? Do you know him?”
“No, just curious. Anyway, forget about it,” Skip said.
“Fine by me.”
They pulled onto Highway 33 and headed north toward Gustine and The Oak Tree Diner.
Francis pulled up the call history on his cell phone; he called the first unknown caller listed.
“I bet you think I didn't know how to do that,” he said to Skip.
“Francis I must admit, you are the Ancient Master of New Technology.”
They laughed.
Francis put the phone to his ear, the call went through, Oz picked up and spiritual history was
made.

The Angel Guardians were riding inside the cab with Skip and Francis. They didn't want to
spook their uninvited guest.
Fet, the familiar spirit was clinging to the underside of the pickup. Fet was feeling pretty good
about himself. He escaped Inciters soldiers, crossed the fields near Francis farm and hid on the
highway near Gustine.
This is gonna work, I don't see any Angels and Inciter is nowhere to be seen. I wonder what
happened to his guys at the Gates of Gustine? Something bad happened to Inciter...he's not the same
spirit he was.
Only Inciter and a few of the others returned from their encounter with the Farmer.
After that Inciter, changed his way of doing business. When Fet first fell into his hands, Inciter and his
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demons treated him with contempt, and scorn. Now he was even given some respect.
When he submitted his reports, Inciter heard him out. He was even allowed to work alone
without supervision.
This was highly unusual because Inciter was by nature a controlling and arrogant spirit. When a
Priam-Donna like Inciter exhibits any amount of humility, he's seen as weak.
If I could exploit the weakness behind Inciter's new-spirit-of-cooperation, then I could take my
place as, The Terror That fly’s By Night, in the Central Valley.
Francis was passing a semi pulling a low-boy with a wide-load sign when he heard, “Hello.”
“Hello, my name's Francis Simms; I'd like to speak with Oz.”
“This is Oz. Francis, how are you doing?”
“Things are going well...so much work to do, so little time to do it,” Francis said.
“Would you mind if I put this on speaker? There's someone with me who needs to hear.”
“Fine by me.”
Francis put the phone on speaker for Skip.
Oz continued, “I spoke with Jay Arbuckle yesterday, he convinced me I needed to talk with you.
He was all worked-up over the conversation you guys had.”
“Let me lay it out flat. God is doing something big, new and powerful in this area and I believe
your show is the tip of the spear. I think we're supposed to work together,” Francis said.
“I am always open to that. I'd like to meet, face to face some time soon. What would work for
you?” Oz asked.
“Don’t know off-hand, my wife handles the appointments. Let me text you back.”
“Francis that sounds great.”
“I get back real soon.”
“Thanks for calling back, blessings.” Oz hung up.
Francis closed his phone and put both hands on the wheel.
“So you even text. You're getting younger every day my friend.” Skip said.
“I have grand-kids you know.”

Fet heard the call, who's this Oz guy? And who's the big man in the cab with the farmer? Ah,
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he doesn't matter. I'll just ride along and take my time. When I get the farmer, things will change for
me, I'll get what I deserve.
Fet dug his nails deeper into the thick plastic fuel tank cover underneath the pickup.
The Angels left the cab stood directly over the fuel tank. They didn't want to alert the little
demon, so they used battle sign language.
The first Guardian raised his foot, "I could mash him into the road."
"It'd be fun to see that again but, we need to let him ride along,'all back of the bus.'" The
second Guardian signed back. Both Angels had to work to suppress a laugh.
Just past the Gustine city limit sign, Skip asked, “Are we going back to that diner?”
“There's no other place like home.”
“Is it all right? If I remember, the Sheriff still wants to ask me a few questions.”
“You mean like, how did that guy die?” Francis said.
“Yeah, that would probably come up during the Q&A.”
“I've found it's best not to answer for God. He defends us, we don’t defend him."
“That would make logical sense. If we could defend God, then we'd be more powerful than
God. That can't be possible,” Skip said.
Skip does have a knack for figuring things out. I never thought of it that way, I'm going to need
to ponder that one out. “Oh by the way, the autopsy on the dead guy was very interesting.”
“Really, what was the cause?”
“Worms.”
“Worms!” Skip said.
“Yeah, worms. 'The Angel of the Lord struck him down, he was eaten by worms and he gave up
the ghost.' That's how King Herod died in the book of Acts. One translation says: he died in intense
internal agony,” Francis said.
They pulled into the Oak Tree diner, Francis parked in his usual spot.

When Francis and Skip passed through the northern gate of Gustine, their Guardian Angels
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checked in with the Gatekeeper Angels.
"It's good to have you back," the first gatekeeper said.
"It's always a joy to pass through your portal in peace. Is there anyone we need to know
about?" The first Guardian asked.
"It's been pretty quiet since Inciters' gang tried to storm the gates. I hear Inciter had an
encounter with the Vorsheen."
"That will soil his reputation." The second Guardian said. The other Angels groaned at the bad
pun.
"Where's he now?"
"Licking his wounds up at the stronghold." The gatekeeper pointed West to the foothills.
"Better get back to Francis, let us know if you need us," the first Guardian said.
"Will do. By the way, where's the rest of the Francis-force? You usually have a dozen
specialists with you,” The gatekeeper asked.
"Taking some R&R off planet. We'll catch you guys Nexus time through."
"One more thing, who's the big guy with Francis?" The Gatekeeper asked.
"Another guardian angel."
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CHAPTER24
Fet was doing what he usually does; snooping where he shouldn't be and hearing what he
supposed to see.
That's what happened to Inciter. The Vorsheen, I wouldn't even wish them on Inciter. No
wonder he's acting strange. He must've paid a steep price to tunnel his way out of that. That means
Francis is mine for the taking.
Fet slithered away in the grass, careful to avoid the residual energy emanating from the GateNexus.

The Guardians were standing watch outside where they could see Francis and Skip inside the
diner. The City-Gates were secure and they had a clear view of every attack-approach an enemy might
use.
"Looks like things might quiet down for while."
"That would be good." The second Guardian looked back toward Francis' pick-up, "Should I
check on our...passenger?"
"He's not there."
"Where is he?" The second Guardian asked.
"I don't know but, he was listening to us at the Gate."
"I didn't see him."
"I didn't either. The Spirit told me," the first Guardian said.

The mention of The Holy Spirit caused the Guardians to pause. They'd been so busy protecting
Francis and slashing and bashing evil that they hadn't taken much time to deliberately worship God.
Angels worship God the same way the Elect worship God; in spirit and in truth.
Though Guardian have constant contact with God the Father, they can take God for granted.
The same indifference to the wonders of God that plagues the Elect can overtake the holy Angels.
Heaven can become 'another day at the office' and reporting directly to the Father can sink to 'just part
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of the job.'

"The Counselor came to you, how wonderful." The second Guardian mused.
"Yes, he said, don't be concerned with, and he used his name, Fet. He said, 'you will have our
hands full soon enough'. He also said, 'trust your brother Angels, trust the Elect and trust me.'"
"Amen. Then let's prepare for battle," the second Guardian said.

Fet moved closer to the diner, he was about two blocks away when he saw the Angels.
He scurried behind a parked car; I hope they didn't see me. I've never seen them this easily, why are
they out in the open? Fet was trapped.
If the guardians came after him, his odds of surviving were slightly less that slim and none. His
anxiety peaked when he felt the wind of the warriors.
Fet turned into the wind and drew his short sword, I'll go down swinging.
The Guardians looked right at him as they passed over casual as can be. He let his sword drop
to his side as the Angelic flyover blocked out the light of the sun and stirred up a great deal of dust. Fet
used the dust to cover his escape. He booked it to an abandoned warehouse a block North of the Oak
Tree diner.
He found a second floor window that overlooked the street and the diner. When the dust settled
the Angels were gone and the diner was unguarded.
They didn't look that tough to me. Now if I can just get back to the diner to see what the
Farmer's doing. Those Angels won't expect me to move in after they saw me Do the unexpected I
always say. I might get the chance to finish this contract and get out of Dodge before they know
anything about it.
Fet moved out of sight through several building and emerged near the parking area.
Without turning Ramphl said, "Zesln, he’s making his move.”
“Yeah, I figure we have about ten seconds to get in position."
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"You take a walk and draw his attention, I'll go up and make the introduction.”

Fet was ten yards from the diner entrance when he saw the Angel walking his direction, he took
cover in the shadow of a parked car. Francis truck was on his right. The message on its tailgate, Jesus
Christ loves you sent a shudder down his crooked spine.
When he looked back, the Angel was heading toward another part of the parking lot, good I
don't need him breathing down my neck.
Fet stepped out into the open—on cue—Ramphl turned and looked straight at him. The Angel
started toward Fet at a slower-than-normal attack pace. Fet saw the slow-moving Angel and sneered,
“I have nothing to fear from you.”
He dashed between a car and the red pickup truck, but to be safe, this is a good time to get
outta-here, good-bye, I'm taking to the sky.
Zeon was ready. As the evil intruder passed between the two vehicles, the Angel saw his
moment arrive. Zeon flung his sword at toward Fet. The sword struck the demon spirit below his
shoulder.
The indestructible sword traveled through the torso of the demon, and pinned him at the hilt
against the tailgate of the Francis' pickup.
Fet squealed in agony.
Faster than light, the angels were in front of him. Ramphl looked at the helpless demon, then he
glanced at his fellow soldier. They roared with laughter.
Fet screamed, “Finish me you honor less tramps.”
Zeon spoke first. “Fet, at last count, this makes twice you've tasted the sting of my strike.
You seem to have a thing for this pickup.”
“Dispatch me, you know the laws of capture. Or are you be like us? Do you use the great laws
for whatever suits you.”
“We keep the laws and we have the choice in the matter of your dispatch. Today, it's dealer’s
choice. You can enter perdition here and now, or extricate yourself from this sword." Ramphl said.
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That choice is yours...but remember this; Francis is protected by the creator. When you threaten
him you challenge the Almighty,” Zeon explained.
The Angels stepped back and watched. With great effort and excruciating pain, Fet extracted
himself from Zeon's sword. Limping and bleeding he left the company of the Angels for the city Gate.
Once he was through the barrier, he looked back over his shoulder.
No profit can come out of the further pursuit of this farmer! With his mind made up to escape,
Fet fled on the Southern wind to seek his fate in other regions.
Fet took shelter in a drainage pipe that ran beneath the Delta Mendota Canal. The wound from
Zeon’s sword was open and flowing. He pressed his wounded arm against the corrugated steel in a
futile effort to stop the hemorrhaging.
Those Angels tricked me, they wanted me to maim myself and run, run anywhere. I could have
done this, I could have killed that farmer and everything would be mine. Why do they make it sound
like I made this choice...I didn't choose this, I didn't choose anything they did this to me.
His gamble for greatness had failed. Now Fet was alone; a fugitive from a fugitive culture in a
faltering kingdom. By now his absence would have been noticed and Inciter would send his henchmen
to find him.
His oozing wound was leaving a trail that other spirits could easily sniff out. If Fet couldn't
escape this region, his time on earth was over.
I've gotta get moving or they'll find me here. If I can clear the Merced River before sunset they
won't follow me. Gathering his remaining strength, he turned to his left to exit the irrigation culvert
but, on a whim reversed himself.
When he stepped into the murky dawn, a powerful hand reached down from above the entrance,
and pulled him off of his feet.
The strong Spirit slammed him against the embankment and clamped a hand over his mouth.
“Not a word, Inciter sent his enforcers, they're at the other end of this tunnel. Do what I say if
you want to survive.”
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The Spirit lifted Fet with one hand, carried them over the levee plunged them into the aqueduct.
The water had scarcely settled over their heads when the demon force swept through the tunnel and
climbed the bank of the great canal.
“Fan out and scour the area. He was here, I can smell him." the enforcer chief said.
"The signs end here, then he vanished." the tracker said from the end of the culvert.
"He couldn't have done this alone, someone helped him," the chief said.
"Who would help him, those who wounded him?" The tracker asked.
"I don't know but whoever helped him better watch their back, the boss is furious at him. Let's
move out, he must have headed South, toward the Yosemite river."

After an hour beneath the churning waters, the mighty Spirit lifted Fet to the bank of the canal.
Fet had never seen a spiritual being like this one. He's probably even stronger than the territorial
gargoyles that press against the continental plates. He's not all that big, but he is that bad.
"Hold still and stay quiet, this is going to hurt." The mighty Spirit reached into his action
satchel and brought out a glistening bandage.
"What are you doing, you can't heal my wound."
"I won't heal you but I will help you, the choice is yours."
"You're one of them. It's always a choice with you guys."
"Who do you think I am?”
Fet shut up.
He quickly wound the material around Fet's torso and shoulder. The sensation of relief was
immediate. The bandage held his severed tissues together well enough to allow him the use of his right
arm.
“Who, or what are you? Why do you bind my wounds? If this is your idea of some cruel game,
I don't want to play. I demand the right to my end!”
The mighty Spirit finished the temporary dressing, then he focused his gaze on the defiant
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demon.
“You're in no position to demand anything little wounded one. I've stopped the hemorrhaging
and given you partial use of your arm. You're free to go where ever you choose. I wouldn't suggest the
Southern route; you'll find Inciters boys waiting for you.”
“Who are you?”
The powerful Spirit stood up to his full height, and began his transfiguration. Fet shook all the
way into his soul as the mighty being began to glow with the predawn light.
His flaming eyes looked into Fet's heart, the wounded demon shrank away from the presence of
the Captain of the Angel armies.

“I'm not finished with you yet. Go and complete the course you've chosen. But, you're right
about one thing. Choice is sacred until you chose to oppose what is sacred. Then you can never again
choose what is sacred. Go, while you still can.”
The Angel exploded into a fountain of fire and light. The shower of sparks ascended thousands
of feet into the sky, then they gathered into a perfect circle and descended to the Valley floor, striking
the soil with a burst of glory.

The sun came up, the bright rays warmed his chilled body. Fet stood on the embankment and
looked over the expanse of the Central Valley before him.
This is ridiculous, and I know I'm a fool but, I still think I can come out on top. They don't
know where I am, and now I know even the 'Great One' doesn't care what I do. I think I'll finish what I
started and see what happens.
He scanned the horizon for a destination. There, at the old mission. I know a place I can lay
low until I find that Farmer. Fet left the canal bank and headed for Santa Nella.
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CHAPTER25
Dora Parker was in a big hurry and she couldn't find her keys. Where's this morning gone! I
haven't gotten a thing done...where did I leave those keys? Dora rummaged through her bag, patted her
pockets one more time, no keys!
When she opened her mouth to sigh, her keys fell to the ground. I can't believe it. She grabbed
her things and went toward the kitchen.
She glanced at the phone, better check the messages, it will only take a moment to listen. She
pressed play and went into the kitchen.
"Honey, I won’t be home until six thirty. I'll be hungry, so don’t put the leftovers in the freezer
yet. See you tonight."
That's from a few days ago; I'll erase it after I hear today's.
Dora pulled out the vegetable crisper drawer and found a ripe tomato. She reached for the
Miracle Whip then used her elbow to close the refrigerator door. A step later her daughter's voice broke
the kitchen silence.
Dora dropped the jar and the tomato, both splattered against the hardwood floor.
She rushed to the answering machine tracking the sticky white goo across her burgundy carpet.
Dora replayed the message a dozen times, she cried with joy. She pressed the one last time, the red
light flashed, your messages are deleted.
Oh no, she hit the play button, but the messages were gone. Phil needed to hear Ella. She
opened her cell and pressed his preset key, Phil needs to hear that Ella's alright.
She missed the Phil preset and hit redial.
"Thank you for calling the new Psychic-Interactive. How can we help you?"
Dora froze!
“Hello, can we help you?”
Dora closed the flip phone. I wasn't dreaming last night, I called them. How could this
happen? I don't even believe in Psychics.
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The program began to replay in her mind, she remembered the lady psychic. That woman knew
about Ella, she knew about our family...Phil will be furious if he finds out.
Dora was conflicted.
I should tell him, he deserves to know. He's always honest with me. But he won't accept it…
What should I do? The phone call's erased; I can't change that. No one else knows about
Psychic-Interactive, I should let the whole thing pass. Dora stared at the phone in her hand.
In the air around her house, good and evil strained against the battle line, waiting for her
decision.
“Moment of truth, moment of truth,” the Angel commander said to his troops.
The Angels held the high ground. They had a clear Right-to-repel any enemy force invading the
Parker's property.
Phil Parker prayed over his family and his property before he left for work this morning. But
their Right-to-repel was in danger. Her call to Psychic-Interactive last night had weakened their
position, considerably.
Dora Parker had a large say in the matter. This was also her house. Her faith and her prayers
helped to seal the property from enemy intrusions. The love and honesty Phil and Dora shared was
the basis of the Angels Right-to-repel.
If Dora chose to tell the truth about her call to Psychic-Interactive, and about erasing Ella's call,
the evil spirits would not have the legal rights to enter the property. If she lied, even the Angels were
powerless to stop them.
The Angel commander thought back to the first family, back to the first brothers. God
personally told Cain, Sin was waiting at the door. Cain chose sin. Now sin is standing at the threshold
and only Dora Parker could stop it from entering.

“Prepare to occupy,” the demon leader said. His troupes were standing at the property line,
glowering at the Angels like snarling attack dogs.
The concept of taking on a battle group of Angels in a head to head, fair fight was not in their
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battle plan. Their idea of a fair-fight is to use fairness as a weapon against people.
Demons and Angels know there is no such thing as fairness in heaven or on earth. For Angels,
grace is not fairness, it's freedom.
For Demons, grace is not freedom, it's denial. They have a saying; fairness is the idea that
binds the human mind, fairness is the fantasy that gives us more time.
Demons always challenge the terms of conflict, they would rather slip-by on a technicality than
stand toe-to toe against an adversary.
The demon leader was here under orders from The Saint/Profit Alliance; Get inside their
household or you and your gang will spend the rest of your days outside mine. The orders came from
so far down, the demon leader didn’t recognize the signature of the commanding spirit.
He was nervous. If the woman decides to tell the truth, we're in trouble. I've exposed us to the
Angel forces. This neighborhood will never be a safe place for us again...this whole town is a
quagmire of danger for us.
A demon was in the tree watching Dora through the Kitchen window.
“The woman's faltering, it looks like she's going to put the phone down."
"Good, hold your positions," the leader said.
Dora looked back toward her kitchen, look at my carpet! I can't allow this kind of filth in my
house. This would not have happened in my house if it wasn't for that phone call. She looked at her
phone and shook her head. The phone rang in her hand.

Oz had to tell someone the news about the Melchizedek show. And since his identity was a
secret, he decided to call his best friend from College, C.J. Teg.
The phone buzzed, Teg looked at the caller ID, it's Oz.
"Dude, I've got some good news and some bad news. What do you wanna hear first?"
"Why is it always a choice of good and bad with you, can't you take the easier middle ground at
least once in your life?" Teg said.
"That would be too easy; then I'd just be a pastor like you. Anyway, I think this is the bad news;
the station says I have to pay regular rates for Melchizedek air time."
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"I could see how you might think that is ‘bad’ news. But, what's wrong with paying the price
for the things you use?"
Oz got mad in a flash. "Pay the price, what are you talking about! This radio thing has cost me
just about everything. My wife is not happy and I spend most of my time working on the show and the
rest juggling my business and family. How is that not paying the price?
"Relax; I'm on your side. And since when have I ever told you anything that you wanted to hear
anyway?" Teg said quickly, "when I say pay the price I'm talking about the money it takes to do God's
work."
"Easy for you man, you have a congregation that pays you good money to tell them what you
think God wants them to hear every week."
Oz changed phone hands, "I have an audience that I don't see or know and they aren't paying me
to tell them what I think God wants them to hear."
"What do you want, fairness? I can't pay for what you're doing and I don't expect you to pay for
what I'm doing but, we can both expect God to pay for what he's doing," Teg said.
"Ouch" Oz said. They both took a moment to cool off.
This was not the first time they had clashed over 'money and ministry' issues. There wasn't a
right answer to, how God provides money. That is worked out on a case by case basis. But they
always agreed on one thing. Money or no money, you please God by doing what you love and believe.

"Tell me the good news dude," Teg said.
"Okay, here's how it goes. There's a man who represents some other people, who work with
even more people. These people all have one common problem; they have a great deal of money and
they want to invest in the Kingdom."
"Okay."
"The first man I mentioned, heard our show last Friday evening. He liked what he heard, so he
spoke to some other people; those 'other' people contacted our friends with the Kingdom funding."
"Interesting."
"Those people had their people contact Jay at the station. They want to underwrite the show.
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That's about all I have to say about that.”
"Oz what's your problem? Do you think it more holy to be a self-supporting starving
artist/announcer, than it is to be an others-supported starving artist/announcer? Are you afraid of
success? Are you afraid you'll lose you edge? Or are you just afraid?"
"Shut up! I'm not afraid...I just don't know how to change from struggling to achieving," Oz
said.

"That's easier than you think. Try this, use whatever God gives you to do whatever he gives you
to do."
"Amen pastor." Oz said.
"Listening to your pastor is the second fastest way to God's blessings. The quickest way is..."
"Let me guess," Oz interrupted, "give money to your best friend/pastor."
"You have learned well my young Padawan. So who are these people?" Teg said.
"I don’t know who they are, not specifically. I can speculate, but that's about all. The man who
contacted us called them ‘show biz luminaries.’"
"He said we'd be familiar with their work. From what I was led to believe these luminaries
have achieved huge success, and they want to do something lasting with the resources they've
accumulated.”
“You know what comes to mind?” Teg said.
“Yeah, that proverb that tells how God reserves the riches of the wicked for the righteous. I
guess they like the thought of regular people doing good things for other regular people."
"Amen to that, pastor Oz,” Teg said.
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CHAPTER26
Phil pulled into the garage and closed the big aluminum door. He went in the house through the
laundry room, when he got to the kitchen, he saw the mess. The floor was splattered with Miracle
Whip, and tomato bits. "What in the.." he cried out loud, then he walked around the counter by the
sink. Something's wrong! Dora never even let's a dirty dish to sit on the drain board, never a mess
like this on her kitchen floor."
“Dora, honey, are you home? I came home for lunch.”
No answer. He went into the dining room and called her name again, "Dora, are you Okay?
The white footprints on the red carpet took his voice away. Phil dropped his brief case on the carpet
and bolted for the stairs calling her name, "Dora, Dora, Dora!"
He burst into their room, she was asleep on the bed spread. He rushed to her side and bent over
her motionless form, “Dora, are you all right?” She didn’t answer.
Her shook her gently, “Dora, answer me, Dora!”
She didn't respond.
Phil put his ear to her chest, it was difficult to hear anything because his own heart was beating
so fast, but her chest was moving, and her heart was beating. She's alive! Thank God!
There was a pill bottle on the night stand. He snatched it up and shook it, sounds about right.
The medicine was his, His personal physician prescribed it when he had trouble sleeping. He pried
open the adult-proof cap and poured the drugs on the bed. Ten pills left, there were twenty, I took about
six, she took about four...Is that enough to OD?
He grabbed the phone, he saw three pills behind the handset, she only took one.
“Honey is that you?” Dora said, trying to sit up in bed.
“Hey, are you OK?”
“I’m fine. You sound like I was dying.”
“When you didn’t answer my I thought you might be sick. I came upstairs and found you
asleep, and the pill bottle was next to the phone...I didn’t know what to think." Phil sat down next to
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to his wife, he gently stroked her red hair. "What happened here today?”
The air around the house re-energized, the moment of truth was back. Nervous hands twitched
on the hilts of ready weapons. The Angels were poised and focused.
The demons swarmed like hornets around a broken hive. They were waiting for an invitation
from the lady of the house.
If Dora let them in, the dark spirits would have to move fast, any opening through the Angelic
line would not last long. They didn't want to end up like Pharaoh in the Red Sea, trapped between two
waves of Angelic Guardians.
Dora dropped back on the soft bed, "Phil, what do you want me to say? I don’t want to deal
with this anymore! My daughter left me, I didn’t leave her. If she's going to come back, she has to ask
me to let her back into my house."
“Dora, how can she come back if you won't ask her...don't you think she needs your love and
forgiveness?”
Dora looked away.
“That's our cue,” the demon leader said. “Even heaven won't fight an unforgiving heart.”
The wave of Angel Guardians parted, and the dark swarm flooded the property. Like flies on
rotting flesh, the demon intruders buzzed the Angelic battle-line.
One of the Angels reached for his sword.
"Let them pass, your sword won't stop this," the commander said.
A demon bumped the Angels sword hand as he passed through the lines. "Hurts, doesn’t it, to
see another property...repossessed." Another Angel bumped that demon as he passed, he attached an
invisible cross-shaped marker on the demons back.
"See you soon.”
When the marked demon looked back, the Guardians vanished.
That demon blended into the swarm; he didn't like having an Angel he couldn't see, watching
his back. The swarm took up positions inside the property line, the demon commander stepped away
from the swarm and looked for the Angels.
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Where have they gone? This was too easy; I didn't think it was possible to retake a property
from such a powerful restraining force. "Secure the perimeter," he shouted, "we don't want anything
sneaking in on us this time.”
Dora rolled over to her side of the bed so she wouldn't have to look at her husband. “Why were
you so concerned? I’m fine.”
“When I saw the mess in the kitchen, and on the carpet I thought something happened to you.
Then I saw you passed out in bed, and the sleeping pills were on the table...can you understand my
concern?”
“I understand, or at least I think I can.” Dora felt a chill enter the room. She shuddered.
“Phil I’m just fine. Don’t worry about me, things are working out OK! I’m real tired, I need to
sleep; will you let me sleep for a while? We'll talk when I wake up. Thanks honey...”
Dora fell asleep.
Phil spread a blanket over his wife. She's not telling me everything but, I need to trust her.
Marriage is built on love but it survives on trust.
He got up to leave, but he stopped and touched his sleeping wife’s head, “Lord, please keep
your hand on her, guard her heart and her mind, I love her and so do you. I trust you Lord with my
wife, I trust you with my little girl, wherever she is. Please watch over our home and our family, in
Jesus name.”
Phil's prayer touched heaven.
When the answer returned, the air around the property lit up like a thousand phosphorus flares.
The harsh illumination stunned the swarm. The light isolated each demon like a target in a sniper’s
night-scope.
The demon commander was the first to adjust to the light. "Form ranks, our cover is blown.
This is it, the moment we dreaded."
The Guardians re-materialized out of phase with the intense light, they were hidden in the
destructive interference zone; they could see the bad guys, but the bad guys couldn't see them.
The Angels were ready for a surprise attack when one anxious warrior raised his sword. The
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weapon touched another wave length of light and flashed like a signal mirror.
"Guardians, Angels," shouted one of the swarm. The warning led to total panic. The demons
drew weapons and started swinging and blasting. The Angels pulled back from the rampage.
The demon commander cut down several of his own in an attempt to restore order. “You fools,
they haven't attacked; stand down, stand down.” When the friendly-fight was over, half of the swarm
was gone. “Close ranks if you want to make it off this property,” the demon commander ordered. The
demons regrouped and turned toward the light.
“Let’s do this,” the Guardian leader said. He spread his wings and flew out of the light. Like a
Kamikaze attacking out of the sun, he crashed the demon line. The dark spirits fell like bowling pins.
The Angel circled round.
The survivors got to their feet and looked up at the Angel, braced for another attack. The
demon commander wasn't watching that Angel, he was watching his back, “fools, turn around,” he
shouted in desperation.
The Guardians re-appeared behind the demon soldiers. The Angels attacked, it was over before
the swarm could turn. The Angels spared the leader and the cross-marked demon.
The Guardian leader touched down in the middle of the yard. His face glowed with righteous
anger and his wings radiated the pulsing orange light of God's vengeance. The demons dropped their
weapons and stood among their fallen comrades. The Guardians came to attention, their leader
enveloped the rebellions spirits in his wings.
Their muffled screams died out in the fierce glow of God's vengeance. The Guardian released
the pair of judged demons. Their wings were gone. Their facial features were erased. Their armor and
clothing were gone.
They were naked, blind and dumb; their backs were branded with glowing crosses. A pair of
Guardians snatched them up and flew off toward the South.
“Let's cleanse this property.” The Guardian leader said as he reached down to remove the
remains of evil. The other Guardian carried the defeated demons to a dry, desolate place in the gap
between dimensions, where the light would scorch and the soil would singe them until the day of
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judgment.

The Saint and Lord Profit were castigating some of their high-level commanders when the
ceiling of their clandestine headquarters was pulled into the sky. The judged spirits landed at their feet
without a sound.
The high and mighty rulers of the Central Valley had to physically turn away from from the
burning light emanating from cross-signs on the backs of the defeated demons.
The Angel Guardians moved aside and the heavens opened like a peephole in a door. When the
ruling elite of the Central Valley looked up, an eye was peering down on them through the strange
opening. The Saint, Lord Profit and their followers stared up in confused horror.
God winked, they gasped, and the clouds closed.
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CHAPTER27
Ryan set some mugs on the counter next to the lemon pound cake. After a polite knock Paul
and Gina Stenkouski walked in the front door. “Ryan, sorry we're late but we're here.”
“Glad you're here.”
“Hey Ryan, got any decent coffee?”
“Always, help yourself.” Paul went to the kitchen and poured coffee in a mug that said, Dad.
Paul joined them in the living room. They talked about everything and nothing for a few hours. Then
Gina looked at her watch, “Hey it's getting late, we're gonna need to head home.”
Both couples stood and exchanged handshakes and hugs.
Before they went out the door Paul said, “this Friday, Gina and I are going to a meeting in Santa
Nella.”
“What kind of meeting? Is it a multilevel home business opportunity?” Ryan said.
“Not at all, this is about as far from that as you can get. At this meeting they pray for the sick
and depressed. Now don’t get me wrong, this isn't some lunatic fringe bunch of spiritual gypsies, and I
should know; my family's full of them."
"That's so true," Ryan said.
"Like I was saying...these are real people who pray for people who have very real needs. You
ought a come with us...I'll even buy dinner.”
“Who's putting it together?” Ryan asked.
“A guy named Francis Simms. I don’t know much about him, other than he's a farmer and a
man of God. I've heard amazing things happen at the meetings.”
“Sounds intriguing, and the dinner offer sounds great but, if I remember, we have something
going on Friday evening.”
“The offer stands. Let me know if anything changes.” Paul said.
“I will. Where is it?” Ryan asked.
“I'll text you the info. I remember your memory.”
“Thanks Paul, thanks Gina for coming over.”
Ryan and Millie stood at the door and waved as the Stenkouskis drove away. Ryan's phone
chirped, he glanced at the text from Paul. Fri 7p http://maps=Holiday+Inn&=Santa+Nella+California
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It's our first time! Ryan saved the text, just in case.

Ryan woke the next morning refreshed. His mind was clear, the day was sunny, he felt good
and he was hungry. Oh no, I'm supposed to fast today. Faster than light, his day went in the toilet.
Fasting was hard for Ryan and that was the reason he did it.
If I can't eat might as well do something else I don't like. He pulled on his comfortable blue
sweats and tennis shoes and headed for the front door.
If I walk and pray for an hour that might pound my spirit back into shape. Better get started! If
I pray long enough, I won't miss whatever wonderful thing Millie makes for breakfast.
He gently pulled the front door closed behind him, no need to wake the family.

DIRECTIVE FROM THE SAINT-PROFIT ALLIANCE
To: Lord Desolation, (E.G.); the sanction of Ella Parker.
You are hereby ordered to pursue the elimination of the above mentioned client.
Within this Memo you will find her current status, and an update on the progress in regard to her case.
Take special note of the collaboration within the so-called, “Satanist,” community.
This group of human operatives has succeeded in breaching the Hedge around the family. They
have also show great utility in preparation for the upcoming attempt on the life of the girl and her seed.
YOU WILL WORK WITHIN THEIR PLANS! Do not miss this opportunity to
rectify the situation that you allowed to get out of hand.
As always, we are most confident of your success in this matter.
Also....We have noticed a certain spirit named Raften who has exhibited exceptional initiative;
promote him immediately to a place of prominence within your organization.
We suggest a promotion from class B, to class A, 1st of four, with all benefits perks retroactive
to the beginning of the last pay period. SEE TO IT AT ONCE DO NOT FAIL US!
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Cordially, THE SAINT, and LORD PROFIT
End of message

After reading the memo, Lord Desolation descended to the sealed chamber where the remainder
of his force was imprisoned. His guard broke the seal and pried open the doors. When the light from
their torches pierced the darkness, the trapped demons began thrashing about and flailing at each other.
Time had ceased for them, and they thought the final judgment had arrived. The desperate
violence died down when the captives saw Lord Desolation standing at the entrance.
But, their relief was salted with revulsion at the sight of their ruler. Since he was back, and they
were going free that meant he needed them. How Desolation managed to end up on his feet was one of
the great mysteries of the underworld.
One of the trapped spirits mumbled the human proverb to the demon next to him, "it's the Peter
Principle. Frequently, one is promoted to the absolute peak of one's incompetence.
None of that mattered now, because this pack of Wolves, was back in the hunt.
"Everyone out," one of the guards said. The thug-demons stepped aside so the former captives
could exit the chamber. The force gathered in an adjoining cave to await their orders from Lord
Desolation.
There was a commotion at the entrance to the chamber. Four massive guard-thugs appeared
carrying a thick, flat object similar to a stone table slab, followed by a pair hideous Slayer-Trolls
dragging a mutilated spirit. They stepped aside so they could pass.
"It’s Rex,” gasped on the newly freed demons.
"You mean that pompous scribe and adviser?"
"He doesn’t look good," another said.
The comment brought a fiendish smile to Lord Desolation's face. The Slayer-Trolls pinned Rex
down on the slab. He howled in pain as flaming dagger were driven deep in the slab through his four
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appendages.
The flames cauterized the wounds, the blades opened the wounds. This ingenious form of
cruelty was reserved for traitors who betray the ways of the treacherous.
Rex had incurred the wrath of Lord Desolation. The message was clear to all of the assembled
spirits. I can imprison you, and I can torture you if you fail me.
Lord Desolation walked to the center of the chamber and stood among the crowd. The
potentate held out his hand and snapped his fingers, an underling handed him a device that looked
strangely human.
"Rex, since you love everything human, let's see how you like these Apples."
Desolation lifted the device over his head so the assembled spirits could see it. Though it was
of terrestrial design, all of the spirits in the chamber knew what it was.
"That thing won't last long, the battery will die soon," one spirit said.
"Doesn't matter, It will be the last thing he ever hears, it'll play in his mind, forever," another
spirit said.
Lord Desolation went to the slab and looked at Rex. "Enjoy this as long as you can," he placed
the head phones on Rex, and said to his audience, "the collected hymns of Martian Luther; compiled,
arranged and performed by the Des Moines Polka society."
Desolation pressed play and put his foot on the slab, “Rex you treacherous &*%&*$, since you
love all things human, enjoy the gift of music.”
Rex arched his back in artistic and spiritual agony. Lord Desolation pushed Rex into the dark
room vacated by his demon force. The slab struck the far wall and tipped over on the staked out
demon. Two Guard-Thugs closed the doors, Lord Desolation placed his personal seal and curse on the
vault.
“Bring me Raften!” he screamed.
Raften walked into the open space and stood before Lord Desolation.
“I seem to have an opening for a chief assistant," Desolation said. "And you are the one for the
job. I trust you will not end-up like my former adviser."
Raften bowed and scraped.
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"All of you, we have only one job to do before the new moon tomorrow. DO NOT FAIL ME!
Raften will bring you up to speed on the events that have transpired during your detainment.
Lord desolation left the chamber to personally oversee the coming Satanist gathering.
After Raften's briefing, Desolation's demons exploded into the earth’s atmosphere with renewed
fury and murderous intent. They held one common objective; the destruction of the Ella Parker and her
baby.

Ryan checked his watch again. It's only, 7:26. I need to walk some more. He crossed the tracks
that divided the town, and strolled into the older part of downtown Escalon. He was two blocks up
Main Street when he felt inspired to sing.
All hail the power of Jesus name, let Angels prostrate fall,
Bring forth the royal diadem, and crown him Lord of all!
He was so caught up in song that he tripped over the Angel sprawled across the sidewalk. A
strong hand stopped him from falling. When Ryan caught his balance he looked down into the eyes of
the most magnificent creature imaginable.
"Ah, thanks for catching me..."
"My pleasure, you need to get down right now." The Angel pulled Ryan down next to him on
the sidewalk and covered him with one of his wings.
A missile shot by over head. Ryan felt sheer terror in the pit of his stomach.
“Stay down!” Ryan’s Angel commanded.
“Who are you?"
"I'm here for you."
Not knowing what else to do, Ryan called on God, “I take authority over this situation in the
name of Jesus Christ!”
When he finished praying, Ryan wasn't afraid.
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The Angel reached into his satchel and pulled out a pair of golden glasses. "Here, put these on."
Ryan took the spectacles and slipped them over his nose. "This is weird. Is this what happened
to Joseph Smith?"
"That's a story for another time—right now I need to get you up to speed on the current, tactical
situation."
"Why should I wear these?"
"They help you use what you have, and see what you can't."
Another projectile streaked by. Ryan followed the blur until it exploded in the South wall of his
bank. When he looked back he was surrounded on all sides by powerfully built angels.
They were facing outward, shielding him from the incoming fire. Five armored Angels hovered
above him; two were beneath him looking up through the sidewalk.
"How can I see through stuff? It looks like everything is made up of thin air?"
"Yes and no. The scripture describes it like this, God made what you can see out of what you
can't see. Matter, the stuff you see and touch is made from the best stuff, but its not from this earth.
But what you see is as close to the real thing as possible."
Is he kidding me...did he just quote an ice tea marketing slogan?
Ryan was gawking at his surroundings and without thinking he started to stand, the Angel held
him down. “Stay down inside our perimeter. The attack isn't over yet. We will counter this action
momentarily.”

The Guardian Angel spoke rapidly in an unknown tongue. Two of the warriors launched to the
attack. They accelerated to a tremendous speed straight into a Self-Storage building in their path.
They came out the other side and vanished, though their contrails continued in the same
direction. There were several bright flashes, followed by secondary explosions.
Ryan followed the debris and smoke trails back to their source. They just hit the Masonic lodge
a block away on Main street.
"What was that all about?" Ryan asked.
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“Snipers. They tried to take you out. That's what passed over head a moment ago. We got you
down in time. No worries! One of the guys would've taken the bullet for you."
"Be sure to thank them for me."
"You can thank God, he sent us. Now watch. The snipers tried to hit and run, but we saw them
first. They're pinned down inside the Masonic building.”
“Are you gonna storm the building and take them down?” Ryan asked.
“It’s not quite that easy. That building is virtual property of the enemy. It's the equivalent of
one of your foreign embassies; it's dark spiritual territory in a human land.
The demons made it to the Lodge. We have to honor the rights of the rebellious in these
matters. That is unless we're permitted to storm the stronghold.”
“How do you get permission to attack the stronghold?”
The Guardian said nothing.
The other Angels around Ryan stood with crossed arms.
Ryan was puzzled, "Why can't you attack the enemy, especially when they know where they
are. If you're here to protect me and they tried to kill me, why can't you do what you have to do?"
Ryan's Angel looked at him like a grammar school teacher.
"Does it have anything to do with my prayer?"
The Angel didn't say anything but he grinned, ever so slightly.
Is that why? My prayer: taking control in Jesus' name. Is this what happens to the things we
can't see? Ryan drew a blank.
What should I do? He considered his circumstance. It's seven thirty in the morning, I’m
kneeling on the sidewalk taking with invisible beings. I hope nobody sees me...wait a minute, I hope
everybody sees me.
Ryan got to his feet, the courage of God surged into his spirit. Then he sang out, “Lord God
Almighty, rebuke these killers! They tried to destroy me, and now they run and hide. Treat them the
same way they've treated me. Amen.”
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Ryan's Angel was operating under standing orders from the Captain of the host; do what I
would do.
The Angel stood next to Ryan, "Do what I do."
"Okay, this will be interesting," Ryan said.
The Angel raised his hand and pointed at the Masonic lodge, "Deal with the enemy."
Ryan raised his hand and pointed at the Masonic lodge, "Deal with the enemy." He looked at
his Angel, "is that it?"
"That's it."
"Wow, I thought you'd go all medieval or even worse."
"Or what...quote Ezekiel?" Ryan's Angel said.
"Oh, I get it."
"No need for that."
"Really? Why?"
"The power's not in the words, the power is God's and God's alone. The focus and authority to
use that power is activated through agreement."
"Do you mean, 'where two or more agree on one thing...'"
"Yes but, don't forget the rest of it. We don't. It what you release and restrain that get's the job
done," his Angel said.
"So that means also whatever we, restrict here, is restricted there. Does heaven actually comply
with that?"
"Yes, of course, why else would the Son say it? It's the Father's God's pleasure to give you the
Kingdom," his Angel said.
"So, the Kingdom is when what happens here is what God wants to happen, there."
"You're getting close...but right now we need to deal with the evil at hand. Sufficient for the day
and all," his Angel said.
"Wow, you really know the word."
"We Ryan looked toward the Masonic lodge, "how about this, Lord cut off, restrict any means
of retreat for the snipers, and release any and all power and wisdom needed to destroy the...the snipers.
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Amen." Ryan looked back at the Angel, "do I need to say, in Jesus' name?"
"We only operate, in Jesus' name."
"Then Amen; let's operate, in Jesus' name."
The pair of warriors who disappeared above the Masonic hall, reappeared and they were
packing heavy artillery. One Angel held an object that resembled a plow made of translucent light. He
soared several thousand feet above the lodge and then he did a hammerhead maneuver and started his
descent. The second Warrior fell into position behind him, he held a weapon shaped and colored like a
rainbow.
The leading Angel, with the light-plow, started taking fire from the demon snipers in the lodge,
but their projectiles were absorbed by the shimmering light-plow. The firing intensified until the lead
Angel crashed into the building. The impact crumpled the insides of spiritual stronghold, the demon
snipers fell to the bottom floor.
When the shock wave hit, Ryan lost his balance and almost fell over. His Angel grabbed his
arm and said, "Wait, there's more."
The first Angel flew off toward the West, the second Warrior fell into the building like a Navy
Seal fast roping from a helicopter.
"We call it, the rainbow warrior..."
"You're kidding!" Ryan said.
"Watch," the Angel said.
The Warrior stood over the snipers and held the rainbow to their necks.
"They are death-vowed. This is the fate worse than destruction for them," the Angel said.
"What does that mean? Ryan asked.
"You were their Jihad."
"They existed to destroy me?"
"Yes, they were the weapon formed against you."
"Does this happen to other believers?"
"All the time, their hatred has no earthly limit," the Angel said.
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Ryan looked at the other Angels stationed around him. Several were still in defensive positions,
facing outward. But the others were watching the snipers, and their brother Angels.
"Why are the others so, solemn?"
“A stronghold has been crushed, and the proud and powerful are now angry and regretful. This
place has been an open sore in the community for decades. Their attack against you will be their last.
The Elect have resisted the spirit that ruled this stronghold. You were the straw that broke evil's back."
Now they are captives. Their shame is great.”
The Warrior struck the Sniper-demons with the rainbow weapon and they were enveloped in a
shroud of black smoke. Their armor, their clothing and the outer layers of their bodies dissolved like
snow in the rain, any resemblance to their Angelic counterparts was gone. What remained was a
skeletal rendering of their former selves. The defeated demons gathered their weapons of war and
started walking, stumbling from the weight of the load behind them.
Ryan recognized most of the weapons. He'd battled with them most of his life. Lies, bribery,
racial hatred, wealth, power, affluence, pride, the list was long and the assortment was large.
The demons piled their arsenal in the middle of the street. Ryan's Angel, the other Guardians
and the Warriors who stormed the stronghold stood at attention on the sidewalk. The commander gave
the order and they turned their backs on the defeated demons.
The shaming was complete.
The Angel with the rainbow-weapon hovered over to the spoils of war. The fabulous light
dissolved the acrimonious-arsenal. As the dark weapons vanished in the light, Ryan heard horrible
shrieks from all four corners of the town.
Ryan's Angel said, “You are hearing the sound of ultimate hatred. The evil spirits that haunt
Escalon are cursing you, blaming God, and threatening us. They want to deny what happened here.
They want to put fear in your heart. Don't be afraid, God is with you.”
The defeated demons started to rise toward the clouds. From the North, a long, single-file line
of defeated spirit beings approached. They were chained together but they marched out of step. A
single Angel led the procession. When the slave caravan had almost passed, the two demons fell into
line behind the last demon. They fashioned their own chains from the rags they wore.
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Ryan's Angel shouted so everyone in town could hear. “The parade of the proud continues.
Those who God has resisted will resist no longer.” Ryan watched until the chain-gang disappeared
over the horizon.
"I'll take those if you please," Ryan's Angel said.
"You mean I can't keep em’? Is that why no one ever saw the golden spectacles that translated
the Mormon manuscripts?"
"Hey, that was no 'angel' and those where not our spectacles."
The battle was over, the Angels we gone and Ryan was alone on the sidewalk. He walked over
to the spot in front of the Masonic lodge where the weapons burned and felt the pavement. It was hot
and it was cold at the same time. He looked over at the lodge building, and started laughing. He could
still see the crumbled shape of the spiritual stronghold through the physical structure. I will never
forget who rules this town.
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CHAPTER28
Friday morning the Sun rose blood-red and brilliant, and Francis already had already spent two
shop hours working on his front-end loader. He looked toward the East, across his green fields, thank
you Lord for another day...morning by morning, new mercies I see.
A door slammed and Skip bounded down the stairs from his shop-loft apartment. Francis tipped
his John Deere hat and Skip lifted his trademark aluminum coffee mug (that has never refused a refill)
An old pick-up truck pulled into the yard.
"Looks like the guys you hired are here," Skip said.
“There’s coffee in the office, help yourself.” Francis said.
“Thanks, I will.” Skip headed for the office, and his second refill of the morning.
Francis went out meet the men pouring out of a camper on back of the old Ford pickup. The
men exchanged greetings, Francis took the time to explain what each man needed to do.
Skip was watching the men in the yard through the office window. Who is this guy? How can
a man love work, love God, love his family and love other people at the same time. Skip topped off his
mug and went out the join the hired hands.
"So boss, what do you have for me today?" Skip asked.
"I was just thinking about that. The North 80 acres need disking, if you can get most of it done
by tomorrow I can get the ground ready to plant by the middle of next week." Francis said.
"I think I can get the North check done." Skip said.
"Well get to it," Francis said.
"Will do."
Skip took off for the North field and Francis went back to the shop office. I need to pray for a
while. First he had to ask God for the time to pray; then he could start praying. Francis prayed for the
next hour.
Phil Parker was late. Unexpected things came up: A business problem, a canceled contract and
a half hour phone meeting, and all before breakfast. Dora was already up and gone, she was taking a
class at the Community College.
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Phil was all by his lonesome. His attempt to assemble something approaching an edible
breakfast failed miserably. I guess its McBreakfast again, if I can get there before they start serving
lunch.
Phil made it out the front door and looked toward the driveway, where's my car? Then he
looked toward the street, oh yeah, I left it out. He started toward the car.
“Good morning Phil, I don’t see you at this hour very often.” Phil almost tripped over the
uneven walkway in front of his house.
“Good morning Jim. You startled me, my mind was somewhere else. As usual, I’m late,”
Jim stood on the sidewalk at the end of Phil's walkway. “I hope you don’t mind my asking, but
have you heard anything from Ella?”
Phil swallowed hard, “No we haven’t. And I appreciate your asking. I know you care about her
and our whole family for that matter. Thanks! I need to get going, I’m late and hungry as it is. Have a
good day Jim.”
Phil reached for his keys and Jim held up a handful of letters, “Phil, I've got some of your mail.”
Jim cut across the grass and handed Phil the stack of correspondence.
“Thanks Jim. I'll let you know when we hear from Ella. I know she's Okay, it's my Fathers
Intuition.”
Phil climbed into his car, Bills, bills, more bills, I am sure glad Dora takes care of these for us.
He threw the bundle of letters on the seat next to him. They fanned out, one letter caught his eye.
What's this?
The corner of the envelope was embossed with the all-seeing eye, the same eye that sat on the
tip of the pyramid on the flip side of the dollar bill. He pulled the envelope from the stack, it was
addressed to Dora. Why would she get something like this in the mail?
Maybe it was the hunger, or because he was in a hurry, it might have been innocent curiosity,
for whatever reason he tore open the envelope.
“...In response to your recent call to our network...we would appreciate the opportunity to let
you know about some of our other services... If you need us we are here; signed Psychic-Interactive.”
This has to be a mistake. Dora would never call those people, she knows what they represent,
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they're agents of evil.
Now he was more that curious, he was concerned. If she called, there must be a record. He
went to web and pulled up their phone account. He accessed the household call records for the last two
weeks. He didn’t see anything out of the ordinary; that brought relief.
This whole thing must be a mistake. He closed the browser and slipped his smart-phone in his
shirt pocket. Still, this doesn't seem right. Phil picked up the letter from Psychic-Interactive and read it
all the way through.
That's it! It's a pay-for-view thing. He grabbed his phone and pulled up his cable statement,
$39.95, for five minutes. It wasn't the money, but now he was mad.
Phil checked the time and date listed for the call. Now this is beginning to make sense. The
date, and the time matched the night before he found his wife passed out next to the bottle of sleeping
pills. The house was a mess and that alone should have tipped him off that something was wrong.
Lord, what has Dora done? Help us, help me, help our daughter, help our home. Then Phil
realized that something was very wrong, he began to pray out loud.
“Jesus I need you! I do not know why all of these things have happened to me, to my family.
I’m not even sure if I believe that you are still in control of this disaster. But I feel just like Peter and
that group of disciples who said they had nowhere else to turn, only you have the words of life."
"I need your life right now. Please hear my cry, see my heart. I'm a sinful man, but I trust your
grace. Help me! Please!”
With tear-stained cheeks, Phil started his car and drove away, much as his daughter had done
when she left weeks before.
Ella reached up and opened the window; the pine-scented bathroom cleaner nauseated her.
Everything made her sick these days. The new window was difficult to move, Gina said the repair man
hadn't done his best. Standing at the window reminded her of Jim.
Where is he now? I wonder if his hand is okay? He'd never be interested in someone like me!
Ella turned and looked at herself in the mirror, I look huge. Will my body ever be young and beautiful
again?
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Gina kept telling her, 'Don’t fixate.'
Ella forced Jim out of her mind. I need to think of more realistic things. Things like, baby
clothes, my parents, and what I'm going to do about my life, and my baby's life? Besides, The
Stenkouskis say I can't date as long as I live with them.
If she was interested in a young man, she could invite him over to the house, and anything that
happened from then on would be safer and smarter for everyone involved. Ella agreed to the terms,
and she intended to keep her end of the bargain, she didn’t want to threaten her living arrangement.
The shrill sound penetrated the walls of the garage. Paul was riding the horn.
“Ella do you have everything? You know our car number...there's food in the refrigerator. Are
you sure you don’t want to go with us tonight?” Gina said as she appeared in bathroom door.
“I'm fine thanks. I think I need some rest,” Ella said.
“Remember the rules: No boys, no booze, no bombs!” Paul laid on the horn again, “Gotta go,
love you much girl.” Gina gave Ella a kiss on the cheek; she was sped away to the waiting car. Only
the scent of her perfume lingered.
Ella heard the garage door close, home alone. She opened the cupboard and grabbed a fresh
bag of Mesquite barbecue chips. Her favorite! She sprawled out on the sofa with the remote, another
night of chips, TV and tears. Cool, I can check out the new satellite channels. I wonder what that
handsome satellite man is doing.
It was brutally hot, and the freeway was pitted and cracked. The Semi tractor/trailer was
running at seventy-five miles an hour when the tread peeled off the inside left rear tire.
Ryan Dow pulled hard to the left by in time to dodge the sheet of steel-belted rubber, but there
was a car in his blind spot.
His heart stopped. Everything became a slow-motion movie scene. He turned to see if his wife
was buckled in, she was. He glanced at his white knuckled hands on the wheel. The air freshener
hanging from his rear-view mirror looked like it was floating in the vacuum of space.
In the corner of his eye he saw the bumper closing in on his door. He's going to hit me and I
can't move?
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The cars collided, they hit the same Angel. The Guardian absorbed the impact and redirected
the energy straight up into the atmosphere. The spiritual super-collider stabilized both cars, giving
Ryan and the other driver the chance to make the necessary corrections.
“Sweet Jesus,” Ryan screamed just like his mother did when she got excited. His wife shook
her head and smiled.
“Honey, that's our exit up ahead.” Millie pointed out.
Ryan looked in the mirror, he scanned the right lane over his shoulder, then eased into the lane
change.
“The place is supposed to be just past that,” Millie said pointing toward the big orange,
Welcome to Madera sign.
The Fruit Basket Restaurant was a local landmark. The Dow's had been talked into driving all
this way South to attend a work-from-home business presentation. Ryan accepted the invitation as an
excuse to get out town for an evening with his wife.
They parked and locked the car and started for the entrance. Ryan, the perfect gentleman,
reached to open the restaurant door, then he pulled his hand back, “I don’t want to do this, do you?”
Millie grinned and said, “Let’s get a pizza, and see the sights!”
“Let’s do that.”
After eating all the pizza that is humanly possible, the night was still young.
"I guess it's time to see the sights,” Ryan said.
“How about a movie,” Millie said.
Ryan found a local paper and scanned the movie adds. “Weird isn’t it?”
“What's 'weird?'”
“In a town this size they have eight different films showing on ten screens.”
Nothing appealed to the Dow’s, and they didn’t want to drive all the way back home early.
"Didn’t Paul invite us to a meeting in Santa Nella" Ryan said. “Where's Santa Nella?”
His wife pointed at the wall that was covered with a map-mural of the Central Valley.
“Cool, a life-sized GPS,” Ryan said. He traced their route down high 99 past Modesto, Turlock,
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Merced, Chowchilla, all the way to Madera. “Want to go to a healing meeting tonight?” Ryan said with
a big grin.
To his utter amazement, Millie said, “Sure, why not.”
Ryan laughed. Millie, you never cease to amaze. Any other time I'd have to lobby you for days
before you'd attend another, church-thing.
Five minutes later they were on highway 99, heading North, looking for the Highway 153
turnoff. “Could you find that text from Paul? I don't want to get there and miss the place.” Ryan said.
Millie took his phone and took care of the details.

Skip turned the tractor around and headed West, into the setting sun. The lush sound of
Mannheim steamroller saturated the enclosed cab of the huge machine. He enjoyed dragging the
massive disk; it was the perfect combination of power and purpose. He also appreciated the fine stereo
Francis installed in the air-conditioned cab.
This is the way to work. Skip didn’t mind the long hours, or the hard work and the pay was
adding up fast. Most of all it keep his hands busy so he was free to think.
What if I was born in another time and place...what if I was one of the fierce warriors of Israel
and Judah. He was re-reading the bible stories of; Caleb. Joshua, Samson and the prophet/king, David.
They fought for God, they had a reason for violence, and killing meant something more than
conquest. Skip was searching for his place in this world, what place is there in this world for a trained
killer with a conscience? There are no Philistines or Ammonites or 'whatever-ites' anymore.
His phone buzzed, he cut the music and read the caller’s name, "Francis, what's up?"
"If you can fit it in, I'm re-inviting you to the meeting tonight. Don't let the work stop you from
coming."
"Thank you Sir, I will take that under advisement," Skip said. He felt a little foolish talking to
Francis like that, but going to a church meeting was a serious thing for him.
"Good evening, and keep your eyes and ears open, a guy like you might be called into action at
any time. Blessings."
What does he mean a guy like me, called into action, at any time? Lord you know that’s the last
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thing I want right now. Skip stopped the tractor. Why did I pray like that? What's happening to me,
I've never talked to You...I mean talked to God like that.
Skip finished the row and took his time turning the monster tractor around, the canal bank was
low and he could easily ditch the whole machine if he wasn’t paying attention.
Ryan and Millie pulled into the Holiday Inn parking lot. They circled the parking lot looking
for a clue to the whereabouts of the mysterious meeting. Millie saw a hand-lettered sign next to the
lobby entrance, "Ryan look, it's a sign, Miracle meeting tonight.”
"That's real funny honey."
They found a parking spot. Ryan was locking the doors when they saw the Stenkouskis walking
from their car.
"Thanks Ryan," Paul said.
"Oh, hi Paul. Gina. Thanks for what?"
"He's glad he didn't have to buy you dinner," Gina answered.
"The night is young and I can work up a powerful hunger praying." Ryan said.
They entered the lobby looking for another sign, they found one. The arrow directed them up
stairs to a small meeting room. They took a seat in the small room about half way back. Paul counted
twenty-eight people, maybe sixty percent women, five or six teenagers, and the rest were men of all
ages. On a folding table centered against the front wall, an iPod was plugged into dock station playing
soft Christian music.
Ryan leaned over to Millie, "What do you think?"
"This is sweet, there's no other way to describe it, it is just sweet!"
A few minutes after seven, two men entered the room from a side door. The older man was
silver-haired, deeply suntanned with a kind face. The second man was in his early forties, he wore a
suit and carried a large bible. He smiled at Ryan like he knew him. He walked over and introduced
himself.
“Welcome, my name is Jack Prize. It is nice to have you folks with us tonight.”
The couples exchanged greetings and names with Jack. He started to leave but he stopped
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and looked at Ryan, "you're a pastor, true?"
“I am!” He answered unable to hide the amazement in his voice.
“When the time comes, would you be willing to come up and pray for the people with us?”
Ryan hesitated, then he managed a weak, “sure...love to!”
Jack smiled and walked away to greet a few more people, then he took a seat.
The Dodge Ram Charger 4x4 pickup rumbled past the reduced speed ahead sign. The driver
didn’t see it, he was doing sixty-five miles per hour when Officer Rodriguez pulled him over.
The Gatekeepers Angels weren't paying attention. If he hadn't been caught speeding, they might
have missed him.
"The scripture saved us again, the civic official is the servant of God," the Gate Commander
said. He sent a Gatekeeper to check out the driver.
"Mr. Stack, by signing this...without admitting guilt...you will appear..." Officer Rodriquez
handed back his license, registration and proof of insurance.
The Gatekeeper knew him. Jim Stack was a Satanist sympathizer. The holy Angels didn't know
why he was in town on a full-moon Friday night, but they were pretty sure he wasn't here to watch the
high school football game like most of the residents.
The Commander alerted the city-watchers that a known Satanist want-to-be had entered the city
limits. After he signed the ticket, and the officer pulled away, Jim Stack drove into residential Escalon,
shadowed by a pair of highly protective local Angels.
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CHAPTER 29
Oz and his friend David Jones were in the studio tuning their guitars.
“What's the plan for tonight?” David asked.
“I'm not sure yet, things feel so different. I've never had a sponsor or supporter before.”
“Didn't Jay put you on, that's a sponsorship...isn't it?”
“Good point. I remember hearing this Romanian pastor, on this station, who said, '90% of
Christians survive persecution, but less than 10% endure prosperity.'"
"I don't think we have much to worry about, I still have to get up for work tomorrow morning."
David said.
"Gotta endure that prosperity my friend," Oz said. They had a laugh, it helped break the
tension.
Oz adjusted his microphone and pulled up some notes on his laptop computer. "Tonight's
different, something's happening and we're part of it."
"Are you talking about your visit from the Angel?" David said.
"I’m talking about what the Angel was talking about, a large and dangerous spiritual situation.
This is the night. Whatever is going down is going down tonight."
"How do you know, did the Angel visit you again?"
"No, this comes from the top. The Holy Spirit is all over my heart and mind tonight. I feel like
this is one of the big reasons Melchizedek is on the air. Let me put it like this; it's impossible to
exaggerate how far God will go to save one person. This is about one person, that's what I feel
tonight." Oz said.
David started singing, "someone saved my life tonight..."
Oz joined in, "would you care..." they tore into the Elton John classic. Ron, the station engineer
recorded the whole thing.
At the Saint/Profit Alliance headquarters command center, the spirits were restless. The Saint
looked up through the hole in the ceiling and went ballistic, again. "First it was Zankhw, then Skal,
now every team we assign to that girl end's up gone or gourd. What will it take to finish her off?"
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No one offered any suggestions.
"I am the undisputed Lord of more than one-fourth of the land mass of the state of California. I
have legions of demons under my command,"
Lord Profit shot daggers with his eyes at the Saint.
"As I was saying, we control this state but we can't destroy one, pregnant, girl." He looked at
Lord Profit and said. "and what do you propose, Prophet!"
"I suggest you don't profane my name with a crass biblical-pun."
"My apologies," the Saint said with some actual sincerity. He continued, "It's almost as if He,"
the Saint pointed to the open sky, "as if He has turned Prophets loose in our towns.

A tall, lanky man dressed in a brilliant red cowboy shirt and brown wrangler jeans walked to the
front of the small room and pushed the pause button on his iPod.
“Can you believe I can work that thing?" He got a laugh from the room. "Good evening, my
name is Francis Simms. I’m a farmer, a father and a husband. This is my beautiful bride of thirty-eight
years, Bonnie. Thank you for coming tonight."
"We believe God will do great and wonderful things here tonight. Understand a few things, we
are not a church, we attend local churches. We don't take offerings so keep your hands off your wallets
and out of your purses."
"I like this guy," Paul whispered to Ryan.
"Third; we pray for the sick, for those troubled by evil spirits, and anyone else who want to feel
the touch of God’s anointing.”
Francis introduced several other people, and he set everyone at ease with his down home charm
and easy going manner. Next he explained why he started holding meetings, “...The Lord put a burden
on my heart to pray for the sick and the oppressed. The Spirit of God was very specific about how I
should conduct their meetings."
"This should be interesting," Ryan whispered to Paul. Both men got elbows from their wives.
Francis went on, "He said to me, hold the meetings at this hotel, don't charge anything, and pray
for anyone who asks, regardless of their background or faith. Now that sounds good doesn't it?"
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Paul and Ryan said, "That sounds good Mr. Simms, yes it does."
"Just Francis please," he said with a smile. "The Lord also told me that if I didn’t conduct these
meetings, He would save, and raise up a prostitute and a pimp to do this ministry. So we're here out of
obedience to God. I still pray that God will save that prostitute and pimp, the kingdom of God needs
more people to care for hurting people.”
Ryan Dow liked this country gentleman. He was straight forward, and genuine. Ryan wasn’t
sure about what or who he might be praying for this evening, but after his morning adventure with the
Angels in Escalon, he knew that there were things going on that he didn't see. He also believed that
God would show him everything he would need to see.
Francis continued, “Before I was married, I dated and then I ‘jilted’ or broke up with a woman
who was deeply involved in witchcraft. When I hurt her, she told me something I dismissed as silly
and superstitious."
"She said that she put a curse on my first-born. She predicted that my first child would be a
girl, and that my daughter would die before she reached the age of thirteen."
"I laughed at her as I said good-bye. I was a good Catholic, so I felt nothing like that could
happen to me. Several years later I gave my life to Jesus Christ. I married and yes my first-born was a
beautiful girl. We loved her very much."
Francis paused to take a sip of water. The people in the room were hanging on every word.
"The day she was born, I remembered the curse that woman had placed over my first-born, but I
did nothing about it. One day my family and I were in a park, having a picnic. My daughter walked
over to the water fountain to get a drink."
"I watched from a distance as she took her last drink, and she dropped dead. She would have
turned thirteen the in three days. While there was still time, I did nothing to break that deadly curse.
Now I pray for the Lord Jesus to break curses, hexes, voodoo or witchcraft over adults and children.”
Several people let out stifled gasps, some cried out loud. Paul and Gina looked at each other
with tears in their eyes.
Ryan was conflicted. How could God let that happen? How did he not know what would
happen? But he said he should have know, that means just because someone doesn't know about it, the
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evil one can still hurt them. That's horrible!
Ryan looked up at the Farmer standing at the front of the room. Francis knows how horrible it
is, this is not a theological issue, it's a survival issue.
Ryan looked over at his wife and managed a weak smile. He decided to keep his heart open to
what he might learn tonight.

Oz came back on, "This is Joshua Nun and you are listening to Melchizedek, your feast from
famine on Friday night. Have you ever had an experience that changed the way you used think so
drastically that you even forgot how you used to think?"
Ron the engineer and David the guitar player both groaned.
Oz shrugged his shoulders and said, "That didn't come out to well, let me try it like this. I had
my old way of thinking changed and the new way of thinking was so much better that I never think the
old way anymore. That still didn't come out right so, how about if we let the song speak for itself?
We're gonna do this live, so here we go with, We Don' Fight."
Ron cued the rhythm-loop, Oz and David counted off 4 beats and strummed the intro.
Verse 1
We don’t fight, with sticks and clubs-We don’t resort, to push and shove
We don’t get even, with fists and gloves-We use weapons, the ways of love
Verse 2
We do battle day and night-we are tempted wrong and right
We will struggle against the night-we champion the way of light
Chorus
We don’t, we don’t, we don’t, fight-No drive by shootings in the nightWe don’t, we don’t, we don’t, fight-search, destroy of kill
We don't, we don't, we don't fight, we breach the gates of Hell
Chorus 2
When we, when we, when we fight, we use God's word
When we, when we, when we strike, its sharper than a sword
We will fight because we know, the battle is the Lord's
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Bridge
We’re soldiers of conscience, in a mercenary war-Lowly and meek, in spirit we are poor
We’ve yielded our rights to the Father who is true.
Those who are with us, are more than those with you!
Bridge 2
To heal brokenhearted, free prisoners of war, bind up the wounded and close the open sore
All victims of evil, exploited and down-trod, have a savior a hero, the mighty Son of God

Oz and David each tool a solo then the song turned around to the top. The loop stopped and the
guys improvised around the melody. Oz set his guitar down and David continued to work his guitar
magic in the background.
Skip was listening, and when he heard the phrase, we don’t search destroy or kill, he laughed
out loud. Then what do you do if you don’t; search, destroy or kill? That's what war is all about dude.
This Joshua guy wouldn’t know a fight if he lost one!
When Skip finished his critique, Joshua was already into his monologue. “...maybe you've never
heard the phrase, Spiritual Warfare. Some of you may be wondering why we played that song to open
the show. It's ironic, I know. If we don’t fight, then what exactly do we do?"
Skip mumbled, that's what I'm asking you Joshua-boy.
"That's a fair question. Listen to this line," Oz sang some of the bridge, “To heal broken
hearted, free prisoners of war. Bind up the wounded, and close the open sore."
"The fight is real, because the victims and casualties are real. The night before Jesus was
murdered, he was asked, 'Are you a King?' He said, 'yes I am, but my kingdom is not of this world, if it
was; my followers would fight and free me.”
"We don't fight like that. We don't kill, maim, persecute or poison people who don't believe like
us, besides, that's wouldn't stop our enemy from breaking hearts and taking captives. When we come
back we'll talk about our unseen enemy messes with things we can see. You're listening to the
Melchizedek show, on FM 100."
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Joshua pulled back from the microphone, and his friends laughed at him.
“You had to go and do it, didn’t you?”
“Go and do what,” Oz asked.
“Open that can, now we'll get all kind of kook calls," David said. "Just watch, tonight might get
real interesting."
"What 'can' are you talking about?" Oz said. Ron cut him off with the back in 5 signal.
Oz was talking to Ron and David when he came back on the air, "...spiritual warfare isn't a can
of worms, it more like a container of serpents, people know there's something out there we can't
see...Oops, this is Melchizedek and I wasn't sure we were on the air, yet."
Skip turned his attention from the radio program to the ground he was breaking. I wonder how
Francis and his church thing is going? He pulled the disk up to avoid a concrete pipe near an irrigation
gate. I'll give this Joshua guy another chance, as long as he doesn't talk about war. But the music is
pretty cool and the guys play some sweet guitar.

Ella stared at the TV, this is boring. Nothings on I want to watch, and I don't want to watch
shows about other people and their dysfunctional lives.
Jim Stack turned right onto California Street, and drove North-west toward Third Street. Two
blocks later he passed the Assembly of God Church on his left. The building sparked a memory, but
another voice in his mind said, keep to the task at hand! At the stop sign he turned left onto Olive he
shut down his lights and slowly approached the Stenkouski house.
Ella pointed the remote at the TV like a gun, the screen flickered off. Why do I have to stay
here? I have a car; I can do what I want. She was starting to feel like she was being held in this house
against her will. Though the opposite was true, she was here because of her strong will. No, they let
me stay here, they have been good to me.
When Jim turned onto Olive, one of the local Angles riding with him went ahead to talk with
the team of Guardians watching the Stenkouski property.
“What brings you to our street...things a little slow at the Gate?" the property commander asked.
“We're tailing a kid named Jim Stack, a know Satanist."
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"So he came back," the property commander said.
"He was here before, when?"
"He came on-site to install a satellite system for the Stenkouskis."
"Did Ella meet him?" The local Angel asked.
"She probably saved his life. The guy fell into a window and Ella helped him out, she stopped
the bleeding and kept her head; one tough gal." The property commander said.
"I don't like him," the local Angel said.
"It's good to see you when there isn't a fight going on. Oh, how did that skirmish with the
snipers and Ryan Dow end op?" The property commander asked.
JH

"They lost. The embassy/stronghold at the Masonic lodge is gone, the snipers are on permanent

parade, and Ryan has a story to tell that no one will believe."
"Peace my friend." The commander said.
"Shalom, the Lord is great," the local Angel said. He joined his partner and left Jim Stack to the
property Guardians.
Jim Stack was carrying a Symbiot-spirit in his soul cavity. A Symbiot demon is a parasitic
passenger who partners with a host human to accomplish sensitive assignments that require the strength
and knowledge of a demon, and the will and audacity of a human.
Because of the Symbiot, Jim was aware that there might be Angels around the property. When
he pulled up in front of the Stenkouskis house, the Symbiot looked out through the boys eyes and came
face to face with a pair of property Guardians.
"What are you doing here, parasite?" One of the Angels asked.
The Symbiot withdrew into Jim's brain. Jim started the truck, the demon hoped this might trick
the Angels into thinking they were leaving the area.
Why are we leaving, that's Ella's house, Jim questioned.
Shut-up and drive, I need to figure out how to get inside the house. You didn't see what I saw.
Jim couldn't believe what he was hearing, the spirit inside me is a coward?
He decided to take the initiative, I can get in. I can get Ella to let me in. Does that work for
you!
Fine, just get her to let you in that Angel-haunted house.
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CHAPTER30
“This is Melchizedek, and you’re on the air.”
“Are you Joshua, the announcer?”
“Yes I am. What do you say?”
“I think you have the ignorance of a bigot, and the arrogance of a Zealot. How can you talk
about something like, Spiritual Warfare? Why does this station even put you on?"
"The same reason I put you on; to hear what you have to say. So what do you have to say?"
"You talk about these imaginary, demons and spirits. Do you think one will manifest on the air
tonight?"
"Do you have anything at all to say?" Oz asked again.
“I don’t want to listen to this program anymore!” The caller hung up.
"Carl, you're on Melchizedek."
“Joshua, what’s up man? I’m glad that I got through. It’s getting harder to talk to you.”
“Carl I'm glad we could connect again. What’s on your mind?”
“Where can we get some of your music? And, I believe in the demon and occult stuff. I mean
too much of it goes on around us to deny it.”
“I agree, if I didn’t I wouldn't do a show like this."
“So Joshua, what do you think about all those shows on TV, you know the shows about UFO's,
ghosts and monsters, are they for real or what?”
“If you ever watch one all of the way through, they leave the whole thing up in the air for us to
decide, and of course to tune in next week. What gets me is, they never produce a UFO, they never see
a ghost, and they never find any Monsters. Maybe the ghosts grabbed the monsters and took off in the
UFO's."
"But there are demons and Angels, aren't there?” Carl asked.
"Yes, and the Angels are constantly doing God's work and the demons are always trying to
sabotage God's work. Carl thanks for your call. You're listening to the Melchizedek program, on FM
100. Soon to be nationwide!”
The show went to a musical break, then to a public service announcement.
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Skip dropped the disk and left the tractor idling as he stepped down for a smoke.

Joshua's chat

with Carl reminded him of his days on deployment. He had many similar discussions with his platoon
on night watches under the stars.
When life and death are interchangeable possibilities, the conversation always drifted toward
God, and to the great eternal questions like. Why are we here? What am I supposed to do? Does my
life matter? Will the Rams ever win the Superbowl again?
Skip was amazed that he was one of the few guys who actually read the Bible. His guys even
called him a Thumper. That title was reserved for sailors who talked about God.
Why did they think I was a Thumper? Maybe I was then, maybe I am now. Still, regardless of
what he did, his men looked to him for the last word on spiritual matters. No matter how hard he tried
to block it out, the light of God shined in him.
Religious people wouldn't call Skip religious. Most of his family and church-friends back home
called him hopeless. All that mattered to him then, was his men and staying alive. He wasn't sure what
mattered to him now but he was glad to be alive.
He dropped the cigarette butt and pressed it into the soft soil. At least I'm alive enough to battle
this bad habit.

Jim was so nervous his face was twitching. He made a U-turn in the street and headed back to
the Stenkouski property. He pulled up to the curb in front of the house and shut off the engine.
What's your plan now tough guy? The Symbiot asked.
Jim ignored the evil spirit, he'd already figured out he was on his own. Whatever he did to Ella
was his choice.
Jim looked at his hair in the rear view mirror and the Symbiot looked back at him through the
reflection. Jim stared down his reflection and focused his thoughts, I'll hold up my end of the deal, but
I won't do it for you, I can see what are now. You keep out of my way.
He slammed the door, crossed the sidewalk and started up the path to the Stenkouskis front
door.
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"He has a Symbiot, but I don't think it is in control," the property commander said.
"I think you're right, it looks like the face in the mirror blinked," Ella's Angel said. "I know he's
here for her...I won't let him take her."
The property commander stepped in front of Ella's Angel, "You can't stop him."
"Why? She's my girl and I'd risk eternity to save that baby."
"I know you would, I know you love them, but the boy isn't controlled by that putrid parasite;
he's making his own choices. We can't stop him him until we have just cause." The property
commander said.
"Then I'll be my own cause and I'll go through you and every other Angel to stop that punk from
hurting them," Ella's Angel said.
The property commander stepped back and let him pass. Ella's Angel stormed across the
property line with his sword raised, he was almost in striking range when the Symbiot looked out
through Jim's eyes and started laughing. Do it Angel, I'd do the same thing. It feels good to crush and
control humans.
Ella's Angel stopped in his tracks. His sword hit the concrete and bounced across the walkway.
The moment Jim Stack set foot on her doorstep Gina Stenkouski felt a slap across her face.
"Ouch," she said.
"What's wrong," Paul whispered to his wife.
"I don't know but something's wrong at home."
"Wrong with what?" Paul asked.
"With Ella I think," Gina said.
"Well, we're in a prayer meeting, why don't we pray?"
"I don't want to disrupt the meeting," she said.
"What!" Paul said a bit louder. He looked around and noticed several people were trying not to
look at him.
"Excuse me, what's your name?" Francis asked.
"Me? You mean us?" Paul said pointed at Gina.
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"Both of you, it is okay we're here to listen to God. It sounds like you need to say something."
Francis said with a grin.
"Well, my wife thinks something is happening at our house, you know since we're here maybe
ah..."
"Maybe something evil is taking advantage in your absence?"
"Francis, I was just slapped across the face." Gina said.
"How could that happen?" Paul asked.
"I don't know. It really doesn't matter how, the important thing is when it happened. We're here
to pray and now it seems that God has shown us what to pray about. What could be happening at your
home that would require a slap-in-the-face to get your attention?" Francis asked.
"I'm not sure, our house is fine and everybody's okay...unless, it's about Ella?" Gina said.
"Who's Ella?" Francis said.
"I think she might be the reason," Ryan interrupted.
"Go on..."
"Ryan, Ryan Dow."
"Oh, yes. You’re the pastor." Francis said.
How do they know I'm a pastor? What's going on, even Angels are singling me out. "Yes, I
guess I'm that." Ryan said.
"You think something might be happening to Ella?" Francis said.
"Yes!" Ryan, Gina, Paul and Millie said together.
"That's a confirmation, let's pray." Francis said.

The property commander went across the yard to Ella's Angel, "you did the right thing my
friend."
"Thank God." He held out his hand, his sword jumped in his grasp like a Jedi light-saber.
The Symbiot watched the sword dance into the Angels hand, "you never had the nerve to use it,
boy."
Jim and the Symbiot headed for the front porch of the Stenkouskis house, don't make them any
angrier than they already are...and what' happening to the sky? Jim asked the demon inside.
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Just get us inside and nothing out here can harm us. Jim stepped up on the Stenkouskis porch
and turned to look back. Don't look at them, our business is in there.
I don't see Angels everyday, do you?
Only when I with you, now get us inside this house, the Symbiot said to Jim
Ella's Angel looked up, "prayers are falling from the sky; the Stenkouskis are listening to the
Holy Spirit." The Prayers of the Elect covered the Angel like honey on cornbread. "Thank you God,"
he said. He put his sword away and waited for his next command.

Ella was restless. She was done with the TV, she needed another form of diversion. On the way
to the kitchen she switched on the house-intercom radio button, the Melchizedek was playing.
Her mind was on whatever food she could find in the refrigerator, so she ignored the show
playing softly in the background. She found the fixings for a sandwich in the refrigerator. When she
had all the ingredients spread out next to the sink there was something missing.
What's missing? What do I want? I want pickles. Gina always has those good dill pickles.
Ella started for the garage, when she passed the radio-intercom she heard, “If you want to talk, the
number is, 866-HI-PRIEST...”

Jim stood in the doorway and wasn't sure what was happening. This place looks so much
bigger in the night time. I don’t remember these thick doors, and the walls weren't stone when I
installed the satellite dish.
It's just an old Angel trick. They can make things look worse that they are, the Symbiot said.
Why would they make things worse that they already are? I know I'm not seeing the house the
same way. How do I know you're not changing what I see to make it worse for me?
Fool, if I did that I'd destroy what we're trying to do here, we are on the same team. Knock on
the door and ignore everything else you think you see..
You don't like this anymore than I do, do you? Jim didn't wait for a response. He stepped up to
the huge, castle-like door. Jim cleared his throat and reached for the brass door knocker. He pulled his
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hand back when read the inscription beneath the door knocker. This home is the property of Jesus
Christ.”
Now he was really uncomfortable, he shifted his weight from foot to foot. He raised a finger to
press the door bell button. But underneath the lighted button was another message, “God’s grace to all
who enter.”
That was all it took. Now he wasn't thinking about the big door, or the Christian slogans on the
shinny brass plate, or his unearthly fear, he had to use the restroom! He pressed the door bell, cool, my
finger didn't burn.
Ella heard the bell, we're not expecting anyone. She reached for a kitchen knife but caught
herself, please girl, this is a nice neighborhood. But things didn't feel right. This was like the feeling
sensation she got when a scene in a horror movie was a little too realistic.
Why should I be afraid, I have no one to fear? She grabbed a paper towel to wipe her hands,
and started toward the front door. She switched off the radio as she passed by. The entry hall was dark
and the light was on outside so Ella could easily see out through the stained-glass panel next to the
door.
No way!
She couldn't believe her eyes. I was just thinking about him. Hes cute! But he looks nervous.
Jim was becoming seriously uncomfortable, if no one answered soon, he was out of here.
Important mission or not, he had to tend to his most urgent needs. He pressed the door bell again. .
What do I do? Paul and Gina said, no boys when they aren't here. She looked out the window
again, Jim was moving from leg to leg. What's he doing? Oh, I think I know.
The door bell rand again.
If I don’t answer the door, he'll leave, and I might never see him again! I know what Gina said,
and she'd be upset if I let him in. What if I don’t let him in? What if I just talk to him in the door way?
He probably wants to thank me for saving his life? Why am I having this conversation—this is no big
thing. He’s just a nice guy who wants to visit the person who helped him.
Jim was ready to leave when he heard the door latch click. He bit his lip as Ella pulled the big
door open.
To the demon inside Jim, it looked like a giant vault door had swung open. The pathway into
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the house was still blocked by what appeared to be honeycombed iron bars.
When the door was wide opened, Ella's Angel and another Guardian passed through the side
posts of the door and stood next to Ella. The Symbiot inside Jim caused him to step backward and he
almost fell.
“Are you all right? You stumbled.” Ella said.
Jim regained his balance and control of his vocal chords at about the same time. “I’m fine!
How are you?”
“I’m fine too! What are you doing here?” Ella asked directly.
“Would you believe that I was in the neighborhood, so I decided to stop in. In fact if it wouldn’t
be to much trouble, I really need to use you rest room!”
Ella invited him in.
With that invitation the Symbiot inside Jim Stack became fully active. The honeycombed bars
recessed into the door posts of the house and Jim followed Ella inside.
Ella's Angel and the Guardian had to step back and let Jim’s demon pass. The hallway crackled
with spiritual energy like lightening flashing in a wall cloud.
Jim felt the energy, the power in this house is trying to keep me out, it will strike me down if it
has the chance.
"You know where the upstairs bathroom is," Ella teased, "but why don't you use that one?" She
pointed out a door next to the laundry room.
Ella's warm words shorted out the storm. She made a choice. Heaven stood down, and the
earth, wind and fire followed.
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CHAPTER 31
The meeting was winding down. After praying for nearly everyone in the small room, Francis
turned toward the Stenkouskis, "Could I pray for both of you?"
“Great, I was hoping you would pray for us but, we didn’t want to take your time away from
other people who need it more than we do. So, what should we do?” Gina was more than a little
excited.
“Don’t do anything, let the Spirit of God do whatever he wants,” Francis said.
“OK, where should we stand?” Gina said.
The Stenkouskis relaxed and the people in the room gathered around them, and prayed. No
fireworks exploded, no one was healed of pestilence; they simply prayed. The results of the prayer
weren't seen at the meeting in Santa Nella. In Escalon, at the Stenkouskis house, the prayers impacted
the property like mortar rounds.
The debris filled the sky like a mushroom cloud from an air-fuel bomb. Demons from every
haunt North of the river watched the holy fallout.
One tempter said, "I was in Sodom when the fire fell. Those people were judged for their evil
but, this is a judgment for our evil."
Echstnn the warrior attached himself to one of the prayers as it fell toward the Stenkouski
property. He walked out of the explosion glowing with the glory of God.
"That was some entrance, I've never seen that done before," the property Guardian said.
"I just received a directive from the throne to come see you, and I couldn't resist. I was in the
right place at the right time," Echstnn said.
The Guardians brought Echstnn up to speed on Jim Stack and the Symbiot.
“What is the legal status of this intrusion?”
“Jim, the Symbiot host, entered with permission. Ella invited him in to use the rest room."
"That's a pretty Novel approach," Echstnn said.
"It's been a long time since I've seen prayers land with this much impact, who's praying?" Ella's
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Angel asked.
"It's a Perfect-Storm. The Stenkouskis, Ryan the Pastor, Francis the farmer and about a dozen
other seriously connected believers are praying at the Holiday Inn in Santa Nella." Echstnn said.
"Paul and Gina were looking forward to that meeting tonight," the property Guardian said.
"Look, the boy-host is approaching her," Ella's Angel said.

"Thanks, I needed that." Jim said as he walked into the kitchen. "So…Ella, would you like to
go for a ride?"
"Sure, let me get my things." Ella said.
The Angels wept when they heard her words.
They stood motionless like shell-shocked soldiers as Jim and Ella walked out the door and got
in his pickup. They couldn't bare to watch as the pickup lights vanished around the corner at the end of
the block.
They Angels started to pray. A single answer fell and detonated over their heads. The sky-burst
covered the ministering spirits with the fragrant oil of courage and joy. The precious ointment flowed
over the Angels from head to foot.
Every part of their celestial bodies was drenched and dripping. The holy oil penetrated their
armor, their clothing, their skin and it mingled with the blood of heaven that flowed in their bodies.
"The Holy Spirit is our life and our strength," Echstnn said in hushed reverence.
"Amen!" The Angels said in unison.
“Echstnn, will you take responsibility for Ella's safety? We have this property to protect, and I
don't think the siege is over yet,” the household commander said.
“I'll share responsibility for the girl with you," he said to Ella's Angel. "You love the girl and
her child. You know her better that anyone else."
"Ella intentionally left the safety of this property. Now we have a choice. We can follow her
and take our chances against the powerful evil that might destroy her, or we can stay here and allow
others to champion her." Echstnn said.
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"I'll strike at the gates of Hell to free her," Ella's Angel said.
"I will fight at your side," a city Angel said.
"Do it! Peace and strength to you all," Echstnn said. He assigned both Angels to follow Jim
and Ella. Then he left Escalon to consult with the other command Angels and to find some special
reinforcements.
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CHAPTER 32
“...Welcome back to Melchizedek, your connection to the only true higher power; his name is
Jesus Christ. We have a caller who claims to be a practicing Witch. Zelda, you’re on the Melchizedek
program."
“Good evening, ‘Joshua.’ That's not your name, is it? What are you trying to hide?"
“Next question, ZEL-DA.” Joshua said.
“You claim to be a man of love and compassion on this show, though you are not.”
Joshua listened.
She continued, "If Christians are so full of love and compassion, why are you at war with the
world, especially the unseen world? Why do you, 'we don't fight' things that you know nothing about?
There is great beauty and peace in the realm of spirits. We seek the betterment of man; our spiritual
ruler is not at war with your Spiritual-ruler.”
“Who is your Spiritual Ruler?" Joshua said.
"Names and titles aren't important to our ruler."
"Our ruler has a name. Jesus Christ."
"Oh yes, I remember him, the disgraced and defeated false-prophet of Palestine." Zelda said.
"So you know his name."
"His name is all but forgotten, his cause is failing and his Kingdom is corrupt and crumbling.
His followers are weak and you are all locked in a sibling-civil war, father against son, brother against
brother and believer against believer. You claim to follow the Prince of Peace when you treat him like
a Political-Player."
"I follow Christ; I don't need to defend God. If I needed to defend God then I would be greater
than him. Who is your God? Or, are you afraid to mention his name publicly?"
Click.
"Good choice, if you found out I followed a lesser god, I hang up too."

The meeting was over. Francis invited the Dow's, and the Stenkouskis to have a coffee at the
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local Denny’s. Everyone thought that was a fine idea. Gina and Millie called to check on the children.
Millie called first, "...good to hear, all four boys are alive...thanks, we'll home late. Bye."
After three tries, Gina got through to her moms house. Her teenage daughter was on the phone
with a friend. She called home to say to say hello to Ella. The phone rang twelve times before the
phone machine picked up her call.
"Ella, this is Gina, I couldn't get through, give me a call on my cell. We'll be home around
midnight."
The ladies joined their husbands and headed to the restaurant.
“How are the kids?" Paul asked.
"Just fine," Gina said.
"Is my mom ready to drive them all the way out here to get rid of them?”
“No she said they have been the perfect angels, like she always does. Paul I couldn’t get
through to Ella. The Machine picked up. Do you thing something's wrong?”
“Honey I doubt it. What could be wrong? She's probably asleep, or in the restroom.
Remember when you were pregnant..." Paul said.
“Yea, I guess so, but I’m concerned. I feel like I did that day I saw her at the gas station...when
I nearly burned the place down. Maybe it’s just me.”
"We can head home to check on her.” Paul offered.
“Honey she'll be all right. Let’s go and have a good time, and I want to ask Francis lots of
things. Ella's in God's hands. We can trust him.”
Paul turned into the Denny's parking lot and parked next to the Francis' pickup.
Ryan and Millie pulled up next to them, "Do you guys ever listen to this show? It’s called
Melchizedek. It’s a wild show, kind of like my theme song, you know, ‘Born to be wild!’” Ryan said.
“Yea we listen to it at home. I love the music, and Joshua seems to get things right most of the
time,” Paul answered.
Ryan rolled up the window and the two couples joined Francis and his wife in the coffee shop.
They gave the waitress their food and drink orders. When she left to make Ryan a milkshake, the guys
went on talking about the Melchizedek program.
Francis listened for a moment, then asked, “do you guys think a show like Melchizedek can be
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anointed? By anointed I mean established by God to do a specific work in the Central Valley?”
The question confused Paul, but Ryan knew seemed to know exactly what Francis was asking.
“Yes. I believe God uses things like a radio program to accomplish a specific purpose. What do you
think God wants Melchizedek to do in the Central Valley?"
Francis smiled and said, “Ryan, it sounds like God has talked to you about this program. He's
sure had words with me; he even sent me a messenger, an Angel. What do you know about the radio
program?"
The waitress brought Ryan his milkshake and coffee and iced tea for the others. Ryan looked at
the ice cream delight and pushed it aside. "You say you saw an a Angel, you're lucky...I was almost
killed by a demon."
Gina dropped her water glass. Millie threw some napkins on the spill, Bonnie and Francis
Simms sat as calm as a picnic in the park.
"It's true...it's hard to believe and it's even harder to describe what happened. This Angel pulled
me down because a demon sniper was gunning for me...then two other Angels dive-bombed the
Masonic lodge on Main street, when they were done the demons lifted into the sky and became part of
a pathetic procession of evil prisoners," Ryan said.
"You need that milkshake man," Paul added.
"They sent snipers after you? I hate it when that happens," Francis said.
"You what? You hate it when that happens, does that kind of thing actually happen? I don't
mean to doubt you Ryan but..." Gina said.
"All the time. That's what they do; they kill, they steal and they destroy." Francis said.
"Let's talk about something other than demons, please," Paul said.
“Ryan, did you talk to Jay,” Francis asked.
“I did. Do you know Jay Arbuckle?”
“I called him at the radio station, after a few minutes we realized we needed to meet face to
face. We had lunch. During that lunch he agreed to give 'Joshua' my phone number. Joshua called
me back and we're having breakfast tomorrow morning in Westley.”
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Ryan was very interested in Francis' breakfast with Joshua but his sense of diplomacy got the
better of him. He didn't want to pry into Francis’ relationship with the elusive radio host. But then
again, Francis brought up the subject.
Gina changed the subject, "Francis, tell us another story; a healing that you actually witnessed?"
"I'd love to. Sometimes God does creative miracles. This creative miracle was a beautiful one.
A blind man came to a meeting here in Santa Nella. When he asked us to pray I looked into his cloudy
and sad eyes. We prayed and asked God to give him new eyes that could see. We watched God draw
new pupils on his blank white eye balls."
“What do you mean, ‘draw’?” Gina asked.
"Have you ever watched a cartoon where a magic paint brush draws a caricature on a blank
canvas? It was like that. I didn't see a paint brush but I watched the pupils, and all the other eye parts
appear, just like they were drawn by an artist. When God was done the man had the most amazing blue
eyes I have ever seen." Francis said.
"Could he see?" Ryan asked.
"Yes, he still does." Francis said.
The waitress brought their food, they settled in for what everyone expected to be a pleasant
dinner and late night chat about the things of God.

The big pickup crossed the Santa Fe tracks and left Escalon heading West on Highway 120.
"Is your hand healing up? That was a nasty gash," Ella asked.
"I've had worse, but that window did a job on me. It didn't cut anything that won't heal." Jim
said.
They talked for next ten minutes, at the outskirts of Manteca Jim said he was hungry, they
pulled into a Wendy’s drive through.
"Would you like something?" Jim asked.
"I like the frosty shakes, chocolate," Ella said.
Jim paid for the food and handed the bag to Ella. He turned into traffic heading West. At the
Highway 99 underpass he merged with the south bound traffic.
"Can I hand you something?" Ella asked.
"The cheeseburger," Jim said. Ella handed him the burger and a napkin. She waited for a
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response.
Not even a thank you. Mom always talked about men who don't say thank you or please. Jim
took a big bite as he turned onto the 120 bypass, the main artery between the Central Valley and the
San Francisco bay area.
“This is the freeway isn't it? Where are we going?” Ella asked.
“I thought we'd drive for a little while. Drive and enjoy the full moon.”
Ella looked out the rear view mirror; the moon was a few inches above the horizon. "That
sounds good. Did you hear the one about, 'what's the first thing a drummer says when he get's to work?
"No, what does he say?" Jim said.
"Want some fries with that?" Ella laughed.
Jim didn't.
She set the bag on the console between their seats and opened her Frosty. Jim grabbed some
fries, held the wheel with his knee and ate the burger with his left hand.
Jim veered on Interstate 5 and continued south toward Tracy California; his true destination.
“Can we listen to the radio? There's a show I like, it’s on now.” Ella asked
Jim nodded his head and Ella turned on the radio and found FM 100. The music of
Melchizedek filled the truck.
At the Gates of this city, we gather to pray. In defense of this city, we stand here today
Called out of our houses, called out to behold, to stand and be counted, to stand on patrol
Arise shine, the light has come. Arise praise, the glorious Son
He has multiplied the nations and increased our joy
Like the joy we find at harvest like soldiers taking spoil
The song was comforting to Ella; the sound was devastating to the Symbiot spirit inside Jim
Stack.
The evil spirit screamed in Jim’s mind. STOP, THAT, SOUND!
Jim shut off the radio and looked at Ella. Jim was gone and she locked eyes with pure evil. The
baby in her womb recoiled. Ella covered her stomach with both hands. My baby, you're scared!
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Her mind became lucid. They want to hurt my baby.
She knew it when she left home. She sensed it at the abortion clinic. She felt it when she saw
Gina at the gas station. I have to protect my baby.
She turned away from Jim and started coughing. Her coughing was so violent Jim asked, “Do
you need something to drink, or a life saver, or what?”
Ella couldn’t stop coughing long enough to answer, but she managed to point out a sign
advertising a restaurant ahead. The coughing spasm gave Ella a moment to think about her situation.
He hasn’t threatened me in any way, yet. He sure didn’t like my choice of radio programs! But
I has other plans, this isn't just a drive in the moon light. I need to get out of this truck.
“Jim, I want to go home," she managed to say between coughs.
Jim didn’t respond; his mind was somewhere else.
She tried again, louder this time, “Jim!”
He glanced in her direction, but didn’t say anything. When he looked back at the road, Ella
reached for the radio. Jim grabbed her hand before she could touch the controls.
He didn’t even look at my hand, how did he see what I was doing? This whole thing is starting
to remind me of a cheap horror movie.

They were not traveling alone. When they passed through the Gates of Escalon, a squad of
demons attached themselves to the roof of the vehicle. When Jim and Ella crossed the Central Valley
Territorial Boundary near Tracey California, they entered the domain of the spirits of the canyons and
hills; the area where Jim Stacks' satanic coven held their rituals.
The dominion of the spirits of the canyons and hills covered a vast area of California's Central
Coast Range Mountains. Including, Mt. Diablo, My Eylar, Mt Boardman and the Del Puerto Canyon.
This barren and isolated region was a veritable resort -playground for numerous lawless human and
demonic groups.
The closer Jim got to the foot hills, the further Ella got away from the effective protection of her
Angels and the people who loved and cared for her.
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The pair of Guardians had followed Jim and Ella since they left Echstnn at the Stenkouski
property.
"Let's stay close enough to see the taillights," Ella's Angel said.
"I haven't been out here in a long time," the city Angel said.
"You don't get out much do you!"
"I hear you've seen some serious action in the past few months."
"Yes we have."
"Do you mean you and Echstnn?" The city Angel asked.
"I mean Ella and me. But Echstnn seems to show up when we need him. I'm grateful that God
sends the help we need when we need it the most." Ella's Angel said.
"What are we gonna do when they enter the canyons and hills?"
"We'll cross that chasm when we get there." Ella's Angel said as he looked at the pickup
carrying in the distance. "We can't take Ella from them; they have the right to hold her even against her
will."
"What will it take to get her back—a legion of warriors?"
"No, not more Angels; Ella needs a hero." Her Angel said.

Skip was about done for the night. I'll take one more pass and pick-up that corner I missed
earlier. Fourteen hours is enough for one day. He brought the tractor and disk around and was headed
toward the North West corner of the field when the engine shut down. He hit the start button, nothing
happened. He checked the fuel gauge; there was plenty.
He climbed down from the cab and walked around to the front of the rig, I don't know what to
do with this beast; I'm a sailor not a mechanic.
The full moon broke through the clouds and a beam of wedge of night-light walked across the
field and glinted off an object about seventy five yards away. What's that?
Skip walked through the fleshly turned Earth, he bent down and grabbed the shinny object.
What’s this, an old CD? I wonder if it’s a good band? He dusted off the disk and held it up to
the moonlight, Black Moon by Emerson Lake and Palmer it read. I loved this band.
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The album was faded and scratched but the first letters in two of the band members names were
as bright as the day the disk was pressed. Strange; I wonder why E and P didn't fade? Maybe it's a
sign...
He laughed and tossed the CD out into the field. The tractor started and the Melchizedek
program came on. Skip headed for the barn.

"I need some water," Ella said from a dry mouth, and raw throat. "And, I need to use the
restroom."
Jim pulled into the Ingram Creek Coffee shop. The restaurant was located at the foot of the
Coast Range Mountains. They were only ten miles from the Del Puerto canyon turn off, where Jim had
been instructed to look for a sign.
Jim opened his door and said, “Leave your purse.” Ella opened her door and stepped down onto
the running board, then to the pavement. Jim came around and closed her door. “Get some water, but
we can't stay long.”
“I need to use the restroom, I’m pregnant you know!”
“Whatever you do, hurry up, we need to get going!”
“What’s the big hurry anyway? And where are we going? I told you I want to go home!” Ella
hoped he would open up a bit, but he didn't.
They walked into the restaurant, the place was empty. Ella went straight toward the restroom
sign. Jim stood by the cash register where he could keep an eye on her.
There was a pay-phone next to the restroom door. Ella shot a quick look at Jim he's watching
me; he can see the phone.
Inside the bathroom, she checked her pockets for her cell phone. He made me leave my purse
in his truck. A toilet flushed and a young girl stepped up to the sink to wash her hands. She must be
the waitress, that's why no one greeted us when we came in.
The waitress looked at Ella, then she looked down at her slightly pronounced tummy. “Oh,
when are you due?”
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“Due what?” was all she could think of saying.
“Oh I’m sorry. I thought you were expecting, I just thought that...”
“I guess it shows now!”
“You look great though. How do you feel?”
“I'm starting to feel tired more... my name's Ella, what’s yours?”
“Tiffany. It's nice to meet you,” she held out her hand. Ella decided to take a chance on her.
“Tiffany, could I ask you a favor? I could use your help.
“Well girl, what can I do for you?”
“Thank you so much! I need to make a call, but there' a guy out there who doesn't want me to
call anyone. Do you have any change?”
Tiffany reached into her apron and searched. She pulled out eighteen one dollar bills, but could
only find one quarter. “All I have is this quarter! Will that do?”
"I don't know, I haven't use a pay-phone since I can remember. Have you?"
"Never have, I'd let you use my cell but it's in my locker, in back. Can you give me a number to
call."
“No? I need to do this real fast. He'll get suspicious. I don’t know what he'll do if he sees me
on the phone.”
“Who is this guy anyway? Are you in some kind of trouble? Should I call the police? I will
you know.”
“I don't know what to do, I shouldn't be in this predicament. I should have listened to Gina, this
is my fault, my baby's in danger...I think I’m being kidnapped."
Ella was sliding into a full-on panic attack.
Tiffany kept her head. She'd worked along the freeway for a few years, this was not the first
girl in-trouble story she'd heard.
"It's Okay honey, I'll distract your guy so you can make the call. Give me a number, just in
case."
Ella rattled off the only number that came to mind.
"Thank you, I won't forget this, ever," Ella said.
"You're welcome, I call when you're gone. Do you know where he's taking you?"
"No."
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To Tiffany, this sounded more like a lovers spat, than a kidnapping or a life threatening crisis.
The surly waitress walked out of the restroom and up to the cash register. “Would you like a booth or a
seat at the counter?”
Jim broke out of his daze, “Oh neither, I’m waiting for someone.” Then he turned away like she
didn't exist.
Ella punched in Gina's cell number. A mechanical voice interrupted, Please deposit forty five
cents. Her heart sunk to the floor. I don't have any more money. She hit the receiver lever, the dial
tone returned along with her quarter.
Ella looked over her shoulder; Jim was starring out the window in the direction of his truck.
He's not watching. Who else can I call for help? A number danced into her mind. 1-866-HI-PRIEST;
what is that number for?
She remembered hearing that number as she left the house. It's for the radio show...that
Melchizedek show. She dropped the quarter and dialed the number, by the letters. She got through on
the third ring.
"Hi I'm Ron, you're next on the Melchizedek program."
"I'm what...I'm on next!"
“Thank you for calling Melchizedek. What's on your mind?
Ella went silent.
"Dead air people, you need to turn your radio down and speak up." Joshua waited for another
breath, and then he asked again, “What can we do for you this evening.”
“My name's Ella and I’m in trouble. I’m not sure where I am, I saw a sign that said, Western, or
Willie, something like that...oh I remember, it's the real name of the dread pirate Robert in the Princess
Bride."
"You must mean, Wesley." Oz said.
"Yes, and this guy, Jim, brought me here and now he's acting real strange and he won’t take me
home. I don’t have my purse so I can’t call home or anywhere else-the waitress gave me a quarter to
make this call, you were the only number I could remember...”
Joshua interrupted her frantic statement. “Hold on Ella, your name is Ella isn’t it?”
“Yes.”
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“Now you say you are in some kind of trouble? Can you tell me where you are, did you say it
was a restaurant of something near Wesley. Do you mean Westley out near the foothills?"
Strange, that's where I'm meeting Francis tomorrow for breakfast.
"Ella, can you start again." Oz said.
“I’m calling from a pay phone and the guy who brought me here doesn’t want me to call
anyone. I’m not sure where this place is, I do know that we are driving down a freeway that has
mountains on the right side. I saw a McDonald’s across the freeway.”
“Are you in any danger?”
“I think I am. Oh no! He sees me, he's coming, please help me I...”
The line went dead.
Joshua was speechless. The engineer took the show into a break. Oz called the police and
reported the incident. He had Ron play the tape of the call for the dispatcher, the police said they
would look into it.
Oz didn’t think this would be treated like a code three emergency. He was right.

Dora and Phil Parker sat at the kitchen table, silently sipping tea. When Phil asked Dora about
the call to the Psychic-Interactive network, Dora told him about the message Ella left. After the truth
came out, neither one knew what to say.
Phil finally broke the silence. "Why did you keep this from me? That hurts more than not
hearing from her. You're not the only one she left, you're not the only parent here."
Dora tried to look at him, but she couldn't. "I didn't have the strength, or the desire, I just
wanted this to be over and done with. Can you understand that?"
"I can. I want this to be over too. We can't bring Ella back but we can get back together so she
has a home waiting for her."
Dora looked at Phil and nodded her head. Phil took her hand, "I'm glad you, I mean, we heard
from her. All that matters is that she's Okay."
"That's what really matters."
“Can we do something that's real hard for both of us? Can we pray and put the stuff we can't
change behind us?” Phil looked at his beloved wife.
Dora had tears in her eyes. "Yes we need to pray."
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Phil went to her side of the table, knelt down next to her chair and put his head in her lap. Dora
reached out to smooth his hair, and wipe the tears that had started to stream down his cheeks.
Through a dry, pained throat Phil asked God to help. He asked God to heal their sins and hurts.
He also asked God to cancel any work of the evil one against their family and property.
Then he asked God to reunite his family. "God, I love Dora, and I love Ella. Do whatever you
have to do with me or with anyone else to bring Ella home safe. Amen."
People don't lie when they pray. If they lie, they aren't praying. God heard their humble prayer
and granted their request. The Almighty was waiting for their hearts to break so he could start the
process of repairing and remaking their family.

At the Ingram Creek coffee shop, Tiffany watched the man grab Ella at the phone. The guy
pulled her out to his pick up, shoved her in and took off South in a cloud of dust.
Tiffany dialed the number scribbled on her order pad.
"Hello, this is Gina."
"Hi you don't know me but a girl named Ella was here and a pretty bad guy took her away by
force."
"Ella was taken? Where are you, where did this guy take her?" Gina asked. Tiffany told her
everything she knew. Gina gave the phone to Paul, Tiffany answered his questions, he wrote the
information on the paper place mat.
Paul gave the phone to Francis, "Hi Tiffany, my name's Francis. Thanks for calling us. Can you
tell me what direction they went?”
"They left to the right."
"Do you mean to the South?"
"Yes, towards LA.”
"What kind of vehicle?"
"A monster 4x4, it was loud."
"Do you have any idea of where they were going?" Francis asked.
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"No, and I don't think she had any idea. Where could they possibly go from here? This is the
edge of the Valley...you know, just a minute," Tiffany walked over to the cash register and stood where
Jim stood. "Are you still there?"
"I'm listening."
"I remember the guy looking at something when he was waiting. I'm standing where he was; let
me see if...this might help. There's a map of this area under the glass, next to the register. I keep the
glass real clean, but there's a big smudge leading from this coffee shop up to the canyon road. Do you
know where that is?"
"Yes I do."
"Does that help at all?"
"Tiffany, you did a great thing to help Ella. I need to go, God bless you." Francis hung up and
gave Gina her phone. He took out his phone, "give me a moment please," he called Skip.
"...the coffee shop is thirty miles up Interstate 5. The girl’s name is Tiffany. God has a job for
you my friend."

The big tractor ground to a halt in the shop yard. Before the dust settled Skip was up the stairs
to his room at the back of the shop.
He heard Ella Parker's call on the radio program. He figured out why the tractor stalled. He
saw her initials, E P on the buried CD. When Francis called and gave him the details, it was a battle
briefing. Skip knew what he had to do.
Where's my sea-bag? It was behind the sofa, he emptied it on the bed. He pulled on his
fatigues and boots and slipped on his web vest for the first time in three years. He shoved his knife and
four clips of hollow points into vest pockets.
Where's my phone? There under my gloves. He pocketed his cell phone, and hit the lights on
the way out.
The full moon was straight overhead when he stepped out of the office. The Van Morrison song
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started playing in his head; It’s a marvelous night for a moon dance...
Skip shutdown that part of his mind, I don't need any distractions tonight. He sat on his Harley
and turned the ignition switch. He waited for the fuel pump to charge the injectors that fed the twin
cylinders. The red light went out, he thumbed the start button and he was gone from the farm.

“Who did you call?" Jim Scowled. "That was a real, bad, idea.”
"Why should I answer, you never answer my questions?"
They drove on in a tense silence that was masked by the noise from the mud tires screaming on
the asphalt.

The demons riding shotgun were starting to relax. The closer they got to the exchange point,
the better they felt. But, they were fuzzy on a few of the details.
"How soon until we hand off the victim?" The first escort asked.
"I don't know, but I assume it will be in the canyons and hills,” the second escort said.
"Have you ever been in the foothills? I hear it is no place to lose your way. I've also heard that
rogue Angles stalk us like big game hunters. Do you think that could happen?" The first asked.
"I wouldn't put it past them, they are very unpredictable and I've heard they're rewarded for
every verifiable trophy-kill."
"So you think it's true? They hunt us." The first said.
"I don't really know and I really don't want to find out. Once she's in the canyons and hills, no
human, and no being from either realm can touch her. What will happen, will happen." The second
said.
"I just want to get rid of this girl and get back to town in one piece," the first answered.

About a mile behind Jim's pickup, Echstnn and couple of hard looking Angels circled above
Ella's Angel and the city Guardian.
"I need you guys to make a 'courtesy call' on a guy; we want you to make sure he knows he's
not alone."
The hard Angles chuckled.
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Echstnn went on, "I'd stop him about there," Echstnn pointed to a spot next to the freeway five
miles ahead. "He'll be on his bike, use your imagination."
The hard Angels nodded and took off.
Echstnn joined Ella's Angel and his city Angel. "How's the surveillance going?"
"I wish we could get closer; she shouldn't be alone with that guy," Ella's Angel said.
"I understand your feelings. I feel the same way about the person I protect. We have to face the
fact that human decisions and choices are working against us. We don't know how this will turn out."
Ella's Angel looked away from the Warrior, Lord, help Ella, send her a hero; hear my prayer.
But Echstnn was upbeat. “This is not the end of the matter; this is what matters in the end.
That's why it's written: Through many trials you enter the kingdom of heaven. The girl has chosen this,
so this is the path we walk."
Both Angels looked at Echstnn with watering eyes. Where their tears hit the pavement, the
roadway was cleansed and dirt and grime would never stick again.
Echstnn looked at his brothers with compassion, "but know this; the Ending Edict has been
issued against the arrogant and defiant spirits that have cursed the Central Valley. We will fight for the
girl, but we're not fighting alone. The convergence of righteousness will soon defeat the Saint/Profit
Alliance and all of their followers. Be strong, be courageous, this battle is the Lord’s!”
The city Angel spoke up, "Echstnn, I think we need to take-up and offering after that sermon."
Echstnn and Ella's Angel exchanged uncertain looks.
The city Angel went on, "and you say I don't get out very often. You were preaching, you know
how they take offerings at...church...services..."
Echstnn laughed good and hard. I do need to loosen up a bit. I remember when I used to quip
with the commanders just like that.

Jim Stack turned off at the Diablo Grande Parkway and headed west into Del Puerto Canyon;
the doorway to the canyons and hills.
These hills have been ignored and neglected by the inhabitants of California since it was
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determined there wasn't any gold in ‘them-thar hills’. Very few people travel here, and even fewer
believer have thought to redeem this soil from the darkness that makes this a spiritual wasteland.
The Angels stopped where the walls of Del Puerto canyon rise above the river and the roadway.
"Brothers prepared for battle, from this point forward anything can happen at any time. Where
ever Ella goes, we go, Echstnn said.
The Angels entered the canyon skimming the surface of the road. Echstnn was flying point,
Ella's Angel was watching their backs, in the middle, the city Angel started singing; wise men say, only
fools rush in...

The lights were out at the Parker house. Dora was sleeping in Phil’s arms for the first night
since Ella left. Phil was awake. He couldn't get his daughter out of his mind.
Cant' sleep, not hungry and don't want to watch TV. He extracted himself from his wife's arms
and went downstairs. He opened a bottle of water and starred out the back door.
He wandered into Ella's room and sat on her bed.
Phil’s mind was ablaze with thoughts of happy memories and tender moments. Ells you always
made me laugh. Then you'd look at me with your doe-eyes and say something like; daddy, what do
Angels do for God?. Or why does pain only hurt for a while? Will the puppy learn to speak when he
grows up?
Things were simpler back then. Things were always simpler when people talk.
On the night table next to her bed he noticed that her clock radio was facing the wall. He turned
it around and flipped the on/off switch, nothing happened. He lifted the radio up, it's unplugged...that's
unusual, Ella always takes such good care of her things.
He ran his hand down to the end of the cord and felt the prongs, better plug this in. The radio
came on.
“...Before we sign off, let me give you the latest Ella update. If you just joined us, earlier we got
a frantic call from a girl named Ella. Her call was cut-off but she had time to tell us that she needed
help. Please pray for her safety."
Phil crumbled on the bed sheet.
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That's my Ella. He slid to his knees and put his ear next to the small speaker.
“...We've notified the police, and they've assured us that they are doing all that they can, but
more importantly, you are responding in huge numbers."
Phil caught his breath.
"The Twitter-verse is buzzing with short prayers and we've taken more than one hundred and
sixty calls. When the show's over, we'll stay here, in the studio, watching and praying. I started this
show talking about spiritual warfare and make no mistake people, this is war. This war is against an
unseen foe, an enemy who has invaded our spirits I believe we need to stay and see this thing
through...just a moment please."
Oz paused, Jay Arbuckle said something from the control room.
"This station had agreed to let us broadcast any information as it becomes available. We'll keep
you posted...stay tuned. If you have any information about this young girl, please call us at, 1-866-HI
PRIEST. This is Joshua Nun signing off, but not going away."
Phil Parker got to his feet and went to his bedroom, Dora and I need to act, now!
The Dow's and Stenkouskis had been invited to Francis’ place to pray and to sort out this
situation. On the way Paul listened to Joshua's closing comments. He called Ryan, "Did you hear the
end of Melchizedek?"
"No, what's up?" Ryan asked.
"Ella called the show."
"She did? Wait let me put this on speaker." Ryan turned to Millie, "listen to this."
Paul said it again, "Ella called the show, and people all over are praying for her. We aren't the
only ones involved. God is all over this thing my friends."
"Paul, this is not a coincidence, think about what happened today. This morning I was
ambushed by demons and saved by Angels; we were almost killed on the way here; we decided not to
eat a free meal; you invited us to this meeting; Francis and Joshua know each other; and Ella called us
and the radio station. God is orchestrating something big!"
"Ryan? It’s Gina. Let's pray for wisdom, okay."
They prayed together on speaker phone. They prayed as old friends. They prayed as parents.
They prayed what God wanted to hear.
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The unmistakable sound of the Harley Davidson turned heads when Skip rode up to the Ingram
Creek Coffee shop. He left the bike running—no one would touch this bike, or any Hog for that matter.
Skip pushed through the door and visually searched the restaurant. There she is.
The waitress described herself to Francis as, young, with a huge main of curly brown hair. She
was taking an order from two large truckers. The drivers saw Skip, he was hard to miss, a big bearded
guy in battle fatigues. The waitress turned around, Skip was standing behind her. One of the truckers
started to get up, Skip said, “stay where you are, I need to speak with this young lady!”
That wasn’t good enough for the trucker. He tried to free himself from the confines of the
booth. Skip seized him by the left arm just below the elbow. He applied some serious force to the
pressure point and the big man slid down into the booth.
He looked at the guys friend across the table, “I don’t want trouble, and you guys don't want any
trouble from me. Are we clear?”
The man answered with his eyes.
Skip turned to the young waitress. “Is your name Tiffany?
“I am, is this about the girl, about Ella?”
“It is. Can you help me?’ Skip asked.
Tiffany led Skip away from the table. She told him everything that happened.
"What direction did they go? What were they driving?"
"Like I told the other gentleman on the phone, they went that way," she pointed south, "and they
were driving a big 4x4."
"Thank you, you're a brave young woman," Skip said. "Could I have some water please?"
Tiffany poured him a tall cup of ice water. Skip downed it in one gulp. He set the cup on the
counter and headed out of the coffee shop. As he stepped out of the door, the trucker he humbled in the
booth took a shot at him.
The blow sent Skip backward into a parked car. He quickly regained his balance and looked
around the parking lot for other attackers. There weren't any. He turned to the guy who hit him. The
trucker crouched down ready for a fight.
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Skip relaxed and looked him dead in the eyes, "Friend, I don’t have time to deal with you. If
you go inside and don't look back, we can call this even. If you even glance at me, I come in and break
you and your friend. The choice is yours.”
The rage drained from the trucker like whiskey poured out on sand. Skip didn't move until the
trucker was back in the coffee shop.
Tiffany watched Skip ride away to the South. I hope that man can help Ella.
Why do guys like that have to try me, Lord, I didn't want to hurt him, but if it was him or the
girl... Skip bent over between his mini-ape hanger bars and opened up the V-Twin.
When Skip was gone, the other trucker asked Tiffany, “who does that guy think he is?”
“He's the girl’s Angel.”

After Francis, the Dow's and the Stenkouskis left Denny's, Fet, the little demon who lost his
way, emerged from the sub floor of the restaurant. Since his escape from Inciter, and his terrifying
encounter with the Lord of the Angel armies, the only thing he could think of doing was to follow
Francis.
When a demon like Fet is unaffiliated, he doesn't have a place to rest. He's in constant danger,
from the Angel patrols above and by his demon rivals below. He needs to find something of value that
will purchase a new affiliation. Fet could think of one thing that was valuable enough to earn a decent
re-affiliation; information that would lead to the location and destruction of Francis Simms.
Now I have the information on the man, Francis, if I can find the right buyer, I might survive a
while longer. Fet was slinking away from the lighted parking lot when they found him.
"I'll get him," one of the demons said. When Fet swiveled round toward the voice, another
demon grabbed him from behind and sunk his finger talons into the fresh wound. Fet shrieked.
The demon clamped his hand over Fet's mouth, "let's not alert the Guardians." Fet stopped
struggling when the real terror of the moment emerged from the shadows.
"Release him," the Saint said.
The thug-demon dropped him in the dirt. It took all of Fet's remaining strength to keep from
sinking into the ground. The Saint grabbed him and examined the dressing on his terminal wound. He
set Fet down like a pet and whispered something to one of his henchmen. The henchman disappeared
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then reappeared quickly. The Saint looked down on Fet with an amused smile.
“You are a curious spirit. From what I hear, your recent past has been rather eventful."
Fet wasn't sure if he should respond. He started to speak, the Saint went on, "I know all about
Inciter, he's no longer your concern. I also have reliable reports that you've received aid and comfort
from the enemy."
Fet dropped his hand from the wound-dressing that was prolonging his time on earth.
The Saint said, “This whole business with the farmer Francis, is over...I'll make sure of that.
That man has defamed me and my kingdom, I intend to destroy him, personally." He looked toward
the mission-style Holiday Inn and shook his head in disgust.
"What I want...no, what I offer you in exchange for your freedom is this; lead Inciter into my
trap. Oh, and that conversation you overheard in the restaurant, I know about the meeting between,
Francis, and the so-called Joshua...that radio-scum. Fet, I have to hand it to you, this turn of events
falls nicely into my plans. Tomorrow morning I will, as the humans say, 'kill two birds with one
stone'.”
The Saint told Fet how to lead Inciter to the breakfast meeting between Francis, and Joshua. Fet
listened carefully. As much as he feared the wrath of Inciter, he would never risk double crossing, the
Saint. With that said, the Saint and his entourage started for Northern Gate of Santa Nella.
"The Saint's leaving town with his entourage," the Gate-Guardian reported.
The rest of the Guardians massed at the Nexus-exit, ready for a fight. "Stand down," shouted
the Gate commander.
Fet was first through the Gate followed by a pair of Guards-Thugs. The Thugs snarled at their
former Guardian counterparts.
"Welcome to my nightmare," one Angel said the earth-fallen spirit.
The demon Thug ignored the comment.
"That was effective," one of the Guardians said.
The Angels shut-up when The Saint glided out of the Nexus. The ruler of the Central Valley
looked down his hooked beak at the Angels, then he spread his wings over his followers and carried
them away into the sky.
When they were out of sight, the Gate commander said, "it's prudent not to mock one's
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enemies." He paused and looked North West, toward the town of Westley. "But I have to admit, I had
difficulty keeping it together knowing this will be, The Saints, last night of power in the Central
Valley."

Dora Parker bolted upright in bed, something's wrong! My family's in danger. She felt the bed
beside her, where's Phil?. In the silent darkness she heard a low, mournful sound. The sound's coming
from Ella's room. She slipped on her robe and rushed to the bedroom, "Phil, honey, it'll be alright."
She held him until the tears subsided.
His travail and tears bombarded heaven. Phil opened his heart and his hurt, God the Holy
Spirit, prayed every word through him. Prayers that demanded an answer.
Angels were dispatched to facilitate the rescue of Ella Parker. The Lord God committed himself
to preserving his purpose for Ella Parker.
Back at the ranch, Francis greeted the Dow's and Stenkouskis at his front door. He was smiling,
almost laughing.
Ryan asked him, “Man why are you so happy?”
"The Lord's joy is our strength. I've found that an attitude of gratitude is more than just another
platitude. When you choose Joy, God shares his strength because he doesn't have to spend his strength
cheering you up."
Ryan couldn't disagree with his reasoning. Even if he did, Ryan had a feeling he wouldn't
change the way that Francis approached God.
Paul seized the opportunity to ask, “what can we do to help Ella? There must be something we
can do besides just stand here...”
Francis jumped in, “something is being done as we're standing here. Skip, the young man who
works for me is on the road looking for her.”
Paul said, “so who is this Skip guy? And why is he concerned with Ella’s well-being?”
Everyone looked at Francis.
“Well...one thing I'll say about Skip. If I was in trouble, and by the way I was the day I met
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him, I'd want him to come looking for me. He is more than capable of handling any situation that
might come up. I don’t want to make him sound like James Bond, or Rambo, but he is a combination
of those two and of many others. He was trained by our government to do whatever it takes to
accomplish his mission."
"So the guy's a hero...but why does he want to help Ella?" Paul asked.
"He heard Ella’s call on the radio, and he decided to do something. He called me and told me. I
helped him figure out where she made the call, what he decides to do with that information is up to
him. What we need to decide is; are we going to support him in prayer, or are we going to sit back and
let this crucial moment pass us by?”
Gina spoke up, “listen everyone, I think I have some perspective on this situation.”
"Tell us honey," Paul said.
"Ryan, remember what you said about your day...ambushed by demons, saved by Angels?"
"I remember, nothing like that's ever happened to me before."
"My point exactly. Ella came into our lives so we could help her, but there's got to be more.
Why? Because all these other people are involved; Joshua, Skip, Tiffany, Francis, and the Melchizedek
audience...it's like he's setting someone up to take a big fall."
"So let's pray about this," Ryan said.
"I suggest we pray, strategically," Francis said.
"How do we do that?" Millie asked.
"We pray with the Spirit and with understanding, that's how," Francis said.
"Do you mean, speaking in tongues?" Gina asked.
"No, not right now...we pray in the Spirit, as God leads, then we Re-Pray when we understand
what he show's us," Francis explained
"So we Kibitz in prayer; we pray in real time, we listen, learn and lead," Paul said.
"Yeah, that's it. So let's get going." Francis started praying as God lead him and they were off
and running, praying in faith and acting in love.

The Melchizedek show had been off air for fifteen minutes, but they were still searching for
Ella Parker.
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Ron, the engineer tapped on the control room window, “Oz, you need to take this call. It’s the
mother of the girl who was taken.”
Oz thanked him, took his guitar off and reached for the phone. “Hi this is Joshua, I mean Oz."
“My name's Dora Parker. My daughters name is Ella. She's been missing for five weeks. My
husband heard you mention a girl named Ella who called your show. I think it might be our Ella.”
Oz didn’t know what to say. When he began to respond to Dora, Ron waved to get his
attention. "Mrs. Parker, could hold for just a moment,"
"Sure."
Oz looked at the station engineer, “What do you have Ron?”
"I have the recording of Ella's call. Maybe the lady can identify the voice."
It took a moment, then it sunk in, "oh, yeah, that would work." He gave Ron a double thumbs
up.
“Mrs. Parker. Thank you for holding. If it's okay with you, we'd like to play a recording of the
phone call; perhaps you will recognize the voice.?”
“Yes, I'll listen. Please play it.”
Oz heard a gasp! This lady was the mother of the young girl on the phone. Oz signaled to Ron
to stop the call.
“Mrs. Parker, is she your daughter?”
“Yes,” Dora said faintly.
“Mrs. Parker, I don’t know what to say. We've called the police, and everyone around here is
praying. We're staying here tonight so we can broadcast any changes or information on the air. Other
than that...”
“Thank you. I appreciate this more than you can imagine," Dora said. "Oz, this whole thing is
in God’s hands now. My husband and I are tired and afraid. But we know God is in control of our
daughters life. If he wasn't then he wouldn't be God now would he?”
I know God's in control but, I know there's more we're was supposed to do...I just don't know
what it is, yet.
“Mrs. Parker, would it be all right if I announced what we just talked about? There are lot's of
people listening in who could pray more effectively if they knew.”
Dora hesitated for a moment. “Could I talk to my husband about that first...”
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Another voice on the line spoke up. “Honey it's OK. We can use all the prayer support we can
find. Oz, I'm Phil Parker, Ella’s dad. I heard the phone call, it's our daughter."
Five minutes later, Oz went on the air with his first, Ella update.

The pickup thundered into the depths of the Del Puerto canyon. Further up the long and
winding road a dozen members of the satanic coven were waiting. They hired Jim to abduct Ella, they
were conspiring to end a life. By destroying the baby in Ella's womb they hoped to gain greater power
and prominence in their earthly pursuits.
Several of the cult members were wealthy business men. One was an elected official in Santa
Clara county. Others were peddlers of pleasure and merchants of mayhem. They have one thing in
common; they want it all and they want it now.
For 50K Jim agreed to grab the girl and bring her to the canyon. The coven had also contracted
with a Security Specialist to deliver Jim’s payment, and to deal with any other problems that may arise.
The specialist was reputed to be the best at his job. The Specialist seldom spoke, none of the Satanists
knew his name which suited them fine, they were afraid of the man.
Jim had specific instructions: drive 4.8 miles until you see a red cattle gate on your left. Lock
the gate behind you, drive up the dirt road to the canyon rim. Our man will meet you there, you will
receive payment and further instructions. Jim crumbled the note and tossed it out the window.
I got it. I take the road up, deliver the girl and get out of here. He checked his trip odometer, I
should be close...cool, there's, the gate. Jim pushed the gate open with his bumper and headed up the
hill.

The Angels waited for the pickup to climb out of sight, then they landed boots down on the
pavement.
"This might come in handy," Echstnn said as he kicked the crumpled note up next to the red
gate.
"That boy shouldn't litter, that could come back to haunt him," Ella's Angel added.
"Yes it could. Let's move out brothers," Echstnn said. The Angels hoofed it up the hill, they
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wanted to avoid any low hanging spirits.
The moon is pretty bright, I can see the road...I'll kill the lights to give Ella a scare. Jim
switched off his lights and looked at Ella. She looked away, ignoring his high school prank.
I'll get her attention, I tell her what's gonna happen up there. “Do you know why I brought you
up here?”
Ella continued ignoring him.
“I’m a Satanist, and other Satanists are waiting for us up there,” Jim said, pointing toward the
canyon rim.
Ella started listening.
“Do you know what else they're here for?" He said almost spitting on her. "They're for you, and
the baby inside you.”
That made Ella mad, "why tell me this now? All this time I thought you were just a loser, or a
typical pervert. Now you're a Satanist...that's lame! Why would anyone admit to associating with
anything to do with Satan?”
“You wouldn’t mock me is you knew what they were going to do to you.”
Then he closed his mouth tightly, he'd already said to much.
I don't think he's not kidding about the Satanist thing! Why would anyone want my baby...I
haven't hurt anyone...do they just randomly grab people to hurt? God you've gotta get me out of
this...please, I pray.
She looked out the window at the barren landscape passing by. The smooth gray hills reminded
her of pictures of the moon’s surface. The terrain matched her feelings of isolation and danger.
This might be my last night on earth. But I'm not afraid. Why do I feel calm? Everything
around her was dark and threatening. I'm not alone, am I? A song started playing in the back of her
mind, a song she heard on the Melchizedek program.
The Lord is my shepherd, I shall not want
He makes me lie down in green pastures
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Beside still waters, he restores my soul
He leads in paths of righteousness for his name
Though I walk the valley, the shadow of death
I’ll fear no evil, your rod and staff
Comfort me, comfort me, again
And I'll dwell, in the house, of my Lord, forever.

"What's that?" Jim shouted. Thump-thump-thump, and something big passed under the truck.
Ella's hit her forehead on the dash board, then her she snapped back against the seat. The seat belt
ratcheted down tight and she couldn’t move. Blood dripped from the tip of her nose, she tasted the
warm salty fluid of life, she screamed!
Jim was slumped against the wheel, he wasn't moving, but the truck was still rolling foreword.
Ella tried to grab the wheel, her seat belt wouldn't budge. Frantically she tugged at the restraint, this
truck doesn't have a driver. This stupid belt is buried under my fat stomach. In her struggle she found
the door handle.
She pushed it open, the interior light came on. She looked down at the catch so fast her neck
popped. It's facing the other way, she sucked in her tummy and pressed the button.
She grabbed Jim by the hair and laid him back in his seat and took the wheel. The wheel
wouldn't turn, then she smelled the problem. Burning rubber, I've got to stop this thing, she hit the gear
selector upward, it landed in neutral. More determined than ever, to stop the truck, she pulled back...
“I’ll take care of this!” Jim said as he slapped her hand away from the steering wheel.
He stopped the truck and shut off the motor. He went around front to inspect the damage.
Ella got, “what hit us?”
Jim pointed down the dirt road, “that.”
When her eyes adjusted to the dark, she saw it. "A cow. You hit a cow...that'll teach you to turn
your lights off."
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Jim bent down to look at the damage. The thick, chrome bumper was bent into the left front
tire. Jim swore as he tried to bend the bumper. The thick steel wasn't going anywhere, not without
some serious equipment.
Ella walked over and looked down at the cow. "It's still moving, can we do anything for it?"
Jim didn't say anything, but she didn't expect him to anyway. She shook her head and sat down on the
shoulder of the road. She could hear a creek wandering through the narrow canyon.
This whole thing is all wrong; first he charms me from my house, then he drags me from a
restaurant, now he drives like a man possessed in the dark and we hit a cow. Defiantly one the worst
first dates in history.
Ella laughed and wiped the blood from her brow with the back of her hand. Lord, why is all
this happening to me? She said without thinking.
I haven't even prayed. How stupid, this guys says he's a satanist and that my baby and me are
in big trouble and I haven't even prayed. Ella bowed her head and opened her heart to God for the first
time in a long time.

The pair of demons on the truck watched her with detached interest.
"She noticed the blood, finally," the first demon said.
"I know, believers blood always gives me the creeps. Did you know that when their blood is
spilled, it becomes an eternal event?"
"You mean like," the first demon pointed up.
"That's what I hear," the second demon said.
Jim climbed up into the pickup bed and started rummaging for a tool to pry the bumper.
"This guy needs some help. There's no way he can budge that bumper alone," the second said.
"If he doesn't get back on the road, I don't even want to think about us trying to get out of this
canyon unscathed," the second said.
Jim was getting angrier by the minute, if I don't deliver the girl, I won't get my money. He was
also concerned for his own well being. These guys do not tolerate failure. He cursed his bad luck.
The first demon started toward the front of the truck, "I'm gonna help."
The Symbiot-spirit in Jim said, "I got this, step away."
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The demon stepped away from the truck.
Jim had a strong urge to go to the front of his truck. Standing in front of the damaged bumper,
he felt a new power surge through his hands. The burning sensation flowed into his shoulders, down
his torso all the way to his feet. Jim watched from inside his mind as his eyes darkened, and his senses
shut down. He was now a prisoner of his own body.
"I am invincible!" he shouted out.
Ella looked toward the truck and struggled to her feet. "Jim, what did you say?"
Jim didn't answer. She walked around the pickup, "what are you doing?"
Jim looked at her, his eyes were white. He positioned himself like a spider on the front of the
truck, with his legs spread vertically over the grill and his forehead pressed against the edge of the
hood.
He reached around to the leading edge of the crushed bumper with his right hand and bent it
back like an aluminum can. He slid off of the front of the truck and motioned Ella back into the truck
with his bleeding hand. He started the pickup and headed on up the road. Ella was so repulsed, she
couldn't look at him.

The Angels watched the entire, disgusting event but they weren't impressed, they were focused
on Ella's prayer, hoping for the Go-Order.. When the order came, they were puzzled and disappointed.
Monitor and follow. Do not reveal yourself to the enemies. Do not intervene in the intentions
of the man with the Symbiot. Ella has other champions, she is part of the Ending-Edict. MICHAEL
"Echstnn, we can't just let her go," Ella's Angel said. "What if he kills her and the baby?"
"We don't fear fate, we serve destiny. She's part of the Ending-Edict, that is a decision from the
throne. Her life and the life in her belong to the Lord. This battle belongs to the Lord. We," he looked
at his two Angel brothers, "we belong to the Lord. Nothing on this earth, nothing under this earth, not
life, or death, or Angles or demons principalities or powers can desperate Ella and her precious baby
from the love of Christ. We belong to that love," Echstnn said.
"I know that and I believe that, so we just let her go then?" Ella's Guardian said.
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Echstnn pulled his sword and handed it to the Ella's Angel. "Take it, how does it feel?"
The Guardian refused the weapon, "its not my weapon, the Captain made it for you."
Echstnn slid the weapon between his wings and when the blade was absorbed into his back, the
mighty Angel touched Ella's Angel, "use the weapons God gives you to fight the battle God gives you."
The Angels continued up the hillside, trailing the pickup and Ella Parker.

Skip was running wide open down Interstate 5. Since the truck had a thirty minute head start,
he figured he had a one in three chance of catching them. One, if they stop. Two, if they break down.
Three, if he catches them.
My chances aren't good. God is her only chance now. He pushed his bike into the red, I hope
this old EVO hold's together. An big bug hit him on the forehead. He wiped off most of the bug, the
rest stuck to his gloves and glasses.
He reached behind to feel for the helmet, it wasn’t there. My luck to get busted for a lousy
helmet law violation when this girl’s life is on the line.
On his right he saw the turnoff for Del Puerto canyon. Should I turn? Are they in the canyon?
To late, exits gone. He twisted the throttle and continued South on I5.
Skip glanced back in the mirror, I think I should've taken the canyon. He looked forward, the
engine stalled and the back wheel locked up.
No, not now...stupid piece of...bike...Skip punched the the rear break and rode the skid to the
side of the highway beneath a sign that read, ‘Frank Raines Park 17 miles.’
No 17 mile drive for me tonight. He hit the start button, nothing.
Something moved in his peripheral vision. What, who's that. Footsteps in the tall grass. He
tapped his Baretta and felt for his knife. He got off the bike and went toward the foot steps. Two huge
men wearing motorcycle leathers came out of the shadows.
Their hands were in full view, and one was smiling like and old friend. Skip dropped his hands, one of
these guys looks familiar.
The first man spoke, “we heard you lock up...we followed the fragrance of burning rubber."
"Nice ridin, most people would let the wheel roll," the second man said.
"That's what I learned from the guy who learned from the guy who taught him," Skip said.
"Can we give you a hand with your machine? My partner here's pretty good with Harleys'.”
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Before Skip could answer, the second man was kneeling next to his bike. Bolts came loose in a
blur. Then he was feeling around the drive belt. Skip moved in for a closer look, "you're good...hasn’t
been ten seconds and you're inside the case."
The tools look like extensions of his hands.
“Who are you following?” The first man asked.
Skip answered instantly, “I’m tracking a Dodge 4x4 truck, with a young girl inside” Then he
shut up. Why'd I say that? I'm better trained than that, I don't know these guys. Skip reached for his
pistol and stepped back out of lunge distance from the big man, "are you, friend or foe."
The man held up his left hand, the knotted cross glowed on his skin. "A friend who's been with
you a long time," Skip's Angel said.
Skip lowered his weapon, "I know I've seen you before, you were there when I..."
"More than once my friend," Skip's Angel said. "That will have to wait until another time. We
saw a big Dodge turn into the canyon about 20 minutes ago. There were two people inside.”
So they took the canyon road.
"Yes they did," Skip' Angel answered
"How did you know what I was thinking?" Skip protested.
"That should fix it. Try it now.” the guy working on Skip's bike said.
Both guys stepped away from the Harley and from Skip. Skip relaxed a bit, but he kept a weary
eye on then as he straddled his motorcycle. The engine thundered to life with a touch to the start
button.
"Thanks, ah...just who are you guys?"
Over the roar of the engine he heard them laugh then the mechanic said, “We aren’t Hells
angels, that’s for sure!” Then they melted into the shadows and were gone.

Oz sat at the microphone, ready to go on air with his first, Ella update. Lord, there are so many
pieces to this whole thing, I don't know how to put them all together. Help me do what I need to do. Oz
missed the introduction given by, Jay Arbuckle, the station manager. But the second time, Jay,
announced the special update, Oz, caught the cue and took over.
“Good evening, This is special Ella update, I'm Joshua Nun. Earlier this evening we got a call
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from a frightened young girl named, Ella, she said she was in trouble. We believe her, that's why were
are staying, we want to help her. In the last half hour we've identified Ella, her father heard her and he
called us." Applause broke out in the studio.
"Now that we know who she is, we need to pray for her. I'm sad to say it but the authorities
can't do much to help us. But we're not helpless, and Ella's not helpless. There's a Psalm, I lift up my
eyes to the hills, where does my help come from? My help comes from the Lord! The maker of Heaven
and earth."
"Our help...Ella's help come's from the Lord. So if you who know how to pray. If you
understand what it's like to be in trouble, if you've experienced danger, if you've ever been afraid for
your life. Please pray, pray, pray! We'll be here praying. You can call us if you have any information
that will help. Stay tuned for more news. Be strong and courageous, the Lord fights for us. This is
Joshua Nun."

The moonlight cast a shadow of dread in front of Fet as he limped away from his meeting with
the Saint. Without a doubt, he was a demon without a kingdom, and a servant without a lord. He
belonged to no one, and no would save him now.
This must be what the first fugitive felt, forced to walk the earth in fear. At least he had a mark
that protected him from his enemies. I have a wound that makes me weak and vulnerable to my
enemies.
For the first time in his long existence he experienced a strangely human reaction to his
condition, apathy. Dammed if I do, dammed if I don't, there's no difference, I'm dammed on this earth,
and destined for the pit.
Fet was lost in self-pity when the shadow-net pinned him like a fly-swatter. He didn't even
comment as the patrol-demons carried him to Inciters mountain stronghold and threw him down at the
foot of the the craggy throne that was cut from the exposed rock.
The shadow-net penetrated his open wound, but the pain didn’t bother him, all he could think of
was the destruction of the caustic demon seated above him.
“Fet, you're finished,” Inciter screamed. Then he raised his serpent shaped sword and cut off
Fet’s left ear. Fet didn’t make a sound. Inciter was surprised. He was sure that this little exhibition
would terrify his captive.
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"It didn't work in the garden either," Fet said to the leering leader.
Inciter was starting to worry about this troublesome imp at his feet. How can he resist when I
demand his compliance. I don't want his defiance to give my troupes any foolish ideas. "Leave my
mountain, all you you!" Inciter ordered.
Fet saw right through this attempt to maintain face, so he spoke up before the soldiers could
leave the area. “So I assume you haven’t been able to terminate the Farmer, have you?"
The demon soldiers froze in their tracks when they heard the name Francis. Fet continued.
“I know where he'll be tomorrow morning. He'll be out of his territory and venerable. This
could be your best chance to make a move against him.”
"Silence, I command you." Inciter screeched. Fet looked him in the eye and grinned.
Inciter looked away from the helpless, maimed demon at his feet. This runt is controlling my
troupes, he knows they're weak and superstitious.
Inciters demons believed Francis, has special powers. Magic that allows him to survive their
attacks.
They're stupid enough to believe their own doctrine. That's why they followed the ‘Shinning
one’ and his rebellion.
Inciter joined the uprising for his own reasons; he hated being told what to do. Now he had no
option but to work within the corrupt and ineffective system of the Ruler of this world. Regardless of
how he felt, Inciter had to finish this assignment and get out of the valley before his time on earth was
up.
The Vorsheen had confiscated his unique document, now he had to win the prize on Francis'
head in order to pay the ransom on his document of transit. Inciter was desperate to end this whole
murderous affair. Now, his only option was to listen to Fet.
Inciter motioned for his guards to release the oozing demon. “Tell me where the Farmer will be
tomorrow morning."
Fet described the conversation he overheard at the restaurant. He also added the Saint's
embellishments. Inciter listened like a desperate savage, hanging on every word, soaking up every
tide-bit of information.
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When the last word left Fet's mouth, Inciter exploded off his craggy throne and grabbed the
weakened spirit by the neck. “Now I'll wait and see what else you have to reveal after this meeting
tomorrow morning.” The guards cinched Fet's arms and legs in goad-chains and tossed him aside like
trash.
Message delivered my Saint. Now you can destroy this worthless glob of spiritual spittle. The
thought of how the Saint planned to humiliate Inciter made the chain-spikes around his hands and legs
almost bearable.

Skip pulled up to the red gate. Where did they go? Up? Or, down the canyon road. He noticed
the gate was unlocked He got off his bike to take a look., and went to the gate. Something crunched
under his foot, what's this? A note to a guy named...Jim. That's a lot of money for delivering one girl.
You won't live to spend on dime, boy.
Skip opened the gate got on his bike and headed up the dirt road. He was powering around a
blind turn when saw the cow in the road just in time to stop.
He stopped his machine and examined the bruised bovine. The wound on the animal and the
bloody tire tracks led a hundred yards up the road. That's low, hit a cow and leave it to suffer. Skip
pulled his pistol to shoot the animal, I can't do it, I don't know if you will make it or not. Skip put his
pistol away got back on his bike.
Skip was running slow and quiet, as quietly as a Harley Davidson can run. He was pulling
around a steep hairpin when he was compelled to stop, abruptly. Skip got to his feet and slowly raised
his hands, he didn't even think about going for his weapon.

Jim and Ella were met by two armed men at the canyon rim. One of the men was clearly in
charge. "Follow the black jeep to the meeting place," he said. Jim didn’t have a chance to ask about
his payment, he wasn't given the chance to say anything.
Why are they treating me like this? I'm part of this, I making money just like them.
Until this point in the abduction, he was in charge. But things were different, Jim was fuzzy on
what happened after he hit the cow. All he could remembered was driving the switch backs and finally
reaching the top of the hill.
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How did I hurt this hand again? What happened to my pick-up?
Fortunate for Jim, Ella had rescued him again. She bound the wound with some napkins and
electrical tape she found in the glove compartment. But when he asked her about what happened, she
wouldn't talk to him or even look his way.
They were driving behind the two gunmen, along the canyon rim when Ella, decided it was time
to enlighten him. “You know they’re going to kill you don’t you?” She said, then she sat back in her
seat rigid as stone.
Jim's mind cleared in an instant. "What do you mean kill me?"
Ella didn't answer him, she didn't need to explain what was so obvious.
Jim had never considered how dangerous his situation was, or thought about what would
happen after he delivered Ella. He was in it for the money, the drugs, and the power he got from a
spirit-guide named Skal. I haven't heard from Skal for a long time, and this new guide inside fights me
every step of the way.
He couldn't get Ella’s comment out of his mind. “Why'd you say that! I'm with those people, If
I was you I'd be concerned about my own life,” Jim said with very little conviction.
“Well you're not me, that much's for sure. And it doesn’t take a prophet to figure out that you're
not one of them either.” Ella pointed to the black Jeep they were following.
"All that matters to me is my money." He looked away from Ella, but he couldn't look at the
vehicle he was following without thinking about what she just said.
Maybe she's right. Maybe they want to kill me, I won't let that happen. Fear filled him mind,
and inside his head, he heard the echo of hideous laughter.

Skip didn't move a muscle, this was not his first time staring down the muzzle of a highpowered rifle. The man wielding the Winchester 30-30, obviously knew how to handle the rifle. And
the dark faced man next to him was even more threatening, though he wasn’t holding a weapon.
Both men were on horse back, blocking the road, no one would pass without their consent.
Skip kept his eyes on the man holding the rifle as the other man slipped down from his mount and came
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his way. The dark skinned man moved fast, he was at Skip's side reaching into his vest in just a few
breaths.
The man plucked his pistol and knife like he knew where they should be. He stepped away and
turned the 9mill on Skip. The gentleman on the horse climbed down from his horse with his rife
trained on Skip.
“What are you doing here?” The man with the rifle asked.
Skip wasn't sure how he should respond. He was obviously at their mercy, it would be pointless
to mention his legal rights, and these men didn't appear to be the type who engage in a philosophical
discussion. He decided to take the road less traveled, to tell the truth.
“I’m trying to rescue a young girl,” Skip said.
That must of been the right response because the man lowered his weapon. But the small dark
man didn't move.
“How do you intend to rescue that young girl riding that noisy iron horse through this dark
canyon. Whoever you're chasing would simply hide until you passed by.”
“Yeah, that was a weak spot in my plan. But the situation came up fast and I didn’t time to
properly equip myself.”
The rifleman nodded.
“I don't know why you guy’s are holding me at gun point on a public road, but I'd appreciate
your letting me get back to my pursuit before the girl and her abductor slip through this canyon. For all
I know they may have gone off road in his 4x4 truck. But I have to try and find them.”
When Skip mentioned the truck, the rifleman became very interested in Skip’s story. The first
man went on to ask a few pointed questions about the pickup. Skip found out that the man owned
much of the land on both sides of the canyon, and during the full moon, there had been a number of
cattle mutilations, and strange occurrences over the past months. He suspected some sort of cult
activity, so he and his ranch foreman had been investigating a disturbance this evening when they
discovered the injured cow in the road.
“I’ll tell you what, I believe you. I think I'll even help you. The truck you're looking for headed
up there,” the rancher pointed to the ridge above them.
“We got here in time to see him disappear over the top, so he can’t be far ahead. The terrain up
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there is very rough. A vehicle can't travel to fast or to far, but our horses can. I know these hill better
than they do. And my foreman here knows this area better than I do. If he'll go with you, I think you
have a good chance of catching them.”
Skip and the rancher looked at the ranch foreman. The dark man flipping the pistol over and
offering it to Skip, handle first. When he gave up the knife, Skip recognized who he was.
“I will take you to these people. I am a father of daughters. If we go now, time will favor us,”
the foreman said in broken English,
The rancher tossed his rifle and Skip caught it in the air. He offered it to the dark man. The
foreman held his hands apart and refused the weapon. “For many years I fought with men like you in
my country. I no longer take up arms. I can help you in ways a rifle cannot. The enemy’s we fight are
not human, they are spirits of evil. You fight with your weapons, I will fight with mine. We must go!”
The foreman walked away to gather the horses.
The rancher stepped closer to Skip and said, “he's Monteguard, from Vietnam." The rancher
pointed at Skip's Budweiser medallion, "he was a scout for the SEAL teams during the war. He is a
Christian holy man. He seems to knows what's happening around here. He's like another man who
lives in these parts, a farmer named...”
“Francis,” Skip said.
“You know Francis?” the rancher asked.
“I work for him. If this foreman is anything like him, we're in for some strange things. This
could be bad! But by the same measure, he's the right man to have along,”
"It sounds like you're both right for this job."
“Could you call Francis and tell him what's happening? I have his number.”
“I've got his number. I'll let him know.” The foreman handed Skip the reigns to his horse.
"Can you handle a Harley?" Skip said.
The rancher started the bike, “I was riding these before you were born son. I hope you can
handle my mount there, she's strong and spirited." The rancher pointed toward the foreman who was
riding away. "He goes by the name of, Paul, like the Apostle.”
Skip got on the horse and pulled the reigns tight.
"What's the girls name?" The rancher asked.
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"Her name is Ella, " Skip said. He turned the Mare up road and dug in his heels, to catch up
with Paul.

The view from the Heavenlies was breathtaking. Prayers were escaping the valley floor like
mortar rounds. The requests burst in the air around the around the throne of God like singing-shrapnel.
The Melchizedek audience was bombarding heaven with one prayer, help Ella! Every voice, every cry,
every tear was captured, answered and held in the heart of God.
The holy Angels watched the prayers from their War-room in the third heaven. The command
Angels paced the floor as the Photon-prayer-torpedoes tore holes into the satanic static that shrouded
the Central Valley like thick tulle-fog. His Angels were stirred up and ready for battle.
In the Valley below, the holy-fallout burned the exposed skin of the dark angels like acid rain,
and the seepage seared the soil around the Vorsheen. On the outer ring of third level of the underworld,
the dissolved latter-rain formed crystal clear stalactites and stalagmites that resonated scorching white
light with every drop of prayer.

On Inciters mountain hideout, the Demons who were taunting Fet rushed to the edge of the
camp where they could look down on the Central Valley.
"What is it, what do you see?" Fet screamed.
"Just look anywhere," Inciter said.
Fet looked to sky, it was lit up like the aurora borealis.
The Saint and Lord Profit stood on the roof of the Seely tower in Modesto, around them the
buildings, sky and streets around them pulsed with an unearthly green-glow.
"What is that?" Lord Profit asked.
"You fool, can't you see what they're doing?" The Saint hissed back.
"No, please enlighten me O worldly one," Lord Profit said.
"Do you ever read literature or watch their movies? If you did you'd see how their Electauthors are like like little birds telling our secrets to the world."
"How do they know our secrets, what authors are you talking about...Stephen King, Voltaire,
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Tolkien?"
"Yes you fool, Tolkien and Lewis, and even the new writers, I call them, "ebook opportunists"
Writers and artists who can't be censored by the gatekeepers and publishers," the Saint said.
"Enough sermon, what is the green-glow?"
"Angel swords," the Saint answered.
"Angel swords, how can there be that many. I see them everywhere," Lord Profit said.
"He's," the Saint pointed up, "mocking us."
"I still don't get it. Why would, He give away the location of his forces?"
"He's not giving anything, he's going to take everything from us. It's Tolkien you fool. We're
the Orcs and they're Elves and humans."
Lord Profit finally got it.
The biker Angels joined Echstnn, the City Angel and Ella's guardian on the canyon road.
"Good to see you guy. Did you get Skip's attention?" Echstnn asked.
"He needed a little help with his Harley and his sense of direction." The first biker Angel said
to Echstnn.
The City Angel pulled his sword, "why is this glowing?"
"I haven't been told but I can guess it's about the Ending Edict issued on the Saint/Profit
Alliance. This doesn't happen very often. Did you see guys the sword show in heaven?" Echstnn said.
"We did, and it was stunning. The Captain crossing swords with Gabriel. The sparks flew like
comets," the second biker Angel said.
The biker Angels briefed Echstnn on their encounter with Skip. They had a good laugh about
the not-hells-angels comment.
"So, this Skip guy is their hero?" Ella's Angel asked.
"Yes, he is," Skips Angel said.
"What do we do now?" The City Angel asked.
"We follow them and we finish this," Echstnn said.

Following the black Jeep Jim noticed signs of recent work on the trail. Some scrub oak trees
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were cut to widen the path, and a large rock had been pushed aside at the mouth of the small canyon
ahead.
The trail was dark beneath the steep walls, they drove through the shallow stream that flowed
into the dark canyon. A quarter of a mile in the black jeep stopped and shut down it’s lights. Jim
stopped, he killed his lights and motor.
Jim looked at Ella, she hadn't spoken in the past twenty minutes. If she's afraid, it doesn't show.
She looks almost, peaceful. Jim was terrified and stressed.
His door opened, "get out," a gruff voice ordered. Jim complied. He was met by three hooded
men. He couldn't see their faces, but he could see their guns.
One of the hoods spoke to him, "era uoy ydaer ot nodnaba eht yob?"
Jim couldn't understand what was said, but it sounded like backward talking. Then he replied in
the same cryptic language, "sey, enod htiw siht eno, esopsid fo mih." My spirit guide is talking, why
doesn't it want me to understand?
The Symbiot spirit spoke to Jim's mind, "D.A.E.D, figure it out." The Symbiot demon exited
Jim's body through the gash in his hand. He went to his knees in pain, the blood from his hand dripped
into the stream.
One of the hooded men walked around the pickup to get Ella. When he opened the door, she
was gone. The hooded man panicked, "the girls gone, find her..."
A voice rang through the darkness, “Silence. I have the girl.”
A tall man with a foreign accents ordered Jim to his feet. One of the hooded men found his
spine with a gun, "follow the girl," he said.
The tall man instructed some other people he couldn't see to continue with their tasks. The
hooded man who spoke backward to Jim began walking further into the canyon. Jim's heart skipped a
beat when he saw Ella's face, then she smiled at him.
They walked through shallow water until they came to a steep narrow path that ran beside a fast
running tributary. After about ten minutes they stepped onto a plateau about fifty yard across. A large
fire was burning in the mouth of a cave in the far wall.
"Inside there," the gun hand said.
Ella led the way into the cavern. The ceiling was about thirty five feet at the peak, the far end
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of the cave was lost behind the dancing flames. The stream that carved this hole in the wall trickled off
to their left, against a path of stones.
Any other time I would call this a natural wonder, now it will be desecrated by the act I
arranged. Jim squeezed his bleeding hand, the pain helped to clarified what he had to do.
She's calm even though she knows what they intend to do to her. She didn't try to escape, and
she isn't afraid of the fire. Where does her courage come from?
Walking on the steep trail, Ella felt the baby move a second time. Now more than anything in
the world, she wanted to save this baby. More than saving her own life, and stronger than the fear that
was trying to overwhelm her. She would fight for the unborn life inside her. A song from the
Melchizedek show came to mind.
Though I walk the valley, of the shadow of death, I’ll fear no evil, with me your rod and staff
They comfort me, they comfort me, comfort me again!
It was the 23rd. Psalm, she learned it in Sunday school as a child. Mom, dad, thank you for
making me go to church...God please give me the chance to thank them again.
Her moment of reflection ended with a push from behind. She looked back, Jim was gone and
so was her only hope of escaping. When she was closer to the fire she saw the silhouettes of other
robbed figures blackening the walls of the cave. When her eyes adjusted, she gasped in horror.
Strong hands held her arms, and the clothes were cut from her body. She was exposed but no
one was looking at her, they were chanting and swaying to some unheard music. Ella was alone in her
torn underwear, waiting for what they would do next.
Who was that lady the Nazi's stripped and humiliated...Carrie or was it, Corrie ten broom, she
survived the holocaust, I remember her song. You are my hiding place...
A person stepped toward her and held out a white robe. Ella snatched it and held it against her
body, "Thank you, thank you..." she said.
"Put it on."
At least I'll have some kind of dignity. Though she was surrounded by enemies, she didn't feel
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outnumbered. Another Psalm came to mind, I will not be afraid of ten thousand people, who set
themselves against me round about. That meant more to her now than any verse had ever meant
before!
“Move foreword,” the same voice commanded her.
Ella stepped closer to the stone altar in front of the fire. She'd heard stories about this kind of
thing, she'd watched horror movies where people were sacrificed on altars.
Terror struck her abruptly when one of the robed figures held a hypodermic needle above the
crowd. He expelling the air bubbles from the tip, then flicking away the excess like a professional.
Ella saw his face when he took her arm and gathered her sleeve above the elbow. He was
feeling for a vein when Ella said, “Doctor, what are you doing? You swore to preserve life as a healer."
The shamed physician hesitated, then a voice called from the hooded mob;
“This must be done before the moon is gone, or we will fail!” The other Satanists joined in and
provoked the doctor on.
He held Ella’s’ arm more gently this time and found a vein. As the potion mingled with her
blood, the doctor whispered, “forgive me, please. This will end the life of your child, then this will all
be over.” He withdrew the syringe and taped some gauze over the puncture wound.
Ella whispered back, “I forgive you doctor.”
The drugs worked quickly on her fragile system. One of the injected agents was Methotrexate,
a folic acid antagonist that would cause her own body to expel the child in her womb. The other was a
strong sedative that would make her compliant and oblivious.
After the injection Ella felt fresh power surge into her body. Though her eyes were closed, she
could see the night sky above and she felt a deep warmth that wasn't coming from the fire behind the
altar.
Am I dying God? Are you taking my baby and me away from these horrible people?
Though she had never heard the voice of God before, she knew his answer, I AM!
When the drug entered Ella's body, mothers through out the Central Valley felt intense birth
pains. Dora Parker screamed, her husband rushed to her side. Gina Stenkouski and Millie Dow felt the
old familiar agony.
When the first contraction subsided, Dora Parker had visions of a baby fighting for life.
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Between panting breaths, she prayed like the baby was her own.
Phil held Dora as the convulsion weakened, “I saw Ella,” she cried.
“What's happening, what's wrong with Ella?”
“Phil, pray, now...she’s pregnant! The Devil's trying to kill our grand-baby.” She doubled over
when the next pang struck her body.
“Honey breath! Breath!”
"I am breathing, are you praying?" Dora said.

Between the Spirit-induced contractions Gina described her vision, "Ella's on a flat rock, there's
a fire and people are chanting around her. I can feel the poison attacking her baby."
The thought was so horrible to the men that they raised their fists toward heaven. They swore
with everything that was holy, they made vows and they commanded action. The prayers from the
Parker household, the demands of the men and the ladies at the Simms ranch, and the cries for safety
from across the Central Valley flooded the courts of heaven.
The Lamb stepped down from God's right hand and immersed his nail pieced feet in the
swirling eddy of intercession. When the anguished calls for justice flowed into the open foot wounds
of his beloved Son; the Father spoke a word that shook the fabric of creation: "Enough!"
The balance of power shifted to Ella Parker.
The men on horseback tracked the three vehicles through the shallow creek bed until they came
to the mouth of the box canyon. The foreman dismounted and vanished into the dark ravine. He
returned after several minutes and motioned Skip off his horse. With a snap of his fingers, the foreman
dismissed the horses.
Paul and Skip hadn't spoken a word, but they were communicating perfectly. On the ride in
they resorted to the signals and non-verbal communications learned in battle.
Paul signaled, two sentries, 25 meters into the gorge.
Skip answered, you left, me right.
They neutralized the guards and continued into the dark canyon. Five minutes into the gorge
Skip sensed the presence of another man. He hadn't seen or heard him but he was sure someone was
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close. Skip signaled, company, topside.
Paul replied, with us since we entered. I will go for him...
A pebble fall from the rim, Skip traced the sound back to the source. Someone was stalking
them topside, someone who was deadly quick and quiet! I'll go up, you find the girl.
The night was still and quiet, more than Skip remembered before he discovered the threat . The
combination of darkness and quiet was taxing his senses. He would have taken us out if that pebble
hadn't fallen. Who is this guy? Whoever he is, he has deadly skills. Skip walked to the wall of the
canyon, time to bring the battle to you my friend.
He started up the steep wall with vigor and abandon, about twenty yards later he realized he
wasn't in shape for this level of pursuit. Like the Chief used to say, 'if you can't change your body,
change your mind.'
The darkness allowed him to focus without the distraction of sight. He started climbing again;
handhold to footfall, grip to step, slowly the steep wall yielded. Like a blind man following the taps of
his cane, Skip constructed a mental picture of his surroundings. Noise discipline, I can't make the
same mistake he made, he's up there waiting for me. I don't think he's expecting me to scale this wall, I
have surprise on my side.
Skip was hovering near the point of physical and mental exhaustion when the terrain changed
and his climb eased. The dark incline vanished onto a small plateau a few yards below the top rim of
the wall. Skip took a moment to rest. That water smells good from up here.
He checked his pockets for anything liquid, they were as dry as the dirt under his knees. He
shielded the luminous dial of his watch, eight minutes up the hill. There isn't time to rest. Skip moved
on into the night, the plateau led to a dry creek bed, he climbed it like a ladder to the rim of the canyon.
He rolled onto the rim of the steep ravine. His pulse was pounding in his ears, he didn't hear the
fast footsteps. The snap kick caught him in the ribs below the chest, the force of the blow launched
him backward into the darkness.
The foreman heard someone falling down the canyon slope, he didn't know who it was.
He is in God's hands.
The Meo highlander continued up the riverbed toward a faint glow in the clearing ahead.
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Across the plateau he could see the cave, the altar and the fire.
For the past six months he'd been gathering evidence of Satanic rituals in the haunted valley. A
few days earlier he discovered the altar that had so painstakingly hidden. In his home country of
Vietnam he used to participate in religious rituals like the one happening below him. The god of this
world has servants in every nation.
I can't allow them to hurt that girl, he was climbing down to intervene when Ella sat up on the
the altar.
The Satanists stopped dancing and trancing, the guards ran toward the altar and the doctor
dropped the syringe.
“Doctor, did you give her the full dosage; why is she moving?” A voice from the crowd called.
This can't happen, I gave her a massive overdose. The doctor looked at Ella, he remembered
her words, "...I forgive you"
The girl who should be unconscious, the young lady who had seen into his dirty soul was
sliding her bare feet away from the fire, over the edge of the stone slab.
The guards were a few paces away when the fire erupted. The flash blinded everyone who was
facing Ella. A bandaged hand pulled Ella away from the flames into the edge of darkness. They
stopped long enough for the bleeding hand to toss the five gallon gas can into the fire. When the
plastic melted, the fire flared again.
Ella was led down the steep and narrow trail to the river bed. She broke free from her rescuer
and breathlessly asked, “Who are you?”
“Ella, it's me!”
Ella starred down the man who responsible for all this trouble, “why you?”
“We don't exactly have time to talk, they'll be coming after us,” Jim said.
“They can wait, tell me; why did you come back for me" Was it to save your self?”
“Maybe that's it. You were right, they wanted to kill me, but that’s not why I came back. It's
because...because you saved me, twice. I remembered things when I was young, Sunday school and
stuff. I remember something about giving your life for a friend. I don't know if there's any hope or
salvation left for me...I might be to late, but I can try to make this right. Is that a good enough reason
for ya?"
"That real good, and unexpected," Ella said.
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"We have to Go!” Jim offered his hand, Ella took it and they headed down canyon, toward the
vehicles.
Paul was close behind. He heard their conversation and he had a good idea of what Jim was
doing. He'd seen many acts of selfless bravery during times of battle, and he'd also seen the worst selfserving atrocities humanly imaginable.
God is leading this young man, he will help the girl, I will help him. Paul stopped to listen, he
heard the growing sounds of pursuit. The Satanists will not allow them to escape alive.
Jim saw Paul and came a him. The Meo warrior managed to dodge most of Jim's roundhouse,
but the blow still stunned him. Jim got his footing and came at the fallen man, Paul moved to his left,
captured Jim's arm and forced him to the ground.
“I-am-here-to-help” he said emphasizing each word against Jim’s arm and shoulder. “I will take
the girl from here, you must do what is in your heart to do. There is no other way." He released Jim
and waited for his reply.
How does this little man know what I plan to do? How did Ella know what I want to do? God I
hope you know what I intend to do?
Death was coming from the canyon.
“Take her, Go! I'll clear a path for your escape.” Jim said.
“What do you mean, 'clear a path for us'?” Ella shot back.
Jim looked at the girl who had done more to change his life than anyone. “Ella, forgive me for
what I've done to you...I will forever remember what you've done for me...you set me free." Jim smiled
and ran off toward the jeep behind his pickup.
Paul, and Ella started toward the mouth of the canyon. The heard the jeep start, it passed above
them and headed the other way down the rim of the canyon. Ella and the Meo highlander walked out
of the ravine into the moonlight, Paul whistled, and the horses came up the trail.

“This is Jay Arbuckle, general manager of FM 100. I'm interrupting our regularly scheduled
program to bring you this Ella update. And now, the host of the Melchizedek program, ‘Joshua Nun.’
“Thank you Jay. If you've been listening you know we're following the abduction of a girl
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named Ella. We're in contact with her parents. We don't know where she is, but we trust that God is
working to save her. Only moments ago something, to put it lightly, something unusual happened to a
number of women throughout the greater Central Valley."
"We've received lots of calls, they've all described the same thing, birth pains. Mothers are
suffering vicarious birth pangs. I believe these are sings that point to Ella." Oz paused a gathered the
courage to continue.
"The mothers are saying the same thing; they say, 'God told them to pray like their own child
was threatened. So...join the moms and pray like it's your child, your brother or sister, your nephew or
niece. We'll keep you informed of any further developments or breakthroughs. God be with you, and
God save Ella Parker. This is Joshua Nun,"
Oz shoved away from the mic, after ten seconds of dead-air Ron the engineer punched up the
regularly scheduled programming.

The biker Angel stood over Skip and slapped him back to his senses. Skip tried to block the
blows but they kept coming through his arms and hands.
"Stop, I awake, I'm okay...how do you do that?" Skip said.
"I hit what I aim at. Are you ready to finish what that guy started?" Skip's Angel said pointing
up the cliff.
“You're the guy from the freeway off ramp. You and the other guy fixed my bike.”
“One and the same. I also wrapped myself around you during your dead-fall down the slope.
You need to be more careful. This was almost as bad as that HALO jump when you lost your oxygen
mask!”
“You know about that? Wait a minute, only God and...”*
“We don't have time for all this Touchy-Feelie," Skip's Angel interrupted, "you need to act now
if you want to finish what you started. God heard your prayer on the road, that's why I was sent to
watch over you. Do what you need to do,” Skip's Angel vanished.
Skip got to his feet, he was on the canyon floor about fifty yards from the Dodge Pick-up and
the black Jeep. Before he could move a sore muscle, five hooded men ran by him in a big hurry
heading for the Jeep and the pickup.
Who are these guys? They're talking about the girl, that means they're bad guys. Where ever
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they're going, it won't be good for Ella.
He took off after the hoods. Before he got far, two of the Satanists got into Jim’s pickup. The
big V8 fired up with a deep roar. They spun the pickup around and headed off in flurry of flying water
and mud. The other three stopped to talk at the black Jeep, that's the opportunity I need.
He was two steps behind the first man when the Satanist blurted out, “Who the ... are you!” The
man with his back toward Skip started to turn, Skip grabbed the sleeve of his robe and stepped into him
with an elbow to the jaw. The guy went limp.
The limp guy fell into another guy, Skip followed with a shot to his throat. The hood gagged
and both men fell backward into the stream. That left one man one standing.
The standing man threw his robe from his shoulders, and assumed a hard Karate stance. He
started punching the air with his balled-fists. His knees were shaking so much that he couldn't hold his
horse stance. Skip motioned him on like Neo to Agent Smith.
The hood shouted and attacked. The Satanist took a step, planted his left foot and launched a
round house kick. Skip closed the distance and raised his elbow to the height of the kick. The kick
ended bone to shin, Skip captured the leg and broke the knee. The last man couldn't stand anymore.
"Stay down, don't make this any worse than it already is." The man didn't move.

*Skip's SEAL team left a perfectly-good airplane at a classified altitude (High Altitude Low Opening),
they were bundled up Against the cold. The rivets on Skip's oxygen mask broke and the wind blew the
it back against his pack. He was free-falling at terminal velocity, wearing thick outer clothing and
gloves in a wind whipped, sub-zero environment He was wearing thick gloves. He couldn't reach the
mask, even if he could he wouldn't be able handle it with his gloves on. (Like Jack London’s, 'To build
a fire' in the sky) He was gasping for breath and preparing to die when the mask snapped back over his
face. Skip still considers it, 'a miracle,' that he survived to sky-dive another day.

Back at the farm, Francis' got a call. "Francis, it's Merle from up the canyon."
"Hello Merle, what can I do for you?"
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"You know a guy, a big guy, call's himself, Skip?"
"Sure do. What about him?"
"He has my horse and I have his Harley."
"How'd that happen?"
"My man and I met him on the road to the haunted canyon, said he was going after a girl named
Ella."
"Merle, can I put you on speaker? There are some people here who need to hear this.?" Francis
said.
Merle explained the situation to Francis, the Dow's and the Stenkouskis. Gina, called the
Parker's and gave them the news. Phil Parker called Oz at the Melchizedek show. Oz called Francis.
"Merle, I got a call coming in, can I put you on hold?" Francis said. He read the caller ID,
Who is this? Oh good, it's Oz. "Oz, I guess you got the news about Skip and Ella."
"I did. What should we do now?"
"I think we need to let this play out. Only God could arrange that meeting on that trail with this
rancher, Merle."
"Do you think I should say something over the air?" Oz asked.
"No, let's wait until we know what happens with Ella and Skip. Sound right to you?"
"Alright, I'll wait for your word. Thanks," Oz hung up.
"Merle, I'm back."
"Yep."
"Do you know anything else?" Francis said.
"He's with Paul, that means God is with them both, doesn't it?"
"Yes it does. Let me know when you hear from Paul. Just keep the Harley until you get your
horse back. If there's any problem, I'll make it good." Francis said.
"Thank you my friend." Merle said, then he started Skip's Harley and headed for home to get
his truck and horse trailer.

Ella and Paul were almost down the switch-back road when they heard a car horn from the rim
of the canyon. They looked up, and saw two vehicles racing along the crest of the hill. The vehicles
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looked like paper cutouts in front of the falling moon.
Paul grabbed the reigns of Ella's horse and pointed ahead to the end of the cliff. "They have no
where to go."
Ella saw where the ledge dropped off, then she looked back at the vehicles. "Is that Jim?"
"Yes."
"But, he's going to go off the..."
"Yes, he knows." Paul said.
"How do you know that?"
"I saw it in him when he helped you escape."
"Then he's doing this for us?"
"He's doing this for you." Paul said.
Jim was at the precipice, the men in his pick-up were almost against his bumper. Jim thrust his
bandaged hand through the open window, and waved good bye.
Ella and the foreman rode silently down the remaining switchbacks, to the main road and on to
safety.

Skip stood on the edge of the cliff. No one could survive that fall.
The tangled remains of Jim's truck burst into flames. The jeep was wheels down next to the
stream.
Let the flames decide who's burned and who's buried. No point in staying here, what's
happened has happened!
He came to the switchbacks, his mind fell still and the engine inside him shut down.
I guess this thing's over. And all I did was fall down the hill.
When he started down the twisting road his palms begin to sweat and his heart rate increased.
He patted the knife and Baretta inside his vest. His battle sense was pounded in his ear canals.
My Angel said to finish this...and I will.
The threat was near, he had to meet it. Skip listened to the sounds of the night. He heard the
distant water tumbling through the canyon below. He heard the crisp calls of the night birds and the
rustling of the warm breeze in the dry grass around him. Down the canyon, he heard the Dopplerechos of sirens. They're coming, but I'll be gone before they get here.
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This time he heard the foot steps. This time he meet his attacker, face to face.
A warrior stepped into into the moonlight. A soldier from the world Skip left behind. He held
a handgun at his side, but this was not a fire fight. This was personal to him.
He called out in accented English, “The girl is safe, we are defeated." He dropped the pistol
and flashed his battle blade.
Skip dropped the Baretta, pulled his knife and went foreword to meet his foe in the rite of battle,
as old as sin and death.

“This is Joshua Nun with a final, Ella Update...Bless the Lord people. Ella is back! She's safe
and sound. A few minutes ago I received this call, a man informed me of Ella’s safety. Then another
voice came on the line. This is the call you've hopped and prayed for.”
“Hello, Joshua are you there?”
“I’m here, go ahead. Is it Okay to record this call.”
“Yes, yes it's very Okay. I want everyone to hear this, everyone needs to hear this. My name is
Ella Pa...”
Joshua interrupted, "you don't need to use your full name."
“Thanks, I almost forgot. My name's Ella and I was taken, kidnapped, whatever you want to
call it...anyway, they wanted to kill me. They would have succeeded if it wasn’t for your prayers and
the bravery and sacrifice of three men. I won’t say who they are, but one of these men gave his life for
me. Even though he was the same guy who took me in the first place, he turned around. I even believe
he turned back to God. There's another man I never saw, and I don’t know if he is alive now. Thank
God for him, he didn’t know me and he risked his life for me!"
"Ella, why did this happen?" Oz asked.
"I want all of you to know, that I brought a lot of this on myself. I ran away from my problem,
my pregnancy. I tried to run away for my family and leave all I know is right. I tried to run from
God...but he ran after me. I though I could end this...you know through abortion! That wouldn't have
ended anything. Thank you mom and dad, thank you heroes, and thanks you prayer heroes!
I felt your prayers, I really did. I hear some of you felt some pain for me. Thrust God! He's
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trustworthy. I love you all!”
Joshua came back on, “Thank you all again, I don’t know what else to say! God is great!
Until next week; I'm Joshua Nun and this has been Melchizedek, good night!”

The red Chevrolet pickup wound it’s way slowly up the Del Puerto canyon road.
The Sheriff’s department had already taken the participants in the murderous ritual into custody and
headed back to town. Francis knew someone needed his help.
Skip waited out of sight at the top of the hill as the authorities swarmed the area and arrested the
Satanists. He had nothing to gain by revealing himself to the police. As far as he was concerned he
hadn’t broken any laws, and if he did, none of them outweighed saving a girl’s life from those savages.
He'd do it again if he had to!
But tonight changed him. He could no longer kill a man in battle without feeling the weight of
loss of life, without seeing the terrible waste of it all. When he buried the body of the former Russian
Spetsnaz warrior next to his own weapons, a piece of him stayed behind in that unmarked grave. Part
of him died, and part of him came alive, in time he would figure it out.
He could see a mile down the canyon. The approaching lights were familiar. He slid down the
sheer wall of the ravine on his boots and britches, he was standing on the shoulder of the roadway
when Francis pulled out of the S-curve.
They drove to the rancher’s home where Skip’s Harley was parked. Francis pulled into the
drive way and turned off his engine.
Skip spoke first. “Thanks for coming, I knew you would." Skip turned toward the open
window and continued, "I have to go; you know that don't you.”
Francis nodded, “I brought your things. Your pay's in the pack, I gave you cash. If you need
anything else, you can always call me; you know that don’t you!”
Skip nodded.
Francis continued; “David was a man with a lot of blood on his hands. He never got to do the
one thing he wanted to do the most. He wrote about how he found peace with God. You'll find peace
with God because God is at peace with you. You have one life my friend, God gave you that life and
made you who you are. Trust him."
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Francis flashed a smile at Skip. Skip saw God smiling at him through this great man. He had
to turn away to contain his emotions as he let himself out of the truck.
He rode away from Francis, we will meet again my friend...in this world or in the next. Strange,
I’m even beginning to think like you.
The wind dried his tears as he turned into the rising sun.

The break of dawn was their signal to deploy. The shock-troupes loyal to Inciter left Mt Eylar
and headed North toward the city of Westley. Once the demonic raiders cleared the mountain, Angel
warriors took possession of the highly valued, Spiritual Real-Estate.
Echstnn and Vitan stood on the wall that surrounded the stronghold, "desecrate this high-place
with the signs of the servants of the Most High God."
The squad of Guardians who protect Francis Simms led the way. They smashed the locks to the
demons armory. Spears, daggers, darts and swords were piled in the center of the courtyard. One of
the Guardians ripped the magnified field scope from the rampart and tossed it on the heap.
"I'm real tired of being spied on," the Angel said.
"Enough of his voyeurism, if he wants to take a look at us he can do it up close and personal,"
another of Francis Guardians said.
Vitan walked over the the weapons of war and pulled his sword, he turned to his brother,
"Kolvtrest, will you share your spark with me?"
"I'd be honored Vitan."
The Angels struck swords with all their strength, a spark brighter than a nuclear explosion and
hotter than the surface of the sun pulsed from the end of their swords and ignited the cache of
mercenary contraband. The Angels circled the flames, their swords absorbed the energy.
"I create the blacksmith, who builds a fire and forges weapons. I also create the soldier, who
uses the weapons to kill." Echstnn said quoting Isaiah.
"No weapon that is formed against thee shall prosper..." All the Angels replied.
The Angels fanned out across Inciters stronghold. Every personal possession, every symbol of
evil, and every stolen artifact of avarice was vaporized with a touch of their energized swords.
When the Angels finished profaning Inciter's property, they gathered on the wall that overlooks
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the Central Valley to the East.
"You do nice work," Vitan said.

"These are our orders." Echstnn said. "First, trap Inciter. Close all avenues of escape to the
west. The hill will be crawling with every sort of evil entity, if they challenge you, cut em down. No
one in, no one out of the Central Valley. We will enforce the Ending Edict. Follow me, for the Elect
and for the Son."
The detachment of Angels went North following an old survey road that wound it’s way across
the twisted spine of the coast range mountains. Along the way dozens of demons came out of the dry
foliage to hiss and howl, not one of them raised a weapon against the angry Angles.
The seldom used road led to the Ingram Creek divide. At the divide, they followed the dry
riverbed east, it emptied onto the large parking lot behind the truck stop where Ella and Skip had been
the previous night.
The Angels fanned out along the foothills near the truck stop where they could watch all the
traffic and demonic movement along Interstate 5, and in the town of Westley, four miles to the
Southeast.

Inciter split his force, the largest contingent of raiders headed North using the Delta-Mendota
canal for cover and concealment. Inciter took Fet, and a few dozen hand picked soldiers to the
Northern property line of Francis Simms farm.
"We'll wait here for the Farmer to leave. We can follow him down highway 33 all the way to
Westley, then I will personally spoil his breakfast." Inciter said.
But as the nefarious spirits arrived at Francis' ranch, the place was alive with activity. There
marked police cars were several other new vehicles parked around the house.
"Do you see any Angels around the house?" Inciter asked.
His guys looked at each other and shrugged, one spoke up, "do we ever see them before they see
us?"
"Shut up, you know what I mean, they're not here. The farmer always has a few Angels
loitering around, they want us to see them," Inciter shot back.
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What troubled him was the absence of any evidence of angelic presence. Even when the
servants of righteousness were hiding, Inciter could feel their presence like a hot knife in his side.
Francis is here, but the Angels are gone. I need to find out what's happening...I need someone
expendable.
“Fet, I've got the perfect job for you."
"Let me guess...you want me to recon the ranch?"
"Good guess, find out anything you can and get back here ASAP," Inciter ordered.
The wounded familiar spirit was limping through the field of waist high corn when the
immense Angel who rescued him at the aqueduct appeared.
"I'm almost relieved that this ends at your hand," Fet said to the Angel.
"It's sad for me that you have to end this way, Fet you could have sung with the stars, now you
will howl with haunted."
The sword strike sliced him in two. This morning, Fet; familiar spirit 1st class was the first to
fall.

Paul and Gina walked to their car, Gina gave Francis a hug. “Without a doubt this has been the
most unforgettable night of my life, but we need to get home. I need to get some sleep!”
The Stenkouskis were in their car when Francis pulled Ryan aside, "would you like to come to
breakfast with Oz this morning?"
Ryan had been hoping he would have the opportunity to meet the elusive radio personality, but
he didn’t want to impose on Francis by asking to tag along, but that didn't stop him. "I'd love to, let me
talk with Millie."
Ryan trotted over to his wife and informed her of the invite, and after some superb
salesmanship, and a few unspecified husband promises, Millie Dow, took her place in the drivers seat,
started the car and kissed her husband goodbye. "Francis, keep an eye on that one, he can get a bit
testy when he doesn't sleep or eat,"
Both cars drove slowly down the long gravel driveway, and turned left onto highway 33.
They'd be home safe in about forty minutes.
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By then the battle lines would be drawn around the small farming town of Westley California.
At ground zero of this massive demonic offensive, three men were bait for this final trap.

Raiding parties of demons had been crossing the Stanislaus river since the full moon appeared
They were the battle tested warriors from Lord Profits kingdom. The Saint-Profit alliance was
committing all of it’s assets to the destruction of Inciter and his marauding hordes. Since the defeat of
the Satanist elite in Del Puerto canyon, the ripples of fear had had turned into tidal waves of reaction.
The most extreme reaction came from the Saint himself.
When he discovered the meeting between Francis and Oz, the Saint saw it as the perfect setup to
lure Inciter into a trap. He was fixated on the destruction of Inciter, and Francis. He cast aside all
restraint and ordered his combined legions to attack Inctier and Francis in Westley California.
Lord Profit tried to argue against fully committing their combined armies. He feared what
might happen to their unguarded business enterprises during this mindless military excursion. But the
Saint replied, the only way to end this is to attack with an overwhelming force.
One of the chief command demons stood up the Saint and insisted that he conduct a, smaller
and more measured attack. The Saint had responded by giving him a smaller and more measured role;
leading the shock troops at the spear-point of the attack.
The soldier demons, the claws on the ground who would carry out the attack, were divided and
angry. They couldn't see a valid reason for this huge mobilization, and their command and control
structure was confused and ineffective.
They were going to war against their own kind, led by commanders they did not know or trust,
for an objective that was ill-defined and frivolous in their estimation.
One soldier etched this into a tree on the South side of the Stanislaus river; Kilroy is still here, I
wish he was somewhere else.
Most of these dark warriors had been trained to sow discord, fear and mutiny in the ranks of
humans. This 20th century alone had produced some of most hated and wasteful wars and police
actions in the long history of human misery.
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Even with his first hand knowledge of history; with all of the accumulated experience he
possessed of the past and it’s outcomes; he was blind to the plain truth.
He still could not read the writing on the wall; the Saint of Stanislaus, in blatant disregard of the
undeniable facts, ordered the complete annihilation of Inciter and his demons, and of Francis and Oz.
It was to late for the Saint to seek another line of work.

The earth feared and it was still. A spiritual calm of such intensity enveloped the Central Valley
that the demonic forces of Inciter and the Saint-Profit alliance kept glancing over their shoulders at the
bright morning sunshine, fearful of what they might see.
The sense of calm was like the quiet that falls over a court room when the bailiff hands the
judge the jury's ballot. Now the jury was in and the verdict would be read aloud. God's sentence would
be carried out without further delay.
The Angel forces prepared to converge on Westley from all points of the compass. From the
North, the Guardians from Sacramento, the Delta and the Sierra Gold Country massed over the state
Capitol building.
They interlocked limbs and armor and took on the shape of a clinched fist. A horizontal tornado
formed above the city, it enveloped the Angelic fist-of-fury at the wrist and propelled the guardian
formation like a turbine to the Southwest.
The tornado-turbine achieved light-speed and the hand of God struck the spiritual superstructure
of Mt. Diablo with such ferocity that the resulting shock-wave pounded the demon forces massing
around Westley.
When the stunned dark-warriors looked toward Diablo they saw orange and purple holy smoke
rising from the burning high place. Once the twin peaks were crushed, the Angel force re-grouped into
attack-teams of tens and twenty’s.
They came out of the smoke, fast, skimming above the low rolling hills, dodging the windmills
that stand like sunflowers on the windward slopes of the Arthur H Breed Jr./580 freeway.
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From every direction they converged on the Altamont speed-way. They annihilated the small
occupying force of death-spirits that have run the race-track since the brutal murder, the hit and run and
drowning deaths of 4 people on December 6, 1969.
The speedway had given shelter to the demons for almost forty five-years. Now the Angels
controlled the pass between the bay area and the Central Valley.
The Strong Suburban Spirits, muscular Angels from the South-Bay region of San Francisco,
crossed the canyons and valleys unopposed and joined Echstnn and Vitan at their forward observation
post.
Vitan gathered the warriors and gave orders. "We are commanded to, 'deny all access to any
human or fallen spirit to the Central Valley. No Angel or demon will be allowed to leave the Central
Valley, until further word from on high. Are there any questions?"
The orders were crystal clear and they would be enforced without exception. Representatives
from the Sierra Nevada mountains and the high deserts of Nevada, Arizona and the Southern areas
departed to repeat the heavenly directives to their respective regions.
The Angels formed a skirmish line that sealed off the Northern, Eastern and Western approaches
to the Central Valley. All human traffickers, interstate evil-entrepreneurs, free mercenary spirits, even
the Vorsheen were repelled by these fearful Angels with flashing, fiery swords.
The Southern-Angelic-Command looked on in awe as the legendary, Legacy Angels passed
through the LA Gate on their way North. These famous Angels accompanied Father Juan Crespi, a
Franciscan priest on his first European missionary trip to the region.
They fought the Aztec/Incan demon deities that tried crush the Roman Catholic mission in
California. They still stand guard against the Aztec/Incan principalities in the city that carries their
name.
The Legacy Angels joined an honor guard of warriors at the Southern tip of the Central Valley,
where Interstate 5 rises over the grapevine. Castillo, the first among the Legacy Angels raised his hand
toward heaven, a massive winged creature descended with the hammer of God in it's claws. Castillo
grabbed the tool of judgment and held it out for his fellow warriors to see.
In a voice that canceled all other noise for a hundred miles, said; "in the name of the One who
lives forever, I commit this Act of God."
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He brought the hammer down on the roadway. The earthquake collapsed the northbound lanes
of I5 near the oasis at Gorman CA. The Warriors formed a single file line that blocked the Southern
entrance to the Central Valley.

Ryan and Francis pulled out of his driveway onto Highway 33, "the drive will take about thirty
minutes. That will give us some time to talk about what's going to happen today."
"Going to happen Francis. You sound like you already know...is something going to happen
that I should know about?" Ryan asked.
"I was driving the property before sunrise and I was visited by a most unusual being. He
appeared in the seat where you are sitting, and without introduction began to speak. He said, 'there will
be a tremendous battle today...and you guys will see it all.' Then he vanished."
"Messengers, God is sending us messengers. I had a close encounter of the wonderful kind the
other day. I saw stuff I can't even describe. Could that be what he meant by, see it all?"
"We'll see," Francis said.
"Bad pun man."
"Couldn't resist."
"What's this meeting with Oz about anyway?" Ryan asked
“This morning, we have been summoned as witnesses. God is going to win, big and we're part
of it.”
When Francis finished, Ryan didn't know what to say. He was tired, hungry and spiritually
overworked. Francis turned on some music and Ryan was asleep like a baby before the song was half
over.

Oz was late. He was heading west on Maze boulevard at over eighty miles an hour when he
saw the red light in his rear view mirror. His heart began to beat so hard that it blocked his throat.
With a gasp he found his breath and started pulling over onto the wide shoulder.
The CHP cruiser screamed by him, when it passed Oz vowed to never speed, he prayed for
mercy and repented for being so stupid. He came to a stop and decided to take the opportunity look at
the map. Though he had lived in the valley all of his life, he didn’t get out to Westley that often.
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Let's take a look at this...that's a short cut. Left on South Hart road, go past the county honor
farm, the West right into Westley. Outta save some time and fuel. Oz pushed down hard on the gas and
the big V8 responded. Two miles later he turned left onto Hart road.
The CHP cruiser slowed to a crawl. Traffic was backed up for half a mile from the Stanislaus
river bridge. "I just got here and traffic's a mess, nothing's coming East through...I don't know what
this thing is...it's black and it's a barrier of some sort..."
"Please repeat that," the dispatcher said.
"Traffic is backed up..."
"I got that Frank, what did you say about a, barrier of some sort," dispatch said.
"That's what it is, a black barrier. It stretches as far North and South as I can see. It's like a wall
of night colored fog reflecting the sunrise. It's really amazing, it's almost beautiful."
"So take some pictures. Can you get through it?"
Frank flashed his lights and drove past the line of cars. At the edge of the fog he turned on his
headlights. "Dispatch, I'm at the barrier, I turned on my headlights and they...well they just disappeared
in the darkness. I'm going in." The officer inched into the inky blackness.
"I'm in, the darkness closed in on the back of my car, wait...I'm coming through, I can see light
and I see cars, I see the sunrise..."
"What happened, I lost you?" Dispatch said.
"I'm still here, in fact, I'm right back where I started. This is like the Twilight Zone."
"I'm sending a chopper to your location. Stay with the cars, try to keep them from panicking, it
doesn't look like you're going anywhere." Dispatch said.
"Will do," Frank said.
"Hey Frank," the dispatcher said.
"Yeah Ken."
"We have reliable reports that say this barrier runs all the way around the Central Valley. I don't
know what it is or why it's here. It looks like no ones going in or getting out until the veil is lifted."
"I feel like I need to say, Amen."
"Probably a good idea my friend. Dispatch out."
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Oz turned West onto Paradise avenue, after few miles he went South on Shiloh road. Shiloh,
that's an interesting name in the Bible...God spoke there, he blessed there and he judged there.
Closer to the Tuolumne river he saw about a dozen cars stopped at the bridge.
What its that? I've never seen fog that thick, is that even fog...it looks like, smokey fog...maybe
it's holy-smokey-fog, I don't know.
He was inching into a stop when a tunnel-shaped hole opened up in the left lane. Oz was at the
back of the line. Ahead of him the other drivers were out of their cars, with phone to their ears and
fingers pointing at the barrier.
The car at the head of the line pulled into the left lane and headed into the hole in the fog. I
wonder if he'll get through? No way...he came out facing us, right back where he was.
None of the other cars tried the tunnel.
What now, how do I get through this, Lord I want to meet Francis..there's someone in the
tunnel. The guy was whistling and waving him forward. Oz looked at him and pointed to himself, he
wants me to come through the opening?
The guy left the tunnel walked toward him, he was about two car length away when Oz
recognized him.
"Nice morning isn't it."
"Yes it is, a bit overcast, or vertical-cast, I don't know what to call that," Oz said pointing at the
barrier.
"Oh that, it's what you thought, its holy-smokey-fog."
"I bet I'm supposed to go through it."
"Yep, you need to get to breakfast soon, you don't want to miss this."
"Want a ride?"
"No, I'll meet you there. Gotta fly," Oz' Angel said, then he took to the sky.
None of the other drivers followed him through the dark tunnel.

To the south Francis and Ryan had a similar experience, but Francis didn't hesitate, he took the
left lane through the hole in the strange fog. When they came out in the right lane, Francis shook Ryan,
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"wake up pal, we're behind the battle lines."
Ryan sat up and looked over at Francis, "what do you mean battle lines?"
"Look in your mirror."
Ryan saw the barrier, "you weren't kidding were you."
"No, this is as serious as it gets."
Ryan was now fully awake.
Francis pulled to a stop at the Westley city limits sign.
"I feel...incredible power, do you know what it is?" Ryan asked.
"Authority."
"How can I feel authority?"
"When you feel God's power and authority, it because he wants you to experience something
wonderful," Francis said.
Francis pulled away from the stop sign, Ryan, noticed some children playing soccer in the
school yard. Whatever God is doing here today must be safe enough for children. I guess I don't need
to be afraid either.
Ryan was still woolgathering when Francis shut down the engine. They got out of the red
pickup and walked into the only coffee shop in town; Grischott Bros. Service station and cafe.

Inciter wasn't surprised that Fet didn’t return from the Simms ranch. His days on earth were
numbered anyway. When Francis and Ryan left the ranch, they followed them all the way to the
barrier.
"What is that?" One marauder asked.
"I have no idea...I've never seen that here before." Inciter went up about a hundred feet, took a
look and came back down. I can't see over it, and there's no way around whatever it is."
"The Farmer made a hole in the wall," the marauder said.
"That mean's we go through it, follow the pickup" Inciter said.
He lost two soldiers when the black mist fell in on them like the red sea.
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It didn't matter, the prize was in sight. I have a few surprises in store for you, Town Prophet.
This isn't your turf, and we know where you are.
Inciter and his troops hid in the waist high corn across the road from the coffee shop. When the
other humans arrive, I will inflict and exquisite and painful death on them all.
Inciter ordered the soldiers on his left flank to spread out around the South end of the coffee
shop property. I'll claim the reward, and pay off those despicable Vorsheen. When get my document of
passage, I'll leave this dirty, dusty valley forever.
He leaned back against the irrigation ditch and closed his eyes, there aren't many cars this
morning. The other human should be easy enough to hear and a pleasure to kill.

The main battle force of the Saint-Profit alliance was waiting in the flooded farmlands West of
Grayson CA. The Saint had a pair of flanking forces hiding in the walnut trees northwest of Westley
and in the corn further to the south.
There hadn’t been enough time to deploy his forces to the West, but with the overwhelming
strength and element of surprise the Saint felt there was no way Inciter or the humans could escape his
ambush.
He sent out scouts to find Inciter and his forces. The Saint wanted the advantage of knowing
Inciter’s position in advance. But the town was surrounded by three thousand acres of corn.
"Did you find him?" The Saint asked.
"No sir, the corn is thick and he could be anywhere."
"They can't be anywhere, they'll be near the Farmer and the other humans you imbecile."
"We will find them," the commander said.
"Either you find him or you will join him. Am I understood?"
"Sir." The command demon bowed and left walking, backwards.

As he watching the command demon skulk away, the Saint had his first lucid thought in months.
He turned away from his entourage and looked toward the smoke rising from Mt. Diablo. What if one
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of the renegades escapes? What if word gets back to, HIMSELF? It won't happen...he's got enough to
worry about without wasting his time on this all-forsaken valley.
One of his aids landed at his side, "Sire, a vehicle turned West onto Grayson road. This is the
first human movement we have detected since..."
"Since what!" the Saint hissed.
"Well...since..."
"That was not a question. Who is the driver?
No member of his entire entourage could identify the driver.
"I'll send my best and brightest to determine who he is. He has a Modesto phone number
written on his vehicle, I can make a few calls and find out who he is," Lord Profit said.
"Do it," the Saint ordered. Lord Profit pointed toward his under-commander, the soldier left
immediately.
The Saint pulled Lord Profit aside, "Why is there no other traffic?"
"The messengers we sent to reconnoiter the river haven't returned since the Farmer came to
town," Lord Profit said.
"I am surrounded by incompetence and cowardice. Even the simplest task is to difficult for
these...soldiers of yours," the Saint said.

The service station/cafe was the last establishment on main street at the north end of town.
There was a tire repair shop behind the cafe building. Seventy yards west of the tire shop stood the
hanger and offices of Valley Crop Dusters. The short runway that ran east-west directly behind the
service station, the gas pumps and the cafe.
Valley Crop Dusters operated three ancient radial engine Bi-planes that dusted the greater
Stanislaus and Merced county area. In twenty two years of service, and more than sixty nine thousand
hours of flight time logged, they were accident free. The owners and pilots were proud of their perfect
record.
Inciter discovered the aviation service when one of his operatives hitched a ride through Angel
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infested territory a month earlier. That demon told Inciter of their perfect safety record. Anything
prefect reminded him of something that he despised more than mankind. Since that moment Inciter
had looked for a way to tarnish that record.
When Inciter learned the Farmer, and two of his friends would be in the cafe with two other
Elect scum, he had an inspired, fiendish thought. The runway ends at the coffee shop, the gas pumps
are next to the coffee shop...the Farmer will be in the coffee shop and the gas pumps. The plane will
land when they are in the coffee shop. This is to tempting to pass up.
Inciter raised his head over the corn to look for his soldier. There he is, waiting on the hanger.
This will be legendary; a perfect pilot, a town Prophet, a pastor and a painter, all gone in one great
ball of fire.
The pilot was six minutes out and low on fuel. The demon on the hangar rubbed his hands
together in anticipation.

Oz pulled up to the coffee shop and parked next to the red pickup.
The old cafe hadn’t changed in thirty years. The counter was the same faded Formica the
builder installed in 1964. The stools were vintage; pitted chrome polls with round seats covered in
cracked Naugahyde.
Francis and Ryan were perched on those stools in the center of the curved counter. They hadn't
finished their first cup when the door opened and a familiar voice said, “hi, I’m Oz. You have to Be
Francis!”
Francis extended his callused hand. When their hands touched, the room crackled with energy.
"Wow, what was that?" Oz said.
"Power and authority," Ryan said.
Oz looked at Ryan, "if you say so pal. It can't be anything else...it feels wonderful."
Ryan held out his hand, "It means, God wants us to experience something wonderful. By the
way, I'm Ryan Dow."
"I'm Oz."
"I know your voice, and love your music."
Francis interrupted, "you boys might want to take a look outside, or try to take a look at what
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used to be outside."
Oz and Ryan looked out toward the street. Their other-eyes, their spiritual eyes opened like a
theater curtain. The walls and ceiling of the cafe were translucent. They could see every solid object
above, below, behind and in front of them.
"Can you see all this?" Oz asked.
"If you mean atoms and energy...yes." Ryan said.
"There's so much space between the particles. Everything moves everywhere at the same time."
Oz said.
"Quantum creation," Ryan said.
"I'm glad you smart guys have this all figured out, I just think it's cool." Francis said.
People were the only solid objects in the room. Another customer sitting at the glass-like
counter, was floating above the outline of his stool. The steam rising from his cup was about the same
density as the coffee. Two farmers were playing cards at a corner table. A coat was hanging above one
of the men, there was a book in the coat's side pocket that was radiating thick, trans-spectral light.
"It's that a Bible?" Oz said.
"At the entrance of thy word comes light," Ryan quoted.
"Hey, you speak King James," Oz said.
"Francis, they don't see what we see, do they?" Ryan asked.
"If they did, they'd be acting like us. Have you looked down yet?"
"I don't want to," Ryan said.
"Do I have to?" Oz said.
They both peeked at the floor.
"Thank God it's still there." Ryan said.
The three men sat down at the counter, uncertain of what to say. This type of thing didn’t
happen every day, or did it? Who could say?
Ryan pointed and said, “Look!”
Oz, Francis, and everyone else in the cafe looked in the direction of Ryan’s trembling finger.
The other patrons saw the rear wall of the coffee shop, Oz and Francis, saw what Ryan was so
worked up about.
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The sky was boiling with activity. The clouds were forming up in ranks like soldiers on a
parade ground. The misty ranks marched up through the sky until they tore through the earth's
atmosphere.
Through the clear roof of the cafe the three men peered into depths of the Milky Way.(later Oz
said it reminded him of a NASA animation on the science channel) At the center of the Milky Way, a
pair of beings split the supermassive black hole in two. apart. A ring fell from the finger of God. It
escaped the black hole, spun down through space and landed over the town of Westley. The black
barrier vanished.
The ring-barrier enclosed the Westley area from the foothills to the Stanislaus river into an
shinning arena for God's wrath. The Angels took places on the balcony-rim above the ring-arena.
There had not been a strategic gathering of this magnitude, in this configuration, since the prophet
Elisha was surrounded in Dotham by the king of Aram.
The Saint, Lord Profit, Inciter and their demented demons were oblivious to everything
happening around them.

A bi-plane begin its landing approach, the distinctive sound the radial engine echoed off the
concave walls of the arena. The Angels cheered when they saw the pilot of the crop duster
The demon watching from the hangar at the end of the airstrip saw the airplane, he signaled
Inciter by clanging his sword and dagger together. Inciter, the Saint, Lord Profit and the guys in the
cafe heard the shrill clanging sound.
"We found Inciter and his goons," the Saint said to Lord Profit.
"What is that idiot doing on the hangar?" Lord Profit said.
"He's signaling the Assassins. It means Inciter doesn't know we're here. And, what he doesn't
know will kill him." The Saint said.
"Is it time?" Lord Profit asked.
"It's time. Order our troupes forward. It's time to tear them apart." The Saint said.
Lord Profit signaled the advance to his command demons.
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Echstnn, Vitan and the guardians who defend Francis received a personal message; 'the
Captain of the host is coming!' Take you place of honor as watchmen on the wall.
"Let's go brothers, our work here is done. Now we will see God's finish his work," Echstnn
said.
The Angels took their place on the wall of the ring-arena.
Holy-gossip spread along the watch-wall; The Captain's coming. One Guardian said, "If the
Lord's coming, this battle is over except for the shouting."
"You've been in the Valley so long my friend that you talk and think like the locals." His
Guardian friend said.
"You know what that looks like from here?" Ryan said.
"It looks like a contact lens, floating in the the sky." Oz said.
"How'd you know that's what I thought?" Ryan answered.
"It's getting bigger and it's getting closer." Francis said.
The contact lens settled over the ring-arena. The clear rested on the convex edge of the ring
behind the Angelic box-seats. From 22,500 miles up, the geosynchronous satellites relayed the image
in real-time, but the computers monitoring the feed weren't programed to interpret the images.
The picture was digital noise until a bored Cal-Poly grad student working the early shift, for
extra credit, noticed the blurred sat-photos. He took the initiative and bypassed the computerinterpreted image, and the world was given a birds eye view of the greatest show on earth.
A command scrolled across the inside of the dome, 'do not intervene. Those who have done the
evil will be destroyed by their own evil.
That prescription was a hard pill to swallow for some of the Angels.
"So we're supposed to sit back in these box seats and do nothing about the Saint and Inciter?"
One of Francis Guardians asked.
"After all that killer has done to trap Francis, we just let him lay in the weeds and wait?"
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Another Guardian said.
"Yeah, and I know exactly how you feel. I was the guy who was called off when Daniel
prayed," Vitan said.
"You had a chance to fight Persia with Michael?" One of the Strong Suburban Spirits said.
"I wanted to fight but I was called off. It had to play out in God's time. I didn't have to like it
but I did believe it." Vitan said.
"The Lord gives..." Echstnn said
All the Angels answered, "and the Lord takes away. Blessed is the name of the Lord."
"It's his fight. From the first lie, to the last word." The other Strong Suburban Spirit said.
"Amen!" They all shouted.
At the last Amen, the ring-arena burst into transparent, smokeless flames. The Angels sang
high-praises as they danced in the holy flames. The war council of the Almighty was complete.

"Look, those have to be demons...they are uglier than I imagined," Oz said, across the street.
"I hoped I'd never see another one. Francis, what do we do now? It looks like they're coming
for us?" Ryan said.
"You know the Word; we've done everything we can, now we stand." Francis said.
The first wave of Inciters raiders came out the weeds on the Northwest side of town. They
formed up behind the demon on the hangar and swarmed toward the incoming crop duster. When they
were about a hundred yards from the airplane, the old railroad water tower on the south end of town
erupted in a plume of steam as it fell over on the oil soaked ground.
A California Highway Patrol helicopter was allowed to pass through the ring-wall. The CHP
pilot was chosen to act as an impartial, expert witness to this mysterious occurrence. He couldn't see
the demonic spirits, but he saw the water tower explode. He could feel the supercharged-air in his hand
through the collective control, the chopper floated like it was tethered to a string and pulley.
The demon from the hangar pulled his sword and dagger, "I get the first slice at this man in his
flying machine." he boasted to the swarm behind him. He aimed his blades at the support strut on the
lower right wing, and closed his eyes. This will be your last landing, he braced for impact. The plane
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repelled the demon like a pair of positive on positive magnets, when the attacker turned, the swarm was
retreating at top speed. He tried to pull away but the airplane was pushing him. He looked through the
arc of the prop and saw the blood-red hand prints around the cock-pit, he gagged in horror, who is this
pilot, how did he know we were coming for him?"
The pilot was in the habit of praying and smearing anointed oil over different parts of the
fuselage before each flight. When the plane was lined up on final approach, the pilot cut power and
dropped the flaps, the demon was sucked into the spinning blade and raked along the well-oiled
fuselage. The demon suffered a highly allergic reaction and he went down hard hard on the tarmac.
The retreating swarm was headed for the tall grass and low corn when the optically-clear halfcircle canopy turned black as the pit and the transparent flames shifted red. The light of the morning
sun was occulted and the only illumination came from the burning ring of fire.
"It's Angels, get down before they see us," the demon leader said.
The swarming demons dropped to the dirt in the foliage. One brave member of the hive rolled
over in the to see what happened to the sunlight.
"Don't look up...they will see you," the Imp next to him said.
"Get away from you punk." The brave member planted his feet on the Imp and pushed him
further into the corn. "Closing your eyes won't make them go away. I want to see what's coming after
us." The brave hive-demon said. When his eyes adjusted he was no amused at what he saw.
"What are they doing?" the Imp said.
"Look for yourself punk."
"I don't want to look up, what are they doing."
"Dare deviling."
"Devil-may-caring, what?"
"They're running daredevil chariots on the inside of the black dome. This is a game to them, a
carnival."
"What are you talking about, I don't get all your metaphors, I'm new to the Wild West...I was in
Siberia the last four centuries."
"In the Wild West days, carnival men would ride motorcycles around the inside of a bowl, or a
cylinder. Their momentum kept them from falling."
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"The cossacks did something, they ran horses across thin ice, speed saved them. Is that what
you mean?"
"The Angels are riding flaming chariots around the inside of the black bowl that has us
trapped."
"That's bad," the Imp said.
"Whatever, I'm getting out of here," the brave one stood up and started to run. He was tripping
over the bodies of his comrades, so he decided to chance flying low toward the trees at the Northwest
side of town. He was skimming the silk on the ears of corn when he overflew the Saint/Profit forward
observation force.
The Saint's soldiers were watching the overhead spectacle when the fleeing demon buzzed their
position.
"What was that?" a soldier asked.
"You mean, who was that? That was one of Inciters guys getting while he thinks the gettin's
still good," the forward commander said. A soldier saw the brave one flying up his corn row, he drew
his sword and grasped it with both hands. He raised the blade and the fleeing demon split in two pieces
that splattered about a dozen of the Saints' troupes with sticky and putrid death-fluid. The tense
soldier-demons were on their feet in a blur, "They're attacking, defend yourselves," one of the soiled
soldiers said.
"Sound the attack," the Saints' commander said. The signal was given and both side swarmed
into battle.
Overhead, the CHP helicopter was recording the fight on his external camera. He could see the
struggle in the weeds and corn. The whole thing was over in ten seconds. From overhead, the
trampled field of battle took the shape of a Roman cross.
The crop duster landed on the runway behind the cafe, when the old bi-plane taxied up to the
gas pump next to the hangar, Inciter erupted.
"Let's finish this Farmer." The assassin and his contingent started across the road toward the
cafe. Then Inciter froze in his tracks!
"How long has this been going on?" he said pointing up. "Why didn't I see them?"
"Maybe he didn't want you to see them," his second in command said.
The sight of the blazing barrier and the flaming Angel chariots cross-crossing the black expanse
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above completely confused Inciter. His troupes stood behind him, exposed and uncertain what to do.
The second in command decided to act, the orders were on his lips when the remaining forces of the
Saint-Profit alliance swooped in and surrounded the demonic renegades.
Inciter was no longer confused, he was trapped. He had no where to go. He couldn't go down
into the earth and the domain of the Vorsheen.
The Saint from out of the ranks and faced Inciter.
Inciter was shocked to see the ruler of the Central Valley. Should I fight, should I fly, should
I....he hesitated, and he was lost. Inciter went for his weapon, the Saint was already in motion. The
hissing serpent-blade severed Inciters sword hand and pierced his exposed side as a reminder of his
past failure. Inciter went to his knees, the damage to his pride was even greater than the agony of his
injuries.
“Bring him.” the Saint commanded Two warriors grabbed Inciter and lifted him from his feet.
The Saint ordered his troops to round up every member of Inciters renegade force. The Saint mustered
his forces and the prisoners in the corn near the airfield, near the cafe. They took special care to avoid
the field north of town because of the cross in the corn.
The rebel raiders were disarmed and bound with iron shackles by the Saints demons, their
weapons were gathered and counted. With his enemies subdued and their weapons secured, the Saint
turned his attention toward the three men in the coffee shop. The captive demons kept their eyes on the
sky, watching the Angels and their flaming chariots.
"Why aren't you guys watching the Angels?" One of Inciters renegades asked.
"What Angels?" One of the Saints soldiers said.
"Those flaming chariots and the Angels standing around the rim of the burning ring."
"What are you talking about...just keep your head down before I bust it for you," the Saints
soldier said.
They don't see the Angelic warriors or the flames or the dome or the ring. The renegade turned
to his comrades, the look in their eyes said they were thinking the same thing.
"The Saint's crew can't see the Angels. Nothing on this earth can do that, there's only one power
that can pull that off. We're finished comrades, the sky is about to fall on us," he whispered.
A whistle sounded and a plume of blood-red smoke appeared on the railroad tracks that ran
North to South through town. A filthy blackened steam train rolled into town and stopped at the bare
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concrete pad that used to hold the Westley station. This ghost train had run the abandoned spurs and
tracks of the Central Valley valley for a hundred and fifty years.
Where ever greed and corruption forced a family off their lands; wherever a back-room political
deal unjustly favored the rich over the poor; where ever the railroad barons used their power to exploit
the migrant Chinese. The phantom locomotive rus the invisible rails, stopping only to take on
passengers who become prisoners.
Inciter looked at the terror train pulling in the station. That was a hundred years ago, all we did
was herd some useless human cattle off railroad company land. And those coolie workers, they weren't
even human, they didn't count. I don't belong on that train!
"So you recognize the pain-train," the Saint laughed.
"That train ran through your dominion, you're more guilty than me," Inciter said.
"This is no time to quibble about, guilt. 'We are all killers here.' But, you're the captive and I'm
the captor. This is a one-way ticket", mercenary." The Saint spit the last word at Inciter.
The train ground to a halt. Lord Profit and Prince Desolation stepped down from the dingy
dining car. A squad of thug-demons emerged from the cattle-cars strung along at the end of the train.

CHAPTER 26
"This is like a Spaghetti Western in 3d," Ryan said.
"What are those things climbing out of the cattle-cars?" Oz said.
"I've heard them called Bouncer or Thug-demons. They're leg-breakers, they make offers that
aren't refused," Francis said.
"How do you know that? Ryan said.
"Let's just say that this isn't my first Spaghetti Western."
The captive demons marched by the cafe, they were so close the men could hear the prisoners
unearthly cursing and threats hurled between the captives and the Saint's soldiers. With brutal
efficiency, Inciter and his renegade spirits were forced into the box cars and the doors were shut and
sealed. The wailing screams and inhuman sounds that carried from the box cars made Ryan cringe and
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fidget in his seat.
The waitress appeared, "would you like another coffee?"
Ryan turned and looked at the woman, when she saw the horrified look on his face, she stepped
back and said, "honey, you look like you've, seen a..."
"Do you mean, seen a ghost?" Oz interrupted.
"If you only knew, if you only knew. I think we're fine on coffee for the moment, thank you."
The waitress scurried off into the kitchen.
"Hey, somethings up," Francis said.
"Looks like it's all aboard amigos," Ryan said.
The ghost train built up a head of steam and started South but it didn’t get far. The wreckage of
what had been the water tower was strewn across the tracks. The locomotive stopped and the boiler
fires went out. The ghost-train and all its passengers were dead on the tracks.
The Saint and Lord Profit turned toward the cafe, their forces fell in behind and beside them.
"Forget the train, let's get them," the Saint said.
Francis, Oz and Ryan saw the swarm of demons start their way. Everyone else left the
restaurant through the back door. The three men stood alone against the ancient principalities and
powers the Central Valley.
"Guys, this is not good...I'm not afraid to admit it; I'm afraid. They're coming for us," Oz said.
"Yes they are and that is why we're here," Francis said.
"Why would God put us in the middle of a spiritual civil war while his Angels are burning up
the sky and I don't think that hoard of Hell even knows they're surrounded," Ryan said.
"What are we, bait?" Oz said.
"More like dead meat I think," Ryan said.
"No I think we're more like three guys in a furnace and that means we can expect someone to
show up at any time," Francis said.
That changed their hearts. They stood to their feet together, joined hands
and stared down death.
Francis spoke first, “He that dwells in the secret place of the most High.”
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Ryan followed on cue, “I will say of the Lord he is my fortress.”
“You will not be afraid of the terror by night, or of the arrow that fly’s by day, or of the
pestilence that walks in darkness-or the destruction that lays waste at noonday!” Oz felt power surge
through him as he spoke that words of the Psalm.
Raising his voice toward a shout Francis said, “A thousand will fall at your side, ten thousand
at your right hand.”
The demonic horde was agitated by their defiance and angry at their words. So furious that the
Saint, and Lord Profit, followed closely by Prince Desolation, began running toward the three men
standing in the flimsy cafe.
"I think we made them mad," Oz said.
Francis laughed.
"Why are you laughing, what's so funny?" Ryan said.
Francis kept laughing.
Oz started laughing.
So Ryan laughed.
Three grown men, facing a lynch mob of blood-seeking demons, holding hands doubled over in
laughter, inside a dive diner on the outskirts of a dying Central Valley town.
That's all it took.
When the Saint and Lord Profit were close enough to cast a dark shadow over the cafe, all three
men screamed at the top of their voices. “He shall give his angels charge over you, to keep you in all
of your ways!”
The building evaporated into flame. The fire surrounded the three believers inside. A forth
person stepped from the flames behind the men and and wrapped them in his arms.
The Saint saw the forth person staring at him through eyes that burned brighter than the flames.
He stopped in his steps. The Saint was knocked to the ground by the press of evil behind him. He got
to his feet and looked back to curse whoever had toppled him then the it struck. Light, more brilliant
than the sun and stars combined flooded the ring and sphere enclosure.
The light coated the demon hoard and sealed them in a catatonic cast. But the Saint, Lord Profit
and Prince Desolation were in full possession of their facilities when the music of heaven punched a
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hole in the dome above their heads. The reverberating sound of ancient worship danced inside the
dome, the holy call of the elders and living creatures resonated with every Angel and drove the Saint,
Lord Profit and Prince Desolation to their knees as the involuntary words tore their tongues.
The music of heaven stopped and the moans of hell rose in the hearts of the fallen angels.
The ring of fire turned to stone. The dome tore in two and an arm reached down and wrote their fate on
the inside wall.
He cast on them the fierceness of His anger, wrath, indignation, and trouble, by sending angels
of destruction among them. He made a path for His anger...
Then they came, The Pure, the Just Warriors, the refuse of the reign the Saint, Lord Profit and
Prince Desolation. The pure warriors came out of the sky riding horses on trail of white light. They
touched Terra-firma for the first time. The dust reached up to caress the hooves of their horses as they
circled the trio of tormentors. The riders were beautiful beautiful known human possibility. Their
features were the purest and clearest flesh tones, and their flowing hair reflected the deepest natural
colors. Even Adam, the first man, was not like these riders on the storm.
They're not from this planet...they didn't come from any of the sterile,cold rocks in this universe.
The Saint peered at the mounted woman in front of him. She's flawless but she's not vain. No woman
could enure her beauty without pride, but she's like a...like a child.
One of the riders dismounted and walked toward Lord Desolation. The demon snarled like a
cornered animal, "you have no claim over me, you came from the sky. I've done you no harm, I won't
give you the satisfaction of..."
"You can't give me anything. You already took everything I had." The complete man said.
"What could I take from you...look at you, look at all of you. You're perfect, you're pampered
and spoiled. When have you ever know pain or loss, when have you ever had to resist anything?"
"We all felt pain, we all lost our birthrights, we never had the chance to resist. You, and you and
you," he pointed at the Saint and Lord Profit, "took it on yourselves to make the life-choice for us."
Prince Desolation looked away, “Look at me," the man screamed, "I was helpless and weak, I
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was unable to speak, but I was aware and you were there."
Prince Desolation turned and looked into the man's eyes, he scanned each iris for any sign of
disease or weakness, he saw none. Then his eyes re-played the procedure. He pushed away from the
instrument, he clung to his life-line, he screamed as the liquid he breathed flowed from his lungs.
Desolation reeled backwards into Lord Profit, Lord Profit fell into the Saint, the Saint pushed both
demons aside and faced the man.
“Who are you? What are you!” All of the Pure Ones looked down on the Saint. Each face
changed into the parent they never knew.
"No! We didn't do it to you, we didn't do it alone, they made it possible, they choose for you,
we did what they chose," the Saint protested.
The complete man turned his back on the lying spirit, got on his horse, and pulled a scroll from
his tunic. He opened the document that contained the written judgment. "The Lord God has caused
this day to come. You will suffer at his hand, what we suffered at your hand."
He closed the scroll and pulled back on the reigns, his horse snorted and walked backward with
his head held high. The other Pure Warriors moved away for the Saint, Lord Profit and Prince
Desolation.
The earth beneath Prince Desolation drew it’s breath and the soil imploded around his ankles.
Air, dirt and fire from the sky swirled around the demon. The vortex pulled Desolation down, he
fought to hold himself over the spinning sink hole as the vacuum tore against his body. His legs went
first, then his torso. He reached out for his comrades, they turned away. His outstretched arm was
wrenched from his shoulder, the limb vanished in the dirt. His death grip failed, he shoulders buckled,
his head collapsed and the ruler of Section I.M was evacuated down the waste tube of Hell.
The Angels cheered and pounded their swords against the engraved ring-wall. The pounding
stopped and a final cheer went up from the holy Angels that shook the ground, the wall and the dome.
The cheers died down. When the last echo faded, the Angel Echstnn flew over the Saint and Lord
Profit and landed on highway 33. He drew his sword, the weapon fashioned by the Captain of the host
and personally delivered by Michael the Archangel. Echstnn struck the center line with the hilt of his
sword. The roadway split open like a chest incision. The clean cut extended from the shattered water
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tower at the south end of town, to the northern city limit. The exact length of the Ghost train.
The Pure warriors galloped to the other side of the Ghost train and uncoiled lengths of fire-rope.
With the deft touch of a Pampas Gaucho, they lassoed the locomotive and toppled it from the tracks.
The warriors goaded their horses and the mighty beasts started dragging the phantom rail-runner
toward the gaping wound in the earth. They passed through the warehouse that bore the misspelled city
name, WESTELEY. The closer they came to the yawning chasm the louder the prisoners in the box
cars screamed and cursed God and men.
The warriors leapt the canyon, took up the slack in the fire-ropes and gave one last pull. The
train teetered on the edge of the Abyss, then a crow landed on the forward wheel of the steam engine.
The black bird cawed and flew away. The engine fell first, then the coal tender, the dining car and the
box cars, followed one by one. The captive demons pressed their horrified faces to the glass as they
began their endless fall from freedom into the bottomless pit that was created for the enemies of God.
The Pure warriors mustered behind the Saint and Lord Profit.
The Saint drew his dagger and hurled it at one of the warriors. The warrior caught the knife and
through it in the ground at the feet of the Saint.
"I had to try...what can I say, I'm a demon," the Saint said.
"And I'm no Angel."
The dagger crumbled to powder.
“No weapon formed against you will prosper,” Oz said.
The warrior who caught the knife into the cafe. “Amen.” Then he flashed a smile filled with
laughter and truth.
The Angels left the ring wall and formed a line in front of the catatonic demons. Vitan shouted,
"Angels, push!" The Angels pushed the rigid demons over the edge, as they fell the blackness of the pit
absorbed the light-coating on the demons. They were fully awake and fully aware of their fate before
they fell for the last time.
Then the horses began to close in on the defeated demon from three sides. In a moment of Divine AntiClimax, the forces of the Saint-Profit alliance were herded into the chasm. Through the skin of the
"Hell has enlarged herself, and opened her mouth without measure..." Ryan said.
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The Angels standing on the rim of darkness grasped hands and said, "Amen."
"Let death seize upon them, let them go down quick into Hell for wickedness is in their
dwellings, among them." Vitan said.
"The wicked shall be turned into Hell and all the nations that forget God." Another Angel said.
"Hell and destruction are before the LORD: how much more then the hearts of the children of
men?" Another Angel quoted.
The Angels stepped away from the chasm and split into two ranks forming a path for the Pure
Warriors.
"For if God spared not the angels that sinned, but cast them down to Hell and delivered them
into chains of darkness, to be reserved unto judgment," Ryan said.
"Enough," the Saint shouted. "'We have made a covenant with death, and with Hell are we at
agreement.' I know the words, I know the book better than most of the Elect, so spare me the scriptural
sound-bites." The Saint tossed his cloak over his shoulder and started walking toward his destiny.
Lord Profit fell in behind his leader.
The Pure warriors dismounted and walked behind the defeated potentates. The Angels turned
away from the Saint and Lord Profit.
The Saint stopped at the precipice, "Is this what you hoped for? Is this what you demanded?
Will this satisfy your need for judgment?"
A child walked from out of the Pure warriors and stopped a few paces away from the Saint and
Lord Profit. "I was the last one. I didn't have a champion, I didn't have a family that prayed or people
who decided to fight for me. Ella is blessed to be alive and her baby will be a wonderful addition to the
human race. You ask about my need for judgment...I don't need that. If you still think that way, you
must not have know the Father. His mercy is forever. You decide your damnation, 'Blessed are the
merciful: for they shall obtain mercy.' And you don't qualify. Goodbye Mr. Saint."
The ground beneath the Saint and Lord Profit crumbled and they were gone.
The Angels, the Pure warriors and the guys stood around wondering what to do next.
"What's that smell, rotten eggs...don't tell me that's what Hell smells like?" Oz said.
"No, the wind shifted city boy, that's fertilizer. But that rumbling sound is coming from
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whatever happened in the middle of highway 33." Francis said.
"I saw it but I don't even know what to believe about it. I mean, is this what goes on all the time
and we don't see it or think about it?" Ryan said.
"Yes. All the time." Francis said.
The crop duster pilot walked into the cafe. He noticed three guys staring at something in front
of the coffee shop. What are they looking at? he looked out the front window, he didn't see anything
out of the ordinary. Nothing looks different, but something feels different. He shrugged it off and
walked toward his usual stool at the counter, he brushed Ryan with his flight jacket sleeve. Every cell
in his body screamed with pleasure, the walls vanished, the ceiling opened and he saw what the guys
saw.
He looked back toward the airstrip where he parked his plane. The oil he had smeared on the
fuselage for the past twelve years was glowing blood-red. Lord, what do you want me to see? Then he
saw the solid rock ring and the glowing bronze canopy overhead. "I can see it Lord, you're answering
my prayers."
"What do you see friend?" Oz asked.
"You wouldn't believe me if I told you."
"Try us," Ryan said.
"We're inside what looks like a stone or rock ring that has a Bible verse carved on it and the sky
is glowing like brass in the sunshine."
"Have you looked out there?" Francis said.
"Where?"
"Toward what used to be the highway," Oz answered.
The pilot looked out the front of the cafe. "Cool. I always knew they were around here."
He walked straight out the front door of the cafe, and headed started running toward the tear in
the spiritual covering of the earth. When the guys caught up, the pilot was standing on the edge of the
abyss, looked down into outer darkness. The guys stood next to him and looked down.
"Man the light vaporizes when it interacts with the darkness," the pilot said.
"It retreats and a reforms, I don't think light and darkness like to be in the same place." Ryan
said.
"What fellowship hath light and darkness..?" Francis said.
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The pilot looked at Francis, "you know scripture?"
"We all love it and live it. They do to," Francis said pointing out the Pure warriors and the
Angels.
The pilot looked them all over, "of course they do, they live in the reality, we believe in." the
pilot looked over at Echstnn, "Hey, what should I call you?"
"My name is Echstnn, I know yours."
"I drew pictures of you when I was a boy. I saw this, I'm not sure what to call this gash in
highway 33..?"
"How about the gash to end all faults," Echstnn said.
"I like that. Do they know what to do?"
"Ask them."
The pilot turned toward the guys. "Do you guys know what to do now?"
"No, do you?" Ryan said.
A voice called out, “Someone needs to finish this.”
Ryan turned and asked the warriors in white, “What do you mean, ‘finish this?’”
“You have the keys to finalize this."
"Do you mean the keys to the Kingdom?"
"The Father wants to give you the kingdom, it's indescribable how anxious he is for you, for all
of you to make his kingdom come on earth." The Pure warrior said.
"On earth as it is in heaven. Is that what we need to do now?" Oz asked the pilot.
"Hey, you started this, that means you have to finish it. Trust your heart."
The guys looked at each other, then they looked at the Angels. The Angels were smiling.
"Aren't you guys supposed to take care of this stuff for us? Oz asked.
"Hey, we have been taking care of you and of, this stuff. Same battle, different specialties
Besides, one of us already told you why you're here," Echstnn said.
Ryan, turned to Francis, “Didn't you said that God brought us here as witnesses?"
"That's what the Angel said."
"We are witnesses. What do witnessed do?"
Francis spoke up, "I want to try something. Lord thank you for the victory you've brought
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today. Evil has been defeated, the proud have been humbled. Father we pray that you would put an
end to this...violence, and warfare. Amen.”
Everyone said, "Amen."
The ground shook, and the sky came alive in short multicolored gusts. The wind continued to
rise and the ground shook harder, the guys were having a hard time standing. They went to their knees.
The ground stopped shaking and the wind died out, but the colors lingered like banners stretched
loosely between hummingbirds. The colors started moving and the pressure inside the ring and dome
enclosure intensified. The pilot knew how to clear his ears but he couldn't keep up with the intense
atmospheric change. The men were ready to grab their ears when the brass dome blew upward and
vanished in the clouds. The Angels followed the colored light-banners into the clouds, with a soundless
blast, the rock ring wall that surrounded the town shattered to dust.
The four men stood, they could see the warriors on horseback, and the chasm was still moaning
but everything else was gone. The town was almost back to normal.
"What now?" Oz asked.
One of the Pure one pulled hard on the reigns to control his mount, "they want to follow the
Angels home," he said.
"I can't blame them, I'd want to go home to." Francis said.
"We all want to go home," the Pure warrior said.
Now Ryan, had an inspiration, he turned toward the chasm and spoke, “Lord you've looked for
a man to stand in the gap between heaven and earth; I'm your man.” He gathered his courage and
stepped toward the opening of the bottomless pit. The edges on both sides of the riff pulled together
under his feet. Twelve steps later, the gash was gone. Only the double yellow line marked the sealed
aperture into Hell.
"Now that's the way to finish," the pilot said.
A beam of light cut through the cloud cover and struck the ground. It pulsed and shimmered as
it spread out in front of each horse and rider. The Pure one's snapped the reigns and the horses galloped
up the shimmering on ramp to heaven.
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"We'll be back," the young girl called out, the rest of Pure ones laughed as they rode out of our
world.
The light dissipated, the heavens closed and the sun took its place in the sky. Oz, Ryan, Francis
and the pilot walked back to the coffee shop in the warmth of the bright morning star.
The End 7/11
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A taste of the next book in the series; The Rahab Stone

At the City Of Refuge, in San Francisco, most of the patrons were actively ignored the big
plasma TV mounted on the back wall. When the interview with Ian Barbour came on, Prix touched the
stack of Hundred-dollar-bills in her purse. Oh no! She left her seat and went to the espresso bar. “Go
get Adrian, quick!”
The counter man wiped his hands and stepped through the door to the kitchen. “Yo-Adrian.”
He shouted with a proper Philly accent.
“Yo mama!” came the standard reply. “What you want boy, I’m working here...you oughta try
it sometime.”
“You’re old lady wants you, pronto.”
“Well that's different.” He said. Adrian came around the corner wiping his soapy hands on his
wet apron. “What is it babe?”
“Look.” She said, pointing at the plasma screen.
Adrian leaned against the bar next to her, "he looks a little better-than when we found him at the
bus stop, but that is the same Ian." Adrian reached behind the bar and turned up the volume.
“...this man Wheatly Gomes pulled Ian Barbour from a burning car earlier this week,” the
reporter said.
“So that’s what happened.” Adrian said. "Write his name down; Gomes, Wheatly.
Wait, listen there’s more, that lady is talking to Ian.”
“...you have lost your memory. You are experiencing Amnesia. Can you remember anything
from your illustrious past?”
“No dear, I don't recall a thing,” Ian said.
The interview ended as the phone rang. “City of Refuge.”
“Adrian, good it’s you. You won’t believe what happened, Ian...”
“Mary I saw the news. Where are you?”
Mary explained he chance meeting with Rita, the encounter with the machete man, and she had
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allot to say about Skip.
“So this guy Skip, he on the way to help Rita’s brother, and he plans to run interference for Ian?
That can't be a coincidence. I want to talk to Oz, then I’ll get back to you. I may have to roll on this. I
fear for Ian’s life. The way we found him on the street was bad Juju. He'll need some serious spiritual
artillery to blast free from that kind of bondage.” Adrian said.
“Rita says that's why her husband is with him now. Only the Lord could have arranged it. But,
she hasn’t heard from him, or from Skip since the newscast. This is not over! This is not even near
done. You know what I mean?”
“I do, and I think you’re right. Give me a number.”
She gave him Vivian’s number.
"I got it. “Look is this, Vivian cool?”
“She killed to protect us.”
“Is there heat on you, on her?
"The dead will not be missed or mourned."
“I see. Mary, I dread the whole Vegas thing. If the society wants him dead, Vegas is the right
place to take him out. I’ll get back to you real soon. Thanks Mary...God Bless.” Adrian set the phone
down and took off his apron and let it fall to the floor.
He slammed the door and walked by the reception desk.
“From the boots, I'd say it’s Adrian, from the stride I say you're angry."
“Hello Tilly, right as ususal."
"Do you need to talk about it?"
"This is beyond words. You can pray and sort it out with God. Is Oz around?"
“He had something to do in Alemeda, would you like me to text him?”
“No, this is face to face. Have any idea when he'll return?”
“You know Oz. Could be whenever.”
“Thanks Tilly.” Adrian walked out and gently closed the door.
When Adrian and Prix came to Refuge, one of the conditions was that he wouldn't storm off to
deal with the latest matter of life or death without consulting Oz. He had keep his promise, so far.
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Prix handed him his apron. "Oz isn't here."
“I know, I have to have to wait and talk with Oz. Besides, I need to hear more from Mary. She
says she met this guy named Skip, she thinks he can take care of the situation. It like she might want
him to take care of her.”
"Since when do you know anything about what a woman thinks?"
"I don't, no man can ever know anything about what a woman thinks. But I do know when a
woman talks about a man like that, she sees something she wants. That's all." Adrian held up his
hands, "that's all, no magic."
Adrian kissed Prix on the cheek and headed back to the dishes.
CHAPTER 19
“Las Vegas tower this is T-51, we're twenty miles out on VFR, over.”
“T-51 we have you on radar. Maintain your altitude and heading.”
“I’m surprised they didn’t ask for a fly-by. Man, this has been some ride.” Said Skip, still the
kid on the fire truck. “Billy thank you, I loved every minute of it. If I lived in New Mexico, I'd vote
for your husband,” Skip said.
“He could arrange that.” Billy said.
“I think I understand what the Sadman network’ is. But it's so much bigger than I imagined,
there are so many people connected. You people are serious about your faith.”
“Listen Skip, for what it's worth, we don't pursue intrigue or conflict. But, we don’t leave our
own in the lurch either. This whole thing with the rock-singer, it sounds like double-dose of both.
Watch your back. If you need us, contact us. Time to kiss the ground, I need to do a quick
turnaround." Billy banked the old-fighter into a steep turn, Skip loved the G's. When they leveled out
she slid onto the runway like butter, "Skip, do what you have to do. Via con Dios.”
“Roger that.” Skip said then he pulled off his flight helmet.
The cab pulled up as the wild Mustang was climbing out into the desert night.
“That is some aircraft, I am highly impressed with the momentum and angle of it’s departure.”
Said the cab driver with a gap-toothed smile.
“She's powerful, that's true.” Skip said while opening the back door.
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“And where may I take you my friend? To the casinos, food, a fine hotel with a...”
“Have you heard about a couple of guys being rescued from a bridge?” Asked Skip,
interrupting his sales pitch.
“I have. One is said to be an famous person of the music industry. Very unusual.”
“What is so unusual about that?” Asked Skip.
“From what I am able to hear on this night,” the cabbie patted his two-way radio. “I understand
that the famous music man is in this country undocumented, an illegal alien. I, being an immigrant
from Pakistan know the importance of proper papers, why just the other day I was saying..”
“I understand.” Said Skip. “Here is some important paper,” he handed him a fifty dollar bill,
“take me to where the ‘Famous music man’ is staying.”
“My friend, that is not know by me. I have heard that after the news reporters finished with the
men, they disappeared into the crowd downtown. I can take you there if you desire.” Said the cabby.
“I so desire. Let’s get a move on it.” Skip said. The cab pulled away from the airport, and
headed toward the monolithic casino buildings that lite up the night sky-line.
The cab disappeared into the heard of yellow-tops, Skip took a minute to appreciate the lights
and huge casinos. Now that's out of my system, let's find Wheatly.
When intelligence assets, came upon a missing link in their intelligence chain, they would often
seek out the most reliable sources of information found in any city, any where in the world, criminals.
Vegas is a big town, with lots of money and vice. Skip didn't know or care who was currently
on top of the heap. All he needed was the name of a place. He reached inside his shirt pocket and
pulled out several business cards. He fanned them apart and found what he needed. He dialed the local
number.
“Hello, lawyers exchange.”
“I'd like to speak with Mr. Benton Reeley, my name is Skip Randen."
“Please hold sir.” The receptionist searched her data-base, she found a notation, 'Skip Randen,
Forward, anytime, anyplace.' under Mr. Benton’s private cell number.
“I will connect you Mr. Randen, thank you.”
The call was picked up on the second ring, “Bueno.”
“This is Skip Randen...”
Four minutes later, Skip was picked up by a limousine. The driver handed him a phone and
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shut the door behind him
“Hello.”
“What do you wish to know?”
“I want to find my friends, they’ve gone to ground.”
“Their names?”
“Wheatly Gomes, and Ian Barbour.” Skip said.
“These men are friends of yours?”
“That’s what I said, and that’s why I asked.”
“They are under surveillance, the United States Government has an interest in their
whereabouts. As you may have heard, the Englishman is in this country illegally.”
“That is not my concern. I want to find them, and leave this town with them...alive.”
“Understood. That may be difficult...”
Skip heard a voice scolding the man on the line in basic street Spanish.
“Senior Randen, I must apologize. Your wishes will be followed. Is there anything else you
require?”
“A plane that will make it to the border, and a place to land without complications. I need a
weapon, and enough money to escort my friends to safety. If I need anything else...I’ll let you know.”
Skip tossed the phone on the seat across from him.
The smoked-glass window retracted, and a metal brief-case appeared. Skip grabbed the case
and set it beside him. The Limousine stopped across from the Bellagio fountain. He got out and the
vehicle sped away.
He heard a phone ring. Skip laid the case on the step next to the fountain. After a 360 look
around, he popped the twin latches. There were several disposable phones and some other nice items
inside. "Yes."
“You must be Senior Randen?” Came the strongly accented voice.
“I am. And I thank you for you prompt response.”
“Senior Randen, I am Carlo Sandero. You saved the life of my son. He was a good boy, the
image of his mother, God rest her soul. But, I am sad to say he has now been taken from us. As the
result of his wounds, and some other unavoidable complications he was unable to overcome the
infection.”
“I am sorry for your loss Mr. Sandero."
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“Thank you. Now, concerning you’re current situation. I have dispatched the airplane, and a
crew. They will inform you of your options. And may I offer you the hospitality of my home.”
“I thank you Mr. Sandero, but I do this for my friends.”
“You seem to make a practice of helping others, and of risking yourself for their good. Such
honor, such sacrifice is not common in this world. I must pay great amounts of money to acquire such
loyalty and service.” The sound of his voice changed, Skip relaxed a bit.
“Please indulge an old man. I would like to meet you one day, cata-a-cata. My offer of a place
in my home, as you say in English, ‘Stands.’ Do not hesitate to contact my representatives. Via con
Dios my friend.”
“Good bye.” Skip closed the case and walked to a more private place.
Mr. Sandero you know how to take care of your friends. Skip flipped through several banded
stacks of One Hundred dollar bills. Beneath the ‘100s’ was a stack of worn Twenty’s. Good! I need
walking around money. He peeled off several sheets of hundreds, and took a thick pinch of twenty’s.
and tucking them away in his front pants pocket. He looked around the fountain area again, there was
a man and woman holding hands, starring into the cascading water.
Safe enough, he decided to leave the Glock 45 in the case, instead he palmed the smaller 380
and tucked it into his waist band, and let his shirt fall over the weapon.
There was a card inside the top flap of the metal case, with the case combination, and a phone
number with an red asterisk. He memorized the numbers, and tore the card into tiny pieces and let
them fall into the fountain.
The phone rang again.
“Yes.”
“The Sandtrap Hotel.”
“I understand.” Skip tossed the phone in the fountain, shut the case and waived down a taxi.
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